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IP1

Welcome Remarks and Presentation: Learning to
Optimize

”Learning to Optimize” or L2O is a method of generat-
ing or improving optimization algorithms. The resulting
algorithms are often able to efficiently solve a set of target
optimization problems. L2O has made gratifying progress
in applications of signal processing, image processing, and
other inverse problems, integer and combinatorial opti-
mization, and optimal control, and it has achieved remark-
able success in many individual types of problems. This
talk introduces the background and motivation of L2O,
and briefly outlines the different types of L2O approaches
that have emerged recently, including deep-neural-network
models, models based on traditional optimization meth-
ods, and various approaches to combining them. We will
discuss how to train parameters and ensure correct conver-
gence results.

Wotao Yin
Alibaba Group US/DAMO Academy, U.S.
wotao.yin@gmail.com

IP2

Mathematics of Neural Networks in the Billion-
parameter Age

The pace of progress of large-scale machine learning keeps
increasing, towards even bigger models and datasets, pro-
ducing astonishing results along the way in data-heavy do-
mains such as text or images. Such rapid progress also
leaves our mathematical understanding further behind, to
the extent that one wonders whether it will ever catch up?
In this talk, we will raise salient questions about this trend
while zooming-in on technical snippets, covering approxi-
mation properties of transformers, mathematical aspects of
score-based diffusion generative models, and optimization
aspects of learning semi-parametric models.

Joan Bruna
New York University
Courant Institute
bruna@cims.nyu.edu

IP3

Remarks and Presentation: Over-parameterized
Neural Networks and Causality in the Context of
Drug Discovery and Single-cell Data Integration

Massive data collection holds the promise of a better under-
standing of complex phenomena and ultimately, of better
decisions. An exciting opportunity in this regard stems
from the growing availability of perturbation / interven-
tion data (for example from drug/knockout screens in bi-
ology, advertisement, online education, etc.). In order to
obtain mechanistic insights from such data, a major chal-
lenge is the development of a framework that integrates
observational and interventional data and allows causal
transportability, i.e., predicting the effect of unseen in-
terventions or transporting the effect of interventions ob-
served in one context to another. I will discuss how over-
parameterized neural networks can be used for these prob-
lems. In particular, I will characterize the implicit bias
of over-parameterized autoencoders and link this to causal
transportability in the context of virtual drug screening.

Caroline Uhler
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

cuhler@mit.edu

IP4

A Mathematicians Perspective on How to Address
Bias and Ethics in Data Science

Data science impacts many facets of our lives: from mar-
keting to finance to voting to facial recognition to medical
care. What happens if data science develops technology
that amplifies societal biases and blatant racism? Tal-
itha Washington will share her vision on how the mathe-
matical community can collaboratively build industry rela-
tionships, develop diverse data science talent, and amplify
ethics in data science.

Talitha Washington
Clark Atlanta University & Atlanta University Center
twashington@aucenter.edu

IP5

Remarks and Presentation - The Challenge of Un-
derstanding What Users Want: Inconsistent Pref-
erences and Engagement Optimization

Online platforms have a wealth of data, run countless ex-
periments and use industrial-scale algorithms to optimize
user experience. Despite this, many users seem to regret
the time they spend on these platforms. One possible ex-
planation is that incentives are misaligned: platforms are
not optimizing for user happiness. We suggest the prob-
lem runs deeper, transcending the specific incentives of any
particular platform, and instead stems from a mistaken
foundational assumption. To understand what users want,
platforms look at what users do. This is a kind of revealed-
preference assumption that is ubiquitous in user models.
Yet research has demonstrated, and personal experience
affirms, that we often make choices in the moment that
are inconsistent with what we actually want: we can choose
mindlessly or myopically, behaviors that feel entirely famil-
iar on online platforms. In this work, we develop a model
of media consumption where users have inconsistent pref-
erences. We consider what happens when a platform that
simply wants to maximize user utility is only able to ob-
serve behavioral data in the form of user engagement. Our
framework is based on a stochastic model of user behavior,
in which users are guided by two conflicting sets of prefer-
ences – one that operates impulsively in the moment, and
the other of which makes plans over longer time-scales. By
linking the behavior of this model to abstractions of plat-
form design choices, we can develop a theoretical frame-
work and vocabulary in which to explore interactions be-
tween design, behavioral science, and social media.

Jon M. Kleinberg
Cornell University
kleinber@cs.cornell.edu

IP6

Steins Method, Learning, and Inference

Steins method is a powerful tool from probability theory for
bounding the distance between probability distributions.
In this talk, Ill describe how this tool designed to prove
central limit theorems can be adapted to assess and im-
prove the quality of practical inference procedures. Along
the way, Ill highlight applications to Markov chain Monte
Carlo sampler selection, goodness-of-fit testing, generative
modeling, de novo sampling, post-selection inference, dis-
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tribution compression, bias correction, and nonconvex op-
timization, and Ill close with opportunities for future work.

Lester Mackey
Microsoft Research New England
lmackey@stanford.edu

IP7

Remarks and Presentation: Topological Methods
to Analyze Complex Prediction Functions

It is now standard practice across science to study models
that have been trained, fit, or learned based on a set of
data. Many of these models involve a large number of pa-
rameters that make direct interpretation of the model chal-
lenging and a near black-box model view appropriate. We
explore the possibilities of using ideas based on topological
analysis methods to understand and evaluate these com-
plex prediction functions. These show a surprising ability
to generate easy to understand insights into these black
boxes.

David F. Gleich
Purdue University
dgleich@purdue.edu

IP8

Geospatial Technologies for Ride-Sharing and De-
livery Platforms

Ride-sharing and delivery platforms require complex
geospatial inputs in order to generate their user experi-
ences, match demand with drivers, and calculate fares. For
example, route planning for meal deliveries uses predictions
of the travel time between any two locations in the road
network, and platform efficiency heavily depends on the
accuracy of these predictions. I will describe the ML and
optimization technologies, including those for travel time
prediction, route optimization, and map error detection,
that form the foundation of such multi-sided platforms. I
will detail the challenges, such as data sparsity on parts of
the road network, and show that highly accurate predic-
tions need to take into account the granular dynamics of
the physical system (traffic patterns in the road network).
I will also illustrate machine learning architectures that
incorporate this contextual information.

Dawn Woodard
LinkedIn
dawn@woodardscience.com

IP9

Closing Remarks and Presentation: Supervised
Learning In Function Space

Supervised learning has shown enormous success as a data-
driven methodology for function approximation between
(finite dimensional) Euclidean spaces. However, for many
problems arising in the sciences and engineering, it is of-
ten desirable to learn maps between (infinite dimensional)
spaces of functions. The talk highlights recent progress in
this area, explaining different approaches taken, describing
numerical and theoretical results which study the complex-
ity (cost versus accuracy) of these approaches, and show-
casing their use in applications.

Andrew Stuart
Computing + Mathematical Sciences

California Institute of Technology
astuart@caltech.edu

SP1

SIAM Activity Group on Data Science Early Ca-
reer Prize - When Will You Become the Best
Reviewer of Your Own Papers? A Mechanism-
Design-Based Approach to Estimation

Alice submits a number of papers to a machine learning
conference and has knowledge of the quality of her papers.
Given noisy grades provided by independent reviewers, can
Bob obtain accurate estimates of the ground-truth quality
of the papers by asking Alice a question about the ground
truth? In this talk, we address this when the payoff of Alice
is additive convex utility over all her papers. First, if Alice
would truthfully answer the question because by doing so
her payoff is maximized, we show that the questions must
be formulated as pairwise comparisons between her papers.
Moreover, if Alice is required to provide a ranking of her
papers, which is the most fine-grained question via pairwise
comparisons, we prove that she would be truth-telling. By
incorporating the ground-truth ranking, we show that Bob
can obtain an estimator with the optimal squared error
in certain regimes based on any possible ways of truthful
information elicitation. Moreover, the estimated grades
are substantially more accurate than the raw grades when
the number of papers is large and the raw grades are very
noisy. Finally, we conclude the talk with several extensions
and some refinements for practical considerations. This is
based on arXiv:2206.08149 and arXiv:2110.14802.

Weijie Su
University of Pennsylvania
suw@wharton.upenn.edu

CP1

Graph Geneos for Tda

The relevance of concepts of graph and equivariant oper-
ator is difficult to overestimate in data analysis and ge-
ometric deep learning. How could we establish a link
between these two concepts? In recent years, a topo-
logical and geometric study of group equivariant non-
expansive operators (GENEOs) has been initiated, lead-
ing to theoretical results on their geometric properties and
new methods for constructing such operators in practice
[https://rdcu.be/bP6HV]. The main contribution of this
research is to show that the mathematical machinery de-
veloped for GENEOs between signal spaces associated with
invariance groups can be extended to graphs. One model
considers a fixed graph, and data are represented as func-
tions on the vertex set; another model starts from the com-
plete graph on a fixed set of vertices, and sees data as
functions on the edge set. The latter has the advantage
to enable us to consider different graphs (with that set of
vertices) as data. In addition to introducing the definition
of GENEO between weighted graphs, we show how we can
concretely construct this new type of GENEOs by adapting
the definition of permutant, so extending previous results
about classical GENEOs. We also describe several exam-
ples that show the potential of our approach and raise the
hope that GENEOs can lead to discrimination of graph-
theoretical features through Machine Learning algorithms,
providing a new mathematical tool for data analysis.

Faraz Ahmad
University of Bologna
faraz.ahmad2@unibo.it
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Massimo Ferri
University of Bologna
Italy
massimo.ferri@unibo.it

Patrizio Frosini
University of Bologna
patrizio.frosini@unibo.it

CP1

Geometric Data Analysis Through Quantum Dy-
namics

We propose that, much like how quantum mechanics mod-
els nature at ?ne scales, the ?ne-scaled resolution of the
organization and structure of data is also best character-
ized using quantum mechanical processes. We realize this
through two novel facets: on the one hand, we reveal a con-
nection between spectral graph theory of data arising from
finite Euclidean point cloud samples on Riemannian sub-
manifolds and semiclassical analysis. On the other hand,
we establish a consistency between wave dynamics on the
finite data and on the underlying manifold with exponen-
tial convergence rates. Together, these yield a quantum-
classical correspondence between matrix dynamics on data
and the geodesic flow on the submanifold. Conceptually,
these results connect the notion of discretization imposed
by data sampling to the concept of quantization in physics.
We demonstrate this quantum data analysis framework
with a convergent manifold learning algorithm, inspired
by properties of quantum dynamics of free particles on
curved spaces and grounded in this novel interplay be-
tween spectral data analysis and the framework of microlo-
cal/semiclassical analysis, for recovering geodesics from the
sampled data. We illustrate this new algorithm on data
sampled from model manifolds and moreover, we demon-
strate its dimensionality reduction and anomaly-detection
capabilities with a real-world COVID-19 mobility dataset.

Mohan Sarovar
Sandia National Laboratories
Livermore, CA
mnsarov@sandia.gov

Akshat Kumar
Clarkson University
akumar@clarkson.edu

CP1

Machine Learning Methods for Vessel Segmenta-
tion in Organs

The vascular system plays a crucial role in diagnostics,
treatment, and surgical planning in a wide array of dis-
eases. Recently, there has been a growing interest in au-
tomating the manual vessel segmentation process to save
time. We aim to efficiently and effectively segment the vas-
cular system in the liver organ using deep learning tech-
niques in order to improve on current manual methods.
To do this, we propose a 3D DenseNet using PocketNet
paradigm with binary and ternary classifications that has
less parameters to train than the state of the art methods.
We explore the impact of various preprocessing techniques
on the accuracy of the neural network using the dice score
coefficient. The proposed model reduces training times
and increases accuracy per training parameter in medical
imaging segmentation of the liver vessels. We find that suc-
cessful preprocessing and post-processing filters and neural

network parameters are necessary for consistently high dice
scores.

Bilyana Tzolova
Rice University
bmt3@rice.edu

David Fuentes
University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
dtfuentes@mdanderson.org

Beatrice Riviere
Rice University
Houston, Texas, USA
riviere@caam.rice.edu

CP1

Cost Function for Assessing the Quality of Low-
Dimensional Manifolds

Dimensionality reduction and manifold learning techniques
are used in numerous disciplines to find low-dimensional
manifolds in complex systems with many degrees of free-
dom. This approach allows for a substantial reduction in
the number of parameters needed to visualize, describe and
predict complex systems, but some topological properties
of low-dimensional manifolds can hinder their practical ap-
plication. Here, we present a quantitative metric for char-
acterizing the quality of low-dimensional manifolds. The
metric collects information about variance in dependent
variable values happening across multiple spatial scales
on a manifold. It can characterize two topological as-
pects in particular: non-uniqueness and feature sizes in
low-dimensional parameterizations. Our metric is scalable
with manifold dimensionality and can work across different
linear and nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques.
Moreover, dependent variables that are most relevant in
modeling can be selected a priori and the manifold topol-
ogy can be assessed for those variables specifically. Using
the metric as a cost function in optimization algorithms,
we show that optimized low-dimensional manifolds can be
found. The metric can be also used to tune the hyper-
parameters of reduction techniques and to select appropri-
ate data preprocessing strategies to obtain improved man-
ifolds. Our approach provides a way to quantify and au-
tomate decisions that need to be made prior to applying a
reduction technique.

Kamila Zdybal
Université Libre de Bruxelles
kamilazdybal@gmail.com

Elizabeth Armstrong, James Sutherland
University of Utah
elizabeth.armstrong@chemeng.utah.edu,
james.sutherland@utah.edu

Alessandro Parente
Université Libre de Bruxelles
alessandro.parente@ulb.be

CP1

Unsupervised Homological Manifold Learning for
Non-Euclidean Data

Homology is a powerful machinery to decode the global
structures of a topological space in terms of homology
groups. This algebraic topology characterization naturally
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enables learning, process, and analysis of non-Euclidean
data, which are essential to various emerging applications
in topological data science, including manifold learning,
shape recognition, and scene reconstruction. In recent
years, extensive research has been devoted to developing al-
gorithms for computing homology over Z2, e.g., persistent
homology. Although the simplicity on Z2 offers computa-
tional advantages, it leads to dramatic loss of topological
information. In this work, to strike a balance between com-
putational efficiency and information retention, we propose
a learning-based method to facilitate the computation of
homology groups over R. Specifically, we develop an iter-
ative unsupervised learning algorithm to construct simpli-
cial complexes and extract topological features from data,
by which computing R-homology groups is transformed to
a sparse linear inverse problem (SLIP). By integrating the
techniques of singular value decomposition and rank opti-
mization, we design an effective kernel-based algorithm to
find the solution of the associated SLIP in terms of Betti
numbers of the constructed simplex. We show that this so-
lution adequately reflects the homology groups guaranteed
by universal coefficient theorem.

Jr-Shin Li, Wei Zhang, Minjie Yang, Yi-Hsuan Shih
Washington University in St. Louis
jsli@wustl.edu, wei.zhang@wustl.edu, minjie@wustl.edu,
shihy@wustl.edu

CP2

Matrix-Free Interior Point Methods for Point Set
Matching Problems

Point sets matching problems can be handled by opti-
mal transport. The mechanism behind it is that optimal
transport recovers the point-to-point correspondence as-
sociated with the least curl deformation. Optimal trans-
port is a special form of linear programming with dense
constraints. Linear programming can be handled by inte-
rior point methods effectively, provided that the involved
ill-conditioned Hessians can be computed accurately. Re-
cently, matrix balancing has been employed to compute op-
timal transport. In this work, we incorporate sparse sup-
port constraints to matrix-balancing based interior point
methods, in which the sparse constraint set fulfilling total
support is iteratively updated according to the multiplier
vectors. Total support condition ensures the existence of
matrix balancing. Experiments justify the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm on point-sets with large cardinality.

Pengwen Chen
National Chung Hsing University
pengwen@nchu.edu.tw

CP2

High Dimensional Covariance Estimation in Cryo-
EM

Cryogenic electron-microscopy (cryo-EM) is an imaging
technique able to recover the 3D structures of proteins at
near-atomic resolution. A unique characteristic of cryo-
EM is the possibility of recovering the structure of flexible
proteins in different conformations from a single electron
microscopy image dataset. One way to estimate these con-
formations relies on estimating the covariance matrix of the
scattering potential directly from the electron data. From
that matrix, one can perform principal component analy-
sis to recover the distribution of conformations of a pro-
tein. While theoretically attractive, this method has been

constrained to low resolutions because of high storage and
computational complexity; indeed, the covariance matrix
contains O(N6) entries where N is the size of the grid in
one dimension. In this talk, we discuss and present a new
estimator for the covariance matrix and show that we can
compute it in a rank k-approximate covariance in O(kN3).
Finally, we demonstrate that we can recover the confor-
mation of structures at high resolution using a sparsified
PCA.

Marc Aurele T. Gilles
Cornell University, Center for Applied Mathematics
mg6942@princeton.edu

CP2

Probabilistic PCA Algorithms for Heterogeneous-
Quality Data

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a workhorse data
science technique for reducing data dimensionality, but it
is suboptimal when the samples have heterogeneous qual-
ity, as is common in modern applications. PCA treats
all samples uniformly so degrades when the noise is het-
eroscedastic across samples, as occurs, e.g., when samples
come from different sources that are of different quality.
This talk presents a new probabilistic PCA variant that
estimates and accounts for this heterogeneity by incorpo-
rating it in the statistical model. Unlike the usual (ho-
moscedastic) setting, the resulting nonconvex optimization
problem is seemingly not solved by the singular value de-
composition. We develop a heteroscedastic probabilistic
PCA technique (HePPCAT) algorithm that uses efficient
alternating maximization to jointly estimate both the un-
derlying factors and the unknown noise variances. Sim-
ulation experiments illustrate the comparative speed of
various algorithmic choices, the benefits of accounting for
the heterogenous quality, and the seemingly favorable op-
timization landscape of this problem. We illustrate the
technique on real environmental air quality data. For de-
tails see: https://doi.org/10.1109/TSP.2021.3104979

David Hong
University of Pennsylvania, U.S.
dahong67@wharton.upenn.edu

Kyle Gilman
University of Michigan
kgilman@umich.edu

Laura Balzano
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
University of Michigan
girasole@umich.edu

Jeffrey Fessler
University of Michigan
fessler@umich.edu

CP2

Neural Differential Equations for Medical Image
Prediction and Segmentation

In this talk, we discuss recent progress in incorporating
ODEs and PDEs in medical image prediction and seg-
mentation. First, we present a PDE-guided deep learn-
ing framework to learn the underlying tumor cell dynam-
ics influenced by radiotherapy. A two-branch neural net-
work is designed to encode a reaction-diffusion equation
with an unknown operator approximated by a neural net-
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work. Starting from pre-treatment PET images and radia-
tion dose distributions, this model shows promising results
in predicting the post-treatment PET images and the in-
fluence of the imposed radiotherapy. Second, we propose
a Neural-ODE based method for interpreting the behavior
of neural networks in multi-parametric medical image seg-
mentation tasks. We characterize the continuous evolution
of images with multi-modality from inputs to segmenta-
tion results using Neural ODEs. We also design an ac-
cumulative contribution curve to quantify the utilization
of each modality in the learned dynamics. In a multi-
parametric MRI-based glioma segmentation study, the pro-
posed method successfully identifies key MR modalities.
This method offers a new tool for optimizing inputs and
enhancing the interpretability of deep learning models for
multimodal image segmentation.

Hangjie Ji
North Carolina State University
hji5@ncsu.edu

Zhenyu Yang, Kyle Lafata, Scott Floyd, Fang-fang Yin,
Chunhao Wang
Duke University
zhenyu.yang893@duke.edu, kyle.lafata@duke.edu,
scott.floyd@duke.edu, fangfang.yin@duke.edu, chun-
hao.wang@duke.edu

CP2

Multi-Task fMRI Data Fusion Using Independent
Vector Analysis and the PARAFAC2 Tensor De-
composition

Data fusion—the joint analysis of multiple related
datasets—through coupled factorizations has the promise
to enable enhanced knowledge discovery, and hence is an
active area. Various formulations of coupled matrix fac-
torizations have been proposed, each with its own mod-
eling assumptions. In this presentation, we study two
such methods, namely Independent Vector Analysis (IVA),
i.e., extension of Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
to multiple datasets, and PARAFAC2, a tensor factoriza-
tion approach. We demonstrate the modeling assumptions
of IVA and PARAFAC2 using simulations motivated by
multi-task functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)
data fusion, where multiple fMRI data sets in the form
of subjects by voxels matrices corresponding to different
tasks are jointly analyzed. Our simulation study reveals
that while both methods can accurately capture the la-
tent components, PARAFAC2 captures group differences
more reliably, providing a compact representation when
subject scores differ only up to a scaling across different
datasets/tasks, and IVA performs better when different
subject scores are expected in different datasets. Further-
more, on real multi-task fMRI data, we show how the two
methods can be used for achieving two important goals
at once, namely capturing group differences between pa-
tients with schizophrenia and healthy controls with inter-
pretable components, as well as understanding the rela-
tionship across multiple tasks.

Isabell Lehmann
Signal and System Theory Group
Paderborn University
isabell.lehmann@sst.upb.de

Evrim Acar
Simula Metropolitan Center for Digital Engineering
evrim@simula.no

Tanuj Hasija
Signal and System Theory Group
Paderborn University
tanuj.hasija@sst.upb.de

M.A.B.S. Akhonda
University of Maryland
Baltimore County
mo32@umbc.edu

Vince Calhoun
Georgia state University
vcalhoun@gsu.edu

Peter Schreier
Signal and System Theory Group
Paderborn University
peter.schreier@sst.upb.de

Tülay Adali
University of Maryland
Baltimore County
adali@umbc.edu

CP2

Variance-Reduced Randomized Kaczmarz Algo-
rithm in Xfel Single-Particle Imaging Phase Re-
trieval

In this work, we propose the Variance Reduced Random-
ized Kaczmarz (VR-RK) algorithm for XFEL signal par-
ticle imaging phase retrieval. The VR-RK algorithm is
inspired by the randomized Kaczmarz algorithm and the
variance reduction in stochastic gradient methods. The
formulations of the VR-RK algorithm under the L1 and
L2 constraints are also presented. Numerical simulations
demonstrate that the VR-RK method has a faster con-
vergence rate compared with the randomized Kaczmarz
method. Tests on the synthetic signal particle imaging
data and the PR772 XFEL real imaging data show that
the VR-RK algorithm can recover information with higher
accuracy. It is useful for biological data processing.

Poline Y. Xian
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Beijing Computational Science Research Center
poline3939@gmail.com

Haiguang Liu
Beijing Computational Science Research Center (CSRC)
hgliu@csrc.ac.cn

Xuecheng Tai
Hong Kong Baptist University
xuechengtai@hkbu.edu.hk

Yang Wang
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
yangwang@ust.hk

CP3

Data-Driven Distributionally Robust Model Pre-
dictive Control for Nonlinear Systems

The optimization of nonlinear stochastic dynamic systems
is a key challenge both in industry and in academia. Model
predictive control (MPC) is the go-to method to address
these problems. However, traditional MPC does not di-
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rectly account for uncertainty, and in the presence of sig-
nificant stochasticity, it can lead to poor performance and
infeasibility issues. Stochastic model predictive control
(SMPC) has risen as an alternative to deal with the pres-
ence of stochastic behaviour. SMPC methods assume that
the true probability distribution of uncertainties is pro-
vided in advance. However, in real-world systems, only
partial distribution information can be acquired for SMPC.
The discrepancy between the true distribution and the
distribution assumed can result in sub-optimality or even
infeasibility. To address this, we present a new data-
driven distributionally robust data-driven MPC scheme for
stochastic nonlinear systems. We first propose a data-
driven MPC scheme to control constrained stochastic linear
systems using distributionally robust optimization. The
resulting distributionally robust MPC framework is com-
putationally tractable, efficient, and recursively feasible.
Additionally, the information about the uncertainty can
be determined empirically from the data. Subsequently
we present alternatives to adapt this strategy to nonlin-
ear systems in a tractable way. We show examples while
examining the benefits and shortcomings of the proposed
approach.

Ehecatl Antonio Del Rio Chanona
Imperial College London
a.del-rio-chanona@imperial.ac.uk

Panagiotis Petsagkourakis
Imperial college london
p.petsagkourakis@imperial.ac.uk

CP3

Combining Dynamic Mode Decomposition with
Ensemble Kalman Filtering for Tracking and Fore-
casting

Data assimilation techniques, such as Ensemble Kalman
Filtering, have been proven to be a highly effective and
efficient way to combine noisy data with a mechanistic
model to track and forecast systems. However, when deal-
ing with high-dimensional data it is often difficult to derive
a mechanistic model, making data assimilation difficult to
apply. In this talk, we use Dynamic Mode Decomposition
to generate a low-dimensional, linear model of a dynam-
ical system directly from high-dimensional data which is
defined by temporal and spatial modes. We then combine
Dynamic Mode Decomposition with the Ensemble Kalman
Filter (which we call the DMDEnKF) to iteratively update
the current state and temporal modes as new data becomes
available. We demonstrate that this approach has the ad-
vantage of being able to track time varying dynamical sys-
tems in synthetic examples. We then apply the DMDEnKF
to influenza-like illness data from the USA Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention.

Stephen Falconer
University of Surrey
s.falconer@surrey.ac.uk

CP3

A Structure Preserving Algorithm for Data Driven
Koopman Analysis

Operator theoretic approaches to analyzing complex phe-
nomena have garnered much attention of late as they al-
low interpretability backed by strong theoretical guaran-
tees. Here, we propose an algorithm for approximating
the Koopman operator that leverages known invariant so-

lutions and eigen-functions induced by the underlying dy-
namical system. Linearity of the Koopman operator al-
lows these priors to be encoded as linear constraints on a
quadratic program, which can be easily solved. This ap-
proach recovers conventional linear stability analysis in the
presence of a single invariant solution. Furthermore, it can
always compute non-trivial invariant sets that empirically
correlate with the basin of attraction of the specified fixed
points/ limit cycles. Prototypical dynamical systems illus-
trate the applicability of this technique.

Gowtham S Seenivasaharagavan
University of California Santa Barbara
gowthamsan@ucsb.edu

Milan Korda
LAAS-CNRS
korda@laas.fr

Hassan Arbabi
MIT
arbabiha@gmail.com

Igor Mezic
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of California, Santa Barbara
mezic@ucsb.edu

CP3

Numerical Methods for Approximately Optimal
Equilibrium in Matching for Teams and Wasser-
stein Barycenter Beyond Discrete Measures

We propose numerical algorithms for computing approxi-
mately optimal solutions of the matching for teams prob-
lem involving measures that are not necessarily discrete.
This problem was introduced by Carlier and Ekeland and
contains the well-known Wasserstein barycenter problem
as a special case. We develop two relaxation schemes in
which marginal constraints are replaced by finitely many
linear constraints: the first scheme relaxes the multi-
marginal optimal transport formulation and the second
scheme parametrizes the transfer functions in the original
problem. Through proving tailored duality results, we de-
velop two numerical algorithms for computing feasible and
approximately optimal primal and dual solutions. These
solutions give upper and lower bounds on the optimal value
of the matching for teams problem, and their difference
provides a direct estimate of the sub-optimality of these
solutions. Moreover, we are able to control an upper bound
on the sub-optimality to be arbitrarily close to 0. We subse-
quently prove that these approximately optimal primal and
dual solutions converge when their sub-optimality goes to
0, and their limits constitute a true matching equilibrium.
Thus, they can be regarded as an approximate matching
equilibrium. Through numerical examples, we showcase
that the proposed algorithms can produce high-quality ap-
proximate matching equilibria, and that the computed sub-
optimality estimates are much less conservative than their
theoretical upper bounds.

Ariel Neufeld
Nanyang Technological University
Singapore
ariel.neufeld@ntu.edu.sg

Qikun Xiang
School of Physical and Mathematical Sciences
Nanyang Technological University
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qikun001@e.ntu.edu.sg

CP3

Model Selection of Nonlinear PDEs for Pattern
Formation

Partial differential equations (PDE) have been widely used
to reproduce patterns in nature and to give insight into the
mechanism underlying pattern formation. Although many
PDE models have been proposed, they rely on the pre-
request knowledge of physical laws and symmetries, and
developing a model to reproduce a given desired pattern re-
mains difficult. We propose a method to estimate the best
dynamical PDE for one snapshot of a target pattern under
the stationary state without ground truth. We apply our
method to nontrivial patterns,such as quasi-crystals (QCs),
a double gyroid and Frank Kasper structures. By using
the estimated parameters for the approximant of QCs, we
successfully generate three-dimensional dodecagonal QCs
from a PDE model. Our method works for noisy patterns
and the pattern synthesised without the ground truth pa-
rameters, which are required for the application toward
experimental data.

Natsuhiko Yoshinaga
WPI- Advanced Institute for Materials Research
yoshinaga@tohoku.ac.jp

CP3

Sensitivity Analysis for Quasi-Stationary Distribu-
tions

When a stochastic process has an absorbing state, the
stationary conditional probability distribution condition-
ing on survival is called the quasi-stationary distribution
(QSD). Many chemical reaction models, epidemiological
models, and ecological models have QSDs instead of invari-
ant probability measures. In this talk, I will introduce a
data-driven approach to quantitatively estimate the sensi-
tivity of QSDs against the change of noise types, boundary
conditions, and diffusion approximations. The main idea is
to use coupling technique to estimate the speed of mixing
and the finite time sensitivity, which leads to the sensitivity
of the QSD.

Yaping Yuan
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
yapingyuan@umass.edu

Yao Li
University of Massachusetts Amherst
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
yaoli@math.umass.edu

CP4

Agent-Based AI for Gaming Simulations in Unity

Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a novel machine learning
methodology based on training Artificial Intelligence (AI)
agents that can optimally make decisions within a simu-
lated environment. In recent years, RL has gained much
attention due to the success of companies such as Deep-
Mind in developing and training software agents that can
(1) navigate highly complex strategy games, (2) learn the
rules of the game, (3) beat the highest ranked players in
the world at that game, and (4) develop innovative never-
before seen strategies to win. Utilizing this type of AI to

solve puzzles or develop strategy within games can trans-
late to the production of AI that can perform similarly or
achieve similar goals in a real world setting. For example,
the development of AI capable of making decisions within
a warship game could eventually lead to the development
of manless warships, preventing potential casualties. In
this work, we examine the use of reinforcement learning
to make optimal decisions in complex maze gaming envi-
ronments including enemy AI and a points-based system.
Additionally, we compare the performance to other popular
methodologies such as A*. This custom-built maze envi-
ronment inside of Unity will be assessing computational
expense, accumulating a higher score via the point system,
and evasion of the enemy, as well as comparison to a hu-
man player. Finally, we discuss potential application and
future directions of this work.

Joseph E. Jabour, Quyen Brannon
USACE ERDC
joseph.e.jabour@erdc.dren.mil,
quyen.t.dong@erdc.dren.mil
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CP4

Resilient Agent-Based Decision-Making

In recent years, the concept of system resilience has become
a topic of interest within Government, Academia, and In-
dustry. A system’s ability to adapt and recover from risks
is critical to maintaining reliable systems, especially in the
event of unforeseen disruptions such as those caused by
climate change, cyber-attack, or pandemics. Due to the
unpredictability of these disruptions along with the lack
of disruption data, traditional AI-based control methods
often fail to anticipate unknown risks. Therefore, alterna-
tive methods are required to capture the complexities of
a dynamic system. Recent advances in machine learning
and artificial intelligence capabilities have led to the de-
velopment of agent-based algorithms capable of modeling
and predicting optimal sequential decision-making in a vir-
tual environment. These programs are built to exploit AI
systems’ ability to learn and improve through repetition in
addition to generalizing from past experience. This presen-
tation will explore the use of reinforcement learning as a
tool for resilient decision-making in a toy problem. The ad-
vantages and disadvantages of this methodology along with
how to move forward in this field will also be discussed.

Haley R. Dozier
U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center
Information Technology Laboratory
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CP4

Offline Reinforcement Learning for Logistics Ap-
plications

Reinforcement Learning (RL) methods provide a mathe-
matical framework for learning-based control and decision
problems by mimicking the ways humans learn through in-
teractions with their environment. While typical RL meth-
ods require continuous interaction with an environment or
simulation resulting in an ”online” experience, new avenues
of offline reinforcement learning seek to utilize previously
collected data rather than simulation. By combining the
strengths of existing RL techniques with large datasets, of-
fline RL creates a powerful decision-making tool for many
avenues previously unexplored using RL. In this presen-
tation, we propose a framework for turning large, real-
world traffic datasets into a discrete-time stochastic control
process for modeling optimal decision-making for routing
problems. Additionally, we discuss the advantages and dis-
advantages of offline and online RL algorithms for routing
applications.

Althea Henslee
U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center
Information Technology Laboratory
althea.c.henslee@erdc.dren.mil

Jules White
Vanderbilt University
jules.white@gmail.com

Haley R. Dozier, Ashley Abraham
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Information Technology Laboratory
Haley.R.Dozier@erdc.dren.mil,
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CP4

Efficient Performance Bounds for Primal-Dual
Learning from Demonstrations

We consider large-scale Markov decision processes with an
unknown cost function and address the problem of learn-
ing a policy from a finite set of expert demonstrations.
We assume that the learner is not allowed to interact with
the expert and has no access to reinforcement signal of
any kind. Existing inverse reinforcement learning methods
come with strong theoretical guarantees, but are computa-
tionally expensive, while state-of-the-art policy optimiza-
tion algorithms achieve significant empirical success, but
are hampered by limited theoretical understanding. To
bridge the gap between theory and practice, we introduce
a novel bilinear saddle-point framework using Lagrangian
duality. The proposed primal-dual viewpoint allows us to
develop a model-free provably efficient algorithm through
the lens of stochastic convex optimization. The method
enjoys the advantages of simplicity of implementation, low
memory requirements, and computational and sample com-
plexities independent of the number of states. We further
present an equivalent no-regret online-learning interpreta-
tion.

Angeliki Kamoutsi

ETH Zurich
ETH Zürich
kamoutsa@control.ee.ethz.ch

Goran Banjac, John Lygeros
ETH Zurich
gbanjac@ethz.ch, jlygeros@ethz.ch

CP4

Model-Based and Model-Free Reinforcement
Learning Comparison in Custom Game Environ-
ment

Mission engineering and analysis plays a critical role in
meeting the Defense goal of protecting the security of our
country. Mission engineering (ME) includes, but is not lim-
ited to, logistics and sustainment, identifying optimal force
mixtures and concepts of employment. etc. The complexi-
ties of mission simulation tools, operator biases, and other
factors can severely limit the outcomes for ME analyses.
Despite this, there is a renewed need to estimate the im-
pact on current and future combat scenarios of future tech-
nology as well as changes to the current force. Recent ad-
vances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning
can allow the Mission Engineering community to explore
operations and requirements for weapon systems. Rein-
forcement learning (RL) is a field of AI in which you build
an intelligent system that learns from its environment, such
as a combat or mission environment, through interaction
and evaluates what it learns in real-time. RL learning al-
gorithms are divided in two main paradigms: model-free
(MF) and model-based (MB). The objective for this pre-
sentation is to demonstrate the effectiveness of popular MB
and MF algorithms on a custom game environment, then
discuss potential algorithm applicability to mission engi-
neering scenarios that vary in complexity.

Indu Shukla, Haley R. Dozier
U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center
Information Technology Laboratory
indu.shukla@erdc.dren.mil, Ha-
ley.R.Dozier@erdc.dren.mil

CP4

A Deep Reinforcement Learning Approach To-
wards Human-Like Multi-Agent Dynamics

Controlling the motion of virtual agents with Reinforce-
ment Learning (RL) is an area of continuing interest in
multiple research communities. In this work, we focus
on simulating the dynamics of multiple virtually embod-
ied agents moving in a crowd-like manner. Crowd dy-
namics are important in multiple domains, such as com-
puter vision, robotics and entertainment. When virtually
capturing such dynamics, most existing RL work is con-
cerned with directing agents towards locomotion goals in a
robot-like motion. While such approaches may be effective
for imitating crowds for potential robotic and entertain-
ment applications, the resulting dynamics do not resem-
ble human-like crowds. In this work, we propose a novel
RL model which rewards agents that move in a human-like
manner. Our approach is based on a novel reward function,
which includes components that reward movement towards
goals, a penalty for collision with other agents, and a novel
human-like navigation reward, which penalizes the agent’s
acceleration from increasing beyond a bio-mechanically al-
lowed threshold. We demonstrate our method’s robust-
ness on multiple crowd locomotion scenarios with vary-
ing random conditions in terms of environment, number
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of crowd agents, and navigation complexity, and show that
our method generalizes well from one learned policy.

Tomer Weiss, Bilas Talukdar
New Jersey Institute of Technology
tweiss@njit.edu, bt26@njit.edu

CP5

Optimizing Penalization Hyperparameters in NMF
Problems

Hyperparameters Optimization in learning algorithms rep-
resents an open problem of great interest in several fields.
It has a direct impact on the performances of the algo-
rithms as well as on the extraction of knowledge from
datasets. Matrix Decompositions (MD) are gaining at-
tention in Data Science as mathematical techniques able
to capture latent information embedded in large datasets.
Among low rank MD, Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
(NMF) is one of the most effective methods for analyzing
real-life nonnegative data. It can be seen as optimization
problem often penalized to emphasize useful properties of
the data matrix. How to choose optimal penalization hy-
perparameters (HPs) in this context represents an open is-
sue. To the best of our knowledge, the literature panorama
lacks of general framework addressing this problem. In this
work, we consider HPs selection problem using bi-level op-
timization: the choice of the HPs is incorporated directly
in the algorithm as part of the updating process. This
problem was approached from two perspectives: theorems
of existence and convergence of numerical solutions, under
appropriate assumptions, are presented together with the
proposal of a new algorithm to tune the HPs in NMF prob-
lems. The proposed approach provides competitive results
to control sparsity on synthetic and real datasets. This
is a joint work with Nicoletta Del Buono, Laura Selicato
(University of Bari, Italy) and Rafal Zdunek( Politechnika
Wroclawska, Poland).

Flavia Esposito
Department of Mathematics, University of Bari Aldo
Moro
flavia.esposito@uniba.it

CP5

Comparison of First Order Optimization Algo-
rithms for Neural Networks

In this day and age more and more applications tend to be
based in some form of machine learning algorithms. One of
the most widely used machine learning algorithms is neu-
ral networks. Even though neural networks tend to become
more and more common, some problems still preserve. For
example, the training of a neural network is a cumber-
some optimization task that still requires fine tuning. The
aim of this work is to compare various optimization meth-
ods used in neural network training. The algorithms that
will be included in the computational comparison to train
these neural networks are mainly first order optimization
algorithms; these are Stochastic Gradient Descent, Ada-
grad, Adadelta, RMSprop, Adam, Adamax, Nadam, and
FTRL. The experimental process will be composed of typ-
ical neural network structures like convolutional and re-
current ones. The experiments will be also performed for
shallow and wide, deep and narrow as well as balanced
neural networks. Moreover, another parameter that we
will take into consideration is the density of the neural
networks, meaning that the experiments will be performed
for both dense and sparse neural networks. The optimiza-

tion methods will be compared according to their execution
time required to train the neural network at an accuracy
threshold, the accuracy of the model after a certain num-
ber of epochs, and finally, the generalization of each model.

Xristos Krallis
University of Western Macedonia
x.krallis@uowm.gr

Nikolaos Ploskas
University of Western Macedonia
Greece
nploskas@uowm.gr

CP5

Federated Learning with Heterogeneous Data: A
Superquantile Optimization Approach

We present a federated learning framework that is designed
to robustly deliver good predictive performance across indi-
vidual clients with heterogeneous data. The proposed ap-
proach hinges upon a superquantile-based learning objec-
tive that captures the tail statistics of the error distribution
over heterogeneous clients. We present a stochastic train-
ing algorithm which interleaves differentially private client
reweighting steps with federated averaging steps. The pro-
posed algorithm is supported with finite time convergence
guarantees that cover both convex and non-convex set-
tings. Experimental results on benchmark datasets for
federated learning demonstrate that our approach is com-
petitive with classical ones in terms of average error and
outperforms them in terms of tail statistics of the error.

Krishna Pillutla
University of Washington
pillutla@cs.washington.edu

Yassine Laguel
Rutgers Business School
laguel.yassine@gmail.com

Jérôme Malick
University of Grenoble
jerome.malick@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr
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University of Washington
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CP5

A Cutting Plane Approach to Constrained Data
Fitting with Splines

Throughout aerospace engineering, data fitting often re-
quires function approximations to meet a variety of con-
straints, e.g. the function is monotonic in a specified input
or the graph of the function is contained within a certain
region. We present a method for constrained approxima-
tion to observed data using tensor product spline functions.
We consider certain classes of shape constraints that re-
sult in a convex semi-infinite programming problem where
the constraint system is indexed by an infinite set, e.g.
every point in the domain. In the univariate case, this
feasible set is semidefinite representable, and semidefinite
programming may be leveraged to produce a constrained
approximation. However, no such representation exists in
higher dimensions. Our approach utilizes some basic prop-
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erties of splines to develop an efficient cutting-plane al-
gorithm for constrained multivariate approximation. Pro-
ducing the cutting planes for the algorithm involves iden-
tifying the global extrema of a secondary spline function,
which is done using an evaluation-free branch-and-bound
approach. Our algorithm is contrasted against a common
relaxation technique for obtaining an inner approximation
to the semi-infinite problem. We conclude by demonstrat-
ing the performance of the algorithm in a number of ex-
amples.

Jeffrey D. Poskin
The Boeing Company
jdposkin@gmail.com

Thomas A. Hogan
The Boeing Math Group
thomas.a.hogan@boeing.com

CP5

Constrained Optimization on Manifolds

Many applications involve non-Euclidean data, such as
graphs, strings, or matrices. In such cases, exploiting Rie-
mannian geometry can deliver algorithms that are com-
putationally superior to standard nonlinear programming
approaches. This observation has resulted in an increas-
ing interest in Riemannian methods in the optimization
and machine learning community. In this talk, we con-
sider the problem of optimizing a convex function on
a (Riemannian) manifold subject to convex constraints.
We will discuss several instances of this problem that
arise in Machine Learning applications. Those include
matrix-valued subroutines, such as barycenter problems,
and optimization tasks on the space of probability distribu-
tions, endowed with the Wasserstein distance. In addition,
we present algorithms for efficiently solving constrained
tasks on manifolds. Specifically, we introduce Riemannian
Frank-Wolfe (RFW) methods, a class of projection-free al-
gorithms for constrained geodesically convex optimization
and give guarantees for its efficiency.

Melanie Weber
Harvard University
mweber@seas.harvard.edu

CP6

Physics Informed Neural Network: Dynamics of
Granular Matter Flow

We propose physics informed neural network that are
trained to solve supervised learning tasks while respecting
physical properties of the dynamics of growing sandpiles
generated by a vertical source on a flat rectangular table,
modeled by a 2 × 2 system of non-linear partial differen-
tial equations, for which classical/approximate Riemann
solvers are not possible. The model is given by:

ut +Nu[u, v](t, x) = 0 in Ω× (0, T ], (1)

vt +Nv [u, v](t, x) = 0 in Ω× (0, T ], (2)

u(x, 0) = u0(x) = 0, v(x, 0) = v0(x) = 0 in Ω (3)

and with the boundary condition

ub(., t) = 0 in ∂Ω× [0, T ] (4)

where Nu[u, v](t, x) = −(1 − |∇u|)v, Nv[u, v](t, x) =
−∇.(v∇u) + (1 − |∇u|)v − f ,u(x, t) is the local height of
the pile containing the grains at rest and is called as the

standing layer, and v(x, t) is the rolling layer representing
the sand above the standing layer, which is formed only by
the grains that roll on the surface of the pile until they are
captured by the standing layer. Simulations are presented
to illustrate that the proposed surrogate model detects the
solutions efficiently and comparisons are made with the ex-
isting studies.

Aekta Aggarwal
Indian Institute of Management, Indore
aektaaggarwal@iimidr.ac.in
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Indian Institute of Technology, Madras
luvverma2011@gmail.com

CP6

Efficient Multiscale PDE Solvers via Signal Decom-
position and Neural Networks

Multiscale problems have long been challenging due to the
computational cost for resolving the details. One general
idea is to explore the intrinsic structure between scales
which makes numerical homogenization possible. In the
first half of this talk, we present a seamless solver for mul-
tiscale boundary value problems based on signal process-
ing and numerical averaging techniques. The observed pa-
rameters are decomposed into different frequency domains
based on scale detection and separation techniques, which
are applicable to several seamless numerical solvers. The
second half of the talk focuses on the possibility of neural-
network-based solvers. The multiscale elliptic problem
is translated into the equivalent Ritz form which enables
parametrization by a suitable network structure. We also
explore a unified way of describing different microstruc-
tures.

Ziheng Chen
Department of Mathematics
the University of Texas at Austin
ziheng.chen@math.utexas.edu

Bjorn Engquist
UT Austin
Department of Mathematics
engquist@oden.utexas.edu

CP6

Surrogate Models for Computational Fluid Dy-
namics Simulations Using Convolutional Autoen-
coder Neural Networks and Physical Constraints

Simulations of fluid flow are generally very costly because
high grid resolutions are not only required to obtain quan-
titatively accurate results, but too low grid resolutions may
also lead to qualitatively incorrect results. In applications,
however, one is often not interested in accurate approxi-
mations of the complete flow field but only in the quali-
tative behavior of the flow or in individual quantities. In
this talk, the use of convolutional autoencoder neural net-
works to construct efficient reduced order surrogate models
for high fidelity computational fluid dynamics (CFD) sim-
ulations is discussed. In particular, the geometry of the
computational domain is the input of the neural network,
and the flow and pressure fields are the output. In order to
construct accurate surrogate models, U-Net type convolu-
tional neural networks are employed and the architecture
and hyper parameters are optimized to this application. As
a first step, a fully supervised approach, which requires the
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availability of simulation results as the training data, is pre-
sented. After that, a novel approach is introduced, which
does not require CFD simulation results but is based on in-
troducing physical constraints via the loss function. As a
testbed for the surrogate models, the flow around obstacles
with varying shape and size within a channel is considered.
Moreover, results for the application to geometries of ar-
teries with aneurysms are presented.

Alexander Heinlein
Delft University of Technology
Delft Institute of Applied Mathematics
a.heinlein@tudelft.nl
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Department of Mathematics and Computer Science,
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Universität zu Köln
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CP6

Approximation and Robust Preconditioning for the
Low-Rank Tensor-Structured Solution of Elliptic
PDEs

Multilevel low-rank approximation in the form of matrix-
product states (MPS), or tensor train (TT) decomposition,
has been rigorously analyzed for certain classes of functions
solving elliptic second-order PDEs. Analytic functions,
solutions with algebraic corner singularities and highly-
oscillatory solutions to multiscale diffusion problems have
been shown to admit exponentially convergent approxima-
tions of this type. The approximation power of MPS/TT
tensor methods is based on the successive adaptive approx-
imation in suitable low-dimensional subspaces. In the case
of multilevel representation, that amounts to the adap-
tive computation of effective, low-parametric discretiza-
tions within extravagantly large but generic finite-element
spaces. That leads to data-driven computations, in which
the effective discretizations are adapted to the data and are
constructed in the course of computation. In this contribu-
tion, we revisit recent results on multilevel approximation
and BPX-type preconditioning in the MPS/TT decompo-
sition and present a novel algorithm for preconditioning it-
erative tensor-structured solvers. Exploiting an hierarchy
of nested finite-element spaces, it dramatically speeds up
the computation of approximate low-rank solutions. Our
numerical experiments demonstrate the efficiency of the
new approach in two and three dimensions, including the
setting of multiscale diffusion with solutions exhibiting low
regularity and high-frequency oscillations.

Vladimir Kazeev
University of Vienna
vladimir.kazeev@univie.ac.at

CP6

Compressive Fourier Collocation Methods for
High-Dimensional Diffusion Equations with Peri-
odic Boundary Conditions

High-dimensional Partial Differential Equations (PDEs)
are a popular mathematical modeling tool. However, stan-
dard numerical techniques for solving these PDEs are typ-
ically affected by the curse of dimensionality. In this work,
we tackle this challenge while focusing on stationary dif-

fusion equations defined over a high-dimensional domain
with periodic boundary conditions. Inspired by recent
progress in sparse function approximation in high dimen-
sions, we propose a new compressive Fourier collocation
method. Combining ideas from compressive sensing and
spectral collocation, our method replaces the use of struc-
tured collocation grids with Monte Carlo sampling and
employs sparse recovery techniques, such as orthogonal
matching pursuit and �1 minimization, to approximate the
Fourier coefficients of the PDE solution. We conduct a
rigorous theoretical analysis showing that the approxima-
tion error of the proposed method is comparable with the
best s-term approximation (with respect to the Fourier ba-
sis) to the solution. Using the framework of random sam-
pling in bounded Riesz systems, our analysis shows that
the compressive Fourier collocation method mitigates the
curse of dimensionality with respect to the number of col-
location points under sufficient conditions on the regularity
of the diffusion coefficient. We also present numerical ex-
periments that illustrate the accuracy and stability of the
method for the approximation of sparse and compressible
solutions.

Weiqi Wang
Concordia University
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
weiqi.wang@concordia.ca

Simone Brugiapaglia
Concordia University
simone.brugiapaglia@concordia.ca

CP6

Predicting the Geometric Location of Adaptive
Coarse Basis Functions of Feti-Dp

Domain decomposition methods (DDMs) are highly scal-
able, iterative solvers for the solution of high-dimensional
systems of linear equations, e.g., arising from the dis-
cretization of partial differential equations. The conver-
gence rate of classic DDMs in general deteriorates sev-
erly for coefficient distributions with large discontinuities
or contrasts in the coefficient function. To retain the ro-
bustness for such problems, the coarse space of the DDM
can be enriched by additional coarse basis functions, of-
ten obtained by solving local generalized eigenvalue prob-
lems. However, the set-up and the solution of these eigen-
value problems typically takes up a significant part of the
total time to solution. Additionally, for many realistic
model problems, only the solution of a small number of
the eigenvalue problems is necessary to design a robust
coarse space. In general, it is difficult to predict a pri-
ori which of the eigenvalue problems are needed. Here, we
train a supervised machine learning model to predict where
eigenvalue problems have to be solved, often reducing its
number significantly. To obtain such an a priori classifi-
cation, we use dense feedforward neural networks and a
mesh-independent sampling strategy which is comparable
to an image recognition problem of the given coefficient
function. We present numerical results for both, two and
three spatial dimensions, for linear diffusion and elasticity
problems and different realistic coefficient distributions.

Janine Weber
Universität zu Köln
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
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CP7

Convex Minimization with Nonlinear Composi-
tions

We first investigate the duality properties of a minimiza-
tion problem involving the sum of a nonlinearly composed
convex function and linearly composed inf-convolved con-
vex functions. A Kuhn–Tucker operator is constructed for
this problem as an extension of that arising in classical
Fenchel–Rockafellar duality theory. We show that the com-
posite formulation and its dual can be solved by finding a
zero of this Kuhn–Tucker operator via monotone operator
splitting. The proximal algorithm we propose fully split
all the constituents of the problem and operate in a block-
iterative fashion. Data science applications are discussed.

Patrick L. Combettes
Department of Mathematics
North Carolina State University
plc@math.ncsu.edu

Luis Briceno-Arias
Univ. F. Santa Maria, Santiago, Chile
luis.briceno@usm.cl

CP7

A Principled Reinforcement Learning Strategy for
Chaotic Dynamical Systems

Predicting the future state of a complex physical system,
and possibly controlling it with respect to a given objec-
tive, is a cornerstone in a wide range of situations. This
aim however often remains difficult to achieve. In particu-
lar, for a high-dimensional multi-scale nonlinear system, a
model approximating its evolution is not necessarily avail-
able or usable due to real-time control constraints which
drastically limit the affordable computational complexity.
Data-driven control circumvents the need for an a priori
model and constitutes an attractive approach in these sit-
uations. In this talk, we will focus on a reinforcement learn-
ing (RL) strategy fully leveraging its theoretical foundation
in optimal control theory while accounting for challenges of
practical situations such as weak observability of the state
through the measurements, delay between action and its
impact on the measurements and the aleatoric nature of the
system due to random perturbations and non-stationarity.
To thoroughly address these challenges, our approach relies
on tools from Information Theory, the Mori-Zwanzig for-
malism, and the theory of dynamical systems, and allows
a solid and consistent performance. Our framework will
be illustrated on simplified models of turbulent flows such
as the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equations. The results will
be put in perspective by comparing the RL policies with
standard optimal controllers such as the full information

Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR).

Lionel Mathelin
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CP7

Communication-Efficient and Scalable Algorithms
for Decentralized Consensus, Stochastic Optimiza-
tion, Inference

We study the decentralized consensus, stochastic optimiza-
tion, and hypothesis testing problems under compressed
communications. Our main objective is to optimize the
sum of n functions, each accessible to a single node, where
local communications are subject to a fixed communication
network. First, we propose a new decentralized consen-
sus algorithm with quantized communications that scales
linearly with the network size n. We prove that the pro-
posed method converges to the average of the initial val-
ues held locally by the agents. Moreover, we consider the
decentralized consensus and stochastic optimization prob-
lems under arbitrary compressed message sharing over a di-
rected graph. We present an iterative push-sum algorithm
with arbitrary compressed communications and provide
convergence rates for the stochastic optimization problem
on smooth functions that are either (i) strongly convex, (ii)
convex, or (iii) non-convex. We finally study the problem of
distributed hypothesis testing (non-Bayesian learning) and
propose a Byzantine-resilient algorithm with compressed
belief sharing. We prove an almost sure asymptotic and
a probabilistic non-asymptotic linear convergence of the
beliefs around the set of optimal hypotheses. We present
numerical experiments that confirm our theoretical results
and illustrate the scalability, communication efficiency, and
fault tolerance of our algorithms.

Mohammad Taha Toghani, César A. Uribe
Rice University
mttoghani@rice.edu, cauribe@rice.edu

CP7

Gamma Ray Tracking with Integer Programs

State-of-the-art gamma ray spectroscopy as done by mod-
ern spectrometers such as AGATA and GRETINA relies
on the ability to determine entire gamma ray trajectories
from observed gamma ray interactions, a procedure known
as tracking. Current methods typically depend on a sim-
ple clustering of interactions into gamma rays followed by
a brute-force optimization of the ”Figure of Merit”, a mea-
sure of how well observed properties align with predicted
physical properties, for determining the order. This two-
step procedure often has the drawback of failing to distin-
guish gamma rays which have very similar trajectories as
well as disallowing gamma rays which make large jumps
between interactions. We propose a variety of mixed inte-
ger programs to address gamma ray tracking which address
clustering and ordering of gamma rays simultaneously. We
consider first the task of minimizing the Figure of Merit
directly. We then consider the easier problem of where
we have estimates of the number of clusters and the en-
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ergies of the gamma rays and propose an integer program
for this scenario. We demonstrate modest improvements in
the amount of gamma rays correctly recovered and peak-
to-total ratio on simulated data over the current methods.

Dominic Yang
University of California, Los Angeles
domyang@g.ucla.edu

Sven Leyffer, Torben Lauritsen, Hanqi Guo
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leyffer@anl.gov, torben@anl.gov, hguo@anl.gov

CP8

Machine Learning Extensions of Linear Estimation
Theory

Recent years have seen active efforts within the geophysical
community to merge traditional Data Assimilation (DA)
methods with rapid advances in the field of Machine Learn-
ing (ML). Most research so far has been focused on vari-
ational DA approaches due to their apparent similarity
in terms of how the underlying optimization problem is
solved. During the upcoming conference, I will present a
novel, ML-inspired DA theory which combines the flexibil-
ity of advanced particle-based methods and the analytical
tractability of linear estimation algorithms. In particu-
lar, a new nonlinear state-space model will be constructed
whose filtering and smoothing distributions are available
in closed form and remain arbitrarily non-Gaussian. There
are two additional characteristics which make the proposed
framework especially appealing for large-scale applications.
First, linear estimation results follow immediately as a spe-
cial case of the obtained solutions. Second, the prior and
posterior distributions belong to the same parametric fam-
ily, implying that the correlation structure and associated
dynamical balances in the state are preserved following the
update step.

Hristo G. Chipilski

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
hristochipilski@gmail.com

CP8

High-Dimensional Uncertain Field Prediction Us-
ing Nonlinear Reduced Order Modeling and Poly-
nomial Chaos Expansion

This study proposes a non-intrusive reduced order model-
ing method using nonlinear dimensionality reduction (DR)
and polynomial chaos expansion for uncertainty quantifica-
tion in fields with complex, nonlinear features. Uncertainty
propagation in simulations with high-dimensional outputs,
such as computational fluid dynamics, is challenging due
to limited training data and prohibitive computational
costs. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is a pop-
ular method for DR, but achieving parametric robustness
is particularly challenging in problems with strong non-
linearity, discontinuity, and gradients. The proposed ap-
proach uses manifold learning, specifically Isometric Map-
ping (ISOMAP) to identify a low-dimensional latent space
that better captures nonlinear features of the problem than
existing POD-based methods. A sparse polynomial chaos
expansion (PCE) is then used to construct a mapping be-
tween the uncertain input parameters and the latent space
coordinates. The performance of the proposed nonlinear
ROM is compared to the existing POD-PCE method on
three numerical examples: supersonic flow past a wedge
with inflow variation and two analytical test cases with

discontinuities. These methods are benchmarked against
Monte Carlo simulations to quantify the impact of polyno-
mial order and sample count on the predicted mean, stan-
dard deviation, and uncertainty distributions.

Nikhil Iyengar
Georgia Institute of Technology
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CP8

Discovery of Interpretable Structural Model Er-
rors by Combining Bayesian Sparse Regression and
Data Assimilation

The discrepancy between the mathematical representations
of a true physical system and its imperfect model is called
the model error. These model errors can lead to differences
between the solution of the model and the state of the sys-
tem. Thus, there is increasing interest in reducing model
errors, particularly by leveraging the rapidly growing ob-
servational data to understand the underlying mechanism.
Here we introduce a framework named MEDIDA: Model
Error Discovery with Interpretability and Data Assimila-
tion. MEDIDA only requires a working numerical solver
of the model and a small number of noise-free or noisy
sporadic observations of the system. First the model error
is estimated from differences between the observed states
and model-predicted states (the latter are obtained from
a number of one-time-step numerical integrations from the
previous observed states). If observations are noisy, a data
assimilation (DA) technique such as ensemble Kalman fil-
ter (EnKF) is employed to provide the analysis state of the
system, which is then used to estimate the model error.
Finally, a sparsity-promoting Bayesian method, is used to
identify an interpretable, parsimonious, closed-form repre-
sentation of the model error. We demonstrate the perfor-
mance of MEDIDA in discovering different types of struc-
tural/parametric model errors, representing different types
of missing physics, using noise-free and noisy observations.

Rambod Mojgani, Ashesh K. Chattopadhyay
Rice University
rambod.mojgani@rice.edu, akc6@rice.edu
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Rice University
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CP8

Extreme Value and Large Deviation Theory Based
Analysis of Anomalous Behavior in Streaming Data

Motivated by the need for anomaly detection in complex
streaming data we present a probabilistic framework to ex-
plicitly model the normal and anomalous behaviors and
reason about the data. We explore two algorithms – one
based on extreme value theory and one on large deviation
theory to robustly classify anomalies in such data. In par-
ticular, we show application of these ideas to COVID-19
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data.

Abani Patra
Tufts University
abani.patra@tufts.edu

CP8

Discontinuous Neural Networks and Discontinuity
Learning

In several practical situations, discontinuous functions may
arise; while being by far a non-trivial task, the ability to
detect discontinuity interfaces can be an important issue.
This is the case of uncertainty quantification settings in
which the Quantity of Interest (QoI) can exhibit jumps
or gradient discontinuities, whose location cannot be pre-
dicted or easily detected; this situation can occur in prob-
lems characterized by a complex geometry, affected by un-
certainty: a small variation of the stochastic parameters
may induce an abrupt change in the topological structure
of the domain, which is reflected by a jump in the values
of an associated QoI. Non-smoothness of the QoI prevents
effective use of standard stochastic collocation approaches,
as the error decay would be exceedingly slow. To avoid this
drawback, multi-element techniques can be used, leverag-
ing the knowledge of discontinuity interfaces. Aiming at
approximating discontinuous function, and simultaneously
detecting discontinuity interfaces, we consider an approach
involving Neural Networks. In particular, we define a novel
typology of layers endowed with new learnable parameters
and discontinuities in the space of the activation functions.
These layers allow the creation of new Neural Networks,
able both to approximate discontinuous functions and to
learn and detect the discontinuity interfaces. Preliminary
tests on discontinuous functions are proposed, in order to
assess the potential of such instruments.

Sandra Pieraccini
Dipartimento di Scienze Matematiche
Politecnico di Torino, Italy
sandra.pieraccini@polito.it

Francesco Della Santa
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CP9

Motion Correction for Cardiac Mri Images Using
Generative Neural Networks with Disentangled La-
tent Space Variables

Patient motion poses a great challenge in magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI), both for reconstruction as well as
interpretation of images. While in static MRI, patient
motion is considered an artifact, dynamic MRI, and in
particular cardiac MRI, aims to image physiological dy-
namics such as heart motion. Nevertheless, also dynamic
images might be distorted by additional motion artifacts,
e.g., from breathing motion. The focus of this work is to
remove such distortions while maintaining the desired dy-
namics. To this aim, a method based on generative neural
networks is proposed, that represents an image sequence
as the forward mapping via a generative neural network
of some latent space variables. Assuming that the given
sequence contains both wanted and unwanted motion, and
the latent variables are split accordingly. Using some 1D
prior information of one of the motion types, the proposed
method is able to represent the given image sequence via

the split latent variables. More importantly, this learned
representation allows to freeze one (unwanted) type of mo-
tion while maintaining the other one. In dynamic MRI, as
our numerical examples show, this allows for instance to
freeze breathing motion while maintaining heart motion.
The proposed method is fully unsupervised as all network
parameters are learned directly from the given data. Fur-
thermore, while we currently deal with reconstructed im-
ages only, an extension to image reconstruction is easily
possible.
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+ The Chinese University of Hong Kong
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CP9

Towards a Better Evaluation of Football Players
Using Data Science

The game of football is undergoing a significant shift to-
wards the quantitative. Much of the progress made in the
analytics space can be attributed to play-by-play data and
charting data. However, recent years have given rise to
tracking data, which has opened the door for innovation
that was not possible before. In this talk I will describe how
to gain an edge in player evaluation by building off of tra-
ditional charting data with state-of-the-art player tracking
data, and foreshadow how such methods will revolutionize
the sport of football in the future.

Eric A. Eager
University of Nebraska - Lincoln
eric.eager@pff.com

CP9

Drift Matters: Improving Unsupervised Anomaly
Detection in National Security Applications

In this presentation, we characterize the problem of un-
supervised anomaly detection under concept drift for two
very different fields of interest in national security: mar-
itime trajectory surveillance and additive manufacturing.
In the real world, the definition of what is normaland
what is anomalous with respect to that normchanges over
time. This is concept drift. Most methods for unsuper-
vised anomaly detection under concept drift have been de-
veloped for cyber and network security application spaces.
Yet many other applications exhibit different drift prop-
erties. In this presentation, we focus on three kinds of
concept drift: recurrent, gradual, and abrupt. We first re-
view how these kinds of drift affect unsupervised anomaly
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detection in our case studies on maritime trajectory surveil-
lance and additive manufacturing. We then demonstrate
how incorporating the three kinds of concept drift into the
underlying nominal models for anomaly detection improves
analysis. We conclude by discussing how the three defini-
tions of concept drift can and should be applied to other
fields. SNL is managed and operated by NTESS under
DOE NNSA contract DE-NA0003525

Amelia Henriksen
University of Texas at Austin
aahenri@sandia.gov

CP9

Parameter Identification for a Model for Multi-
Functional Materials with Hysteresis and Thermo-
dynamic Compatibility

Multifunctional materials such as magnetostrictive, elec-
trostrictive, and piezolectric materials have tremendous po-
tential for engineering applications as they are able to con-
vert mechanical to electro-magnetic energy and vice-versa.
In recent years, they have found a niche in the area of en-
ergy harvesting. One of the features of this class of mate-
rials is that they show significant hysteresis which needs to
be modeled correctly in order to maximize the energy har-
vesting potential. A method of modeling multi-functional
materials that exhibit the phenomenon hysteresis and is
compatible with the laws of thermodynamics was devel-
oped recently. The model is based on the Preisach hys-
teresis operator and its storage function. The difficulty is
that the parameters in the model appear in a non-linear
fashion, and there are several constraints that must be sat-
isfied by the parameters for thermodynamic compatibility.
In this article, we present a novel methodology that uses
the rate independent memory evolution properties of the
Preisach operator to split the parameter estimation prob-
lem into two linear least squares problems with constraints.
Then we used alternative direction methods of multipli-
ers(ADMM) algorithm and accelerated proximal gradient
method to estimate the Preisach weights. Numerical re-
sults are presented for Galfenol.

Md Sakhawat Hossain
Texas Tech University
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CP9

New Surrogate Marker of Chronic Kidney Disease
Progression and Mortality in Medical-Word Vir-
tual Space: Prospective Cohort Study

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) leads to end-stage renal dis-
ease (ESRD) and death. A new surrogate marker reflecting
its pathophysiology has been needed for CKD therapy. In
this study, we developed a virtual space unifying data in
the medical literature and that of actual CKD patients and
created a surrogate marker of CKD progression and mor-
tality using natural language processing. A virtual space
of medical words was constructed from the CKD-related
literature (n = 165, 271) using natural language process-
ing, in which CKD-related words (n = 106, 612) composed
a network. The data of CKD patients of a prospective co-
hort study for three years (n = 26, 433) were transformed

into the space and linked with the network on the basis
of category theory. We let the relationship between a pa-
tient and the outcome (ESRD or death) in the network
be a surrogate marker of the outcome. The network satis-
fied the definitions of vector keeping their medical mean-
ings. The inner products highly accurately predicted the
primary outcomes; C-statistics, 0.911. Cox proportional
hazards models with spline showed that the high inner
products were associated with high hazard ratio of the pri-
mary outcomes (p¡0.0001). Moreover, the risk of the pri-
mary outcome in high-inner-product group was 21.92 (95%
CI: 14.77, 32.51) times higher than that in the low-inner-
product group. The relationship between medical words is
a new surrogate marker for CKD therapy.

Eiichiro Kanda
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CP9

Improved Characterization of Membrane Trans-
port Properties Through Data Analytics

Membrane characterization provides essential information
for the scale-up, design, and optimization of new separation
systems. We recently proposed the Diafiltration Appara-
tus for high-Throughput Analysis (DATA), which enables
a 10-times reduction in the time, energy, and the number
of experiments necessary to characterize membrane trans-
port properties. In this talk, we apply Fisher information
matrix (FIM) analysis and model-based design of experi-
ments (MBDoE) techniques to further improve DATA. We
highlight two non-ideal phenomena, namely lag and over-
flow, which occur when changing the operating pressure
of the system. Guided by the tools of data science, we
show that modeling these phenomena can leverage the ad-
ditional data within the start-up process to elucidate the
underlying physics, improve the parameter precision, and
brings insights to design a time-varying applied pressure
in DATA. A time correction for permeate product col-
lected is also introduced to improve the model predictions.
Moreover, our framework, which integrates data analyt-
ics and instrumentation design can be applied to inves-
tigate concentration-dependent membrane performance to
further accelerate the development of materials. For exam-
ple, we apply the improved DATA to explore the depen-
dency of membrane transport parameters on feed condi-
tions of a surface-charged membrane by ranking candidate
models using information criteria.

Xinhong Liu, Jonathan Ouimet, Laurianne Lair, William
Phillip
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
University of Notre Dame
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CP10

Stochastic Correlation Modelling with Von Mises
Process

Multi-asset financial derivatives can carry an intra-asset
correlation risk. Previous empirical studies show that the
correlation between assets is not stable, and there is a cor-
relation risk premium. Pricing models for these derivatives
should account for the time-varying nature of the correla-
tion. Assuming constant correlation may lead to pricing
and hedging risks. We propose a continuous-time model
for correlation as a random variable on the circle. We
consider a model based on the von Mises process whose
stationary distribution is the von Mises distribution, the
maximum entropy distribution on the circle. We discuss
several estimation methods and results for the model. We
apply the model to real-life financial data to study the cor-
relation between equity and currency exchange rates. We
also consider the application of the model to the pricing of
options.

Sourav Majumdar, Arnab Kumar Laha
Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad
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CP10

Chaotic Hedging with Iterated Integrals

In this paper, we extend the Wiener-Ito chaos decompo-
sition to the class of continuous semimartingale diffusion
processes, whose drift and diffusion coefficient are of linear
growth. By omitting the orthogonality in the chaos expan-
sion, we are able to show that every p-integrable functional,
for 1 < p < ∞, can be represented as sum of iterated in-
tegrals of the underlying process. Using a truncated sum
of this expansion and neural networks for the integrands,
whose parameters are learned in a machine learning setting,
we show that every financial option can be approximated
arbitrarily well. In this case, the hedging strategy of the
approximating option can be calculated in closed form.
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Nanyang Technological University
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CP10

Some Data-Science-Based Refinements of Financial
Models with Applications

In this presentation, at first, we discuss the Barndorff-
Nielsen and Shephard (BN-S) model, a stochastic volatil-
ity model that is useful for both derivative and commodity
markets. Though this model is very efficient and analyt-
ically tractable, it is well known that it suffers from the
absence of long-range dependence and many other issues.
It will be shown that a refinement of this model is possi-

ble with the implementation of various data-science-based
algorithms. An application of this data-science-based im-
proved model will be presented to find an optimal hedging
strategy for the oil commodity from the Bakken, a new re-
gion of oil extraction that is benefiting from fracking tech-
nology.

Indranil Sengupta
Department of Mathematics
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CP10

Model Invariants and Functional Regularization

When modeling data, we would like to know that our mod-
els are extracting facts about the data itself, and not about
something arbitrary, like the order of the factors used in
the modeling. Formally speaking, this means we want the
model to be invariant with respect to certain transforma-
tions. Here we look at different models and the nature
of their invariants. We find that regression, MLE and
Bayesian estimation all are invariant with respect to lin-
ear transformations, whereas regularized regressions have
a far more limited set of invariants. As a result, regularized
regressions produce results that are less about the data it-
self and more about how it is parameterized. To correct
this, we propose an alternative expression of regularization
which we call functional regularization. Ridge regression
and lasso are special cases of functional regularization, as
is Bayesian estimation. But functional regularization gives
a framework under which the models become invariant with
respect to linear transformations. It is also more flexible,
and easier to understand, thus yielding a number of advan-
tages over ridge regression and lasso.

Harvey Stein
Bloomberg LP
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CP10

Mathematics of Big Data in Finance

We present a new approach to study big data in finance
(specifically, in limit order books), based on stochastic and
mathematical modelling of price changes associated with
high-frequency and algorithmic trading. We first introduce
a big data in finance, namely, limit order books (LOB), and
describes them by Lobster data-academic data for study-
ing LOB. Numerical results, associated with Lobster and
other data, are presented, and explanation and justifica-
tion of our method of studying of big data in finance are
considered. We also describe various stochastic models for
mid-price changes in the market, and explain how to use
these models in practice, highlighting the methodological
aspects of using the models.

Anatoliy Swishchuk
University of Calgary
aswish@ucalgary.ca

CP11

Optimizing Shoe Midsoles for Running Perfor-
mance

Additive manufacturing has become a viable and trendy
production method for the midsoles of running shoes.
While traditional midsoles are made from uniform foam
materials, shoes made with 3D printing technology can
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be designed to have spatially varying material properties,
potentially allowing for the creation of higher performing
running shoes than exist on the market today. Explor-
ing this expanded design space, however, is difficult be-
cause the process of fabricating and testing new designs
is slow and expensive. Therefore, to identify shoe designs
that may be high-performing and thus worthy of pursu-
ing further through fabrication and testing, a new method
for predicting the performance of midsole designs was cre-
ated. This method is based on both a dynamical model
of running and on the existing biomechanical running data
available in the field. This new model treats muscle acti-
vation as an optimization problem that a runners body is
trying to solve. The optimization problem has an initially
unknown objective function which is learned from data.
The resulting model successfully recreates the relationship
between shoe properties and running performance for well-
established shoe designs, and it allows the flexibility for
evaluation of shoes which have yet to be made. Specific
3D-printed midsole geometries were then evaluated using
this method, and the predicted highest performing shoe
design was fabricated for further evaluation.

Sarah C. Fay, Anette ”Peko” Hosoi
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CP11

Combining Agglomerative Clustering Models in an
Ensemble Learning Algorithm for Intrusion Detec-
tion

Anomaly-based endpoint detection and response (EDR)
and intrusion detection systems (IDS) help protect en-
terprise networks, cyber-physical systems, and Internet of
Things, from unauthorized activities (e.g., botnets, dis-
tributed denial of service, web attacks) which can degrade
and disrupt communications. In this talk, we develop an
ensemble learning algorithm which combines unsupervised
and ensemble learning to detect cyberattacks with a variety
of characteristics. With this modeling approach, we imple-
ment hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithms with
different linkages and pairwise distances between observa-
tions combined with an ensemble learning algorithm. It is
an attractive approach for two primary reasons: unsuper-
vised learning is useful for monitoring network traffic for
zero-day attacks; and ensemble learning tends to improve
prediction performance results more than can be achieved
with a single algorithm. In addition, we present predic-
tion results for network traffic datasets to demonstrate the
effectiveness of this algorithm for EDR and IDS.
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CP11

Longitudinal Issue Analysis of Wikibots

Wikibots are software bots made specifically to maintain
Wikipedia, one of the most notable works of the nonprofit
foundation Wikimedia. They automatically maintain over
50 million pages of Wikipedia by rapidly performing repet-
itive and mundane tasks to edit those pages, making them

much more efficient than manpower. Now, there are over
2,500 different types of Wikibots, and more will continue to
be created. However, as a result of limited time and experi-
ence, the volunteer bot designers working on Wikibots gen-
erally prioritize the functionality of the bots with respect
to its ability to carry out automated tasks over enhanced
security. Such security vulnerabilities can be abused by
malicious users to manipulate informative content on the
platform. Using a longitudinal assessment strategy based
on Pylint scores, our work analyzes the evolution of 21 Wik-
ibots. Through the analysis, six major security defects are
identified with their evolutions. It is demonstrated that
our method may help Wikibots developers avoid certain
potential defects. From a software engineering point of
view, our work provides a practical tool to help maintain
the Wikipedia community.
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CP11

Machine Learning in Ultra-Intense Laser Physics

As a professor of physics at Ohio State University, I lead
NSF funded project to use machine learning for the control
and optimization of ultra-intense laser systems, especially
as it relates to accelerating protons to significant energies.
In this talk I will review various efforts to leverage machine
learning in ultra-intense laser science. I will also summarize
some of the unique challenges for machine learning in this
field and ways that the community could potentially help
improve methods to overcome these challenges.

Chris Orban
Ohio State University
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CP11

Efficient and Robust Nonlinear High-Dimensional
Maximum Entropy Estimation via Nonlinear
Primal-Dual Hybrid Gradient Algorithms

Maximum entropy models are a widely-used class of statis-
tical models for estimating probability distributions from
data. These models use the maximum entropy principle
to provide a mean for constructing probability distribu-
tions that reproduce as closely as possible key statistics of
data sets. Large-scale Maxent models require estimating
probability distributions from massive data sets comprising
billions of features. Due to this enormous number, large-
scale Maxent models need efficient and robust algorithms
to scale well. State-of-the-art algorithms for Maxent mod-
els, however, were not originally designed to handle massive
data sets; these algorithms either rely on technical devices
that may yield unreliable numerical results or lack scalable
parallelism or scale poorly in size or depend on assumptions
(e.g., smoothness) that are not satisfied by many Maxent
models in practice. These limitations make it practically
impossible to construct large-scale Maxent models for ap-
plications without adequate and costly computational re-
sources. In this talk, we present a novel optimization algo-
rithm that overcomes the shortcomings of state-of-the-art
algorithms used for constructing large-scale Maxent mod-
els. Our proposed algorithm is an accelerated nonlinear
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variant of the classical primal-dual hybrid gradient algo-
rithm. We describe our method in detail and present some
preliminary numerical results on large data sets.
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CP11

Predicting Hurricane Trajectories: A Comparison
Between Classical Statistical Modelling and Ma-
chine Learning Methods

Natural disasters such as storms, cyclones and hurricanes
are detrimental to many countries across the globe due to
their destructive nature. National and International Hur-
ricane Centres are tasked with tracking these trajectories
for timely projections. In addition to casualties, infras-
tructural damage has incurred high costs and environmen-
tal degradation. In this regard, the accurate prediction of
hurricane pathways is critical to mitigate the risks. Both
classical statistical modelling and machine learning have
specific merits for timely disaster management. Classical
statistics often attempt to determine relationships between
variables for inferential tests. Machine learning models,
while largely built on statistical theory, tend to compro-
mise interpretability to gain in predictive prowess. This
work provides a comparison between traditional and ma-
chine learning methods with an overview of aspects of ac-
curacy, variable importance, interpretability and computa-
tion time. The likelihood of impact and assumed trajecto-
ries based on empirical evidence are supported by predic-
tions, using either method. These metrics are crucial for
more robust models in predicting future hurricane trajec-
tories.
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CP12

Fast and Provable Tensor Robust Principal Com-
ponent Analysis via Scaled Gradient Descent

An increasing number of data science and machine learn-
ing problems rely on computation with tensors, which bet-
ter capture the multi-way relationships and interactions of
data than matrices. When tapping into this critical ad-
vantage, a key challenge is to develop computationally effi-
cient and provably correct algorithms for tensor processing
that are simultaneously robust to data corruptions and ill-
conditioning. This lecture tackles tensor robust principal
component analysis (RPCA), which aims to recover a low-
rank tensor from its observations contaminated by sparse
corruptions, under the Tucker decomposition. To mini-
mize the computation and memory footprints, we propose
to directly recover the low-dimensional tensor factors—
starting from a tailored spectral initialization—via scaled
gradient descent (ScaledGD), coupled with an iteration-
varying thresholding operation to adaptively remove the
impact of corruptions. Theoretically, we establish that the
proposed algorithm converges linearly to the true low-rank
tensor at a constant rate that is independent with its con-
dition number, as long as the level of corruptions is not too
large. Empirically, we demonstrate that the proposed algo-
rithm achieves better and more scalable performance than
the state-of-the-art matrix and tensor RPCA algorithms
through synthetic experiments and real-world applications.
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CP12

Theory and Computation of Persistence Diagram
Bundles: A Multidimensional Generalization of
Vineyards

In topological data analysis, we use algebraic topology to
analyze the ”shape” and ”global structure” of a data set.
In particular, we use ”persistent homology” (PH) to study
how the topology of a data set changes as a scale parameter
changes. Developing new methods for analyzing how the
topology changes as multiple parameters vary is an active
area of research. For example, if a point cloud evolves over
time, then one might be interested in using time as a second
parameter. In nature, common examples of time-evolving
point clouds include swarming or flocking animals whose
positions and/or velocities are represented by points. In
many of these dynamical systems, distinct topological fea-
tures arise in different parameter regimes. When there are
only two parameters (e.g., a scale parameter and time), one
can efficiently compute a ”vineyard”, which encodes how
PH changes over time. In this work, I generalize the con-
cept of a vineyard to an n-parameter vineyard, in which n
is arbitrarily large. I construct an algorithm for efficiently
computing an n-parameter piecewise-linear vineyard, and
I implement it for the case n = 3. I also show that n-
parameter vineyards for n > 2 have an intrinsic limita-
tion that ordinary (2-parameter) vineyards do not have:
namely, it is not generally possible to track a single homol-
ogy class over the entire parameter domain (i.e., there are
not individual ”vines” in an n-parameter vineyard when
n > 2).
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CP12

Scalable Symmetric Tucker Tensor Decomposition

Motivated by practical usages, we study the best low-rank
Tucker decompositions of symmetric tensors. We advo-
cate the straightforward projected gradient descent (PGD)
framework for the underlying computation. Higher-order
multivariate moment, an exemplar of symmetric tensors,
is the primary interest of this paper. We develop scal-
able adaptations of the basic PGD and HOEVD to partic-
ularly decompose sample moment tensors. With implicit
and streaming techniques, we evade the heavy overhead of
building the moment tensor and caching it into limited
memory. Such reductions make the practical computa-
tion realizable when involving vast data instances and ex-
ceedingly high dimensions. Numerical assessments demon-
strate the remarkable efficiency of the algorithm and the
applicability of moment tensor decompositions in scien-
tific domains, such as anomaly detections. At last, we
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study the convergence analysis on Riemannian manifold
and show that the update sequence derived by the PGD
solver achieves first and second-order criticality.
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CP12

Lasso-Inspired Variants of Weighted Orthogonal
Matching Pursuit with Applications to Sparse
High-Dimensional Approximation

Motivated by recent developments in sparse high-
dimensional approximation from Monte Carlo sampling,
we propose new weighted generalizations of the Orthog-
onal Matching Pursuit (OMP) algorithm. Greedy algo-
rithms of this type are more computationally efficient than
convex optimization-based methods for small values of the
target sparsity and offer a promising way to mitigate the
curse of dimensionality. In this work, we propose new
theoretically-justified greedy selection criteria that are in-
spired by variants of the LASSO optimization program.
A key issue is the robustness of the optimal choice of the
tuning parameter with respect to the measurement noise,
which is realized by the square-root LASSO program in
the context of convex optimization. We investigate how
this property is carried over into the context of LASSO-
based OMP methods. Conducting numerical experiments
in high-dimensional polynomial approximation, we show
the efficacy of the proposed algorithms by studying the
recovery error as a function of the algorithm iterations.
Moreover, we illustrate settings where the optimal choice
of the tuning parameter is more robust against the noise.
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CP12

Scalable Algorithms for Statistical Hypothesis
Testing

Statistical testing of hypothesis on data is central to the
scientific method. Practitioners often choose which test to
use on the basis of computational considerations, rather
than purely statistical considerations: for example, they
may choose the χ2-test over Fisher’s exact test because it
is computationally cheaper, and the latter over Barnard’s,
for the same reason. These tests though make different

statistical assumptions on the data generation process, but
these discrepancies are often overlooked by scientists who
often chose the computational cheaper test without con-
sidering the impact of the different assumptions. In this
work we develop scalable algorithms for statistical hypoth-
esis testing, so tests can be chosen purely on statistical
grounds. We consider scalability along multiple axes, in-
cluding: the size of the data, the number of hypotheses to
test (our algorithms control the Family-Wise Error Rate,
but we also discuss controlling the (marginal) False Discov-
ery Rate), the richness of the data (e.g., for tests on time
series or graphs), the assumptions made on the data gen-
erating process (e.g., by considering more representative
null models). We achieve these results by combining smart
hypothesis space exploration techniques adopted from pat-
tern mining with concepts from statistical learning theory,
such as Rademacher averages and pseudodimension.
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CP12

A Lagged Particle Filter for Stable Filtering of Cer-
tain High-Dimensional State-Space Models

The process of stochastic filtering is a very challenging
task as analytical solutions are typically not available and
many numerical approximation methods can have a cost
that scales exponentially with the dimension of the state
of the system (the curse of dimensionality). In this talk, I
focus on the problem of high-dimensional filtering of state-
space models (SSMs) at discrete times. Inspired by lag-
approximation methods for the smoothing problem, we in-
troduce a lagged approximation of the smoothing distri-
bution that is necessarily biased. We develop a sequential
Monte Carlo (SMC) method to recursively estimate expec-
tations with respect to our biased smoothing distributions.
Moreover, we prove for a class of SSMs that can contain
dependencies amongst coordinates that as the dimension
of the state d → ∞ the cost to achieve a stable mean
square error in estimation, for classes of expectations, is
of O(Nd2) per-unit time, where N is the number of sim-
ulated samples in the SMC algorithm. Our methodology
is implemented on several challenging high-dimensional ex-
amples including a shallow-water model and is found to be
superior to commonly used methods like e.g. the ensemble
Kalman Filter.
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CP13

Bounding Wasserstein Distance with Couplings

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) provides asymptoti-
cally consistent estimates of intractable posterior expecta-
tions as the number of iterations tends to infinity. However,
in large data applications, MCMC can be computationally
expensive per iteration. This has catalyzed interest in sam-
pling methods such as approximate MCMC, which trade off
asymptotic consistency for improved computational speed.
In this article, we propose estimators based on couplings
of Markov chains to assess the quality of such asymptoti-
cally biased sampling methods. The estimators give empir-
ical upper bounds of the Wassertein distance between the
limiting distribution of the asymptotically biased sampling
method and the original target distribution of interest. We
establish theoretical guarantees for our upper bounds and
show that our estimators can remain effective in high di-
mensions. We apply our quality measures to stochastic gra-
dient MCMC, variational Bayes, and Laplace approxima-
tions for tall data and to approximate MCMC for Bayesian
logistic regression in 4500 dimensions and Bayesian linear
regression in 50000 dimensions.
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CP13

Response-Aided Score-Matching Approaches for
Big Data Analysis under Generalized Linear Mod-
els

Big data analysis has brought a lot of challenges to tra-
ditional statistical methods. We propose an efficient
method called Response-Aided Score Matching Represen-
tative (RASMR) approach to facilitate the big data anal-
ysis under generalized linear models. This method utilizes
representatives of natural or algorithmically generated data
blocks to produce estimates of parameters, which approx-
imate the estimate from full data set very well. In addi-
tional, a major advantage of RASMR is that the repre-
sentatives of the data set can be used for further analysis.
The accurate estimation and high quality representatives
enable promising application of RAMSR in a variety of sta-
tistical analysis problems, such as link function selection,
variable selection and cross-validation in big data analysis.
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CP13

Divergence Frontiers for Generative Models: Sam-
ple Complexity, Quantization Effects, and Frontier

Integrals

The spectacular success of deep generative models calls
for quantitative tools to measure their statistical perfor-
mance. Divergence frontiers have recently been proposed
as an evaluation framework for generative models, due to
their ability to measure the quality-diversity trade-off in-
herent to deep generative modeling. We establish non-
asymptotic bounds on the sample complexity of diver-
gence frontiers. We also introduce frontier integrals which
provide summary statistics of divergence frontiers. We
show how smoothed estimators such as Good-Turing or
Krichevsky-Trofimov can overcome the missing mass prob-
lem and lead to faster rates of convergence. We illustrate
the theoretical results with numerical examples from nat-
ural language processing and computer vision.
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CP13

Logical Analysis of Data: Estimation of Cause-
Effect Relationship under Noise. A New Approach
to Classification

Logical analysis of data (LAD) is a methodology intro-
duced by Peter L. Hammer in 1986, aimed at discovering
hidden structural information in data sets by using the the-
ory of partially defined Boolean functions. A modification
of the approach involving estimation of the cause-effect re-
lationship under noise was proposed by Prekopa in 1994
and turned out to be efficient for data sets for which the
sets of positive and negative observations can be separated
with a good accuracy by a hyperplane. This paper develops
a technique that combines Prekopa’s method with initial
data clustering. We illustrate the method on water quality
monitoring data set in Perm, Russia.
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Data-Driven Learning Based Algorithms for Mul-
tiscale Problems

In this talk, we present some recent progress on the de-
velopment of data-driven, machine learning algorithms for
solving a class of forward and inverse problems with mul-
tiple scale features. The algorithms make use of existing
multiscale solvers to build the internal structures of the
whole simulator. The first part of the talk focuses on a class
of parametrized and multiscale time-dependent problems.
For the forward problem, we developed a multi-stage neu-
ral network architecture, containing a front-end reduction
module formed by the multiscale solvers, for approximat-
ing the solutions of the problem. The second part of this
talk considers a class of multiscale inverse problems. We
formulate the problem into the framework of reinforcement
learning and solve it with the aid of multi-level Monte Carlo
Markov Chain sampling methods. Numerical results will
be presented to demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of
the proposed computational methods.
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CP13

Sampling with Mirrored Stein Operators

Accurately approximating an unnormalized distribution
with a discrete sample is a fundamental challenge in ma-
chine learning and probabilistic inference. Particle evolu-
tion methods like Stein variational gradient descent tackle
this challenge by applying deterministic updates to parti-
cles using operators based on Steins method and reproduc-
ing kernels to sequentially minimize Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence. However, these methods break down for constrained
targets and fails to exploit informative non-Euclidean ge-
ometry. In this talk, I will introduce a new family of par-
ticle evolution samplers suitable for constrained domains
and non-Euclidean geometries. These samplers are derived
from a new class of Stein operators and have deep connec-
tions with Riemannian Langevin diffusion, mirror descent,
and natural gradient descent. We demonstrate that these
new samplers yield accurate approximations to distribu-
tions on the simplex, deliver valid confidence intervals in
post-selection inference, and converge more rapidly than

prior methods in large-scale unconstrained posterior infer-
ence. Finally, we establish the convergence of our new
procedures under verifiable conditions on the target distri-
bution.
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CP14

Partial Identifiability for Nonnegative Matrix Fac-
torization

Given a nonnegative input matrix X and a factorization
rank r, nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) aims to
compute two nonnegative matrices, W with r columns and
H with r rows, such that WH = X. In this talk, we dis-
cuss the uniqueness, also known as the identifiability, of
the factors, W and H , in nonnegative matrix factorization
(NMF). Most works so far have focused on the identifiabil-
ity of the two factors, W and H . In this talk, we present
new identifiability results regarding the partial uniqueness
for a subset of the columns of W and rows of H . We illus-
trate our results in multivariate curve resolution that aims
to unmix the components in a chemical reaction.
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CP14

Big Data Minimum Sum-of-Squares Clustering

The purpose of this talk is to define key concepts of the
minimum sum-of-squares (MSSC) clustering for big data,
analyse the big data phenomenon and provide a theoretical
as well as empirical review of the most prominent existing
MSSC algorithms for large and big data. We will outline
the required as well as desirable properties of the clustering
algorithms for big data. In practice, analysis of the avail-
able amount of data by traditional methods on an average
computer leads to one of the following situations: there
are no difficulties with their processing; there are some
technical difficulties, but processing is still possible; pro-
cessing is not possible due to lack of computing resources
or unacceptable time costs. According to the situations
listed above, we introduce the corresponding classification
of the analyzed datasets: small, large, and big, respec-
tively. Thus, big data is a dataset of such a huge volume
that its processing causes significant technical difficulties or
is impossible when using traditional methods and average
computing resources. Big data is a modern phenomenon
that, on one hand, presents specific technical difficulties
for an effective processing. On the other hand, big data
provides substantial benefits that eliminate the problem of
data shortage. The following algorithms will be reviewed
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and compared to each other: Forgy K-means, K-means++,
K-means‖, Ward’s method, LMBM-Clust, and their other
variations.
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CP14

Some Theory on Generalized Bayesian Additive
Regression Trees (BART)

Bayesian Additive Regression Trees (BART) are a powerful
ensemble learning technique for modeling nonlinear regres-
sion functions. Although initially BART was proposed for
predicting only continuous and binary response variables,
over the years multiple extensions have emerged that are
suitable for estimating a wider class of response variables
(e.g. categorical and count data) in a multitude of applica-
tion areas. In this work we describe a Generalized frame-
work for Bayesian trees and their additive ensembles where
the response variable comes from an exponential family
distribution and hence encompasses a majority of these
variants of BART. We provide sufficient conditions on the
response distribution, under which the posterior concen-
trates at a minimax rate, up to a logarithmic factor.
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Principal Tradeoff Analysis and Disc Game Embed-
ding of Functional Form Games

Functional form games model a wide range of competi-
tive systems studied in biology, game theory, and artificial
intelligence. A functional form game is a two-player game
whose outcome is determined by the player’s attributes via
a performance (payout) function. Player attributes model
physical characteristics, parameters controlling their be-
havior, or hyper-parameters determining training proto-
cols. The performance function f accepts a pair of at-
tribute vectors x, y and returns the payout to the first
agent, f(x, y). Performance is always skew-symmetric. We
illustrate that, under loose assumptions on f , performance
can be decomposed into a linear combination of low di-
mensional embeddings. Each embedding is planar and is
equipped with simple game dynamics, namely, disc game
dynamics. A disc game, a continuous extension of rock-
paper-scissors, is the simplest cyclic functional form game.
Thus the decomposition into disc games represents a de-
composition into cyclic modes associated with principal
strategic tradeoffs. We introduce a sequence of embed-
ding methods for specific function classes and develop an
associated approximation theory. The decomposition into
disc games is closely related to low-rank matrix decomposi-
tion, where the principal tradeoffs are analogous to feature
directions in principal component analysis. We conclude
by showing that the sequence of embeddings enable infor-
mative low-dimensional visualization and present examples

for a variety of games.
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Reproducing Activation Function for Deep Learn-
ing

The speaker will propose reproducing activation functions
(RAFs) motivated by applied and computational harmonic
analysis to improve deep learning accuracy for various ap-
plications ranging from computer vision to scientific com-
puting. The idea is to employ several basic functions and
their learnable linear combination to construct neuron-wise
data-driven activation functions for each neuron. Armed
with RAFs, neural networks (NNs) can reproduce tradi-
tional approximation tools and, therefore, approximate tar-
get functions with a smaller number of parameters than
traditional NNs. In NN training, RAFs can generate neu-
ral tangent kernels with a better condition number than
traditional activation functions lessening the spectral bias
of deep learning. As demonstrated by extensive numer-
ical tests, the proposed RAFs can facilitate the conver-
gence of deep learning optimization for a solution with
higher accuracy than existing deep learning solvers for
audio/image/video reconstruction, PDEs, and eigenvalue
problems. With RAFs, the errors of audio/video recon-
struction, PDEs, and eigenvalue problems are decreased by
over 14%, 73%, 99%, respectively, compared with baseline,
while the performance of image reconstruction increases by
58%.
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Fair Data Representation for Machine Learning at
the Pareto Frontier

As machine learning powered decision-making becomes
important in our daily lives, it is imperative to strive
for fairness of the underlying data processing. We pro-
pose a pre-processing algorithm for fair data representa-
tion via which L2-objective supervised learning algorithms
result in estimations of the Pareto frontier between pre-
diction error and statistical disparity. Particularly, we
apply the optimal affine transport to approach the post-
processing Wasserstein-2 (W2) barycenter characterization
of the optimal fair L2-objective supervised learning via a
pre-processing data deformation. We call it W2 pseudo-
barycenter. Furthermore, we show that the W2 geodesics
from learning outcome marginals to their barycenter char-
acterizes the Pareto frontier between L2-loss and total W2

distance among the marginals. Thereby, McCann interpo-
lation generalizes the pseudo-barycenter to a family of data
representations via which L2-objective supervised learning
algorithms estimate the Pareto frontier. Numerical simu-
lations underscore the advantages: (1) the pre-processing
step is compositive with arbitrary L2-objective learning
methods and unseen data; (2) the representation protects
data privacy by preventing access to sensitive knowledge;
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(3) the optimal affine maps are computationally efficient
on high-dimensional data; (4) experiments shed light on
the fairness of L2-objective unsupervised learning.
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CP15

A Unified Theory of Error Feedback and Variance
Reduction Mechanisms for Biased and Unbiased
Compression in Distributed Optimization

In the big data era, it is necessary to rely on distributed
computing settings. We consider the client-server model,
in which several parallel workers communicate back and
forth with a distant server. Communication, which can be
costly and slow, is the main bottleneck. A popular idea is
to make use of compression, to reduce the number of bits
sent within each communication round of iterative meth-
ods. There are two classes of compression operators and
separate algorithms making use of them. In the case of
unbiased random compressors, the DIANA algorithm of
Mishchenko et al. (2019), which implements a variance-
reduction technique, is the current state of the art. In the
case of biased and contractive compressors, the EF21 algo-
rithm of Richtrik et al. (2021), which implements an error-
feedback mechanism, is the current state of the art. These
two classes are distinct and rely on different analyses. We
unify them into a single framework: we propose a general
class of compressors with two parameters, the bias and the
variance, as well as a new algorithm exploiting them, re-
covering DIANA and EF21 as particular cases, with proved
linear convergence. Our general approach inherits the best
of the two worlds: biased compressors can be used, and
independent randomness at the compressors allows to mit-
igate the effects of compression, with the convergence rate
improving when the number of workers is large. This is
the first time that an algorithm with all these features is
proposed.
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CP15

Efficient Distributionally Robust Learning via Un-
biased Gradient Estimation

Seeking to improve generalization of mathematical learn-
ing models, we consider a new statistical learning approach
called distributionally robust learning (DRL) that utilizes
difficult-to-solve minimax formulations. We devise a new
algorithm to solve these formulations that applies stochas-
tic gradient descent (SGD) to the outer minimization prob-
lem. Our algorithm efficiently estimates the gradient of
the inner maximization problem through multi-level Monte

Carlo randomization. We establish theoretical results that
shed light on why standard gradient estimators fail, and
then leverage these theoretical results to establish the op-
timal parameterization of the gradient estimators of our ap-
proach that balances a fundamental tradeoff between com-
putation time and stochastic error. We rigorously establish
convergence to a near-optimal solution under standard reg-
ularity assumptions and, for strongly convex losses, match
the best known O(�−1) rate of convergence of SGD for stan-
dard stochastic optimization. Computational experiments
demonstrate that our DRL approach yields significant ben-
efits over previous work.
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Stochastic Gradient Descent for Inverse Problems
in Banach Spaces

Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and its variants are
among the most promising modern optimisation tech-
niques. At each iteration they use a small subset of data to
stochastically estimate the gradient of the objective. Re-
sulting methods scale well, making them a popular choice
for a large number of problems, often outperforming tra-
ditional methods. SGD methods have seen growing use
for inverse problems, and are mostly used in inner prod-
uct spaces. Convergence for linear inverse problems is in
these settings well understood. However, Banach spaces
require different techniques and are the native domain in
many problems, such as parameter identification in ellip-
tic PDEs. Full batch gradient descent methods for inverse
problems in Banach spaces typically follow Landweber type
iterations, with several differences from Hilbert space set-
tings. Namely, since the gradient lies in the dual space,
duality mappings are needed to conduct the algebra. The
iterates are thus non-linear and Bregman divergence is used
for the convergence analysis. In this work we present a
mathematical framework and analysis for SGD in Banach
spaces for linear and non-linear inverse problems. Analysis
in the Banach space setting presents unique challanges, re-
quiring novel mathematical tools. This is achieved by com-
bining insights from Hilbert space theory with approaches
from modern optimisation. The developed theory and al-
gorithms open doors for a wide range of methods that we
aim to study in future work.
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On the Inversion-Free Newton’s Method and Its
Applications

In this paper, we survey the recent development of
inversion-free Newtons method and its applications in es-
timating parameters of models such as linear and logistic
regression. A detailed review of the existing methodology
is provided, along with comparisons of various competing
algorithms. We provide numerical examples that high-
light some deficiencies of existing approaches and demon-
strate how the inversion-free methods can improve perfor-
mance. Motivated by the works of [CGBP20], [WZM18],
and [WYS19], we provide a unified subsampling frame-
work that can be combined with the inversion-free New-
tons method to estimate model parameters including those
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of linear and logistic regression. Numerical examples are
provided for illustration.
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CP15

Theory of Stochastic Gradient Descent

Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is a foundational al-
gorithm in machine learning and other data-driven disci-
plines, which has resulted in an extensive effort to under-
stand SGD’s behavior in a variety of contexts such as non-
convex objectives, non-smooth objectives, and unbounded
noise of the stochastic gradients. In this talk, we be-
gin by presenting canonical examples in machine learning
that motivate the need for more sophisticated SGD theory.
Then, we will state recent results that address the gaps in
SGD theory.
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Hierarchical Hessian Representations for Scalable
Second-Order Deep NN Training Methods

The main computational obstacles to the successful devel-
opment of Newton-type methods in deep neural network
training, with large data and parameter dimensions, are
the operations on the Hessian. While subsampling the Hes-
sian can reduce the cost of managing large data dimensions,
the storage of the formally dense matrix and the solution
of the Newton system are prohibitive for large parameter
dimensions. The key to successful Newton methods is to
approximate the Hessian in a way to make its computation,
storage, and inversion manageable. Hessian-free Newton
methods are a natural way of implementing second-order
methods in a scalable fashion but the preconditioning of
the linear system remains the bottleneck. In this work,
we present a hierarchically low rank matrix representation
of the Hessian as a tunable preconditioner representation
that balances accuracy on one hand and storage and arith-
metic complexity on the other. The setting of our training

problem is distributed multi-GPU systems, with the data
distributed among the GPUs, and the hierarchical Hessian
is updated incrementally by low rank updates from the in-
dividual GPUs. We show the favorable scaling results of
generalized Gauss-Newton methods for training ResNet-32
and ResNet-50 models on CIFAR data, and PINN models
on a variety of PDEs and inverse PDEs. We also describe
the role of the Hessian in identifying and quantifying un-
certainties in trained model features and parameters.
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CP16

Optimality and Complexity of Classification by
Random Projection

The generalization error of a classifier is related to the com-
plexity of the set of functions among which the classifier
is chosen. We study a family of low-complexity classifiers
consisting of thresholding a random one-dimensional fea-
ture. The feature is obtained by projecting the data on a
random line after embedding it into a higher-dimensional
space parametrized by monomials of order up to k. More
specifically, the extended data is projected n-times and the
best classifier among those n, based on its performance
on training data, is chosen. We show that this type of
classifier is extremely flexible and given full knowledge of
the class conditional densities, the error of these classifiers
would converge to the optimal (Bayes) error as k and n go
to infinity. On the other hand, if only a training dataset
is given, we show that the classifiers will perfectly classify
all the training points as k and n go to infinity. We also
bound the generalization error of our random classifiers. In
general, our bounds are better than those for any classifier
with VC dimension greater than O(ln n). In particular,
our bounds imply that, unless the number of projections n
is extremely large, there is a significant advantageous gap
between the generalization error of the random projection
approach and that of a linear classifier in the extended
space. Thus, there is a potentially large gain in generaliza-
tion properties by selecting parameters at random, rather
than optimization.
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CP16

Robust Ensemble Estimation

The theory of optimally weighted ensemble estimation is a
general theory that can be applied to any ensemble of esti-
mators to achieve improved convergence rates as long as the
bias and variance of the base estimator can be expressed in
a specific way. In particular, this theory has been applied
to simple plug-in estimators of information theoretic quan-
tities such as entropy, mutual information, and entropy to
achieve the parametric rate when the densities are suffi-
ciently smooth. However, the optimal weights for this en-
semble estimation approach currently depend on knowing
explicit expressions for the bias and variance. We empir-
ically show that naively learning the weights by assuming
the form of the bias and variance results in a bias reduction
even when the bias differs from the assumed form, greatly
expanding the potential field of applications. We also per-
form extensive experiments to demonstrate the robustness
of the approach to the choice of tuning parameters.

Mina Mahbub Hossain
Utah State University
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CP16

Learning with Multidimensional and Multiscale
Scientific Data: Combining Probabilistic Graphi-
cal Models and Deep Learning Architectures

The growth in data size and complexity coming from exper-
iments across the U.S. Department of Energy overwhelms
current statistical and learning approaches for analysis
and understanding. Consequently, scientific discoveries
are falling behind the pace of data generation. In sev-
eral scientific fields, researchers combine simulations and
experiments to analyze data. Data acquired from differ-
ent sources are often complementary and provide different
types or levels of information. These levels of informa-
tion may come from different spatial dimensions, scales, or
time steps. In this case, even though multimodal, multi-
scale, and temporal correlated information may exist theo-
retically, finding that feature correlation automatically and
using it for learning and analysis is challenging. The use
of learning algorithms to analyze scientific data becomes
even more challenging due to the low data regime (lack
of training data). In this lecture, I will talk about my
recent work on combining probabilistic graphical models
(PGM) and deep learning models to overcome these chal-
lenges. Specifically, I will discuss current developments on
new Markov random fields (MRF) maximum a posteriori
(MAP) inference based on alternating direction method
of multipliers (ADMM) for arbitrary (higher-order multi-
label) models. Finally, I will give a general overview on
the challenges and opportunities around developing ma-
chine learning algorithms for multidimensional and multi-
scale scientific data.

Talita Perciano, Matthew Avaylon, Robbie Sadre, Zhe Bai
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CP16

Self-Supervised Metric Learning in Multi-View

Data: A Downstream Task Perspective

Self-supervised metric learning has been a successful ap-
proach for learning a distance from an unlabeled dataset.
The resulting distance is broadly useful for improving var-
ious distance-based downstream tasks, even when no in-
formation from downstream tasks is utilized in the metric
learning stage. To gain insights into this approach, we de-
velop a statistical framework to theoretically study how
self-supervised metric learning can benefit downstream
tasks in the context of multi-view data. Under this frame-
work, we show that the target distance of metric learn-
ing satisfies several desired properties for the downstream
tasks. On the other hand, our investigation suggests the
target distance can be further improved by moderating
each directions weights. In addition, our analysis precisely
characterizes the improvement by self-supervised metric
learning on four commonly used downstream tasks: sample
identification, two-sample testing, k-means clustering, and
k-nearest neighbor classification. When the distance is es-
timated from an unlabeled dataset, we establish the upper
bound on distance estimations accuracy and the number of
samples sufficient for downstream task improvement. Fi-
nally, numerical experiments are presented to support the
theoretical results in the paper.

Shulei Wang
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CP16

Spectral Machine Learning Theory

We investigate the spectral properties during training of
linear-width feed-forward neural networks on both syn-
thetic data and real-world data. Under this linear-width
regime, we show empirically that the spectrum of the
weight matrix is invariant when trained by gradient descent
with a small constant learning rate, and that the changes
in the weight matrix in both operator and Frobenius norms
are of constant order, implying that the variance for each
parameter vanishes in the limit. Our implementation also
empirically shows invariance for both the conjugate and
neural tangent kernels. In addition, we find the same em-
pirical characteristics for models trained with moderately
sized mini-batch stochastic gradient descent with a small
learning rate. This suggests that these trained neural net-
works in the linear-width regime still reside in the kernel
regime. We further show an escape from the kernel regime
by a combination of choices in the weight initialization ma-
trix coupled with tuning the batch size and learning rate.
Indeed, spectral properties such as the bulk, spikes, and
heavy-tailed distributions directly correlate with tuning
such choices, and this tuning permits us to generate each
spectrum on shallow networks. With a two-layer teacher-
student model on synthetic data, we can derive different
kinds of spectra using differing training strategies, and we
show a close relationship between different spectral behav-
iors and the generalization of the trained networks.
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CP17

Fast Computation of Matrix Function-Based Cen-
trality Measures for Layer-Coupled Multiplex Net-
works

Centrality measures identify and rank the most influen-
tial entities of complex networks. In this talk, we general-
ize matrix function-based centrality measures, which con-
sider subgraphs of all sizes and interpolate between local
degree and global eigenvector centrality, to layer-coupled
multiplex networks. The layers of these networks can re-
flect different relationships and interactions between enti-
ties or changing interactions over time. We use the supra-
adjacency matrix as network representation, which has al-
ready been used to generalize eigenvector centrality to tem-
poral and multiplex networks. As the explicit evaluation
of the involved matrix function expressions becomes infea-
sible for medium to large-scale networks, we present highly
efficient approximation techniques, which rely on Krylov
subspace methods, Gauss quadrature, and stochastic trace
estimation. We present extensive numerical studies on syn-
thetic and real-world multiplex networks with a focus on
urban public transport systems. Our experiments corrob-
orate the linear computational complexity of the employed
numerical methods in terms of the network size that is
theoretically indicated under the assumption of sparsity in
the supra-adjacency matrix. This excellent scalability al-
lows the efficient treatment of large-scale networks with the
number of node-layer pairs of order 107 or higher.

Kai Bergermann, Martin Stoll
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CP17

Nonbacktracking Spectral Clustering of Nonuni-
form Hypergraphs

Spectral methods offer a tractable, global framework for
clustering in graphs via eigenvector computations on graph
matrices. Hypergraph data, in which entities interact on
edges of arbitrary size, poses challenges for matrix repre-
sentations and therefore for spectral clustering. We study
spectral clustering for nonuniform hypergraphs based on
the hypergraph nonbacktracking operator. After reviewing
the definition of this operator and its basic properties, we
prove a theorem of Ihara-Bass type to enable faster com-
putation of eigenpairs. We then propose an alternating
algorithm for inference in a hypergraph stochastic block-
model via linearized belief-propagation, offering proofs that
both formalize and extend several previous results. We
perform experiments in real and synthetic data that under-
score the benefits of hypergraph methods over graph-based
ones when interactions of different sizes carry different in-
formation about cluster structure. Through an analysis
of our algorithm, we pose several conjectures about the
limits of spectral methods and detectability in hypergraph

stochastic blockmodels writ large.
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CP17

Regression on Graphs via Graph-Informed Neural
Networks

Graphs are used in network analysis to study many dif-
ferent phenomena, such as transportation systems, epi-
demic spread, and social interactions. Recently, new
key contributions have been proposed by the neural net-
work (NN) community, extending deep learning (DL) ap-
proaches to graphs via the so-called graph neural networks
(GNNs) and the more recent graph convolutional networks
(GCNs). Despite the good results of GCNs in many ap-
plications, some challenges still exist: (i) building deep
GCNs with good performances; (ii) building GCNs scal-
able for large graphs. In this talk, we present a new
type of layer designed for regression tasks on graphs, a
framework for which GCNs are not well suited and the
use of multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) is preferred. Our
new graph layer exploits the graph structure to improve
the NN training (compared to an MLP). Moreover, it al-
lows the building of deep NNs and it is scalable for large
graphs. We call this layer a graph-informed (GI) layer
[Berrone et al., Graph-Informed Neural Networks for Re-
gressions on Graph-Structured Data, Mathematics, 2022,
https://doi.org/10.3390/math10050786]. We report the re-
sults of numerical experiments to show the potentiality of
the graph-informed NNs (GINNs). In particular, we ana-
lyze the regression abilities of the GINNs on maximum-flow
regression problems, comparing the results with MLPs per-
formances on the same problem.
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CP17

ExSpliNet: How Kolmogorov Would Design an In-
terpretable and Expressive Neural Network, Walk-
ing in a B-Spline Forest

Solving problems that require the approximation of data in
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high-dimensional spaces is computationally extremely chal-
lenging. In this talk we present ExSpliNet, an interpretable
and expressive neural network model that combines ideas
of Kolmogorov neural networks, ensembles of probabilis-
tic trees, and multivariate B-spline representations. The
new model is a feasible generalization of the B-spline neu-
ral network (BSNN) model towards high-dimensional data
relying on a Kolmogorov-like structure to avoid the use
of high-variate tensor-product B-splines while still main-
taining expressive power. Furthermore, we carry out a
theoretical study of the universal approximation proper-
ties of ExSpliNet. The main ingredients of the proof are
the Kolmogorov superposition theorem and classical ap-
proximation estimates for multivariate splines. Finally, we
illustrate the suitability of the proposed model to address
data-driven function approximation and to face differen-
tial problems, in the spirit of physics-informed neural net-
works (PINNs). We also show the general applicability of
the model for classical machine learning tasks like image
classification and regression.
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CP17

Topological Analysis of Temporal Hypergraph
Data

Hypergraphs extend graphs to include high-order edges
recording multi-way relationships. Graphs are hypergraphs
with uniform edge size two, but hypergraphs can have
edges of arbitrary size. They are closely related to topo-
logical structures like abstract simplicial complexes, which
are themselves hypergraphs including all sub-edges, and
can have non-trivial topological properties. Simplicial ho-
mology identifies the topological structure of hypergraph
data by measuring the dimensions of their homology groups
(Betti sequences), and thus their open cycles of different
dimension k, including connected components as a spe-
cial case for k = 0. Hypergraph structures commonly
carry additional data, including time intervals on edges,
so the topological properties of such temporal hypergraphs
can change over time. A sliding window over the tem-
poral intervals of a THG identify a temporal sequence of
sub-hypergraphs, and thus a changing sequence of Betti
sequences. While useful, a more sophisticated approach
called zigzag persistent homology links the sequential sub-
hypergraphs to not only identify common structures be-
tween sample windows, but how much they persist over
all the data. We demonstrate our method first on syn-
thetic data, and then on a collection of Reddit threads,
tracking users against threads in the context of their time
stamps. A complex temporal pattern is revealed for di-
mensions k = 0, 1, 2. Comparison to non-topological hy-
pergraph properties is provided.
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CP18

Nonlocal Models for Deep Neural Networks

Recently, continuous-depth models of neural networks have
shown a series of advantages in machine learning, which in-
clude memory costs that do not increase with the number of
layers (a major bottleneck in training deep models), param-
eters efficiency, as well as obtaining continuous time series
models that can naturally incorporate data at arbitrary
times. In this talk I will present some continuous-depth
models that also incorporate nonlocality with respect to
the layer and discuss their performance and advantages.
The results are backed by theoretical studies into well-
posedness of solutions for the integro-differential models,
as well as stability results which are important in design-
ing robust DNNs that can withstand adversarial attacks

Animesh Biswas
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CP18

Examining Stiffness in ResNets through Interpre-
tation as Discretized Neural ODEs

Neural Ordinary Differential Equations (NODEs) emerge
as the limit of Residual Neural Networks (ResNets) as the
number of layers tends to infinity. While NODEs are suc-
cessfully applied in practice to a range of machine learning
problems, studying their behavior can provide insights into
the role of depth in network architecture. We expect that
mathematical insights and legacy knowledge of ODE anal-
ysis can be applied to NODEs to better understand the
behavior of neural networks, improve their generalization,
and develop more efficient training algorithms. Drawing
from ODE theory, we focus on the concept of stiffness and
consider the analogue of stiffness for ResNets. We first de-
velop a heuristic for quantifying the stiffness of a ResNet
given an input training set. We then study the use of this
stiffness measure as a penalizing regularizer during train-
ing, and examine its effects on generalization.
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Differentiable Computational Fluid Dynamics As a
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Layer

With ever accelerating advances in machine learning, fluid
dynamicists have begun to intersperse machine learning
techniques in fluid dynamics simulations to achieve in-
depth control of the physical process, acceleration by di-
mensionality reduction, or more enhanced active learning.
In adjacent fields, such as optimization, researchers have
gone a step further, and made their optimization prob-
lems differentiable, and started to embed them as lay-
ers in their deep architectures. This has not only en-
abled them to improve computational performance, but
also made it easier to solve previously hard-to-solve op-
timization problems. In fluid dynamics such approaches
have so far been out of reach, as differentiability implied
the need for hand-written adjoints, or specialized software
which is often unable to differentiate hybrid parallelism,
and GPU-computations while incurring significant perfor-
mance degradation. In this lecture we will present how,
enabled by compiler-based approaches to automatic dif-
ferentiation, we are able to overcome these constraints and
seamlessly embed simulation layers inside of deep networks
with simulation structures abstracted away as layers in our
end-to-end learned architecture. A presented example of
this are Neural PDEs, a fully end-to-end learned system
where the simulation’s PDE solver is used on a coarse-
grained latent space. All presented approaches are directly
generalizable to other simulation-based fields.
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CP18

Memory-Efficient Neural ODE Based on High-
Level Adjoint Differentiation

We present a memory-efficient neural ODE framework PN-
ODE based on high-level adjoint algorithmic differentia-
tion. It is implemented using PyTorch and PETSc, one of
the most commonly used portable, scalable scientific com-
puting libraries. By leveraging discrete adjoint time inte-
grators and advanced checkpointing strategies tailored for
these integrators, PNODE can provide a balance between
memory and computational costs while computing the gra-
dients consistently and accurately. We demonstrate the
performance through numerical experiments on image clas-
sification, continuous normalizing flow, and time series re-
gression. We show that PNODE achieves the highest mem-
ory efficiency when compared with other reverse-accurate
methods. We also show PNODE enables the application of
implicit time integration methods that are desired for stiff
dynamical systems.
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CP19

New Block Generalized Averaged Gauss Quadra-
ture Rules

Golub and Meurant presented the way of using the sym-
metric block Lanczos algorithm for calculating the block
Gauss quadrature rules for approximating of matrix func-
tions wT f(A)u, where A is a large square matrix, u and

v are block-vectors and f is a function. We describe a
new block quadrature rules . These rules can be calcu-
lated using the symmetric or nonsymmetric block Lanc-
zos algorithms for calculating error estimates for computed
quantities, and shows how to achieve more accuracy than
standard block Gauss rules for the same computational ef-
fort. Our methods are based on block generalizations of
the generalized averaged Gauss quadrature rules that were
recently proposed by Spalevic.The new representation sug-
gested by Spalevic is a new averaged Gauss quadrature rule
that has higher degree of exactness and the same number of
nodes as the averaged rule proposed by Laurie. Numerical
experiments reported in this paper show the latter aver-
aged rule to yield higher accuracy than Lauries averaged
rule for smooth integrals and, therefore, also can be used to
estimate the error in Gauss rules and to approximate inte-
grals. In addition, We describe how to use a symmetric or
nonsymmetric adjacency matrix for a network to evaluate
functions as applications.
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CP19

Special Matrices in Data Smoothing and Analytics
for Machine Learning

This lecture will focus on special matrices of multidimen-
sional data analytics and machine learning algorithms. In-
teresting examples of mathematical challenges will be ad-
dressed with emphasis on some special domain area appli-
cations.
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CP19

Interpretability of Convolutional Neural Networks
Using a Singular Value Decomposition of its Weight
Tensors

The ability of convolutional neural networks to classify im-
ages quickly and accurately has revolutionized computer
vision, but the complexity and size of these networks can
make their decision process seem impenetrable. This lack
of transparency limits the confidence we can comfortably
place in the network. In this talk we approach inter-
pretability as a decomposition problem. We perform a
simple matrization on the weight tensors of the convolu-
tional layers and apply the singular value decomposition
to the matrix representations of each fully connected and
convolutional layer. This process exposes the dynamics
of each linear layer. Latent features are discoverable by
examining the projection or signal of the input onto the
singular directions, and their significance is quantified by
the corresponding rescaling by the singular values. We
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then apply the techniques of optimized feature visualiza-
tion, exemplary image identification, and saliency masks
to uncover the semantic meaning of the features at each
layer. Using benchmark datasets and models, we illustrate
our approach by explaining their classification process. We
then apply our methodology to nuclear forensics data and
discuss more general applications.
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CP19

Statistical Leverage Scores: Complexity, Algo-
rithms and Applications

Statistical leverage scores are important quantities in
statistics, data science, and quantum mechanical appli-
cations. In the last two decades, they have also made
an impact in the design of numerical algorithms. Given
a data matrix A with size n × d, we discuss algorithms
for computing the leverage scores of A, focusing on the
“tall-and-skinny’ case, that is, when the number of data
points n is much larger than the number of features d
(n � d). We first revisit a straightforward algorithm,
which directly computes the Gramian A�A and its pseu-
doinverse (A�A)+, and then returns the squared Euclidean

row norms of the matrix A((A�A)+)
1
2 . In the very tall and

very sparse regime, i.e. when d = o(n1/3) and A has O(1)
nonzeros per row, this simple algorithm is optimal, as it
runs in O(n) time. For matrices with O(log n) non-zeros
per row, it still optimal up to log factors. With these ob-
servation in place, we then revisit the state-of-the-art in
different size and sparsity regimes, including random sam-
pling and random projection based approaches. We then
describe some improved algorithms which are especially ef-
fective for low-rank and approximately low-rank matrices.
We also discuss connections of leverage scores computa-
tions with other problems in Numerical Linear Algebra,
which can be interesting for a Fine-Grained Complexity
analysis.
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MS1

Alternating the Population and Agent Control via
Two Neural Networks to Solve High-Dimensional
Stochastic Mean Field Games

We present APAC-Net, an alternating population and
agent control neural network for solving stochastic mean
field games (MFGs). Our algorithm is geared toward
high-dimensional instances of MFGs that are beyond reach
with existing solution methods. We achieve this in two
steps. First, we take advantage of the underlying varia-
tional primal-dual structure that MFGs exhibit and phrase
it as a convex-concave saddle point problem. Second, we
parameterize the value and density functions by two neu-
ral networks, respectively. By phrasing the problem in this

manner, solving the MFG can be interpreted as similar to
training a generative adversarial network (GAN). We show
the potential of our method on up to 100-dimensional MFG
problems.
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MS1

Parametric Fokker-Planck Equations

Based on the theory of Wasserstein gradient flows, we de-
velop and analyze a numerical method proposed for solv-
ing high-dimensional Fokker-Planck equations (FPE). The
gradient flow structure of FPE allows us to derive a finite-
dimensional ODE by projecting the dynamics of FPE onto
a finite-dimensional parameter space whose parameters are
inherited from certain generative model such as normaliz-
ing flow. We design a bi-level minimization scheme for
time discretization of the proposed ODE. Such algorithm
is sampling-based, which can readily handle the computa-
tions in high-dimensional space. Moreover, we establish
theoretical bounds for the asymptotic convergence analy-
sis as well as the error analysis for our proposed method.
Several numerical examples are provided to illustrate the
performance of the proposed algorithm and analysis.
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MS1

Efficient Natural Gradient Method for Large-scale
Optimization Problems

Large-scale optimization is at the forefront of modern data
science, scientific computing, and applied mathematics
with areas of interest, including high-dimensional PDE, in-
verse problems, machine learning, etc. First-order methods
are workhorses for large-scale optimization due to modest
computational cost and simplicity of implementation. Nev-
ertheless, these methods are often agnostic to the structural
properties of the problem under consideration and suffer
from slow convergence, being trapped in bad local minima,
etc. Natural gradient descent is an acceleration technique
in optimization that takes advantage of the problem’s geo-
metric structure and preconditions the objective function’s
gradient by a suitable ”natural” metric. Hence parameter
update directions correspond to the steepest descent on a
corresponding ”natural” manifold instead of the Euclidean
parameter space rendering a parametrization invariant de-
scent direction on that manifold. Despite its success in
statistical inference and machine learning, the natural gra-
dient descent method is far from a mainstream compu-
tational technique due to the computational complexity
of calculating and inverting the preconditioning matrix.
This work aims at a unified computational framework and
streamlining the computation of a general natural gradient
flow via the systematic application of efficient tools from
numerical linear algebra. We obtain efficient and robust
numerical methods for natural gradient flows without di-
rectly calculating, storing, or inverting the dense precondi-
tioning matrix. We treat Euclidean, Wasserstein, Sobolev,
and FisherRao natural gradients in a single framework for
a general loss function.

Levon Nurbekyan
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MS1

Dynamic Behavior for a Gradient Algorithm with
Energy and Momentum

We investigate a novel gradient algorithm, using both en-
ergy and momentum (called AGEM), for solving general
non-convex optimization problems. The solution proper-
ties of the AGEM algorithm, including uniformly bounded-
ness and convergence to critical points, are examined. The
dynamic behavior is studied through analysis of a high-
resolution ODE system. Such ODE system is nonlinear
and obtained by taking the limit of the discrete scheme
while keeping the momentum effect through a rescale of
the momentum parameter. In particular, we show global
well-posedness of the ODE system, time-asymptotic con-
vergence of solution trajectories, and further establish a
linear convergence rate for objective functions satisfying
the Polyak-Lojasiewicz condition.
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MS2

A Randomized Algorithm for Computing the Ac-
tion of a Matrix Function on a Vector

This talk is concerned with the computation of the action
of a matrix function f(A), such as the matrix exponen-
tial or the matrix logarithm, on a vector b. For a general
matrix A, this can be done by computing the projection
of A onto a suitable Krylov subspace. Such projection
is usually computed by forming an orthonormal basis of
the Krylov subspace using the Arnoldi method. In this
talk, we propose to compute (non-orthonormal) bases in a
faster way and to use a fast randomized algorithm for least
squares problems to compute the projection of A onto the
Krylov subspace. We present some numerical examples
which show that our proposed algorithms can be faster
than the standard Arnoldi method while achieving compa-
rable accuracy.
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MS3

Life Beyond Orthogonality: Sparse Recovery in
Bounded Riesz Systems - Theory and Applications

In compressive sensing and sparse recovery, a wide class
of popular measurement schemes can be analyzed within
the framework of randomly sampled bounded orthonor-
mal systems. This setting includes measurement matrices
such as subsampled isometries, partial Fourier matrices,
and sampling matrices associated with orthogonal polyno-
mials. Yet, the orthogonality assumption is too restric-

tive in applications where the sampling matrix does not
have a trivial covariance. In this talk, we will discuss how
to address this issue by working with randomly sampled
bounded Riesz systems. The main theoretical tool of our
analysis is a new upper bound for the expectation of the
supremum of a Bernoulli process associated with the re-
stricted isometry constant of the random matrix of interest.
Using this bound, we will illustrate sparse recovery guar-
antees in bounded Riesz systems based on the restricted
isometry and the robust null space property, an applica-
tion to local coherence-based sampling schemes, and the
extension to the weighted sparsity setting. Going beyond
orthogonality, the additional flexibility of bounded Riesz
systems allows one to analyze a wider class of sparse re-
covery problems. Here, we will illustrate applications in
scientific computing such as numerical methods for high-
dimensional partial differential equations.
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MS3

Geometric Scattering and Applications

The scattering transform is a wavelet-based model of con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs) introduced for func-
tions defined on Euclidean space by S. Mallat. It differs
from traditional CNNs by using predesigned filters rather
than filters learned from training data, which leads to a
network with provable stability and invariance guarantees.
In my talk, I will focus on variations of the scattering trans-
forms for data sets with non-Euclidean geometric structure
such as graphs or manifolds. These networks use wavelets
constructed via an appropriate Laplacian or diffusion op-
erator and have stability and invariance guarantees anal-
ogous to their Euclidean predecessor. After introducing
these networks, I will then talk about modifications of
the graph scattering transform which can increase numer-
ical performance and also work using the graph scattering
transform as part of a molecular generation network.
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MS3

Sparse Random Features - Theoretical Results, Al-
gorithms, and Applications

Signal decomposition and multiscale signal analysis provide
many useful tools for time-frequency analysis. We propose
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a signal representation algorithm using a sparse and ran-
domized short-time Fourier transform. This builds from
the recent sparse random feature expansion for approxi-
mating high-dimensional functions. The randomization is
both in the time window location and the frequency sam-
pling, which lowers the overall sampling and computational
cost. Sparse optimization extracts a sparse time-frequency
representation, which has the added benefit of forming a
simple decomposition due to the sharpening of the spec-
trograph. Experiments on synthetic data show that the
decomposition closely resembles the multiscale properties
of the data and tests on real datasets show robustness.
Comparisons show that our proposed approach performs
better or comparable to other state-of-the-art or popular
methods.
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MS4

Analysis of Signal Tracking in Partially Observed
Systems

With large scale availability of precise real time data, their
incorporation into physically based predictive models, be-
came increasingly important. This procedure of combin-
ing the prediction and observation is called data assimi-
lation. One especially popular algorithm of the class of
Bayesian sequential data assimilation methods is the en-
semble Kalman filter which successfully extends the ideas
of the Kalman filter to the non-linear situation. However,
in case of spatio-temporal models one regularly relies on
some version of localization, to avoid spurious oscillations.
In this work we develop a-priori error estimates for the time
continuous variant of the ensemble Kalman filter, known
as localized ensemble KalmanBucy filter. More specifically
we aim for the scenario of sparse observations applied to
models from fluid dynamics.
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MS4

Progression and Pathophysiology: Quantifying the
Clinical Evolution of the Human Lung under Me-
chanical Ventilation

Mechanical ventilation to support patient respiration is an
important life-support technology in clinical and hospital
environments. It may also have deleterious effects on pa-
tient lungs, such as ventilator-induced lung injury (VILI).
Quantifying the progressive effects of ventilation on lungs
requires representing the lung-ventilator system (LVS) in
a way suitable for such investigation. However, the physi-

cal system comprises interacting human and mechanically-
controlled components that evade a purely physiological
description. Likewise, clinical LVS data reflects nonstation-
ary heterogeneity of unique patient lung dynamics under
therapeutic applications. Together, these considerations
confound traditional data assimilation as well as machine
learning approaches. We present an informed-model data
assimilation framework robust enough to provide individ-
ualization across a wide variety of LVS behaviors, and this
method may be generalizable to applications where peri-
odic data-generating processes are not easily modelable. In
the LVS context considered, we analyze individualized pa-
rameter timeseries for a cohort of patients with acute res-
piratory distress syndrome (ARDS) to identify temporal
trajectory patterns that may help inform injury progres-
sion and lessen the risk of VILI.
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MS4

Reconstructing the Dynamics of the Outer Elec-
tron Radiation Belt by Means of the Standard and
Ensemble Kalman Filter with the Verb-3D Code

Reconstruction and prediction of the state of the near-
Earth space environment is important for anomaly anal-
ysis, development of empirical models, and understanding
of physical processes. Accurate reanalysis or predictions
that account for uncertainties in the associated model and
the observations, can be obtained by means of data as-
similation. The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) is one
of the most promising filtering tools for nonlinear and
high dimensional systems for terrestrial weather prediction.
In this study, we adapt traditional ensemble-based filter-
ing methods to perform data assimilation in the radiation
belts. By performing a fraternal twin experiment, we assess
the convergence of the EnKF to the standard Kalman fil-
ter (KF). Furthermore, with the split-operator technique,
we develop two new 3-dimensional EnKF approaches for
electron phase space density that account for radial and
local processes, and allow for reconstruction of the full 3D
radiation belt space. The capabilities and properties of the
proposed filter approximations are verified using Van Allen
Probe and GOES data. Additionally, we validate the two
3D split-operator Ensemble Kalman filters against the 3D
split-operator KF. The use of the split-operator technique
allows us to include more physical processes in our simu-
lations and is a computationally efficient data assimilation
tool that delivers an accurate approximation of the optimal
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KF solution, and is suitable for real-time forecasting.
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MS4

Aspects of Data Assimilation for Emerging Appli-
cations

Nowadays it is hard to find an area in science or industry
where data assimilation is not used in one form or other,
although it might appear under a different name. That
does not mean that all these fields use the same methods,
and that a universal best data-assimilation method exists.
Instead, different applications ask for different approaches,
and in this talk I will discuss which method to choose for
which application area, and why.
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MS5

Partial Optimal Transport with Applications on
Positive-Unlabeled Learning

Classical optimal transport problem seeks a transportation
map that preserves the total mass between two probability
distributions, requiring their masses to be equal. This may
be too restrictive in some applications, since the distribu-
tions may have arbitrary masses and/or only a fraction
of the total mass has to be transported. In this talk, we
address the partial Wasserstein and Gromov-Wasserstein
problems and propose exact algorithms to solve them. We
showcase the new formulation in a positive-unlabeled (PU)
learning application and highlight that partial Wasserstein-
based metrics prove effective in usual PU learning settings.
This is joint work with Laetitia Chapel (Rennes University)
and Gilles Gasso (INSA Rouen Normandie).
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MS5

Optimal Transport Modeling of Population Dy-
namics

The ability to understand and predict collective dynamics
of a population of cells towards external perturbations or
in developmental processes is a core question in molecu-
lar biology. As is often the case in challenging scientific
applications, notably single-cell genomics, measuring fea-
tures for these particles requires destroying them. As a
result, the population can only be monitored with peri-
odic snapshots, obtained by sampling a few particles that
are sacrificed in exchange for measurements. Given only
access to these snapshots, can we reconstruct individual
trajectories for all other particles? In this talk, I cover
two approaches. First, we model these trajectories as col-
lective realizations of a causal Jordan-Kinderlehrer-Otto
(JKO) flow of measures: The JKO scheme posits that the
new configuration taken by a population at time t+1 is
one that trades off an improvement, in the sense that it
decreases an energy, while remaining close to the previ-
ous configuration observed at t. In order to learn such an
energy using only snapshots, we propose JKOnet, a neu-
ral architecture that computes (in end-to-end differentiable

fashion) the JKO flow given a parametric energy and ini-
tial configuration of points. Leveraging the theory of op-
timal transport again, one can directly learn a coupling
describing the response of cell populations upon pertur-
bations such as drugs. Amongst others, this enables us to
capture the heterogeneous responses of tumor cells towards
cancer drugs.
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A Blob Method for Inhomogeneous Diffusion with
Applications to Multi-Agent Control and Sampling

We develop a deterministic particle method for the
weighted porous medium equation (WPME) and prove its
convergence on bounded time intervals using ideas from op-
timal transportation. Our method has natural applications
to multi-agent coverage algorithms and sampling probabil-
ity measures. A specific case of our method corresponds
exactly to the mean-field dynamics of training a two-layer
neural network for a radial basis function activation func-
tion. From this perspective, our convergence result shows
that, in the over parametrized regime and as the variance
of the radial basis functions goes to zero, the continuum
limit is given by WPME. This generalizes previous results,
which considered the case of a uniform data distribution,
to the more general inhomogeneous setting. As a conse-
quence of our convergence result, we identify conditions on
the target function and data distribution for which con-
vexity of the energy landscape emerges in the continuum
limit.
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MS5

Information Geometry and Optimal Transport

Optimal transport and information geometry provide two
distinct frameworks for studying the proximity between
probability measures. The former is based on the most ef-
ficient movement of mass, whereas the latter has its roots
in information theory. In recent years, there has been a
large body of research which combines insights from these
two areas. In this talk, we will discuss some interactions
between optimal transport and information geometry, with
a focus on topics of interest for data scientists.
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MS6

The Probabilistic Deep Image Prior for Computa-
tional Tomography

Existing deep learning based tomographic image recon-
struction methods do often not provide accurate estimates
of reconstruction uncertainty, hindering their real-world
deployment. To address this limitation, we construct a
Bayesian prior for tomographic reconstruction, based on
the deep image prior (DIP). For inference, we develop an
approach based on the linearized Laplace method, which
is scalable to high-dimensional settings, with the resulting
framework providing pixel-wise uncertainty estimates and
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a marginal likelihood objective for hyperparameter opti-
mization. We demonstrate the method on synthetic and
real-measured high-resolution CT data and show that it
provides superior calibration of uncertainty estimates rela-
tive to previous probabilistic formulations of the DIP. We
then investigate adaptive design powered by uncertainty
for generating effective scanning strategies. Throughout
the talk, practical examples will also be shown illustrating
the use of the Torch package we released for this work.
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MS6

Monotonically Convergent Regularisation by De-
noising

Regularization by denoising (RED) is a widely-used frame-
work for solving inverse problems by leveraging image de-
noisers as image priors. Recent work has reported the
state-of-the-art performance of RED in a number of imag-
ing applications using pre-trained deep neural nets as de-
noisers. Despite the recent progress, the stable conver-
gence of RED algorithms remains an open problem. The
existing RED theory only guarantees stability for convex
data-fidelity terms and nonexpansive denoisers. This work
addresses this issue by developing a new monotone RED
(MRED) algorithm, whose convergence does not require
nonexpansiveness of the deep denoising prior. Simulations
on image deblurring and compressive sensing recovery from
random matrices show the stability of MRED even when
the traditional RED algorithm diverges.
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Depthwise Separable Convolutions Allow for Fast
and Memory-Efficient Spectral Normalisation

Deep learning finds its way into more and more domains
of our everyday life. The tremendous recent advances in
the field of deep learning have the potential to simplify and
support our daily routines in applications ranging from vir-
tual personal assistants and autonomous driving to novel
medical imaging and diagnosis technologies. Many of the
currently available approaches, however, lack in robustness
and stability and thus bare a significant safety risk in ap-
plications in which incorrect outcomes can be critical for
humans. However, most neural networks - e.g. those that
consist of fully-connected, convolutional and pooling layers
- are Lipschitz continuous. Especially for very large net-
works, the Lipschitz constant can become arbitrary high,
leading to instabilities and non-robustness. To stabilize
and accelerate training as well as to make networks more
robust, the Lipschitz constant of a network can be re-

stricted to be less or equal to a chosen threshold via spec-
tral normalization. Though, current methods to compute
Lipschitz constants of neural networks lack either memory-
or timing efficiency, making them unusable for practical
problem settings. In this talk, we discuss an approach to
memory- and time-efficiently approximate Lipschitz con-
stants of depthwise separable convolutional layers, allowing
to restrict Lipschitz constants for practical relevant appli-
cations.
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MS6

Plug-and-Play Algorithm for Uncertainty Quantifi-
cation in Computational Imaging

Inverse imaging problems aim to find an estimate of an
original unknown image from degraded measurements. A
classical Bayesian approach finds a Maximum A Posteri-
ori (MAP) estimate, which is defined as a minimiser of
the sum of a data-fidelity term and a regularisation term.
For high dimensional problems, proximal optimisation al-
gorithms are methods of choice for minimising an objective,
owing to their scalability. Nevertheless, they only provide
single point estimates, and do not provide any informa-
tion on the uncertainty of the solution. Recently, it has
been shown that to determine whether a structure appear-
ing on the MAP estimate is true or not, simple hypothesis
tests can be formulated as minimisation problems, which
are then solved using proximal methods. This approach
aims to determine, at a given level of confidence, whether
or not the structure exists in the ground truth. If not,
then the method provides an alternative solution to the
MAP estimate, where the structure is absent. This method
necessitates a hand-crafted mathematical definition of the
”structure”, similar to an inpainting process. In this work,
we propose to learn the inpainting process of the struc-
ture using neural networks (NNs). We then solve the hy-
pothesis test minimisation problem using a plug-and-play
algorithm, where the proximity operator related to the in-
painting of the structure of interest has been replaced by
a NN.
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MS7

Novel Methods for Causal Discovery in the Earth
and Climate Sciences

In this talk I’ll approach the problem of causal discovery
from observational data from a pragmatic machine learn-
ing point of view. I will introduce several novel methods
for causal discovery from time series, with particular fo-
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cus on the fields of Earth and climate sciences. We first
discuss about new methods that extend Granger causality
(GC) to cope with nonlinear and non-stationary processes,
based on kernel methods and variational autoencoders able
to learn causal feature representations. However, nonlinear
GC approaches are not optimal when applied to dynamic
systems with weak to moderate variable coupling. To cope
with this, we introduce a robust version of convergent cross-
mapping (CCM) method which is a nonlinear state-space
method. When time is not involved, in bivariate problems,
or in i.i.d cases, several methods are available, based on ei-
ther structural models or kernel mean embeddings. Finally,
I will briefly discuss on graph regularization methods that
allows to complete causal graphs combining observations
and domain knowledge efficiently. We will illustrate per-
formance of all the methods in several challenging problems
involving satellite observations, climate models and long-
term carbon and water flux records at planetary scale.
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Gaussian Process-Based Learning of Dynamical
Graphs

In science and engineering we often deal with problems
that are best represented with dynamical graphs. We ob-
serve signals on such graphs and the interest is in finding
the time-varying topology of the graphs. We propose a
Bayesian method which allows for estimating the unknown
topology and which does not assume any specific functional
relationship among the signals on the graph. The method
exploits Gaussian processes and allows for learning the time
varying function mappings sequentially. We provide nu-
merical tests that show the performance of the method in
various settings.
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MS7

Graph Discovery and Bayesian Filtering in State-

Space Models

Modeling and inference in multivariate time series is central
in statistics, signal processing, and machine learning, with
applications in social network analysis, biomedical, and fi-
nance, to name a few. The linear-Gaussian state-space
model is a common way to describe a time series through
the evolution of a hidden state, with the advantage of pre-
senting a simple inference. A fundamental question when
analyzing multivariate sequences is the search for relation-
ships between their entries (or the modeled hidden states).
In such context, graphical modeling combined with par-
simony constraints allows to limit the proliferation of pa-
rameters and enables a compact data representation which
is easier to interpret. We propose a novel expectation-
maximization algorithm for estimating the linear matrix
operator in the state equation. We introduce a novel per-
spective by relating this matrix to the adjacency matrix
of a directed graph, also interpreted as the causal rela-
tionship among state dimensions (in the Granger-causality
sense). We propose a new method called GraphEM based
on the well sounded expectation-maximization (EM). We
propose an advanced convex optimization solver relying on
a consensus-based implementation of a proximal splitting
strategy for solving the M-step. This approach enables
an efficient and versatile processing of various sophisti-
cated priors on the graph structure, such as parsimony
constraints, while benefiting from convergence guarantees.
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MS7

Inferring Graphs from Data: Sparsity, Algorithms
and Applications

In this talk, we consider the problem of learning a sparse
graph from a Gaussian graphical model whose precision
matrix is a Laplacian matrix. Like in the classical graphical
lasso problem, recent works made use of the l1-norm with
the goal of promoting sparsity in the Laplacian constrained
precision matrix estimation. However, through empirical
evidence, we observe that the l1-norm is not effective in
imposing a sparse solution to this problem. From a the-
oretical perspective, we prove that a large regularization
parameter will surprisingly lead to a solution representing
a complete graph, i.e., every pair of vertices is connected
by an edge. To address this issue, we propose a nonconvex
penalized maximum likelihood estimation method, and es-
tablish the order of estimation error and edge recovery con-
sistency. Numerical experiments involving synthetic and
real-world data sets demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method.
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MS8

Phase Oscillator-Based Analysis and Control of
Fluid Flows

Oscillatory fluid flows are encountered in a range of appli-
cations in automotive and aviation industries. The major
challenge associated with such flows for both analysis and
control are their time varying base states. Phase reduction
analysis and Floquet theory can support the characteri-
zation and control of fluid flows with periodically varying
base states. Phase reduction method reduces the high-
dimensional flow physics to single scalar phase dynamics.
The phase variable is defined based on the limit cycle os-
cillations of the system. Phase-based analysis focuses on
the influence of timing or the phase at which the pertur-
bations are added to the flow field. Spatial analysis of
the phase sensitivity study reveals the critical regions that
enable phase modification. We implement the phase re-
duction method to analyze vortex shedding of airfoil wakes
where the phase is defined based on the limit cycle oscil-
lations of their lift coefficients. We investigate the influ-
ence of chord-based thickness and angle of attack on phase
sensitivity fields obtained by an adjoint-based method for
flows over symmetric airfoils. We discuss transient lift en-
hancement techniques through phase advancement or delay
by the modification of vortex formation dynamics over the
airfoils. Furthermore, we investigate potential pathways
to extend phase reduction techniques to fluid flows with
multiple dominant frequencies. This work is supported
by the US AFOSR (FA9550-21-1-0178) and the US NSF
(2129639).
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MS8

Data-Driven Modeling and Control of Flexible
Wings

From insect wings to wind turbines, aeroelastic structures
experience transient unsteady aerodynamic loads that are
coupled to their motion. Effective real-time control of these
structures relies on accurate and efficient predictions of
unsteady aeroelastic forces. Traditional models, such as
Theodorsen’s model, typically involve quasi-steady or ide-
alized unsteady aerodynamic forces and do not describe
transients. For rigid wings, reduced order unsteady aero-
dynamic models in control state-space form have recently
been extended to include viscous effects at low Reynolds
numbers. We further extend this rigid wing modeling pro-
cedure to a flexible wing, incorporating wing deformation
in addition to the quasi-steady forces, added mass forces,
and large unsteady transients due to viscous effects. We
develop low order linear models based on data from di-
rect numerical simulations of flow past a flexible wing at
low Reynolds number, and demonstrate the effectiveness
of these models to track a reference lift maneuver while
constraining maximum wing deformation. This system
identification approach provides an interpretable, accurate,
and low-dimensional representation of an aeroelastic sys-

tem that can aid in system and controller design.
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MS8

Learning Nonlinear Projections for Dynamical Sys-
tems Using Constrained Autoencoders

Projection onto curved low-dimensional manifolds is an es-
sential tool for constructing simplified reduced-order mod-
els of complex systems. Autoencoder neural networks pro-
vide natural parameterizations of manifolds via their de-
coders, and have found increasing applications in model
reduction. However, without additional constraints, the
process of encoding and decoding fails to define a projec-
tion onto the learned manifold. This poses a problem be-
cause the direction of projection, and not just the manifold,
is important for accurately modeling dynamics of systems
with non-normal sensitivity such as high-shear fluid flows.
To remedy these problems, we introduce a rich parametric
class of nonlinear projection operators defined by autoen-
coders obeying the constraint that decoding followed by
encoding is always the identity. This is accomplished by us-
ing invertible activation functions and bi-orthogonal weight
matrices in matching layers of the encoder and decoder. We
show that the bi-orthogonality constraint defines a smooth
matrix manifold on which we carry out optimization dur-
ing training. We apply the approach to model reduction of
systems arising in fluid dynamics, where the autoencoders
demonstrate the ability to learn underlying manifolds to-
gether with appropriate directions of projection.
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MS8

Differentiable Programming-Based Galerkin Mod-
els for Unsteady Turbulence

Turbulent flow control has numerous applications and
building reduced-order models (ROMs) of the flow and the
associated feedback control laws is extremely challenging.
Despite the promise of neural networks, they are typically
devoid of physical foundations and often lack interpretabil-
ity. On the other hand, Galerkin projection-based ROMs
(GP-ROMs), derived by projecting the Navier Stokes equa-
tions on a truncated Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
(POD) basis, in spite of their widespread adoption, suffer
from instabilities and inaccuracies for predictions over long
time horizons. In this work, we propose a differentiable
programming approach that blends the strengths of both
these strategies, by embedding neural networks explicitly
into the GP-ROM, termed Neural Galerkin projection. We
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demonstrate this approach on two unsteady flow problems
a) Subsonic flow over a cavity at a moderate Mach number.
b) Compressible transonic flow over a buffeting NACA0012
airfoil. We show that the Neural Galerkin approach demon-
strates significantly longer and more accurate time horizon
predictions, when compared to the classical POD-GP (as-
sisted by calibration) and is effective for feedback control.
We observe that the key benefits of this approach include
increased flexibility in physics-based learning, low compu-
tational costs, and a significant increase in interpretability,
when compared to purely data-driven neural networks.
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MS9

Exploring the Trading Implications of the BHM
Framework Using Reinforcement Learning

Building on the information-based asset pricing (or BHM)
framework [D C Brody, L P Hughston & A Macrina (2008)
Information-Based Asset Pricing. International Journal
of Theoretical and Applied Finance 11 (1), 107-142] we
present an interactive agent network with several agents,
and sequential auctions, where market participants trade
futures based on their individual signals about the un-
known value of an asset. For various limit order book
(LOB) depths, the evolution of the amount of differen-
tial information, distribution of overall gains, as well as
the dynamics of price discovery are studied numerically.
We also formulate an information-based dynamic program-
ming model to harness reinforcement learning algorithms
for investigating the existence of a trading policy that max-
imizes expected terminal gains by exploiting superior in-
formation. We find evidence in favor of a policy which in-
volves preserving the superior information up to the known
deadline, which seems to support the existence of micro-
structural market dynamics that are against market effi-
ciency [N Aydin (2022) Reinforcement-learning-based op-
timal trading in a simulated futures market with heteroge-
neous agents. Simulation 98 (4) 321-333, first published 3
December 2021].
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Information Based Asset Pricing: from Signal Pro-
cessing to Financial Informatics

The Brody-Hughston-Macrina approach to information-
based asset pricing introduces a new way of looking at
the mechanisms determining price movements in financial
markets [D C Brody, L P Hughston & A Macrina (2022)
Financial Informatics, Singapore: World Scientific Pub-

lishing Co]. The resulting theory of financial informatics is
applicable across a wide range of asset classes and is distin-
guished by its emphasis on the explicit modelling of market
information data flows. In the BHM theory, each asset is
defined by a collection of cash flows and each such cash
flow is associated with a family of one or more so-called in-
formation processes that provide partial information about
the cash flow. The theory is highly intuitive, yet is applica-
ble to trading, investment and risk management, and at the
same time leads to interesting mathematics. In this talk we
present an overview of the theorys aims and achievements,
and highlight some open problems for the future.

Lane P. Hughston
Goldsmiths University of London
l.hughston@gold.ac.uk

MS9

From Pinned Interacting Particle Systems to Inter-
acting Information Flows

In this talk, based in part on [L A Mengtrk, A Family
of Interacting Particle Systems Pinned to Their Ensem-
ble Average, Journal of Physics A 54 (2021)], we present
a family of pinned stochastic processes that interact with
each other through their mean-field, where each particle
converges to the ensemble-average of the whole system at
some fixed future point in time. The ensemble-average
is a Gaussian process whose variance is inversely propor-
tional to the number of particles in the environment, such
that each particle converges to zero almost-surely at the
fixed future time as the number of particles increases to
infinity. As an example, as the size of the system grows
asymptotically, each particle becomes an independent α-
Wiener bridge in the limit, as opposed to the more classical
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process commonly seen in the interact-
ing particle literature. In a specific setting, we show that
the stochastic differential equations describing this system
has a connection to the noisy observation processes ap-
pearing in the information-based asset pricing framework.
More precisely, we will discuss a multi-dimensional finan-
cial informatics setup related to the aforementioned inter-
acting particle system, where the ensemble-average is re-
placed by a conditional expectation. We provide numeri-
cal simulations to demonstrate the behaviour of these pro-
cesses.

Levent Mengütürk
Department of Mathematics
University College London
ucaheng@ucl.ac.uk

MS9

Information Based Trading in Heterogeneous Mar-
kets

We consider a pair of traders in a market where the infor-
mation available to the second trader is a strict subset of
the information available to the first trader. The traders
make prices based on the information available concerning
a security that pays a random cash flow at a fixed time T
in the future. Market information is modelled in line with
the scheme of [D C Brody, L P Hughston & A Macrina
(2008) Int. J. Theor. Appl. Finance 11 (1), 107-142] and
[D C Brody, M H A Davis, R L Friedman & L P Hughston
(2009) Proc. Roy. Soc. A 365 (2104) 1103-1122]. The
risk-neutral distribution of the cash flow is known to the
traders, who make prices with a fixed multiplicative bid-
offer spread and report their prices to a game master who
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declares that a trade has been made when the bid price
of one of the traders crosses the offer price of the other.
We prove that the value of the first trader’s position is
strictly greater than that of the second. The results are
analyzed by use of simulation studies and generalized to sit-
uations where (a) there is a hierarchy of traders, (b) there
are multiple successive trades, and (c) there is inventory
aversion. Work carried out in collaboration with George
Bouzianis and Lane Hughston, Department of Computing,
Goldsmiths University of London.

Leandro Sánchez-Betancourt
King’s College London
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MS10

Physics-Based System Identification with Physics-
Informed Dynamic Mode Decomposition (piDMD)

The dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) is the most
widely-used algorithm in data-driven dynamical systems
research. However, it is well known that the algorithm is
sensitive to noise, prone to overfitting, and produces un-
physical models. We recently showed that these issues can
be ameliorated by incorporating known physical principles
into the DMD framework. Our physics-informed dynamic
mode decomposition (piDMD) rephrases the DMD opti-
mization as a Procrustes problem where physical principles
are interpreted as matrix constraints on the model. The
original piDMD algorithm focussed on the five most funda-
mental physical principles (shift-invariance, energy conser-
vation, self-adjointness, locality and causality) and solved
the corresponding optimization problems analytically. In
this talk, we will highlight recent improvements to piDMD
including modelling the effects of control, incorporating ex-
otic matrix constraints, modelling nonlinear forcings, and
weak adherence to physical laws. We apply our framework
to a range of physical systems with a focus on applications
to fluid mechanics and show that piDMD is a substantial
improvement over similar system identification algorithms.

Peter J. Baddoo
Imperial College London
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MS10

Updating Digital Twins using Data from a Fleet of
Similar Physical Assets

A digital twin is an evolving virtual model of a system
or physical asset, that assimilates data during the systems

lifecycle so that it becomes a asset-specific model that un-
derpins intelligent automation and drives key decisions.
The digital twin concept was devised under the observa-
tion that information based on fleet (class) statistics is
often not useful for assessing the health of an individual
asset, since the condition of assets varies across a fleet due
to variability in manufacturing and operating conditions.
While it is true that the average health of the asset class
cannot be used to reliability certify the health of a single
asset, data from multiple assets can be used in combina-
tion with local asset data to improve a digital twin. This
talk will focus on building networks of Gaussian process-
based digital twins to improve inferences about a single
asset by utilizing observations of similar assets within an
asset class. We will show how to use conditional depen-
dence between the states of each asset in a class to enable
the computationally efficient construction of the Gaussian
processes with a cost that scales linearly with the number
of assets used for inference. Several numerical examples
will be used to demonstrate that our novel algorithm sig-
nificantly improves the quality of digital twin predictions
when only limited data can be obtained from each physical
asset.

John D. Jakeman
Sandia National Labs
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MS10

DRIPS: A Framework of Dimension Reduction and
Interpolation in Parameter Space

Reduced-order models are often used to describe the behav-
ior of complex systems, whose simulation with a full model
is too expensive, or to extract salient features from the
full models output. We introduce a new model-reduction
framework that combines dynamic mode decomposition
(DMD) with reduced-order bases (ROBs). The offline
step of this framework relies on DMD to build a low-rank
linear surrogate model, endowed with a ROB, for high-
dimensional quantities of interest derived from the data
computed via a (nonlinear) high-fidelity model. The online
step consists of the construction of a parametric reduced-
order model for each target/test point in the parameter
space, with the interpolation done on a suitable manifold.
Through a series of numerical experiments, we demonstrate
that our approach outperforms the projection-based proper
orthogonal decomposition and Gaussian processes interpo-
lation (Kriging) in terms of both computational costs and
accuracy.

Hannah Lu, Daniel M. Tartakovsky
Stanford University
hannahlu@stanford.edu, tartakovsky@stanford.edu

MS10

Deep Neural Network Modeling of Unknown PDEs
in Nodal Space

In this talk, we present a numerical framework for
deep neural network (DNN) modeling of unknown time-
dependent partial differential equations (PDEs) using their
trajectory data. Unlike recent work where the learning
takes place in modal/Fourier space, the current method
conducts the learning and modeling in physical space and
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uses measurement data as nodal values. We present a DNN
structure that has a direct correspondence to the evolution
operator of the underlying PDE, thus establishing the ex-
istence of the DNN model. The DNN model also does not
require any geometric information of the data nodes. Con-
sequently, a trained DNN defines a predictive model for the
underlying unknown PDE over structureless grids. A set of
examples, including linear and nonlinear scalar PDE, sys-
tem of PDEs, in both one dimension and two dimensions,
over structured and unstructured grids, are presented to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed DNN mod-
eling. Extensions to other equations such as differential-
integral equations, are also discussed.

Dongbin Xiu
Ohio State University
xiu.16@osu.edu
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The Ohio State University
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MS11

A Non-Asymptotic Framework for Approximate
Message Passing in Spiked Models

Approximate message passing (AMP) emerges as an effec-
tive iterative paradigm for solving high-dimensional statis-
tical problems. However, prior AMP theory — which fo-
cused mostly on high-dimensional asymptotics — fell short
of predicting the AMP dynamics when the number of it-
erations surpasses o(log n/ log log n) (with n the problem
dimension). To address this inadequacy, this paper devel-
ops a non-asymptotic framework for understanding AMP
in spiked matrix estimation. Built upon new decomposi-
tion of AMP updates and controllable residual terms, we
lay out an analysis recipe to characterize the finite-sample
behavior of AMP in the presence of an independent ini-
tialization, which is further generalized to allow for spec-
tral initialization. As two concrete consequences of the
proposed analysis recipe: (i) when solving Z2 synchroniza-
tion, we predict the behavior of spectrally initialized AMP
for up to O(n/poly log n) iterations, showing that the al-
gorithm succeeds without the need of a subsequent refine-
ment stage (as conjectured recently by Celentano et al.);
(ii) we characterize the non-asymptotic behavior of AMP
in sparse PCA (in the spiked Wigner model) for a broad
range of signal-to-noise ratio.

Yuting Wei
University of Pennsylvania
ytwei@wharton.upenn.edu

MS12

Multiscale Imaging of Tumors on Spatial-temporal
Manifolds via Cell Graphs and Fokker-Planck Dy-
namics

Dysregulation of otherwise physiological pathways con-
tribute to the development and progression of cancer. Ex-
amples include tumor hypoxia from disordered vasculature
and dysregulation of the immune system, both which are
linked to mechanisms of cellular response. New approaches
to capture phenotypic changes across length-scale (e.g., tis-
sue, cellular, molecular, etc.) and time-scale (e.g., natural
history of disease, response to treatment, etc.) are criti-
cal to understanding tumor pathogenesis and therapeutic
resistance. Here, we present new data-driven strategies to
model the appearance and behavior of cancer across space

and time. At a macroscopic scale, we model tumor time
dynamics based on assimilation of positron imaging data
with Langevin dynamics and Fokker-Planck equations. We
demonstrate that individual tumors express dynamic tex-
tural changes in tumor metabolism over time, which are
linked to several prognostic endpoints. Meanwhile, at a
microscopic scale, we study the tumor microenvironment
on digitized tissue samples via deep learning, Langevin dy-
namics, and graph theory. We demonstrate that individ-
ual tumors express intrinsic patterns in their cellular ar-
chitecture, topology, and probability density. These are
associated with antibody-specific cell signaling, cell neigh-
borhood clusters, and tumor infiltration by the immune
system. Overall, our results suggest that tumors encode
multiscale signatures linked to various biological phenom-
ena, such as tumor metabolism and immune dysregulation.
These intrinsic expression patterns may lead to a better un-
derstanding of the natural history of tumors and optimal
selection of personalized therapies.

Kyle Lafata
Duke University
kyle.lafata@duke.edu

MS12

Macroscopic Dynamics for Nonequilibrium Bio-
chemical Reactions from a Hamiltonian Viewpoint

Most biochemical reactions in living cells are open system
interacting with environment through chemostats. At a
mesoscopic scale, the number of each species in those bio-
chemical reactions can be modeled by the random time-
Most biochemical reactions in living cells are open system
interacting with environment through chemostats. At a
mesoscopic scale, the number of each species in those bio-
chemical reactions can be modeled by the random time-
changed Poisson processes. To characterize the macro-
scopic behaviors in the large volume limit, the law of large
number in path space determines a mean-field limit non-
linear reaction rate equation, while the WKB expansion
yields a Hamilton-Jacobi equation (HJE) and the convex
conjugate L of the corresponding Hamiltonian H gives the
good rate function (action functional) in the large devi-
ation principle. We discovered a conservative-dissipative
decomposition for any non-equilibrium reaction rate equa-
tion by using the stationary solution to HJE. This station-
ary solution is also the energy landscape of the chemical
reactions. We propose a symmetry criteria for a new class
of non-equilibrium chemical reactions including many en-
zyme reactions and this gives rise a new concept of balance
within same reaction vector. With this idea, we (i) formu-
late a Onsager-type gradient flow structure in terms of the
energy landscape psi; (ii) find the transition path between
multiple non-equilibrium steady states (rare events in bio-
chemical reactions).

Jian-Guo Liu
Duke University
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Inferring Manifolds from Noisy Data Using Gaus-
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sian Processes

In analyzing complex datasets, it is often of interest to
infer lower dimensional structure underlying the higher di-
mensional observations. As a flexible class of nonlinear
structures, it is common to focus on Riemannian mani-
folds. Most existing manifold learning algorithms replace
the original data with lower dimensional coordinates with-
out providing an estimate of the manifold in the observa-
tion space or using the manifold to denoise the original
data. In this talk, we propose a new methodology for ad-
dressing these problems, allowing interpolation of the esti-
mated manifold between fitted data points. The proposed
approach is motivated by novel theoretical properties of lo-
cal covariance matrices constructed from noisy samples on
a manifold. Our results enable us to turn a global manifold
reconstruction problem into a local regression problem, al-
lowing application of Gaussian processes for probabilistic
manifold reconstruction. In addition to theory justifying
the algorithm, we provide simulated and real data exam-
ples to illustrate the performance. This talk is based on
the joint work with David B Dunson.

David Dunson
Duke University
dunson@duke.edu
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MS13

Analysis of Deep PDEs’ Solver with Over-
parametrization

Recently, numerical analysis for deep PDEs’ solver in the
perspective of nonparametric estimation has attracted a lot
of attention. In this talk, I will present a new analysis re-
sults with deep neural networks allowing overparametriza-
tion.

Yuling Jiao
Wuhan University
yulingjiao@whu.edu.edu

MS13

Finite Expression Method for Solving High-
Dimensional Partial Differential Equations

Designing efficient and accurate numerical solvers for high-
dimensional partial differential equations (PDEs) remains
a challenging and important topic in computational science
and engineering, mainly due to the “curse of dimensional-
ity” in designing numerical schemes that scale in dimen-
sion. This paper introduces a new methodology that seeks
an approximate PDE solution in the space of functions with
finitely many analytic expressions, hence, this methodol-
ogy is named the finite expression method (FEX). It is
proved in approximation theory that FEX can avoid the
curse of dimensionality. As a proof of concept, a deep rein-
forcement learning method is proposed to implement FEX
for various high-dimensional PDEs in different dimensions,
achieving high and even machine accuracy with a mem-
ory complexity polynomial in dimension and an amenable
time complexity. An approximate solution with finite an-
alytic expressions also provides interpretable insights into
the ground truth PDE solution, which can further help to
advance the understanding of physical systems and design

postprocessing techniques for a refined solution.

Senwei Liang
Purdue University
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MS13

Statistical Learning Theory of Deep Neural Net-
works for Data on a Low-Dimensional Manifold

Many data in real-world applications are in a high-
dimensional space but exhibit low-dimensional structures.
In mathematics, these data can be modeled as random
samples on a low-dimensional manifold. I will talk about
regression, classification or distribution estimation using
neural networks. It is based on an efficient approximation
theory of deep ReLU networks for functions supported on
a low-dimensional manifold. We further establish the sam-
ple complexity for regression, classification, or distribution
estimation with finite samples of data. When data are sam-
pled on a low-dimensional manifold, the sample complexity
crucially depends on the intrinsic dimension of the mani-
fold instead of the ambient dimension of the data. These
results demonstrate that deep neural networks are adaptive
to low-dimensional geometric structures of data sets.

Wenjing Liao
Georgia Institute of Technology
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MS13

New Algorithms for Quantizing Neural Networks

Neural networks are highly non-linear functions often
parametrized by a staggering number of parameters, called
weights. They have been a subject of intense research due
in large part to their remarkable success in a wide range of
application areas. Miniaturizing these networks and imple-
menting them in hardware is a direction of research that is
fueled by a practical need, and at the same time connects to
interesting mathematical problems. For example, by quan-
tizing, or replacing the weights of a neural network with
quantized (e.g., binary) counterparts, massive savings in
cost, computation time, memory, and power consumption
can be attained. Of course, one wishes to attain these sav-
ings while preserving the action of the function on domains
of interest. We propose new data-driven and computation-
ally efficient methods for quantizing the weights of already
trained neural networks, with rigorous and favorable error
guarantees. We also discuss sparsity promoting extensions
and provide the results of numerical experiments, on large
multi-layer networks, to illustrate the performance of our
methods. Time permitting, we will also discuss open prob-
lems.

Rayan Saab
UCSD Mathematics
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MS14

Leveraging Dataset Structure for Neural Network
Prediction

Scientists and engineers are increasingly applying deep neu-
ral networks (DNNs) to modelling and design of complex
systems. While the flexibility of DNNs makes them an
attractive tool, it also makes their solutions difficult to in-
terpret and their predictive capability difficult to quan-
tify. In contrast, scientific models directly expose the
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equations governing a process but their applicability is re-
stricted in the presence of unknown effects or when the data
are high-dimensional. The emerging paradigm of physics-
guided artificial intelligence asks: How can we combine the
flexibility of DNNs with the interpretability of scientific
models to learn relationships from data consistent with
known scientific theories? In this talk, I will discuss my
work on incorporating prior knowledge of problem struc-
ture (e.g., physics-based constraints) into neural network
design. Specifically, I will demonstrate how prior knowl-
edge of task symmetries can be leveraged for improved
learning outcomes in convolutional neural network based
classification; and how embedding priors from dynamical
systems theory can lead to physically plausible neural net-
work based video prediction.

Christine Allen-Blanchette
Princeton University
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MS14

GFNN: Accurate Long Time Prediction of Gen-
eral Hamiltonian Dynamics via Learning Exactly-
Symplectic Maps from Data

We consider the learning and prediction of nonlinear time
series generated by a latent symplectic map. A special
case is (not necessarily separable) Hamiltonian systems,
whose solution flows give such symplectic maps. We do so
by representing the symplectic map via a generating func-
tion, which we approximate by a neural network (hence the
name GFNN). This way, our approximation of the evolu-
tion map is always exactly symplectic. This additional geo-
metric structure, together with the fact that we’re directly
learning a map instead of a vector field, allows the local
prediction error at each step to accumulate in a controlled
fashion. In fact, by revamping KAM theory in dynamical
systems for generating functions, we will prove that the
global prediction error grows at most linearly with long
prediction time (under reasonable assumptions), which sig-
nificantly improves an otherwise exponential growth.
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Discovery of Whitney Forms for Construction of
Structure Preserving Data-Driven Modeling

As deep learning is increasingly used to build surrogates
and data-driven models of physical systems, there remains
a number of challenges to achieve models which guaran-
tee: well-posedness, numerical stability, convergence with
increasing model size, and structure-preservation. Partial
differential equations are the predominant description of
physics in these models, as they can easily be incorporated
into loss functions with automatic differentiation. Control
volume analysis provides an alternative description with
more direct ties to structure-preservation, but introduces a
challenging geometric component to automate discovery of
physically relevant control volumes. We introduce a frame-
work where Whitney forms may be used to discover control
volumes from data, with analysis to guarantee preservation
of numerical properties lacking in currently popular data-

driven models. Examples from semiconductor physics, bat-
tery design, and subsurface fracture demonstrate speedups
of three orders of magnitude while preserving the robust-
ness of traditional modeling and simulation.
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Adaptive Multiscale Sparse Neural Network with
Interpretable Basis Expansion for Multiphase Flow
Problems

We propose an adaptive sparse learning algorithm that
can be applied to discover physical processes and obtain a
sparse representation of the solution given an ample snap-
shot space. Assume that there is a rich class of precom-
puted basis functions that can be used to approximate the
quantity of interest. We design a neural network architec-
ture for learning the coefficients of solutions in the spaces
spanned by these basis functions. The information of the
basis functions is incorporated in the loss function, which
minimizes the differences between the downscaled reduced-
order solutions and reference solutions. The network con-
tains multiple submodules and the solutions at different
time steps can be learned simultaneously. We propose
strategies to identify important degrees of freedom dur-
ing learning. To find a sparse solution representation, a
soft thresholding operator is applied to enforce the spar-
sity of the output coefficient vectors of the neural network.
To avoid over-simplification and enrich the approximation
space, some degrees of freedom can be added back to the
system through a greedy algorithm. In both scenarios of
removing and adding degrees of freedom, the correspond-
ing network connections are pruned or reactivated guided
by the magnitude of the solution coefficients obtained from
the network outputs. The adaptive learning process is ap-
plied to two-phase multiscale flow applications to show the
capability and interpretability of the proposed method.
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MS16

Multi-Variance Replica Exchange and Its Applica-
tion to Inverse PDE

In this work, we propose a multi-variance replica exchange
stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics method to tackle
the challenge of the multiple local optima in the optimiza-
tion and the challenge of the multiple modal posterior dis-
tribution in the inverse problem. Two chains with differ-
ent temperatures are designed where the low temperature
chain aims for the local convergence, and the target of the
high temperature chain is to travel globally and explore the
whole loss function entropy landscape. However, it may not
be efficient to solve mathematical inversion problems by
using the vanilla replica method directly since the method
doubles the computational cost. To address this issue, we
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propose to make different assumptions on the energy func-
tion estimation and this facilities one to use solvers of differ-
ent fidelities in the likelihood function evaluation. Our pro-
posed method significantly lowers the computational cost
in the high temperature chain, meanwhile preserving the
accuracy and converging very fast. We give an unbiased
estimate of the swapping rate and give an estimation of
the discretization error of the scheme. We design and solve
four inverse problems which have multiple modes. The
proposed method is also employed to train the Bayesian
PINN to solve the forward and inverse problems; faster
and more accurate convergence has been observed when
compared to the stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics
(SGLD) method and vanilla replica exchange methods.
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MS17

Graph Laplacian in �2 − �q regularization for Image
Reconstruction

The use of the Laplacian of a properly constructed graph
for denoising images has attracted a lot of attention in the
last years. Recently, a way to use this instrument for image
deblurring has been proposed. Even though the previously
proposed method was able to provide extremely accurate
reconstructions, it had several limitation, namely it was
only applicable when periodic boundary conditions were
employed, the regularization parameter had to be hand-
tuned, and only convex regularization terms were allowed.
In this talk, we propose two automatic methods that do
not need the tuning of any parameter and that can be
used for different imaging problems. Moreover, thanks to
the projection into properly constructed subspaces of fairly
small dimension, the proposed algorithms can be used for
solving large scale problems.
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MS17

How Neural Networks Can Improve Image Recon-
struction?

In this talk I propose approaches using deep learning com-
bined with variational methods for the solution of inverse
problems in imaging. Algorithms based on neural net-
works, can improve in different ways the effectiveness and
efficiency of the iterative regularization methods. I will try
to answer to the question: how is it possible to exploit in-
formation obtained from a large training data set to com-
pensate eventually missing data such as in subsampling
reconstruction, super-resolution, inpainting? How well the

network approximates the inverse problem solution?
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MS17

Asymptotics and Applications of Discretized
Graph Cuts

Graph cuts are a popular tool that has found applications
in a multitude of fields, in particular in image segmentation
and machine learning. While they are most prominently
utilized through their relaxation, i.e. spectral clustering,
this method yields a cut without any inherent qualitative
guarantee, and there are currently no results known regard-
ing asymptotic distributions for spectral clustering. In this
talk we introduce an alternative method that relies on dis-
cretization in order to superimpose a multinomial frame-
work onto any distribution on a metric space, leading to
powerful limit theorems for the original graph cuts. To en-
sure computability, we propose an algorithm that is able
compute restrictions of graph cuts in almost quadratic em-
pirical runtime while also being able to utilize our limit
theorems. This makes our results usable in asymptotic
testing as well as through bootstrapping. We demonstrate
the applicability of our results by showcasing detection of
clusters in cell images.
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MS18

Bayesian Learning of Reduced-Order Systems

In this talk, two Bayesian methods for the learning of
reduced-order systems will be discussed. The first method
is the Bayesian reduced-order operator inference for time-
dependent problems, a non-intrusive, glass-box approach
that inherits the basic physics yet without requiring ac-
cess to the full-order solvers. Inspired by the polyno-
mial structure of projection-based, reduced-state govern-
ing equations, a reduced model is learned using linear
Bayesian inference with Gaussian priors, and the reduced-
order operators are recovered as posterior Gaussian dis-
tributions conditioning on projected state data, providing
a quantification of modeling uncertainties and a naturally
embedded Tikhonov regularization. The second method
employs deep kernel learning for the data-driven reduced-
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order modeling from high-dimensional observations given
by noise-corrupted images. The deep kernel learning tech-
nique embeds a deep neural network into a kernel function
with which a manifold Gaussian process is formulated, and
such a probabilistic deep learning model is utilized in this
work for both dimensionality reduction and the representa-
tion of reduced-order dynamics. The effectiveness of deep
kernel learning in the denoising and uncertainty quantifica-
tion of reduced models will be demonstrated by numerical
results. The first method is joint work with S. A. McQuar-
rie and K. E. Willcox (UT Austin), while the second with
N. Botteghi and C. Brune (UTwente).
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MS18

Data-Driven Determination of Problem Well-
Posedness

We discuss, implement and illustrate algorithms for the
data-driven determination of whether differential equation
problems (ordinary and partial differential equations) are
well posed (under- or over-parametrized). This is done by
repeated variational solution of the problem, followed by
data mining of the ensemble of obtained variational solu-
tions. Connections of the approach with randomized linear
algebra algorithms as well as weak solutions are explored.
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MS18

Unraveling Neural Networks with Structure-
Preserving Computing

The development of simplified computational models of
complex fundamental phenomena in physics, chemistry, as-
tronomy and biology is an ongoing challenge. The purpose
of such simplified models is typically to reduce computa-
tional cost at a minimal loss of accuracy. At the same
time, more importantly, these models can provide fun-
damental understanding of underlying phenomena. Re-
cently, the following two concepts have gained importance
in computational science: (i) machine learning (in particu-
lar neural networks) and (ii) structure-preserving (mimetic
or invariant-conserving) computing for mathematical mod-
els in physics, chemistry, astronomy, biology and more.
While neural networks are very strong as high-dimensional
universal function approximators, they require enormous
datasets for training and tend to perform poorly outside
the range of training data. On the other hand, structure-
preserving methods are strong in providing accurate solu-

tions to complex mathematical models from science. The
goal of the UNRAVEL project is to better understand neu-
ral networks to enable the design of highly efficient, tailor-
made neural networks built on top of and interwoven with
structure-preserving properties of the underlying science
problems that can serve as the simplified models mentioned
above. This is unexplored terrain, and will lead to novel
types of machine learning that are much more effective and
have a much lower need for abundant sets of data.
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MS18

Reinforcement Learning and Reduced Order Mod-
eling for Digital Twins Adaptive Planning

A digital twin is a virtual model evolving in time which
is able to mirror a physical asset of interest throughout
its operational lifespan. The advantage that a digital as-
set brings for predictive maintenance, optimization, and
planning, among others, is testified by the spread of digi-
tal twins in many engineering applications. We present a
framework involving reduced order modeling and reinforce-
ment learning for fast and accurate adaptive planning of an
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). We build a structural dig-
ital twin, and we simulate several delivery missions. Each
mission is modeled as a Markov decision process with a
parametrized state transition probability connected to the
structural health state of the UAV. We use reinforcement
learning to compute offline the optimal policy for a pre-
scribed set of parameters. We show how to incorporate new
information coming from sensors during the operational
regime, update the current estimate of the state transition
probability, and adapt online the planning strategy to bal-
ance the structural self-preservation and time to arrive at
client location.
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MS19

Randomized Algorithms for Tikhonov Regulariza-
tion in Linear Least Squares

We describe three randomized algorithms to efficiently
solve regularized linear least squares systems based on
sketching. The algorithms compute preconditioners for
min �Ax − b�22 + λ�x�22, where A ∈ Rm×n and λ > 0
is a regularization parameter, such that LSQR converges
in O(log(1/�)) iterations for � accuracy. We focus on the
context where the optimal regularization parameter is un-
known, and the system must be solved for a number of
parameters λ. Our algorithms are applicable in both the
underdetermined m � n and the overdetermined m � n
setting. Our algorithms efficiently update preconditioners
for new regularization parameters. We introduce an algo-
rithm specifically for an approximately low-rank setting, in
which the matrix A has rapidly decreasing singular values
and such the problem is of low statistical dimension. The
scheme we propose exploits the low statistical dimension
while not requiring the computation of the Gram matrix,
resulting in a more stable scheme than existing algorithms
in this context.
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MS19

Fast and Accurate Randomized Algorithms for Lin-
ear Systems and Eigenvalue Problems

Linear systems and eigenvalue problems are the core prob-
lems in numerical linear algebra and ubiquitous in applica-
tions. We develop a new class of algorithms for general lin-
ear systems and eigenvalue problems. These algorithms ap-
ply fast randomized sketching to accelerate subspace pro-
jection methods, such as GMRES and Rayleigh-Ritz. This
approach offers great flexibility in designing the basis for
the approximation subspace, which can improve scalability
in many computational environments. The resulting algo-
rithms outperform the classic methods with minimal loss
of accuracy. For model problems, numerical experiments
show large advantages over MATLAB’s optimized routines,
including a 100 speedup over gmres and a 10 speedup over
eigs.
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MS19

Randomized Riemannian Preconditioning

Recent literature has advocated the use of randomized
methods for accelerating the solution of various matrix
problems arising throughout computational science. Two
leading approaches for leveraging randomization in such
methods are sketch-and-solve and randomized precondi-
tioning. In sketch-and-solve, randomization is used to re-
duce problem size. This approach is intuitive and simple
and leads to many interesting algorithms for solving a wide

array of problems. However, methods based on this strat-
egy lack sufficient accuracy for some applications. The
second approach, randomized preconditioning, uses ran-
domization to precondition the problem, thus allowing for
much higher accuracies. The main challenge in using ran-
domized preconditioning is the need for an underlying iter-
ative method, thus randomized preconditioning so far has
been applied almost exclusively to solving regression prob-
lems and linear systems. In this talk, we will show how
to expand the application of randomized preconditioning
to another important set of problems: optimization prob-
lems with (generalized) orthogonality constraints. Our ap-
proach is based on the frameworks of Riemannian optimiza-
tion and Riemannian preconditioning. We demonstrate it
on the problems of computing the dominant canonical cor-
relations and on the Fisher linear discriminant analysis,
evaluate the effect of preconditioning on the computational
costs and the asymptotic convergence, and present some
numerical results.
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MS20

CAS4DL: Christoffel Adaptive Sampling for Deep
Learning in Data-Scarce Applications

Many problems in computational science and engineering
require the approximation of a high-dimensional function
from data. In many such applications, data is costly to
generate: for example, it each sample may require a costly
PDE solve. Therefore, it is imperative to develop highly
sample efficient algorithms. Recently, deep neural networks
and deep learning have shown great promise to provide
breakthrough performance in challenging function approx-
imation tasks. In this work, we propose an adaptive sam-
pling strategy, CAS4DL (Christoffel Adaptive Sampling for
Deep Learning) to increase the sample efficiency of DL. Our
novel approach is based on interpreting the second to last
layer of a DNN as a dictionary of functions defined by the
nodes on that layer. With this viewpoint, we then define
an adaptive sampling strategy motivated by adaptive sam-
pling schemes recently proposed for linear approximation
schemes, wherein samples are drawn randomly with respect
to the Christoffel function of the subspace spanned by this
dictionary. We present numerical experiments comparing
CAS4DL with standard Monte Carlo (MC) sampling. Our
results demonstrate that CAS4DL often yields substantial
savings in the number of samples required to achieve a
given accuracy, particularly in the case of smooth activa-
tion functions. These results, therefore, are a promising
step toward fully adapting DL to scientific computing ap-
plications.
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MS20

Leveraging Machine Learning for Subsurface Mod-
eling with Fractional-Order PDEs

Data from both numerical simulations as well as physi-
cal experiments of subsurface flows reveal that contami-
nant tracer is often anomalous, with breakthrough curves
and mean-square displacements exhibiting heavy, non-
Gaussian tails characteristic of Levy processes, the statis-
tical properties of which are described by fractional-order
models. We leverage recent machine learning approaches
for inverse problems to demonstrate and compare the effi-
cacy of fractional-order models and local models in a vari-
ety of datasets. Our results are both a novel application of
machine learning approaches to model discovery for such
applications and shed light on what type of models can be
expected to accuractely describe subsurface flows in differ-
ent materials.
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MS20

Level Set Learning with Pseudo-Reversible Neural
Networks for Nonlinear Dimension Reduction in
Function Approximation

Inspired by the Nonlinear Level set Learning (NLL)
method that uses the reversible residual network (RevNet),
we propose a new method of Dimension Reduction via
Learning Level Sets (DRiLLS) for function approximation.
Our method contains two major components: one is the
pseudo-reversible neural network (PRNN) module that ef-
fectively transforms high-dimensional input variables to
low-dimensional active variables, and the other is the syn-
thesized regression module for approximating function val-
ues based on the transformed data in the low-dimensional
space. The PRNN not only relaxes the invertibility con-
straint of the nonlinear transformation present in the NLL
method due to the use of RevNet, but also adaptively
weights the influence of each sample and controls the sen-
sitivity of the function to the learned active variables. The
synthesized regression uses Euclidean distance in the in-
put space to select neighboring samples, whose projections
on the space of active variables are used to perform local
least-squares polynomial fitting. This helps to resolve nu-
merical oscillation issues present in traditional local and
global regressions. Extensive experimental results demon-
strate that our DRiLLS method outperforms both the NLL
and Active Subspace methods, especially when the target
function possesses critical points in the interior of its input
domain.
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MS20

Stability and Generalization of Graph Neural Net-
works

Graph neural networks have seen a steep rise in popularity
since their introduction as generalizations of convolutional
neural networks to graph structured data, leading to many
practical applications with commercial impact. In machine
learning settings where the dataset consists of many differ-
ent graphs, the trained neural network should generalize to
graphs outside the training set. In this work, we study the
generalization capabilities of graph neural networks. To
model the data, we assume that graphs of different classes
are sampled from different random graph models. Based
on this data distribution, we derive non-asymptotic bounds
on the generalization gap between the empirical and sta-
tistical loss, that decrease to zero as the graphs become
larger. Our generalization bounds depend on the regular-
ity of the network and of the random graph models, but not
directly on the number of parameters in the network and
not on training. These results can be treated as guaran-
tees that the network will always have some generalization
capability, no matter how its weights are specifically cho-
sen. Hence, this innate property of graph neural networks
explains one aspect of their success in learning tasks like
graph classification and regression.
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MS22

Low Dimensional Embeddings of Phylogenetic β-
Diversity Metrics

Modern phylogenetic β-diversity metrics such as UniFrac
have given remarkably successful scientific insight into the
high dimensional datasets associated with microbial en-
vironments. We argue that the effectiveness of UniFrac
in high dimensions may be explained by a related metric,
Euclidean UniFrac (EUniFrac) that admits a Mahalanobis
representation in terms of a strictly ultrametric phyloge-
netic covariance matrix. Applying a multiscale approxima-
tion with a discrete Haar-like basis reveals a hierarchical
structure of phylogenetic covariance matrices that may ex-
plain their success in generating low-dimensional represen-
tations of microbial environment data. This approxima-
tion leads to evolutionary insight justifying relationships
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between branching events and organism fitness that previ-
ous authors have observed. This research has been partially
funded by the NSF grant No. 1836914.
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MS22

A New Approach to the Numerical Encoding of
Bags of Words

A subset of points in a metric space is called resolving when
any other point is uniquely determined by its distance to
the points in the set. The metric dimension of the met-
ric space is the size of its smallest resolving set. Given a
non-empty set X, let 2X denote its power-set, i.e., the set
of all possible subsets of X. The Jaccard distance between
A,B ∈ 2X is defined as d(A,B) := 1− |A ∩B|/|A ∪ B|. d
is a metric on 2X . In this talk, I will present some bounds
on the metric dimension of (2X , d) and show how this con-
cept can be applied to represent tweets as comparatively
low-dimensional numerical vectors. This research has been
partially funded by the NSF grant No. 1836914.
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MS22

Numerical Representation of Words Through Lev-
enshtein Graphs

Motivated by genetic data, we apply the notion of metric
dimension to find a low-dimensional numerical represen-
tation of words. In this talk, we will consider the metric
space over words of length k, with 0 ≤ k ≤ K, endowed
with the Levenshtein or edit distance, �(u, v). This met-
ric space has a graphical representation, which we call a
Levenshtein graph LK;a. The nodes of Levenshtein graphs
represent words and an edge is placed between two words
that are separated by a single substitution, insertion, or
deletion. Simple properties of Levenshtein graphs are given
alongside their automorphism group. We construct a re-
solving set of order O(aK2) composed of two-run strings
and an algorithm that computes the edit distance between
a string of length k and any single-run or two-run string in
O(k) operations. This research has been partially funded
by the NSF grant No. 1836914.
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MS22

Metric Dimension as a Tool for Symbolic Data Sci-
ence

A subset of points R ⊆ M of a metric space (M,d) is called
resolving when, for each pair of unique points x, y ∈ M
there is at least one r ∈ R such that d(r, x) �= d(r, y).
The size of the smallest possible resolving sets is called
the metric dimension of the space. In this talk, we give an
overview of metric dimension and its properties and discuss
how resolving sets can be used as a tool for symbolic data

science. In general, the computational complexity of de-
termining the exact metric dimension of an arbitrary met-
ric space is prohibitive. However, by focusing on specific
types of spaces and by being content with small, but per-
haps not minimal, resolving sets, this idea can serve as the
foundation of effective embeddings for symbolic data. As
a small proof-of-concept, we show how a study of the met-
ric dimension of Hamming graphs can be used to generate
representations of biological sequence data. This research
has been partially funded by the NSF grant No. 1836914.
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MS23

Incremental Tensor Train Decomposition for Com-
pression and Approximation of High-Dimensional
Streaming Datasets

Bayesian inference and other UQ analysis are extremely
challenging in high-dimensional spaces. One common ap-
proach to mitigate these challenges is to perform dimen-
sion reduction in a way that enables inverse problems to
be solved in the reduced latent space. In this talk we pro-
pose a tensor network-based approach to discover latent
structure in large-scale tensor-structured data, e.g., solu-
tions of PDEs. Such an approach would then enable in-
verse problems to be performed on the discovered latent
space. Moreover, we describe a new incremental procedure
to sequentially compress large-scale solutions as they arise
through solvers or data gathering. Our approaches are de-
veloped for the tensor-train decomposition and we discuss
and demonstrated advantages compared to the standard
TT-SVD algorithm for compression. Time-permitting we
compare the results of inference in these latent spaces with
latent spaces generated from other models, such as the vari-
ational autoencoder. The computational advantages of our
approach are showcased on several data-sets of large-scale
physical phenomena.
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MS23

Advances in Low Rank Tensor Train Taylor Series
Approximation for High-Dimensional Bayesian In-
version

Recent advances in randomized methods for constructing
tensor trains have made high order Taylor series surrogate
models computationally feasible for large-scale Bayesian in-
verse problems. In this talk we present our latest work in
higher order tensor train Taylor series, in which we mod-
ify the randomized tensor train construction procedure to
exploit the special structure of derivative tensors. This al-
lows us to construct more accurate Taylor series surrogate
models at a reduced cost. We use the method to acceler-
ate sampling from the posterior in a distributed parameter
PDE constrained inverse problem.
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MS23

Efficient Randomization Techniques for Solving
Bayesian Inverse Problems

Large-scale inverse problems involve fusing incomplete and
noisy information from multiple sources, such as model
simulations, measurements from sensors, and physical ex-
periments, to obtain a consistent description of the state
of the underlying physical system. Solving the Bayesian
formulation of these problems enables quantifying the un-
certainties associated with the solution. However, solv-
ing Bayesian problems presents a major challenge: Solving
Bayesian inverse problems is computationally demanding,
often requiring hundreds to thousands of expensive simula-
tions to accurately estimate the parameters and their un-
certainties. Randomized algorithms provide an attractive
means to reduce the computational cost. In this work, we
will explore efficient randomization techniques as a means
to develop scalable solvers and pre-conditioners to mitigate
the computational costs associated with solving Bayesian
inverse problems.
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MS23

Large Data Limit for Bayesian PDE Inversion

Bayesian Inversion for Elliptic and Parabolic PDEs with
regard to uncertain coefficients and/or uncertain domains.
For log-gaussian prior, we exhibit results on robustness of
several approximation algorithms in the large data limit.
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MS24

Computationally Efficient Algorithms for Bayesian
Nearest Neighbor Co-Kriging Gaussian Processes
with Application in Inter-Satellite Model Calibra-
tion

The recently proposed nearest neighbor co-kriging Gaus-
sian process (NNCGP) models make possible inter-satellite
calibration by combining measurements of different fidelity
and accounting for spatially varying bias correction. The
inference of the NNCGP is based on a sequential Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler which involves up-
dating a latent random effect vector. Because of the
high-dimensional nature of the latent random effect vec-
tor, this sampler may be sensitive to the initial values and
has high auto-correlations with the tendency to converge
slowly. Here we propose two alternative inferential proce-
dures which target to reduce high-dimensional parametric
space, improve convergence, and reduce computing time.
The first alternative procedure reduces the posterior sam-
pling space by integrating out the latent processes. The
second alternative procedure is a new MCMC free pro-

cedure which significantly decreases the computing time
without sacrificing prediction accuracy. The good compu-
tational and prediction performance of our algorithms are
demonstrated on benchmark examples and the analysis of
the High-resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder data gath-
ered from two NOAA polar-orbiting satellites and manage
to reduce the computational time from two days to just a
few minutes.
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MS24

Oco-2 Forward Model Emulator Using Kernel
Flows

Rigorous uncertainty quantification and methods like
MCMC require a substantial amount of forward model
evaluations. In NASAs Orbiting Carbon Observatory 2
satellites carbon dioxide retrieval problem, the computa-
tionally costly forward model is often the bottleneck for
these kinds of experiments. We propose a Gaussian Process
emulator as a surrogate model to facilitate this computa-
tional challenge and to make large-scale computational ex-
periments more feasible. We employ Kernel Flows method
in training the GP, and showcase its forward model em-
ulation capabilities together with an application to CO2
retrievals.
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MS24

A Two-Stage Adaptive Monte Carlo Algorithm
for Atmospheric State Retrievals Using Surrogate
Models

We propose a new sampling algorithm combining two quite
powerful ideas in the Markov chain Monte Carlo litera-
ture - the adaptive Metropolis sampler and the two-stage
Metropolis-Hastings sampler. The proposed sampling
method is particularly very useful for high-dimensional
posterior sampling in Bayesian model calibration which
involves a computationally expensive forward model. In
the first stage of the algorithm, an adaptive proposal is
used based on the previously sampled states, and the cor-
responding acceptance probability is computed based on
an approximated posterior involving an inexpensive surro-
gate model. The expensive target posterior using the true
forward model is evaluated in the second stage only if the
proposal is accepted in the inexpensive first stage. While
the adaptive nature of the algorithm guarantees faster con-
vergence of the chain and very good mixing properties, the
two-stage approach helps in rejecting the bad proposals in
the inexpensive first stage, making the algorithm compu-
tationally efficient. As the proposals are dependent on the
previous states the chain loses its Markov property, but
we prove that it retains the desired ergodicity property.
The proposed method makes the Bayesian retrieval of at-
mospheric CO2 states computationally efficient by using a
cheap statistical emulator in the first stage and the expen-
sive forward simulator only in the second stage.
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MS25

Data-Driven Classification of Stratified Wakes

Bluff body wakes in stratified fluids are known to exhibit
a rich variety of dynamic behavior that can be categorized
into different dynamic regimes based on Reynolds number
(Re) and Froude number (Fr). In this work, we attempt
to identify the dynamic regime from limited measurement
data in a stratified wake with (nominally) unknown Re
and Fr using data-driven techniques. The purely data-
driven techniques used here include a library-based sparse
regression formulation and convolutional neural networks
(CNNs). Both methods require prior high-fidelity data at
various points in the regime space. For sparse regression,
a large database of candidate basis functions is compiled
by pooling the DMD modes obtained in prior Direct Nu-
merical Simulations (DNS). A sparse model is built using
the Forward Regression with Orthogonal Least Squares al-
gorithm. The dynamic regime for the measurements is es-
timated via a projection-weighted average of Re and Fr
corresponding to the identified modes. CNNs are trained
on a labeled dataset of velocity field snapshots available
from DNS. Both these methods are tested for classifica-
tion accuracy for measurements made in laboratory exper-
iments. These measurements do not always have the same
parameter values or field of view as the numerical dataset.
We compare these purely data-driven techniques with an
expert-defined decision tree-based classification system.
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MS25

Finding Scale-Invariant Turbulent Flow Structures
for Enhanced Machine Learning

Developing reliable machine-learning (ML) models for tur-
bulence is challenging. There is recent progress in creating
complex ML models that exhibit remarkable capabilities
for turbulence analyses. However, the reasons for making
models successful have often been overlooked. To depart
from the trial-and-error developments and black-box uses
of ML, this study identifies universal vortical structures
over a range of spatial scales that are important for learn-
ing turbulence. Our objective is to determine a coordinate
that captures the universality of these vortical structures
with scale invariance. A sparse Buckingham Pi-based re-
gression is developed for finding the optimal coordinate
based on the invariants of velocity gradient tensor. The
present method introduces appropriate coordinate trans-
formations, thereby capturing rotational and shear similar-
ities of vortical structures. The identified coordinates also
classify seen/unseen structures in training, enabling robust
ML construction for turbulence. For demonstration, super-
resolution, which reconstructs a high-resolution flow field
from its low-resolution counterpart, of isotropic turbulence
is considered. We find that ML models achieve a qualita-

tive reconstruction for the identified seen structures, while
the performance is decreased towards the region on the
coordinate where unseen structures appear. The present
findings suggest the importance of embedding scale invari-
ance in ML design for turbulence analyses.
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MS25

Topological Data Analysis of Pitching and Heaving
Wakes

Experimental and computational studies of vortex-
dominated flows have shown that changes in the topology
of vortices, that is, their structure and arrangement, cor-
relate with the forces exerted on objects immersed in the
flow. Quantifying topology using the framework of persis-
tent homology allows for a more-explicit analysis of correla-
tions between the topology and force measurements, both
in simulated and experimental flows. Additionally, persis-
tent homology inherently addresses the multiscale nature of
determining what is meant by “topology’ of any particular
fluid flow. We demonstrate multiple approaches to com-
puting the persistent homology of Lagrangian locations of
vortices from discrete vortex models and of Eulerian vor-
ticity fields measured in vortex-shedding experiments. In
those situations when both types of data are available, we
show that either approach results in equivalent topolog-
ical quantifiers. Finally, we show that time-variation of
persistent homology correlates with time variation of mea-
sured drag forces. These results suggest that characteriz-
ing vortex topology via persistent homology is dynamically
meaningful for the study of vortex-dominated fluid flows,
therefore opening avenues for the use of persistent homol-
ogy as an input for optimization, machine learning, and
control of fluid flows.
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MS27

Robust Modeling of Unknown Systems via Ensem-
ble Averaged Learning

Recent work has focused on data-driven learning of the
evolution of unknown systems via deep neural networks
(DNNs), with the goal of conducting long time prediction
of the evolution of the unknown system. Training a DNN
with low generalization error is a particularly important
task in this case as error is accumulated over time. Be-
cause of the inherent randomness in DNN training, chiefly
in stochastic optimization, there is uncertainty in the re-
sulting prediction, and therefore in the generalization er-
ror. Hence, the generalization error can be viewed as a
random variable with some probability distribution. Well-
trained DNNs, particularly those with many hyperparam-
eters, typically result in probability distributions for gen-
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eralization error with low bias but high variance. High
variance causes variability and unpredictably in the results
of a trained DNN. In this talk we present a computational
technique which decreases the variance of the generaliza-
tion error, thereby improving the reliability of the DNN
model to generalize consistently. In the proposed ensem-
ble averaging method, multiple models are independently
trained, and the average of all the single-step model pre-
dictions is used as the initial condition for all models at the
next time step. A mathematical foundation for the method
is presented, including results regarding the distribution of
the local truncation error.
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MS27

Bandit Learning and Budget Allocation for Multi-
Fidelity Scientific Computing

Multi-fidelity algorithms operate by recognizing that not
all data is created equal: Some data is more trustworthy
than other data, and this inequality in data trustworthi-
ness can be exploited if inexpensive data that reveals bulk
behavior is appropriately coupled with expensive data that
more faithfully adheres to some underlying behavior. We
examine this tradeoff in the context of scientific comput-
ing, where multiple computational simulations give rise to
data of multiple levels of trustworthiness, or ”fidelity”. As
a crude yet clarifying example, simulations with fewer de-
grees of freedom in discretizing a differential equation are
less trustworthy and less costly than simulations employing
more degrees of freedom. The question then is how to al-
locate a fixed computational budget across simulations so
that the generated data ensemble reveals as much predic-
tive information as possible. We show that ideas and tech-
niques from budget-limited multi-armed bandit learning
can successfully tackle the stochastic decision-making prob-
lem of how to allocate computational resources amongst
such simulations. We propose and discuss an adaptive
multi-armed bandit learning strategy that, with minimal
knowledge about given simulations, successfully generates
data from simulations in ways that are provably asymp-
totically optimal and empirically pre-asymptotically near-
optimal.
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MS27

Computational Graph Completion

We present a generalization of Gaussian Process Regres-
sion from the approximation of unknown functions to the
completion of computational graphs. This generalization
is motivated by three observations: (1) Most problems in
Computational Sciences and Engineering (CSE) can be for-
mulated as that of completing (from data) a computational
graph (or hypergraph) representing dependencies between
functions and variables. (2) Replacing unknown functions
by Gaussian Processes (GPs) and conditioning on observed
data provides a simple but efficient approach to complet-
ing such graphs. (3) Since this completion process can be
reduced to an algorithm, as one solves sqrt2 on a pocket
calculator without thinking about it, one could, with the

automation of the proposed approach, solve a complex CSE
problem by drawing a diagram. We illustrate the proposed
framework with applications to system identification, solv-
ing/learning PDEs/dynamical systems/SDEs, and ML.

Houman Owhadi
California Institute of Technology
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MS27

Reinforced Inverse Problems

Artificial intelligence (AI) has been a powerful tool in sci-
ence and engineering. Developing AI-aided tools in com-
putational science is a recently popularized research topic.
Along this direction, this talk discusses an example of de-
signing intelligent machine that can learn a strategy from
data to better solve inverse problems than human-designed
algorithms. Especially, we apply reinforcement learning to
achieve this goal for solving inverse scattering problems.

Haizhao Yang
University of Maryland College Park
hzyang@umd.edu
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MS29

Understanding Nesterovs Acceleration via Proxi-
mal Point Method

The proximal point method (PPM) is a fundamental
method in optimization that is often used as a building
block for designing optimization algorithms. In this work,
we use the PPM method to provide conceptually simple
derivations along with convergence analyses of different
versions of Nesterov’s accelerated gradient method (AGM).
The key observation is that AGM is a simple approxima-
tion of PPM, which results in an elementary derivation
of the update equations and stepsizes of AGM. This view
also leads to a transparent and conceptually simple anal-
ysis of AGM’s convergence by using the analysis of PPM.
The derivations also naturally extend to the strongly con-
vex case. Ultimately, the results presented in this paper
are of both didactic and conceptual value; they unify and
explain existing variants of AGM while motivating other
accelerated methods for practically relevant settings.

Kwangjun Ahn
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, U.S.
kjahn@mit.edu

MS29

On the Complexity of Primal-Dual Coordinate Al-
gorithms

We prove complexity bounds for the primal-dual algo-
rithm with random extrapolation and coordinate descent
(PURE-CD), which has been shown to obtain good practi-
cal performance for solving convex- concave min-max prob-
lems with bilinear coupling. Our complexity bounds either
match or improve the best-known results in the literature
for both dense and sparse (strongly)-convex-(strongly)-
concave problems.

Ahmet Alacaoglu
University of Wisconsin-Madison
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MS29

Algorithms with Deviations for Monotone Inclu-
sions and Convex Optimisation

Forward-backward splitting has proven itself as a powerful
tool for solving monotone inclusion problems and convex
optimisation problems and is also known as ISTA or the
proximal-gradient method. This talk will present exten-
sions to forward-backward splitting that introduce devia-
tions, which allow to control where to evaluate the prob-
lem data. In contrast to scalar parameters, deviations have
the dimension of the problem, allowing for great flexibility.
We show new and existing algorithms as special cases of
forward-backward splitting with deviations, in particular
methods that incorporate information from previous itera-
tions. Moreover we show how deviations allow to use deep
learning to develop algorithms that are adapted to a spe-
cific problem class by choosing the deviations as the output
of a neural network.
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MS29

The Restricted Gaussian Oracle as a Proximity Op-
erator for Sampling

Sampling and optimization are fundamental tasks in data
science. While the literature on optimization for data sci-
ence has developed widely in the past decade, with fine con-
vergence rates for some methods, the literature on sampling
remained mainly asymptotic until recently. We study the
proximal sampler introduced recently by Lee, Shen, and
Tian. This sampling algorithm can be seen as a proximal
point algorithm for the purpose of sampling. We will dis-

cuss the connection with the standard proximal point algo-
rithm in optimization, and how the proximal sampler can
be seen as an optimization algorithm over a space of prob-
ability measures. Then, we will review an existing conver-
gence guarantee relying on strong convexity, and show new
convergence guarantees under weaker assumptions such as
convexity and isoperimetry, which allow for nonconvexity.
With these results, we obtain new state-of-the-art sampling
guarantees for several classes of target distributions.
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MS30

Simultaneous Neural Network Approximations for
Smooth Functions

We establish in this work approximation results of deep
neural networks for smooth functions measured in Sobolev
norms, motivated by recent development of numerical
solvers for partial differential equations using deep neural
networks. Our approximation results are nonasymptotic
in the sense that the error bounds are explicitly charac-
terized in terms of both the width and depth of the net-
works simultaneously with all involved constants explic-
itly determined. Namely, for f ∈ Cs([0, 1]d), we show
that deep ReLU networks of width O(N logN) and of
depth O(L logL) can achieve a nonasymptotic approxima-

tion rate of O(N−2(s−1)/dL−2(s−1)/d) with respect to the

W1,p([0, 1]d) norm for p ∈ [1,∞). If either the ReLU func-
tion or its square is applied as activation functions to con-
struct deep neural networks of width O(N logN) and of
depth O(L logL) to approximate f ∈ Cs([0, 1]d), the ap-

proximation rate is O(N−2(s−n)/dL−2(s−n)/d) with respect

to the Wn,p([0, 1]d) norm for p ∈ [1,∞).
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MS30

Learning Green’s Functions Associated with Ellip-
tic and Parabolic PDEs

Can one learn a differential operator from pairs of solu-
tions and right hand sides? If so, how many pairs are
required? These two questions have received significant re-
search attention in differential equation learning. Given
input-output pairs from an unknown elliptic or parabolic
partial differential equation, we will derive a theoretically
rigorous scheme for learning the associated Green’s func-
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tion. By exploiting the hierarchical low-rank structure of
Greens functions and randomized linear algebra, we will
have a provable learning rate. We will go on to use ratio-
nal neural networks and deep learning to discover Green’s
functions from data and reveal mechanistic insights. The
talk is based on joint work with Christopher Earls and
Nicolas Boullé.
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Mathematical Institute
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MS30

Reproducing Activation Function for Deep Learn-
ing

The speaker will propose reproducing activation functions
(RAFs) motivated by applied and computational harmonic
analysis to improve deep learning accuracy for various ap-
plications ranging from computer vision to scientific com-
puting. The idea is to employ several basic functions and
their learnable linear combination to construct neuron-wise
data-driven activation functions for each neuron. Armed
with RAFs, neural networks (NNs) can reproduce tradi-
tional approximation tools and, therefore, approximate tar-
get functions with a smaller number of parameters than
traditional NNs. In NN training, RAFs can generate neu-
ral tangent kernels with a better condition number than
traditional activation functions lessening the spectral bias
of deep learning. As demonstrated by extensive numer-
ical tests, the proposed RAFs can facilitate the conver-
gence of deep learning optimization for a solution with
higher accuracy than existing deep learning solvers for
audio/image/video reconstruction, PDEs, and eigenvalue
problems. With RAFs, the errors of audio/video recon-
struction, PDEs, and eigenvalue problems are decreased by
over 14%, 73%, 99%, respectively, compared with baseline,
while the performance of image reconstruction increases by
58%.

Chunmei Wang
Department of Mathematics
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MS30

Symmetry-Preserving Machine Learning for Com-
puter Vision, Scientific Computing, and Distribu-
tion Learning

Symmetry is ubiquitous in machine learning and scientific
computing. Robust incorporation of symmetry prior into
the learning process has shown to achieve significant model
improvement for various learning tasks, especially in the
small data regime. In the first part of the talk, I will explain
a principled framework of deformation-robust symmetry-
preserving machine learning. The key idea is the spectral
regularization of the (group) convolutional filters, which
ensures that symmetry is robustly preserved in the model
even if the symmetry transformation is contaminated by
nuisance data deformation. In the second part of the talk,
I will demonstrate how to incorporate additional structural
information (such as group symmetry) into generative ad-
versarial networks (GANs) for data-efficient distribution

learning. This is accomplished by developing new varia-
tional representations for divergences between probability
measures with embedded structures. We study, both the-
oretically and empirically, the effect of structural priors in
the two GAN players. The resulting structure-preserving
GAN is able to achieve significantly improved sample fi-
delity and diversityalmost an order of magnitude measured
in Frchet Inception Distanceespecially in the limited data
regime.

Wei Zhu
University of Massachusetts Amherst
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MS31

Learning Partially Observed Stochastic Dynamical
Systems

In this talk we discuss probabilistic formulations of system
identification, with particular focus on handling sparse,
noisy, and indirect data. We introduce the problem from
a Bayesian perspective and discuss how it provides a prin-
cipled mechanism for fusing information and data. First,
we describe a filtering-based approximate marginal Markov
Chain Monte Carlo scheme to obtain the Bayesian pos-
terior for both linear and nonlinear problems. We then
discuss several other variational inference approaches. Fi-
nally, we discuss how to incorporate energy and symme-
try preservation properties of a dynamical system by em-
bedding both Hamiltonian approximations and symplec-
tic integrators into a structured learning approach. Our
methods work with both shallow and deep learning, and
our numerical experiments demonstrate that obtaining the
marginal posterior of the parameter dynamics and making
predictions by extracting optimal estimators (e.g., mean,
median, mode) can yield orders of magnitude improvement
over existing approaches. We attribute this performance to
the fact that the Bayesian approach captures parameter,
model, and measurement uncertainties, whereas the other
methods typically neglect at least one type of uncertainty.
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MS31

Variational Integration of Learned Dynamical Sys-
tems

The principle of least action is one of the most fundamental
physical principle. It says that among all possible motions
connecting two points in a phase space, the system will ex-
hibit those motions which extremize an action functional.
Many qualitative features of dynamical systems, such as
the presence of conservation laws and energy balance equa-
tions, are related to the existence of an action functional,
i.e. the presence of variational structure. In this talk I will
show how to incorporate variational structure into learn-
ing algorithms for dynamical systems. More precisely, a
quantity related to a discrete Lagrangian is learned from
discrete position data of observed trajectories. Velocities or
conjugate momenta do not need to be observed or approx-
imated. The technique compensates discretisation errors
when trajectories are computed from the learned system.
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This is important when moderate to large step-sizes are
used and high accuracy is required. The approach is vali-
dated using variational backward error analysis. Moreover,
variational BEA is used to identify the Lagrangian of the
system. It is remarkable that this can be done from posi-
tion data only without further prior knowledge and without
discretization errors.

Christian Offen, Sina Ober-Blöbaum
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MS31

Preserving Lagrangian Structure in Data-Driven
Reduced-Order Modeling of Large-Scale Mechan-
ical Systems

We present a nonintrusive physics-preserving method to
learn reduced-order models (ROMs) of Lagrangian me-
chanical systems. Existing intrusive projection-based
model reduction approaches construct structure-preserving
Lagrangian ROMs by projecting the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions of the full-order model (FOM) onto a linear subspace.
This Galerkin projection step requires complete knowledge
about the Lagrangian operators in the FOM and full ac-
cess to manipulate the computer code. In contrast, the
proposed Lagrangian operator inference approach embeds
the mechanics into the operator inference framework to de-
velop a data-driven model reduction method that preserves
the underlying Lagrangian structure. The method does not
require access to FOM operators or computer code. The
numerical results demonstrate Lagrangian operator infer-
ence on an Euler-Bernoulli beam model and a large-scale
discretization of a soft robot fishtail with 779,232 degrees
of freedom. Accurate long-time predictions of the learned
Lagrangian ROMs far outside the training time interval
illustrate their generalizability.

Harsh Sharma, Boris Kramer
University of California San Diego
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MS33

A Multi-Fidelity Monte Carlo Method for Kinetic
BGK Model with Uncertainties via the Moment
Method

Kinetic equations, usually derived from the N-body New-
tons second law, typically have integral operators modeling
interactions between particles, thus the model may contain
uncertainties. In this talk, we study the BGK equation
with random parameters and develop a multi-level Monte
Carlo method in the multi-fidelity framework, where each
fidelity is chosen by different moment methods. We will
give theoretical results on the proposed method, as well as
how to allocate the computation resource on each level of
the Monte Carlo method. Extensive numerical experiments
will be shown to demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy
of our method.

Liu Liu
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
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MS33

Deep Learning Theories for Problems with Low-

Dimensional Structures

Deep neural networks have demonstrated a great success
on many applications, especially on problems with high-
dimensional data sets. In spite of that, most existing the-
ories are cursed by data dimension and cannot explain
such a success. To bridge the gap between theories and
practice, we exploit the low-dimensional structures of data
set and establish theoretical guarantees with a fast rate
that is only cursed by the intrinsic dimension of the data
set. This presentation addresses our recent work on func-
tion approximation and operator learning by deep neural
networks. The first part function approximation on low-
dimensional manifolds. For Sobolev functions defined on
a low-dimensional manifold, we show that neural networks
can approximate both the function value and its gradient
well. The network size critically depends on the intrin-
sic dimension of the manifold and only weakly depends on
the ambient dimension. In the second part, we consider a
general encoder-decoder framework to learn Lipschitz op-
erators between infinite dimensional spaces by feedforward
neural networks. Such a framework covers most scenar-
ios in real applications. We develop non-asymptotic upper
bounds for the generalization error of the empirical risk
minimizer. When the problem have low-dimensional struc-
tures, our error bounds have a fast rate depending on the
intrinsic dimension. Our results show that neural networks
are adaptive to the low-dimensional structures of the prob-
lem.
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MS33

MultiAuto-Deeponet: A Multi-Resolution Autoen-
coder Deeponet for Nonlinear Dimension Reduc-
tion, Uncertainty Quantification and Operator
Learning of Forward and Inverse Stochastic Prob-
lems

A new data-driven method for operator learning of stochas-
tic differential equations(SDE) is proposed in this talk.
The central goal is to solve forward and inverse stochastic
problems more effectively using limited data. Deep oper-
ator network(DeepONet) has been proposed recently for
operator learning. Compared to other neural networks to
learn functions, it aims at the problem of learning non-
linear operators. However, it can be challenging by us-
ing the original model to learn nonlinear operators for
high-dimensional stochastic problems. We propose a new
multi-resolution autoencoder DeepONet model referred to
as MultiAuto-DeepONet to deal with this difficulty with
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the aid of convolutional autoencoder. We conduct sev-
eral numerical experiments to illustrate the effectiveness
of our proposed MultiAuto-DeepONet model with uncer-
tainty quantification.

Jiahao Zhang, Guang Lin, Shiqi Zhang
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MS34

From Unlabeled Sampling to Manifold Learning
and Back

In unlabeled sensing we want to reconstruct an unknown
vector x ∈ Rm from shuffled observations of its image
under a known linear map A = [aT

1 , . . . , a
T
n ]

T . Equiva-
lently, we want to reconstruct x given the multiset {{aT

i x :
i = 1, . . . , n}}. The problem is related to simultaneous lo-
calization and mapping (SLAM) and to modern sampling
theorems with unknown sample locations. Set-structured
data are common in machine learning, with point clouds
sampled from low-dimensional embedded manifolds being
a prototypical example. In this talk I will explore connec-
tions between unlabeled sampling and manifold learning
and show that both can be interpreted as instances of a
certain abstract unlabeled sampling problem. In particu-
lar, I will show how manifold learning can be seen as a
variant of unlabeled sampling with additional structure. I
will then present an instance of this analogy in the con-
text of tomography with unknown view angles and show
how ideas of graph denoising and graph isomorphism arise
naturally and how the manifold structure affords us bet-
ter algorithms than in standard unlabeled sensing. I will
conclude with a list of interesting problems induced by this
perspective.
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MS34

Matrix Reordering for Noisy Disordered Matri-
ces: Optimality and Computationally Efficient Al-
gorithms

Motivated by applications in single-cell biology and
metagenomics, we consider matrix reordering based on the
noisy disordered matrix model. We first establish the fun-
damental statistical limit for the matrix reordering prob-
lem in a decision-theoretic framework and show that a con-
strained least square estimator is rate-optimal. Given the
computational hardness of the optimal procedure, we an-
alyze a popular polynomial-time algorithm, spectral seri-
ation, and show that it is suboptimal. We then propose
a novel polynomial-time adaptive sorting algorithm with
guaranteed improvement on the performance. The supe-
riority of the adaptive sorting algorithm over the existing
methods is demonstrated in simulation studies and in the
analysis of two real single-cell RNA sequencing datasets.
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MS34

Permuted and Unlinked Monotone Regression in
Rd: An Approach Based on Mixture Modeling and
Optimal Transport

Suppose we want to learn a map between d-dimensional in-
puts and d-dimensional noisy outputs, without observing
(input, output)-pairs, but only separate unordered lists of
inputs and outputs. We show that the notion of cyclical
monotonicity of the underlying map is sufficient for identi-
fication and estimation in the unordered setting. We study
restoration of the correct correspondence of (input,output)-
pairs (“permutation recovery”) and develop a computa-
tionally efficient and easy-to-use algorithm for denoising
based on the Kiefer-Wolfowitz nonparametric maximum
likelihood estimator and techniques from the theory of op-
timal transport. We provide explicit upper bounds on the
associated mean squared denoising error under Gaussian
noise. Numerical studies corroborate our theoretical anal-
ysis.
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MS34

Homomorphic Sensing: An Algebraic-Geometric
Theory

In abstract terms, unlabeled sensing is the problem of
uniquely recovering points in a linear subspace, after they
have undergone an unknown permutation composed by an
unknown coordinate projection. Homomorphic sensing is
the natural generalization, that replaces permutations and
projections with arbitrary linear transformations. This
talk will present the main aspects and findings of the ho-
momorphic sensing theory, built upon notions of algebraic
geometry that will be introduced. It will be shown how
known results for unlabeled sensing can be retrieved, as
a special case, from the homomorphic sensing framework.
Extensions of homomorphic sensing from a single subspace
to a subspace arrangement will be made, as well as to the
sparse and noisy cases. As a byproduct, this will yield in
a unified way results about problems such as real phase
retrieval, that have been obtained by diverse methods in
the literature.
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MS35

An Inverse Problem in Mean Field Games from
Partial Boundary Measurement

In this work, we consider a novel inverse problem in mean-
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field games (MFG). We aim to recover the MFG model
parameters that govern the underlying interactions among
the population based on a limited set of noisy partial ob-
servations of the population dynamics under the limited
aperture. Due to its severe ill-posedness, obtaining a good
quality reconstruction is very difficult. Nonetheless, it is vi-
tal to recover the model parameters stably and efficiently in
order to uncover the underlying causes for population dy-
namics for practical needs. Our work focuses on the simul-
taneous recovery of running cost and interaction energy in
the MFG equations from a finite number of boundary mea-
surements of population profile and boundary movement.
To achieve this goal, we formalize the inverse problem as a
constrained optimization problem of a least squares resid-
ual functional under suitable norms. We then develop a
fast and robust operator splitting algorithm to solve the
optimization using techniques including harmonic exten-
sions, three-operator splitting scheme, and primal-dual hy-
brid gradient method. Numerical experiments illustrate
the effectiveness and robustness of the algorithm. A future
direction will be to develop a faster algorithm for inverse
problems in higher dimensions with the help of machine
learning techniques and neural network architecture.
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MS35

Towards Closed-loop Deep Brain Stimulation via
Optimal Control

Recent advances in machine learning and optimal control
have opened new avenues to tackle learning problems in
computational neuroscience. In this work, we consider deep
brain stimulation (DBS), a highly efficacious treatment for
various neurological disorders including medically refrac-
tory Parkinsons disease and epilepsy. While conventional
open-loop DBS remains an effective treatment strategy, its
success is limited by trial and error parameter selection by
clinicians and its inability to adapt and personalize to a
patients evolving clinical state. Closed-loop neurostimula-
tion has the potential to mitigate these issues and maxi-
mize the therapeutic benefit of stimulation while reducing
stimulation side effects. Focusing on the Hodgkin-Huxley
neuronal model, we formulate the problem of finding an op-
timal neurostimulation strategy as a control problem. We
state and prove the optimality conditions of the Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman equations and derive the value function
from which an optimal control can be recovered. We lay
down the mathematical foundation for designing closed-
loop treatment strategies and empirically demonstrate the
utility of this approach.
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MS35

Overcoming the Curse of Dimensionality for Solv-
ing High-dimensional Hamilton-Jacobi Partial Dif-
ferential Equations Using Neural Networks

Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) PDEs and optimal control prob-
lems are widely used in many practical problems in control
engineering, physics, financial mathematics, and machine
learning. For instance, controlling an autonomous system
is important in everyday modern life, and it requires a
scalable, robust, efficient, and data-driven algorithm for

solving optimal control problems. Traditional grid-based
numerical methods cannot solve these high dimensional
problems, because they are not scalable and may suffer
from the curse of dimensionality. To overcome the curse
of dimensionality, we developed several neural network ar-
chitectures for solving different classes of high dimensional
HJ PDEs and optimal control problems. In this talk, I
will show these architectures which have solid theoretical
guarantees. These theoretical guarantees are given by the
theory of HJ PDEs and optimal controls, instead of the
universal approximation theorem. Moreover, solving cer-
tain optimal control problems using the proposed architec-
tures does not require a training process. By leveraging
dedicated efficient hardware designed for neural networks,
these methods have potential for real-time applications in
the future.
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MS35

Optimal Neural Network Approximation of
Wasserstein Gradient Direction via Convex
Optimization

The computation of Wasserstein gradient direction is es-
sential for posterior sampling problems and scientific com-
puting. The approximation of the Wasserstein gradient
with finite samples requires solving a variational problem.
We study the variational problem in the family of two-
layer networks with squared-ReLU activations, towards
which we derive a semi-definite programming (SDP) re-
laxation. This SDP can be viewed as an approximation of
the Wasserstein gradient in a broader function family in-
cluding two-layer networks. By solving the convex SDP, we
obtain the optimal approximation of the Wasserstein gra-
dient direction in this class of functions. Numerical exper-
iments including PDE-constrained Bayesian inference and
parameter estimation in COVID-19 modeling demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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MS36

Constrained Multi-Modal Data Mining Using Cou-
pled Matrix and Tensor Factorizations

The complexity of systems such as the brain and the hu-
man metabolome requires collection of data from multiple
sources recording the behavior of the system from com-
plementary viewpoints. An effective way of jointly ana-
lyzing such multi-modal data is through coupled matrix
and tensor factorizations (CMTF). However, different char-
acteristics of datasets require to incorporate various loss
functions, constraints and coupling structures when us-
ing CMTF models. Existing algorithmic approaches for
CMTF can incorporate constraints, linear couplings and
different loss functions but none of them has been shown
to achieve the flexibility to incorporate all. We introduce a
flexible algorithmic framework for coupled matrix and ten-
sor factorizations, which utilizes Alternating Optimization
(AO) and the Alternating Direction Method of Multipli-
ers (ADMM). The framework facilitates the use of a va-
riety of constraints, loss functions and couplings with lin-
ear transformations. Numerical experiments on simulated
and real data demonstrate that the proposed approach is
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accurate, flexible and computationally efficient with com-
parable or better performance than available CMTF al-
gorithms. While we focus on CMTF models using the
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) tensor method to ana-
lyze higher-order tensors, we will also discuss the extension
of the framework to incorporate the PARAFAC2 model,
which has shown promising performance in terms of re-
vealing evolving patterns in time-evolving data analysis.
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MS36

Accelerating the Computation of the Unscented
Transform with Tensor Decompositions for Prob-
abilistic Machine Learning

One way of lifting the Curse of Dimensionality in proba-
bilistic machine learning is by using tensor decompositions.
Making predictions in that setting requires the evaluation
of nonlinear functions of the tensor decomposition compo-
nents. This can be done with the Unscented Transform. A
commonly used tensor decomposition is the tensor train.
However, computing the Unscented Transform in tensor
train format requires computationally expensive rounding.
In fact, these rounding operations are the computational
bottleneck of the algorithm. We propose a novel method
that exploits the structure of the tensor train decomposi-
tion and reduces the amount of rounding operations with-
out changing the results compared to the conventional Un-
scented Transform. The performance of the algorithm is
compared to standard Monte Carlo simulations.
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MS36

The Subspace PowerMethod for Symmetric Tensor
Decomposition

I will discuss a recent method we proposed for low-rank
CP symmetric tensor decomposition. We reduce the prob-
lem of tensor decomposition to finding rank-1 tensors in
a subspace of symmetric tensors, which we find using the
power method. In simulations, this method is roughly one

order of magnitude faster than existing decomposition al-
gorithms, with similar accuracy. We also study the relevant
non-convex optimization problem, and obtain several guar-
antees, including robustness results when the tensor is only
approximately low-rank. Time-permitting, I will also dis-
cuss a modification in the algorithm enables it to obtain a
symmetric block-term decomposition, which may be used
for generalized PCA.
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MS36

Alternating Mahalanobis Distance Minimization
for Well-Conditioned CP Decomposition

CP decomposition (CPD) is prevalent in chemometrics, sig-
nal processing, data mining and many more fields. Alter-
nating least squares (ALS) remains one of the most widely
used algorithm for computing the decomposition. Recent
works have introduced the notion of eigenvalues and sin-
gular values of a tensor and explored applications in var-
ious fields. We introduce a new formulation for deriving
singular values and vectors of a tensor by considering the
critical points of a function different from the one used in
the previous work. Computing these critical points in an
alternating manner minimizes an objective function which
is different from the commonly used least squares loss for
CPD. Alternating optimization of this new objective leads
to simple updates to the factor matrices with the same
asymptotic computational cost as ALS. We show that a
subsweep of this algorithm can achieve a superlinear con-
vergence rate for exact CPD with rank smaller than the
mode lengths. We then view the algorithm as optimizing
a Mahalanobis distance with respect to each factor. This
perspective allows us to generalize our approach to inter-
polate between updates corresponding to the ALS and the
new algorithm to manage the tradeoff between stability
and fitness of the decomposition. Our experimental re-
sults show that for approximating synthetic and real-world
tensors, this algorithm and its variants converge to a bet-
ter conditioned decomposition with comparable fitness as
compared to the ALS algorithm.
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MS37

Few-Shot Transfer via Low-Rank Quadratic Regu-
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larization

Few-shot learning aims to learn a model from a very small
number of training data. As such, it critically depends
on having a good inductive bias in order to offset data
scarcity. In this talk, I consider regularization with a gen-
eral quadratic form for shaping inductive bias. More specif-
ically, we consider the scenario where the coefficient ma-
trix associated with the quadratic form has low rank. We
present a theoretical analysis of the effect of such a regu-
larizer in the few-shot setting linear regression tasks. The
analysis leads to a principled approach for learning such
quadratic regularizers from (readily abundant) source task
data and then transferring to the few-shot target task.
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MS37

Overparameterized Learning Beyond the Lazy
Regime

In this talk I will focus on demystifying the generalization
and feature learning capability of modern overparameter-
ized learning where the parameters of the learning model
(e.g. neural network) exceed the size of the training data.
Our result is based on an intriguing spectral bias phenom-
ena for gradient descent, that puts the iterations on a
particular trajectory towards solutions that are not only
globally optimal but also generalize well. Notably this
analysis overcomes a major theoretical bottleneck in the
existing literature and goes beyond the ”lazy” training
regime which requires unrealistic hyperparameter choices
(e.g. very small step sizes, large initialization or wide mod-
els).
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MS38

Adjoint-Based Direct Data Assimilation for Opti-
mizing Frictional Parameters and Predicting Post-
seismic Deformation

Reproduction and prediction of fault slip behavior are one
of the important topics for earthquake forecasting. We
have developed an adjoint-based data assimilation method
for reproducing and predicting fault slips along the sub-
ducting plate by combining physics-based simulation and
observation of crustal deformation. The method was ap-
plied to the postseismic crustal deformation following the
2003 Tokachi-oki earthquake (e.g., Kano et al., 2015 GJI,
2020 EPS). In the presentation, I will introduce our pur-
pose and summarize our recent works.
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MS38

Model Geometry Uncertainty Quantification for
Improved Intracranial Aneurysm Prediction Using
Data Assimilation

The anatomy of the main artierial bloody supply system
of the brain, known as the Circle of Willis (CoW), strongly
differs between individuals resulting in highly variable in-
tracranial vascularization patterns. Modelling and predict-
ing patient-specific intracranial vessel flow fields can ben-
efit greatly from merging various sources of medical imag-
ing data and computational fluid dynamics models. Our
initial work has showcased the potential of data assimila-
tion, specifically a local ensemble transform Kalman filter,
in providing detailed information on vascular flow and es-
timates of the uncertainty in a computationally feasible
manner. However effective data assimilation requires ac-
curate characterization of both model and observation un-
certainty. In such modelling problems as in hemodynamic
blood flow, arguably the most significant source of uncer-
tainty is in specification of the model geometry. The model
geometry is often determined from the either manual, semi-
automatic or fully automatic segmentation of MRI images.
Our focus is on investigating methodologies for machine
learning based biomedical image segmentation (primarily
U-Net). The CoW has a fairly complex structure with
many junctions and ambiguous vessels that make segmen-
tation a difficult task. We investigate both mathematically
and experimentally recently proposed approaches to quan-
tifying uncertainty in the outputs of such segmentations
(e.g. the Probabilistic U-Net) and suggest improvements.
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MS38

Ensemble-Based Data Assimilation Techniques for
State and Parameter Estimation in Earthquake
Forecasting

Our ability to forecast earthquakes is hampered by the
very limited information on the fault state and parame-
ters. Ensemble data-assimilation methods provide a means
to estimate these by combining physics-based models and
observations while considering their uncertainties. Using
an advanced simulator for earthquake recurrence with an
ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF), we explore state estima-
tion of a fault governed by rate-and-state friction in 1D and
2D simulations of a laboratory setup. The data assimila-
tion estimates the earthquake evolution, even when having
highly uncertain observations. In these experiments, we
assume the parameters to be perfectly known, which is typ-
ically not the case. To address how well state estimation
and state-parameter estimation can account for parameter
bias, we use a 0D model for earthquake recurrence with a
particle filter with sequential importance resampling and
a large number of particles. This highlights the advantage
of a particle filter over an EnKF for this nonlinear sys-
tem. Based on the comparison of the various experiments,
we discuss the choice of data-assimilation method and -
approach for data assimilation in earthquake simulation
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and suggest directions for future research.
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MS39

On the Consistency of Some Hill-Climbing Cluster-
ing Methods

Fukunaga and Hostetler proposed, in the 1970s, to cluster
points in space according to the gradient flow of the under-
lying sampling density. Although their work has generated
a good amount of interest, including in recent years, the
theoretical underpinnings of this proposal have not been
fully developed. In this talk, we will present novel con-
sistency results for the main methods for this approach to
clustering. Joint work with Wanli Qiao (George Mason
University).
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Active Learning with Graphs for Remote Sensing
Applications

We present a novel method for classification of remote
sensing data by combining ideas from graph-based learn-
ing and neural network methods within an active learn-
ing framework. Graph-based methods in machine learn-
ing are based on a similarity graph constructed from the
data. When the data consists of raw images composed
of scenes, extraneous information can make the classifica-
tion task more difficult. In recent years, neural network
methods have been shown to provide a promising frame-
work for extracting patterns from images. These methods,
however, require ample training data to avoid overfitting.
At the same time, such training data are often unavail-
able for applications of interest. We use a neural network
to embed the data into a feature space, and then con-
struct a similarity graph from the embedded data and ap-
ply graph-based semi-supervised learning techniques. The
feature embedding and graph construction requires no la-
beled data, which reduces overfitting and improves the gen-
eralization performance of graph learning at low label rates.
Furthermore, the method easily incorporates a human-in-
the-loop for active learning in the data-labeling process.
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On Multiclass Adversarial Training and Multi-
marginal Optimal Transport Problems

Adversarial training is a framework widely used by ma-
chine learning practitioners to enforce robustness of learn-
ing models. Despite the development of several compu-
tational strategies for adversarial training and some theo-
retical development in the broader distributionally robust
optimization literature, there are still several theoretical
questions about adversarial training that remain relatively
unexplored. In this talk, I will discuss an equivalence be-
tween adversarial training in the context of non-parametric
multiclass classification problems and multimarginal op-
timal transport problems. This is another analytical in-
terpretation of adversarial training that expands recently
studied connections to perimeter minimization problems.
One of the implications of the connection discussed during
the talk is computational: to solve a certain adversarial
problem, we may as well solve a multimarginal optimal
transport problem. We will discuss many of the nuances of
this interpretation and of its computational consequences.
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A Similarity Graph-Based Max-Flow Approach To
Data Classification and Image Segmentation

The max-flow problem entails the computation of a max-
imum feasible flow from a source to a sink through a net-
work under constraints. Its connection to total variation
presents an opportunity to apply the problem to machine
learning tasks by incorporating a similarity graph-based
setting. In this paper, we integrate max-flow and duality
techniques, similarity graph-based frameworks and semi-
supervised procedures to derive algorithms for machine
learning tasks, such as classification, and image segmen-
tation. An important advantage of the methods is that
they require only a small set of labeled samples for good
accuracy, in part due to the integration of graph-based and
semi-supervised techniques; this is an important advantage
due to the scarcity of labeled data.
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MS40

Inverse Design via Deep Learning

The main bottleneck of classical methods for inverse design,
e.g., the SIMP (Solid Isotropic Material with Penalisation)
algorithm, is the necessity to solve multiple, sometimes
hundreds of PDEs (partial differential equations) for every
single design. This slows down practitioners who use these
methods or constrains them to the use of coarse models.
Thanks to the advent of DL (deep learning) based amor-
tized optimization and PDE solvers, this seems to change.
We want to discuss general developments and our work in
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the field.
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Operator Correction

Iterative model-based reconstruction approaches for high-
dimensional problems with non-trivial forward operators
can be highly time consuming. Thus, it is desirable to em-
ploy model reduction techniques to speed-up reconstruc-
tions in variational approaches as well as to enable training
of learned model-based techniques. Nevertheless, reduced
or approximate models can lead to a degradation of recon-
struction quality and need to be accounted for. For this
purpose, we discuss in this talk the possibility of learning
a nonlinear data-driven explicit model correction for in-
verse problems and whether such a model correction can
be used within a variational framework to obtain regular-
ized reconstructions.
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MS40

Data-Driven Regularization for Imaging Inverse
Problems: Algorithms and Guarantees

Inverse problems arise in numerous applications where
imaging is used as a tool to advance our understanding of
an object of interest or discover new scientific phenomena.
Variational regularization with analytically designed regu-
larizers has by far been the most widely adopted approach
for imaging inverse problems. While such hand-crafted an-
alytical regularizers are well-understood mathematically,
they are generic and cannot adapt well to a specific ap-
plication. The recent success of deep learning has moti-
vated the quest for data-adaptive regularizers with tun-
able parameters that can be learned from available train-
ing images. Such data-driven regularizers have been shown
to outperform their analytical variants in different appli-
cations. This talk will focus on the recent advances in
data-driven variational regularization, both from algorith-
mic and theoretical perspectives. In particular, the ad-
versarial regularization framework will be introduced and
different learning protocols and network constructions will
be discussed. The talk will highlight the trade-off between
mathematical guarantees and empirical performance using
the examples of convex adversarial regularizers and a recent
optimal transport-based approach that combines regular-
izer learning with algorithm unrolling.
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MS40

Regularisation of Inverse Problems: Deep Equilib-
rium Models vs Bi-Level Optimisation

Variational regularisation methods are commonly used to
approximate solutions of inverse problems. In recent years,
model-based variational regularisation methods have often
been replaced with data-driven ones such as the fields-of-
expert model (Roth and Black 2009). Training the pa-
rameters of such data-driven methods can be formulated
as a bi-level optimisation problem. In this talk, we com-
pare the framework of bi-level optimisation for the training
of data-driven variational regularisation models with the
novel framework of deep equilibrium models (Bai, Kolter,
Colton 2019) that has recently been introduced in the con-
text of inverse problems (Gilton, Ongie, Willett 2021). We
show that computing the lower-level optimisation problem
within the bi-level formulation with a fixed-point iteration
is a special case of the deep equilibrium framework. We
compare both approaches computationally, with a variety
of numerical examples for the inverse problems of denois-
ing, inpainting and deconvolution.
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MS41

A Novel A.I Enhanced Automatic History Match-
ing with a Black-Oil Physics Constrained Neural
Network Forward Model

A key bottleneck in history matching is turnaround time
due to the need to run many complex simulations. And
while the recent advances in parallel algorithms have al-
lowed reducing turnaround time by adding more hard-
ware, fundamentally, reservoir simulation remains a com-
putationally expensive exercise. In this work, we propose
a different approach that promises to reduce computa-
tional expense in addition to turnaround time. We use
tools from AI to achieve up to 30X faster results com-
pared to traditional numerical methods while maintaining
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accuracy. We make two contributions. First, we propose
an AI-based (forward) black oil simulator which combines
ideas on Physics Informed Neural Networks (PINNs) with a
mixture-of-experts variant we call Cluster Classify Regress
(CCR). And second, we propose an inversion workflow
we call Regularized Ensemble Kalman inversion (REKi)
derived using the Discrepancy Principle. The developed
workflow was run on a synthetic reservoir model, and it
successfully recovered the bimodal unknown channelized
permeability and porosity fields using variational convolu-
tional autoencoders as exotic priors.
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Multiscale Dropblock DNN for LSRTM Hessian
Computation

Conventional seismic depth migration suffers from low res-
olution, incorrect amplitude compensation, limited band-
width, and migration artifacts. Compared to conventional
depth migration, LSRTM can generate balanced ampli-
tudes, less migration artifacts, higher spatial resolution,
and improved images for complicated structures by fitting
the reflection wavefield with a linearized inverse scattering
formula iteratively. LSRTM can be implemented as an iter-
ation inversion in data domain or approximate inverse Hes-
sian computation using a single operator like point spread
functions (PSFs) or nonstationary matching filter in image
domain. Recently deep learning neural network (DNN)
has been used to approximate the inverse Hessian compu-
tation and produce seismic images with correct amplitudes
at a high resolution in highly flexible and efficient way.
Here we developed a UNet based deep learning neural net-
work using multiresolution dilated convolution operators
to enable the multiscale feature learning for different illu-
mination patterns from different seismic events and also
dropblock layer which are new regularization to alleviate
the overfitting and generate more stable and generalizable
model by adding ensemble learning idea for neural network
training. We test the feasibility of our results using both
synthetic and field datasets successfully.
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Physics-Guided Cnn Approach to Solve Classical
Geophysical Workflow

Correlating subsurface geology to observed seismic data is
essential for most subsurface evaluation workflows. A re-
liable seismic-to-well-tie algorithm that involves matching
depth-domain well data with time-domain seismic data is
commonly done for correlation. Although this is a well-
known workflow, the traditional algorithm is typically run
manually one well at a time. However, tying multiple wells
at once is pretty tedious, hardly reproducible, and requires
an interpreters experience. We proposed a fully automated
workflow to accurately estimate subsurface properties us-
ing a physics-guided convolutional neural network. The
method takes advantage of the physics nature of the pro-
cess, to establish an unsupervised neural network. It allows
the fully automated workflow to be adjusted and solve for
either:

• time depth relationship on seismic to well tie analysis,

• the acoustic impedance on an inversion problem.

We further add Bayesian layers to the network design to
encapsulate the uncertainties of the model. This proba-
bilistic approach to deep learning allows one to estimate
the uncertainty, which enhance the interpretability of the
model.
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MS42

Adaptive Residual Sub-Sampling Methods for Ker-
nel Interpolation Based on Maximum Likelihood
Estimations

In this talk we propose an enhanced version of the resid-
ual sub-sampling method (RSM) in [T.A. Driscoll, A.R.H.
Heryudono, Adaptive residual subsampling methods for ra-
dial basis function interpolation and collocation problems,
Comput. Math. Appl. 53 (2007) 927-939] for adaptive
interpolation by radial basis functions (RBFs). More pre-
cisely, we introduce in the context of sub-sampling meth-
ods a maximum profile likelihood estimation (MPLE) crite-
rion for the optimal selection of the RBF shape parameter.
This choice is completely automatic, provides highly reli-
able and accurate results for any RBFs, and, unlike the
original RSM, guarantees that the RBF interpolant exists
uniquely. The efficacy of this new method, called MPLE-
RSM, is tested by numerical experiments on some 1D and
2D benchmark target functions.
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Physics-Informed Neural Networks Approach for
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Solving Gray-Scott Systems

A physics-informed neural network (PINN) is employed
to approximate the solution of nonlinear partial differ-
ential equation systems [S. Cuomo, V. S. Di Cola, F.
Giampaolo, G. Rozza, M. Raissi, F. Piccialli, Scientific
Machine Learning through Physics-Informed Neural Net-
works: Where we are and What’s next, (2022); arXiv
preprint arXiv:2201.05624]. In this talk, we present an
approach for solving different configurations for the Gray-
Scott, a reaction-diffusion system that involves an irre-
versible chemical reaction between two reactants. Compu-
tational results show that the PINN can successfully pro-
vide an approximated solution in a variety of conditions,
also reproducing the characteristic Turing patterns in the
unstable region of the model’s parameter space, through
a supervised approach that relies on a finite difference
method (FDM) [M. Raei, S. Cuomo, G. Colecchia, G. Sev-
erino, Solving 3-D GrayScott Systems with Variable Dif-
fusion Coefficients on Surfaces by Closest Point Method
with RBF-FD, Mathematics 9 (2021), 924]. Joint work
with Francesco Piccialli and M.O.D.A.L Laboratory.
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Approximation of Complex Functions via Multin-
ode Shepard Operators

The idea beyond the multinode Shepard operators is the
fact that, working with scattered data, it is always possi-
ble to find, in a set of p nearby scattered nodes, a subset
σm of m ≤ p nodes which is good for polynomial interpo-
lation of reasonable degree d s.t. m =

(
d+s
s

)
, that is the

set σm is unisolvent for interpolation in a polynomial space
Πd(Rs) of total degree d with a good Lebesgue constant at
least in the smallest disc centered at the barycenter of σm

and containing all of them. These configurations of nodes
can be obtained by minimizing the 1-norm condition num-
ber of Vandermonde matrices [F. DellAccio, F. Di Tom-
maso, N. Siar, On the numerical computation of bivariate
Lagrange polynomials, Applied Mathematics Letters 112
(2021) 106845], or by using the so called Leja sequences [F.
DellAccio, F. Di Tommaso, N. Siar, M. Vianello, Numerical
differentiation on scattered data through multivariate poly-
nomial interpolation, BIT Numerical Mathematics (2021)
129]. In the complex case, any set of d + 1 pairwise dis-
tinct nodes is unisolvent for interpolation by polynomials
of complex variable of degree at least d. After the inspiring
work [O. Duman, B. Della Vecchia, Complex Shepard Op-
erators and Their Summability, Results in Mathematics 76
(4) (2021) 119], in this talk we introduce and discuss the
complex version of the multinode Shepard operator for the
interpolation of functions of complex variable.
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DISC: An Adaptive Numerical Differentiator by
Local Polynomial Interpolation on Multivariate
Scattered Data

In this talk, we present a pointwise numerical differen-
tiation formula on multivariate scattered data [F. Del-
lAccio, F. Di Tommaso, N. Siar, M. Vianello, Numer-
ical differentiation on scattered data through multivari-
ate polynomial interpolation, Bit. Numer. Math.,
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10543-021-00897-6, 2021], based
on the coefficients of local polynomial interpolation at Dis-
crete Leja Points [L. Bos, S. De Marchi, A. Sommariva, M.
Vianello, Computing multivariate Fekete and Leja points
by numerical linear algebra, SIAM J. Numer. Anal., vol.
48, pp. 19841999, 2010], written in Taylors formula mono-
mial basis [F. DellAccio, F. Di Tommaso, N. Siar, On the
numerical computation of bivariate Lagrange polynomials,
Appl. Math. Lett., p. 106845, 2020]. Error bounds for the
approximation of partial derivatives of any order compat-
ible with the function regularity are provided, as well as
sensitivity estimates to functional perturbations, in terms
of the inverse Vandermonde coefficients that are active in
the differentiation process. Moreover, we discuss a MatLab
implementation of an adaptive pointwise numerical differ-
entiator on multivariate scattered data. Several numerical
tests are presented showing the accuracy of the approxi-
mation.
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MS43

Noise, Fake News, and Tenacious Bayesians

A modelling framework, based on the theory of signal pro-
cessing, for characterizing the dynamics of systems driven
by the unravelling of information is outlined, and is applied
to describe the process of decision making. The model in-
put of this approach is the specification of the flow of in-
formation. This enables the representation of (i) reliable
information, (ii) noise, and (iii) disinformation, in a uni-
fied framework, and is particularly suited for synthetic data
generation for large-scale simulations and scenario analy-
sis to quantify the impact of information control, including
those resulting from the dissemination of disinformation.
It will be shown that if a decision maker assigns an excep-
tionally high weight on one of the alternative realities, then
under the Bayesian logic their perception hardly changes in
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time even if evidences presented indicate that this alterna-
tive corresponds to a false reality. It follows that confirma-
tion bias need not be entirely incompatible with Bayesian
updating.
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Filtered Arcade Martingales

Randomized arcade processes constitute a class of stochas-
tic processes which by construction strongly (ω-by-ω) in-
terpolate between a set of arbitrary random variables in-
dexed by fixed, prespecified dates. The structure of these
processes introduces a stochastic filtering interpretation
whereby the randomized interpolator is viewed as a signal
component that is obfuscated by the arcade noise process.
Some randomized arcade processes are neither infinite-
memory nor memoryless processes, and so we introduce
the nearly-Markov property with respect to their natural
filtration. Nearly-Markov randomized arcade processes al-
low for the construction of so-called filtered arcade martin-
gales thus providing filtering solutions to the martingale in-
terpolation problem. These filtered martingales depend on
the martingale coupling of the target random variables in
between which they interpolate. This feature can be used
to bridge filtered arcade martingales to martingale opti-
mal transport problems by considering optimally coupled
target random variables. Filtered martingales play a fun-
damental role in information-based asset pricing because
they serve as stochastic filtering models for no-arbitrage
price processes. A potential link to stochastic filtering op-
timal transport is suggested with possible applications in
data science, e.g., financial informatics. Work carried out
in collaboration with Andrea Macrina, University College
London.
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Strong Stochastic Interpolation with Arcade Pro-
cesses

A new class of interpolating stochastic processes is intro-
duced called arcade processes. These are continuous pro-
cesses that interpolate strongly (ω-by-ω) between an arbi-
trary number of zeros which are fixed at prespecified times.
Arcade processes have two components: the determin-
istic interpolating coefficients and a continuous stochas-
tic driver. They may be seen as multi-period anticipa-
tive stochastic bridges and so readily generalize continuous
bridge processes, e.g., standard Brownian bridges. We in-
vestigate the statistical properties of arcade processes and
show that in a Gauss-Markov setting one can always con-
struct a Markovian arcade process by relying on the co-
variance structure of the driver. The additive structure of
arcade processes lends itself well to the randomization of
the target values, the zeros in the standard setting, at the
end of each arc. An arbitrary number of random variables
indexed by pre-specified times is thus introduced, which
give rise to the so-called randomized arcade processes. By
construction, these stochastic interpolators match the tar-
get random variables in the strong sense. Randomized ar-
cade processes provide an important extension to the con-

tinuous information processes employed in the theory of
information-based asset pricing, since they can be seen as
a sum of a signal component and a noise process. Work
carried out in collaboration with Georges Kassis, Univer-
sity College London.
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Darwin Among the Cryptocurrencies

The paper highlights some commonalities between the de-
velopment of cryptocurrencies and the evolution of ecosys-
tems. Concepts from evolutionary finance embedded in
toy models consistent with stylized facts are employed to
understand what survival of the fittest means in cryptofi-
nance. Stylized facts for ownership, trading volume and
market capitalization of cryptocurrencies are selectively
presented in terms of scaling laws. Work carried out in col-
laboration with Henry C W Price, Department of Physics
and Centre for Complexity Science, Imperial College Lon-
don.
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MS44

Towards Certifiably Safe Nonlinear Control in Un-
certain Systems

Modern nonlinear control theory seeks to endow systems
with properties such as stability and safety. Despite its
successful deployment in various domains, uncertainty re-
mains a significant challenge, while data offers a potential
solution. In this talk, I will discuss data-driven nonlin-
ear control, where uncertainty arises from the dynamics
model or the sensing model. I will introduce robust con-
trol synthesis procedures based on Control Lyapunov and
Control Barrier Functions. Using this framework, we will
show data-dependent guarantees. These results allow us
to quantify tolerable error in learned models, and they can
serve as a guide for designing sample-efficient data collec-
tion approaches. Based on joint work with Aaron Ames,
Ryan Cosner, Victor Dorobantu, Ben Recht, Andrew Tay-
lor, and Yisong Yue.
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MS44

Learning Near-Best Polynomial and Neural
Network Approximations to High-Dimensional,
Banach-valued Functions from Scarce Data

A key problem in many applications in computational
science and engineering is the approximation of high-
dimensional functions from limited amounts of sample
data. In such applications, the data may be scarce or in-
complete due to cost of acquiring samples and the samples
themselves may even be corrupted by measurement errors.
Furthermore, many such problems involve the approxima-
tion of a parameter to solution map associated with an
underlying PDE, taking values in an infinite-dimensional
Hilbert or Banach space. Sparse polynomial approxima-
tion has become indispensable for approximating smooth
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functions of many variables, and techniques based on com-
pressed sensing and �1-minimization have proven highly ef-
fective at such tasks. Neural networks are also increasingly
being applied to such problems, although many questions
about their stability and robustness properties and the key
issue of sample complexity of deep learning in scientific
computing applications remain. This talk presents recent
results connecting the theory of best s-term polynomial ap-
proximations, (weighted) �1-minimization, and sparse neu-
ral network approximation to answer these questions. We
first establish the existence of a training procedure based
on sparse polynomial approximation which allows for near-
optimal approximation of smooth high-dimensional param-
eter to solution maps relevant to such applications in com-
putational science and uncertainty quantification. We next
connect these results to the problem of approximating such
maps with deep neural networks. Our results show the ex-
istence of an architecture and training procedure for neural
networks that achieves the same rates as sparse polynomial
approximation. Our theory is supplemented by numerical
experiments demonstrating the practical efficacy of these
algorithms.
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MS44

Double Descent and Conditioning of Random Fea-
ture Matrices

We will discuss a sparse random feature method with appli-
cations to learning equations from data. We will provide
an overview of our theoretical results on the concentra-
tion of these random feature matrices, the connections to
generalization and complexity bounds, and the design and
applications of the method. Examples and applications to
high-dimensional modeling and dynamics will be included.
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MS45

The Approximation Properties of Reluk Neural
Networks

A natural space of functions which can be efficiently ap-
proximated by shallow neural networks is the variation
space corresponding to the dictionary of single neuron out-
puts. We will precisely define this space and study its ap-

proximation properties. Specifically, we develop techniques
for bounding the metric entropy and n-widths of the unit
ball in this variation space. These are fundamental quanti-
ties in approximation theory that control the limits of lin-
ear and non-linear approximation. Consequences of these
results include: the optimal approximation rates which can
be attained for shallow neural networks, that shallow neu-
ral networks dramatically outperform linear methods of
approximation, and indeed that shallow neural networks
outperform all stable methods of approximation on the as-
sociated variation space. Finally, we introduce a class of
greedy algorithms and show that they construct asymptot-
ically optimal shallow neural network approximations.
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MS45

Iterative Regularization for Low Complexity Reg-
ularizers

Iterative regularization exploits the implicit bias of an
optimization algorithm to regularize ill-posed problems.
Constructing algorithms with such built-in regularization
mechanisms is a classic challenge in inverse problems but
also in modern machine learning, where it provides both
a new perspective on algorithms analysis, and significant
speed-ups compared to explicit regularization. In this
work, we propose and study the first iterative regular-
ization procedure able to handle biases described by non
smooth and non strongly convex functionals, prominent in
low-complexity regularization. Our approach is based on
a primal-dual algorithm of which we analyze convergence
and stability properties, even in the case where the original
problem is unfeasible. Our theoretical results are comple-
mented by experiments showing the computational benefits
of our approach.
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Momentum-Based Variance-Reduced Proximal
Stochastic Gradient Method

Stochastic gradient methods (SGMs) have been extensively
used for solving stochastic problems or large-scale machine
learning problems. Recent works employ various tech-
niques to improve the convergence rate of SGMs for both
convex and nonconvex cases. Most of them require a large
number of samples in some or all iterations of the improved
SGMs. In this talk, we will present a new SGM, named
PStorm, for solving nonconvex nonsmooth stochastic prob-
lems. With a momentum-based variance reduction tech-
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nique, PStorm can achieve the optimal complexity result
O(ε−3) to produce a stochastic ε-stationary solution, if a
mean-squared smoothness condition holds. Different from
existing optimal methods, PStorm can achieve the O(ε−3)
result by using only one or O(1) samples in every update.
With this property, PStorm can be applied to online learn-
ing problems that favor real-time decisions based on one or
O(1) new observations. In addition, for large-scale machine
learning problems, PStorm can generalize better by small-
batch training than other optimal methods that require
large-batch training and the vanilla SGM, as we demon-
strate on training a sparse fully-connected neural network
and a sparse convolutional neural network.
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Stability and Generalization of Stochastic Gradient
Methods

Stochastic gradient methods (SGMs) have become the
workhorse behind machine learning. A substantial num-
ber of studies are devoted to studying their convergence
behavior. In contrast, there is relatively little work on un-
derstanding their statistical generalization, i.e., how the
learning models built from training data would behave on
the future test data. In this talk, I present our system-
atic work on studying the generalization of both SGD for
minimization problems and SGDA for minimax problems
using the algorithmic stability approach in the framework
of statistical learning theory (SLT). Our theoretical studies
remove restrictive assumptions in the literature and sig-
nificantly improve the existing generalization bounds for
SGMs. We show that optimal statistical bounds can be
achieved by trading off the computational optimization er-
ror and stability results. I will also discuss the application
of our new stability study to analyze the generalization of
differentially private SGMs.
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Infeasibility Detection with Primal-Dual Hybrid
Gradient for Large-Scale Linear Programming

In this talk, we consider the problem of detecting infeasi-
bility of large-scale linear programming problems using the
primal-dual hybrid gradient method (PDHG) of Chambolle
and Pock (2011). The literature on PDHG has mostly fo-
cused on settings where the problem is assumed to be fea-
sible. When the problem has no solution, the iterates of
the algorithm do not converge. In this scenario, we show
that the iterates diverge at a controlled rate towards a well-
defined ray. The direction of this ray is known as the in-
fimal displacement vector. The first contribution of our
work is to prove that this vector recovers certificates of
primal and dual infeasibility whenever they exist. Based
on this fact, we propose a simple way to extract approxi-
mate infeasibility certificates from sequences generated by
the iterates of PDHG. Our second contribution is to estab-
lish tight convergence rates for these sequences. We prove a

convergence rate of O(k−1), improving over the known rate

of O(k−1/2). This rate is general and applies to any fixed-
point iteration of a nonexpansive operator. Thus, it is a
result of independent interest since it covers a broad family
of algorithms, including, for example, ADMM. Further, we
show that, under non-degeneracy assumptions, one of these
sequences exhibits eventual linear convergence. Numerical
experiments support our theoretical findings.
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High Probability Bounds for a Class of Nonconvex
Algorithms with AdaGrad Stepsize

In this paper, we propose a new, simplified high probabil-
ity analysis of AdaGrad for smooth, non-convex problems.
More specifically, we focus on a particular accelerated gra-
dient (AGD) template (Lan, 2020), through which we re-
cover the original AdaGrad and its variant with averaging,
and prove a convergence rate of O(1/

√
T ) with high prob-

ability without the knowledge of smoothness and variance.
We use a particular version of Freedman’s concentration
bound for martingale difference sequences (Kakade Tewari,
2008) which enables us to achieve the best-known depen-
dence of log(1/δ) on the probability margin δ. We present
our analysis in a modular way and obtain a complementary
O(1/T ) convergence rate in the deterministic setting. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first high probabil-
ity result for AdaGrad with a truly adaptive scheme, i.e.,
completely oblivious to the knowledge of smoothness and
uniform variance bound, which simultaneously has best-
known dependence of log(1/δ). We further prove noise
adaptation property of AdaGrad under additional noise as-
sumptions.
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Convergence and Complexity of Stochastic Block
Majorization-Minimization

Stochastic majorization-minimization (SMM) is an on-
line extension of the classical principle of majorization-
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minimization (MM), which consists of sampling i.i.d. data
points from a fixed data distribution and minimizing a re-
cursively defined majorizing surrogate of an objective func-
tion. In this talk, we introduce stochastic block MM, where
the surrogates can now be only block multi-convex and
a single block is optimized at a time within a diminish-
ing radius or with a proximal regularization. Relaxing
standard strong convexity requirements for surrogates in
SMM, our framework gives wider applicability including
online CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) dictionary learn-
ing and yields greater computational efficiency especially
when the problem dimension is large. We provide an ex-
tensive convergence analysis on the proposed algorithm,
which we derive under dependent data streams, relaxing
the standard i.i.d. assumption on data samples. We show
that the proposed algorithm converges almost surely to
the set of stationary points of a nonconvex objective un-
der constraints at a rate O((log n)1+�/n1/2) for the em-

pirical loss and O((log n)1+�/n1/4) for the expected loss,
where n denotes the number of data samples. Under an
additional assumption, the latter rate can be improved to
O((log n)1+�/n1/2). Our results provide first convergence
rate bounds for various online matrix and tensor decompo-
sition algorithms under a general Markovian data setting.
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Three Operator Splitting with Subgradients,
Stochastic Gradients, and Adaptive Learning Rates

Three Operator Splitting (TOS) [Davis Yin, 2017] can
minimize the sum of multiple convex functions effectively
when an efficient gradient oracle or proximal operator is
available for each term. This requirement often fails in
machine learning applications: (i) instead of full gradi-
ents only stochastic gradients may be available; and (ii)
instead of proximal operators, using subgradients to han-
dle complex penalty functions may be more efficient and
realistic. Motivated by these concerns, we analyze three
potentially valuable extensions of TOS. The first two per-
mit using subgradients and stochastic gradients, and are
shown to ensure a O(1/

√
t) convergence rate. The third

extension AdapTOS endows TOS with adaptive step-sizes.
For the important setting of optimizing a convex loss over
the intersection of convex sets AdapTOS attains univer-
sal convergence rates, i.e., the rate adapts to the unknown
smoothness degree of the objective function. We compare
our proposed methods with competing methods on various
applications.
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Multifidelity Reinforcement Learning

In many computational science and engineering applica-
tions, the output of a system of interest corresponding
to a given input can be queried at different levels of fi-
delity with different computational footprints. Typically,
low-fidelity data is cheap and abundant, while high-fidelity

data is expensive and scarce. Within online learning and
control, multi-fidelity data can be exploited in many stages
of the decision-making pipeline, including estimation, ex-
ploration, and exploitation. In this talk, we present our
research on improving the performance of reinforcement
learning (RL) agents with multi-fidelity estimation. Specif-
ically, a multifidelity estimator that exploits the cross-
correlations between the low- and high-fidelity returns is
proposed to reduce the variance in the estimation of the
agent’s state-action value function. The proposed estima-
tor, which is based on the method of control variates, is
used to design a multifidelity Monte Carlo RL (MFM-
CRL) algorithm that improves the learning of the agent
in the high-fidelity environment. The impacts of variance
reduction on policy evaluation and policy improvement are
theoretically analyzed by using probability bounds.
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A Graph Policy Network Approach for Volt-Var
Control in Power Distribution Systems

Volt-var control (VVC) is the problem of operating power
distribution systems within healthy regimes by controlling
actuators in power systems. Existing works uses the con-
ventional routine of representing power systems (a graph
with tree topology) as vectors to train deep reinforcement
learning (RL) policies. We propose a framework that com-
bines RL with graph neural networks and study the bene-
fits and limitations of graph-based policy in the VVC set-
ting. Our results show that graph policies converge to the
same rewards asymptotically, however at a slower rate than
the vector representation counterpart. We conduct fur-
ther analysis on the impact of both observations and ac-
tions: On the observation end, we examine the robustness
of graph policies on two typical data acquisition errors in
power systems, namely sensor communication failure and
measurement misalignment. Furthermore, we study the
robustness of graph policies to erroneous topological infor-
mation in the graph representation. Our results reveal that
graph policies are significantly more robust than policies
with conventional dense network representations. On the
action end, we show that actuators have various impacts
on the system, thus using a graph representation induced
by the physical power systems topology may not be the
optimal choice. In the end, we conduct a case study to
demonstrate that the choice of readout function architec-
ture and graph augmentation can further improve training
performance and robustness.
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CityLearn Standardizing Reinforcement Learning
for Grid-Interactive Smart Communities

Advanced controllers such as model predictive control and
reinforcement learning control have both advantages and
disadvantages that prevent them from being implemented
in real world problems. Inspired by recently introduced
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challenges for real life reinforcement learning control, here
we discuss nine real world challenges for reinforcement
learning control in grid-interactive buildings. We argue
that research in this area should be expressed in this frame-
work. By focusing on the challenges, we can investigate the
performance of the controllers under a variety of situations
and generate a fair comparison between algorithms. As
a demonstration, we implement the offline learning chal-
lenge in CityLearn and study the impact of different levels
of domain knowledge and complexity of RL algorithms.
We show that the sequence of operations utilized in a rule-
based controller (RBC) used for offline training affects the
performance of the RL agents when evaluated on a set of
four energy flexibility metrics. We call for a more inter-
disciplinary effort of the research community to address
the real world challenges and unlock the potential of grid-
interactive smart communities.
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Learning-Based Control

Control systems with learning abilities could cost-
effectively address societal issues like energy reliability,
decarbonization, climate security and enable autonomous
scientific discovery. Innovation in deep learning meth-
ods, tools, and technology offers an unprecedented oppor-
tunity to transform the control engineering practice and
bring much excitement to control systems theory research.
In this talk, I will introduce recent results in modeling
dynamic systems with deep learning representations that
embed domain knowledge. I will also discuss differen-
tiable predictive control, a data-driven approach that uses
physics-informed deep learning representations to synthe-
size predictive control policies. Ill close by considering the
implications of differentiable programming in the broader
control systems context.
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Multilevel Preconditioning for Stein Variational
Gradient Descent with Applications to Bayesian
Inverse Problems

We present a multilevel variant of Stein variational gradi-
ent descent to more efficiently sample from target distri-
butions. The key ingredient is a sequence of distributions
with growing fidelity and costs that converges to the target
distribution of interest. For example, such a sequence of
distributions is given by a hierarchy of ever finer discretiza-
tion levels of the forward model in Bayesian inverse prob-
lems. Multilevel Stein variational gradient descent moves
most of the iterations to lower, cheaper levels with the
aim of requiring only a few iterations on the higher, more
expensive levels when compared to the traditional, single-
level Stein variational gradient descent variant that uses
the highest-level distribution only. Under certain assump-
tions, in the mean-field limit, the error of the proposed mul-
tilevel Stein method decays by a log factor faster than the
error of the single-level counterpart with respect to com-
putational costs. Numerical experiments with Bayesian in-
verse problems show speedups of more than one order of

magnitude of the proposed multilevel Stein method com-
pared to the single-level variant that uses the highest level
only.
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Neural Operators: Learn to Solve Partial Differen-
tial Equations

Traditional deep neural networks are maps between finite
dimension spaces, and hence, are not suitable for model-
ing phenomena such as those arising from the solution of
partial differential equations (PDE). We introduce neural
operators that can learn operators, which are maps be-
tween infinite dimension spaces. By framing neural op-
erators as non-linear compositions of kernel integrations,
we establish that they are universal approximators of op-
erators. They are independents of the resolution or grid
of training data and allow for zero-shot generalization to
higher resolution evaluations. We find that neural opera-
tors can solve turbulent fluid flow, seismic wave equation,
co2 storage, and many more hard problems with 100000x
speedup compared to numerical solvers. I will outline sev-
eral applications where neural operators have shown order
of magnitude speedup.
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Combining Sequential Monte Carlo Methods with
Normalizing Flows: New Perspectives

Annealed Importance Sampling (AIS) and its Sequential
Monte Carlo (SMC) extensions are state-of-the-art meth-
ods for estimating normalizing constants of probability dis-
tributions. We propose here a novel Monte Carlo algo-
rithm, Annealed Flow Transport (AFT), that builds upon
AIS and SMC and combines them with normalizing flows
(NFs) for improved performance. This method transports
a set of particles using not only importance sampling (IS),
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and resampling steps-
as in SMC, but also relies on NFs which are learned sequen-
tially to push particles towards the successive annealed tar-
gets. We provide limit theorems for the resulting Monte
Carlo estimates of the normalizing constant and expecta-
tions with respect to the target distribution. Additionally,
we show that a continuous-time scaling limit of the popu-
lation version of AFT is given by a FeynmanKac measure
which simplifies to the law of a controlled diffusion for ex-
pressive NFs. We demonstrate experimentally the benefits
and limitations of our methodology on a variety of appli-
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cations.
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Stochastic Normalizing Flows for Inverse Problems

The aim of this talk will be to present a unified framework
for combining many of the commonly used posterior sam-
pling: MCMC, Variational Autoencoder, Langevin sam-
pling and Normalizing Flows. We will outline the basic
ideas of those algorithms and present a unified framework
with a loss, which allows for the combination of arbitrary
layers of those models. We will discuss some theoretical
insights, and validate our finding with numerical results.
Advantages and disadvantages will be discussed and the
relation to the annealed flow transport will be drawn.
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Bayesian Inference with Data-Driven Image Priors
Encoded by Conditional Normalising Flows

This talk presents a new empirical Bayesian methodology
for performing inference in imaging inverse problems where
prior knowledge is available in the form of training data.
Adopting a generative modelling approach, and by con-
sidering the training data available as a sample from the
marginal distribution of the unknown image of interest, we
construct a data-driven prior that is encoded by a condi-
tional normalising flow. Following an empirical Bayesian
strategy, we use a super-resolution flow that is trained to
accurately represent the distribution of high-resolution im-
ages conditional to a low-resolution image, which we regard
as an unknown parameter of the model that we automati-
cally adjust from the measurement data (not the training
data) by marginal maximum likelihood estimation. This
empirical Bayesian strategy is efficiently implemented by
using a state-of-the-art stochastic approximation proximal
gradient algorithm that couples a stochastic optimisation
scheme with a proximal MCMC method in order to jointly
calibrate the flow model and draw Monte Carlo samples
from the posterior distribution of interest. We establish the
existence and well-posedness of the posterior distribution
and posterior moments under easily verifiable conditions,
as well as the convergence of the Bayesian computation
scheme, providing a rigorous underpinning for Bayesian
estimators and uncertainty quantification analyses. The
proposed approach is illustrated with a range of imaging
problems.
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Representation in Fourier Space Reveals a Physical
Mechanism for Instability in Data-Driven Models
of Multi-Scale Dynamical Systems

Data-driven weather prediction (DDWP) with deep learn-
ing (DL) models has seen a surge of interest in recent
times. While these models are still not as accurate as op-
erational weather forecasting models, recent successes have
seen DDWP models being comparable to them in terms of
short-term accuracy at orders-of-magnitude less computa-
tional cost. These successes of DDWP models promise us
improved performance in terms of sub-seasonal-to-seasonal
and extreme weather predictions. However, one major
drawback of DDWP models that currently hinders this,
is the absence of long-term stability (when integrated au-
toregressively) and a physical interpretation of the mecha-
nism and cause of this instability. In this paper, we show
that a spectral analysis in Fourier space reveals a physi-
cal mechanism by which convolution-based DDWP models
become unstable. We systematically explore the physics
by which instability is introduced in these models by ex-
ploring the connection between the representation skills of
these networks in Fourier space and a consistent growth of
meridional heat flux that leads to an increase in transfer of
eddy momentum flux to the mean flow. We further specu-
late how convolution-based models may have inductive bias
that would always lead to such instability and further ex-
plorations in novel loss functions or architectures should be
explored for autoregressive predictions of weather, climate,
and generally fully turbulent flow.
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Learning Continuous Models for Continuous
Physics

Dynamical systems that evolve continuously over time are
ubiquitous throughout science and engineering. Machine
learning (ML) provides data-driven approaches to model
and predict the dynamics of such systems. A core issue
with this approach is that ML models are typically trained
on discrete data, using ML methodologies that are not
aware of underlying continuity properties, which results in
models that often do not capture the underlying continu-
ous dynamics of a system of interest. As a result, these ML
models are of limited use for for many scientific and engi-
neering applications. To address this challenge, we develop
a convergence test based on numerical analysis theory. Our
test verifies whether a model has learned a function that
accurately approximates a system’s underlying continuous
dynamics. Models that fail this test fail to capture rele-
vant dynamics, rendering them of limited utility for many
scientific prediction tasks; while models that pass this test
enable both better interpolation and better extrapolation
in multiple ways. Our results illustrate how principled nu-
merical analysis methods can be coupled with existing ML
training/testing methodologies to validate models for sci-
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ence and engineering applications.
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Towards Proving the Capacity of Deep Operator
Nets for Solving Differential Equations

In recent times machine learning methods have made sig-
nificant advances in becoming a useful tool for analyz-
ing physical systems. A particularly active area in this
theme has been “physics informed machine learning” which
largely revolves around using neural nets for numerically
solving differential equations. Some of the recent method-
ological advances in this field include Physics Inspired Neu-
ral Nets, Fourier Neural Operators, Deep Ritz Method,
Deep Galerkin Method - and maybe most interestingly
DeepONets (DONs), whose architecture involves taking an
inner-product of two nets, the ”branch net” and the ”trunk
net”. There is increasing evidence of the power of DONs
in solving differential equations and in this work we start
to advance the theory of generalization error bounds for
DeepONets. Our key technique is to uncover an upper-
bound for the Rademacher complexity of DeepONets with
arbitrary dimensional branch and trunk outputs in terms
of a sequence of Rademacher complexities for DeepONet
classes of lower depths and having one dimensional branch
and trunk outputs. Along the way we prove a new kind
of a Talagrand contraction lemma which might be of inde-
pendent mathematical interest.
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Developing and Learning from Trust in Neural Net-
works: Reflections and Progress

Neural networks are becoming established tools for oceano-
graphic study and beyond, showing great potential for the
future. The adoption of machine learning as a tool is also
timely due to the significant increase in data available from
models and observations, where classical tools of analysis
may not be sufficient. However, gaining precision in pre-
dictions based on, for example, neural networks need not
be rooted in the network ‘learning’ about the system in
a meaningful way. Methods exist for assessing the source
of skill for neural networks for example through Additive
Feature Attribution, but these are themselves uncertain.
In this talk, I will present work that addresses the problem
of quantifying uncertainty in out-of-sample predictions and
the extent to which methods of understanding the source
of predictive skill are fit for purpose within oceanography
and beyond. This is made possible using an oceanographic

framework rooted in theoretical understanding, enabling a
critical assessment of methods.
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Deep Ensembles for Graphs with Higher Order De-
pendencies

Graph neural networks (GNNs) continue to achieve state-
of-the-art performance on many graph learning tasks.
However, in the presence of higher-order sequential de-
pendencies, traditional graph representations can tend to
underfit each node’s neighborhood to diminish the perfor-
mance of a GNN. To address this, we developed a novel
Deep Graph Ensemble (DGE), which captures neighbor-
hood variance by training an ensemble of GNNs on different
neighborhood subspaces of the same node within a higher-
order network structure. We show that DGE consistently
outperforms existing a single GNN on semisupervised and
supervised tasks on four real-world data sets with known
higher-order dependencies, even under a similar parameter
budget.
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MS51

Superfast Generation of Large Hypergraph Data

We present a straightforward paradigm for designing sim-
ple and efficient generators for a wide variety of hypergraph
models. This approach yields asymptotically optimal algo-
rithms and concise implementations that outperform exist-
ing implementations by more than an order of magnitude.
Our generalization of ball dropping, called functional ball
dropping, allows us to generate models that have not been
previously treated by ball dropping. We identify natural
building blocks of a given graph model (e.g an edge) that
can be concatenated to form a sensible representation of
a graph (e.g. a list of edges). Next, we design a sampler
subject to two constraints: the samplers probability distri-
bution must exactly match the expectation values of the
model we generate, and the runtime of the sampler must
be equal to the size of the component it samples. The
resulting algorithm incrementally generates the graph by
repeated or parallelized execution of the sampling function.

Nicole Eikmeier
Grinnell College
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MS51

Can’t Keep Up: Extracting Dense Subgraphs un-
der High Data Rates

Identifying dense structures within large, sparse graphs has
been shown to be useful for numerous problems. Many
graphs today are dynamic: they are derived from continu-
ously changing data and hence undergo continuous vertex
and edge changes. Can we identify dense structures quickly
within such graphs, especially when the data change rates
are high? We focus on nuclei, a generalization of cores and
trusses. Prior work has developed scalable, batch parallel
maintenance algorithms for nucleus decompositions with
trade-offs between minimum latency and variability. The
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main approach is to first maintain a special hypergraph
derived from small cliques in the original graph and sec-
ond maintain cores on that hypergraph. We provide an
overview of the existing maintenance algorithms. We then
consider when the data rate continues to rise beyond the
throughput limits of such algorithms. In this case we can-
not keep up; we extend prior algorithms to provide heuris-
tic results during periods of high data rates and then re-
cover to exact results during less demanding periods. We
empirically demonstrate the ability to handle high data
rates and show that maintenance of dense subgraph ex-
traction is feasible on today’s real-world rapidly changing
graphs.
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Georgia Institute of Technology
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MS52

Data Augmentation in High Dimensional Low Sam-
ple Size Setting Using a Geometry-Based Varia-
tional Autoencoder

In this presentation, we propose a new method to perform
data augmentation in a reliable way in the High Dimen-
sional Low Sample Size (HDLSS) setting using a geometry-
based variational autoencoder. Our approach combines a
proper latent space modeling of the VAE seen as a Rie-
mannian manifold with a new generation scheme which
produces more meaningful samples especially in the con-
text of small data sets. The proposed method is tested
through a wide experimental study where its robustness to
data sets, classifiers and training samples size is stressed.
It is also validated on a medical imaging classification task
on the challenging ADNI database where a small num-
ber of 3D brain MRIs are considered and augmented using
the proposed VAE framework. In each case, the proposed
method allows for a significant and reliable gain in the clas-
sification metrics. For instance, balanced accuracy jumps
from 66.3% to 74.3% for a state-of-the-art CNN classifier
trained with 50 MRIs of cognitively normal (CN) and 50
Alzheimer disease (AD) patients and from 77.7% to 86.3%
when trained with 243 CN and 210 AD while improving
greatly sensitivity and specificity metrics.
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MS52

Predicting Solar Wind Streams from the Inner-
Heliosphere to Earth via Shifted Operator Infer-
ence

Solar wind conditions are predominantly predicted
via three-dimensional numerical magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) models. Despite their ability to produce highly ac-
curate predictions, MHD models require computationally
intensive high-dimensional simulations. This renders them
inadequate for making time-sensitive predictions and for
large-ensemble analysis required in uncertainty quantifica-
tion. This paper presents a new data-driven reduced-order
model (ROM) capability for forecasting heliospheric solar
wind speeds. Traditional model reduction methods based
on Galerkin projection have difficulties with advection-

dominated systems—such as solar winds—since they re-
quire a large number of basis functions and can become
unstable. A core contribution of this work addresses this
challenge by extending the non-intrusive operator inference
ROM framework to exploit the translational symmetries
present in the solar wind caused by the Sun’s rotation. The
numerical results show that our method can adequately
emulate the MHD simulations and outperforms a reduced-
physics surrogate model, the Heliospheric Upwind Extrap-
olation model.
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Exploiting Derivative Information in Parametric
Surrogate Modeling

Outer-loop problems arising in scientific applications (such
as optimization, uncertainty quantification and inverse
problems) require repeated evaluation of computationally
intensive numerical models, such as those arising from dis-
cretization and solution of ordinary and partial differential
equations. The cost of these evaluations makes solution
using the model prohibitive, and efficient accurate surro-
gates are a key to solving these problems in practice. In
this talk we will discuss how compressed derivative infor-
mation can be exploited to aid the design of and training of
parsimonious neural network architectures to be deployed
in high dimensional inference. These reduced-basis archi-
tectures outperform conventional data-driven approaches
when limited training data are available due to computa-
tional costs of evaluating high dimensional nonlinear PDEs.
Additionally these trained surrogates can provide deriva-
tive information that can be used to accelerate derivative
based inference in high dimensions, where other strategies
cannot provide such information.

Thomas O’Leary-Roseberry
The University of Texas at Austin
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Stabilizing Dynamical Systems in the Scarce Data
Regime

Stabilizing dynamical systems in science and engineering is
challenging, especially in edge cases and limit states where
typically little data are available. In this work, we propose
a data-driven approach that guarantees finding stabilizing
controllers from as few data samples as the dimension of the
unstable dynamics, which typically is orders of magnitude
lower than the state dimension of the system. The key is
learning stabilizing controllers directly from data without
learning models of the systems, which would require larger
numbers of data points. Numerical experiments with chem-
ical reactors and fluid dynamics behind obstacles demon-
strate that the proposed approach stabilizes systems after
observing fewer than five data samples even though the
dimension of states is orders of magnitude higher.

Steffen W. R. Werner, Benjamin Peherstorfer
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Dictionary-Based Low-Rank Approximations

Constrained tensor and matrix factorization models al-
low to extract interpretable patterns from multiway data.
Therefore crafting efficient algorithms for constrained low-
rank approximations is nowadays an important research
topic. This work deals with columns of factor matrices
of a low-rank approximation being sparse in a known and
possibly overcomplete basis, a model coined as Dictionary-
based Low-Rank Approximation (DLRA). While earlier
contributions focused on finding factor columns inside a
dictionary of candidate columns, i.e. one-sparse approxi-
mations, this work is the first to tackle DLRA with spar-
sity larger than one. I propose to focus on the sparse-
coding subproblem coined Mixed Sparse-Coding (MSC)
that emerges when solving DLRA with an alternating op-
timization strategy. Several algorithms based on sparse-
coding heuristics (greedy methods, convex relaxations) are
provided to solve MSC. The performance of these heuris-
tics is evaluated on simulated data. Then, I show how to
adapt an efficient MSC solver based on the LASSO to com-
pute Dictionary-based Matrix Factorization and Canonical
Polyadic Decomposition in the context of hyperspectral
image processing and chemometrics. These experiments
suggest that DLRA extends the modeling capabilities of
low-rank approximations, helps reducing estimation vari-
ance and enhances the identifiability and interpretability
of estimated factors.
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Extension of Correspondence Analysis to Multi-
Way Data-Sets Through HOSVD: a Geometric
Framework

We present an extension of Correspondence Analysis (CA)
to tensors through High Order Singular Value Decompo-
sition (HOSVD) from a geometric viewpoint. Correspon-
dence analysis is a well-known tool in data science, de-
veloped from principal component analysis and applied to
contingency tables. Indeed, CA associates a two-ways con-
tingency table with two point clouds, linked by a char-
acteristic barycentric relation. Different algebraic exten-
sions of CA to multi-way tables have been proposed over
the years, nevertheless neglecting its geometric meaning,
as far as we are aware. Relying on the Tucker model and
the HOSVD, we propose a direct way to associate with
each tensor mode a point cloud. We prove that the point
clouds are related to each other. Specifically using the CA
metrics we show that the barycentric relation is still true
in the tensor framework. Finally, numerical examples are
used to underline the advantages and the drawbacks of our
strategy with respect to the classical matrix approaches.
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Towards Practical Lipschitzness of Neural Net-
works Using Tensor Decompositions

Functional properties of convolutional neural networks
(CNN) such as their Lipschitz constant remain an under-
explored area of machine learning research, impacting its
practical applications. The CNN Lipschitz constant af-
fects mission-critical model properties, such as generaliza-
tion and adversarial robustness. Modern approaches to en-
forcing the convolutional layer Lipschitz constant rely on
expensive parameterizations, resort to coarse approxima-
tions, or present an intractable computational challenge.
In this talk I will present a new approach based on tensor
decompositions that alleviates constraints of the prior art
at the expense of an insignificant reduction in layer expres-
sivity.
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Tensor Decompositions for Multi-Aspect Graph
Analytics and Beyond

Tensors decompositions have been very popular and effec-
tive tools for analyzing multi-aspect data in a wide variety
of fields, ranging from Psychology to Chemometrics, and
from Signal Processing to Data Mining and Machine Learn-
ing. In this talk, we will demonstrate the effectiveness
of tensor decompositions in modeling and mining multi-
aspect graphs. We will showcase tensor-based node embed-
dings and their performance compared to state-of-the-art.
Subsequently, we will explore recent results that demon-
strate the effectiveness of tensor methods in alleviating
state-of-the-art adversarial attacks in Graph Convolutional
Networks. Finally, we conclude with the interplay of ten-
sor methods and deep generative models, going over some
recent preliminary results and exploring the future outlook
of the intersection of tensor methods and deep learning.
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Settling the Sample Complexity of Model-Based
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Offline Reinforcement Learning

This work is concerned with offline reinforcement learning
(RL), which learns using pre-collected data without further
exploration. Effective offline RL would be able to accom-
modate distribution shift and insufficient data coverage.
However, prior algorithms either suffer from suboptimal
sample complexities or incur high burn-in cost, thus posing
an impediment to efficient RL in sample-starved applica-
tions. In this work, we demonstrate that the model-based
(or ”plug-in”) approach achieves minimax-optimal sample
optimality with minimal burn-in cost. Our algorithms are
pessimistic variants of value iteration with Bernstein-style
penalties, which do not rely on sophisticated schemes like
variance reduction.
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Discovering Physically Meaningful Low-
Dimensional Structures in Spatiotemporal Data

Current deep learning models for spatiotemporal forecast-
ing struggle with generalization. They can only forecast
in a specific domain and fail when applied to systems with
different parameters, external forces, or boundary condi-
tions. In this talk, I will discuss how to leverage physically
meaningful low-dimensional structures to improve general-
ization. We propose a model-based meta-learning method
called DyAd that can generalize across heterogeneous fore-
casting tasks. DyAd has two parts: an encoder that infers
the time-invariant hidden features using weak supervision,
and a forecaster which learns the shared dynamics. The
encoder adapts and controls the forecaster during infer-
ence. Theoretically, we guarantee the generalization error
of such a procedure. Experimentally, we demonstrate that
our model outperforms state-of-the-art approaches on both
turbulent flow and real-world ocean data forecasting tasks.
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Robust Learning by Over-Parameterization

Recently, over-parameterized models (e.g., deep neural net-
works) with more parameters than the amount of data have
dominated the performances of modern machine learning.
However, when the training data is corrupted, it is well-
known that over-parameterized models overfit and do not
generalize. While there exist many explicit regularizers
such as weight decay for alleviating overfitting, they cannot
fully separate data corruption and recover clean data. In
this talk I will show that overfitting to training data corrup-
tion can be simply addressed by introducing an extra over-
parameterization term to the already over-parameterized
model. Our method, called Double Over-Parameterization
(DOP), contradicts classical wisdom that more parame-
ters aggregate rather than alleviate overfitting. Crucially,
we avoid overfitting by leveraging the implicit regulariza-
tion of gradient descent with a particular choice of learning
rates on different sets of parameters. When applied to the
tasks of image recovery from corrupted measurement and
image classification under label noise, we show that DOP
exhibits superior empirical performance. Finally, when ap-

plied to the task of robust principal component analysis,
we prove that DOP can exactly recover a low-rank ma-
trix from sparsely corrupted measurements, without prior
knowledge on neither rank of the matrix nor sparsity of the
corruption.

Chong You
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Depth-Resolved Diffraction with Coded-Apertures

We will introduce a computational imaging method to im-
age the internal microstructure of crystalline materials us-
ing Laue diffraction. Our method relies on scanning a
coded aperture across the diffracted x-ray beams from a
broadband illumination, and a reconstruction algorithm to
resolve Laue patterns as a function of depth along the in-
cident illumination path. This method provides a rapid
access to full diffraction information at sub-micrometer vol-
ume elements in bulk materials. We will describe the un-
derlying theory and the experimental validation, as well as
the roadmap for this new imaging approach.
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Optimal Control Framework for Deep Autoen-
coders

In this talk, we introduce an optimal control and low rank
tensor framework for autoencoder type deep neural net-
works (DNNs). The learning problem is an optimization
problem subject to two differential equations, represent-
ing encoder and decoder, as constraints. This approach
is mathematically rigorous and offers multiple advantages,
like a compressed network due to rank reduction, signif-
icant memory savings, and the ability to train on small
data. We show successful application of this network in
various computer vision tasks like image denoising and im-
age deblurring. DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A. Ap-
proved for public release: distribution unlimited.
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Boundary Estimation from Point Clouds

We investigate identifying the boundary of a domain from
sample points in the domain. We introduce new estimators
for the normal vector to the boundary, distance of a point
to the boundary, and a test for whether a point lies within
a boundary strip. The estimators can be efficiently com-
puted and are more accurate than the ones present in the
literature. We use the detected boundary points to solve
boundary-value problems for PDE on point clouds and con-
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sider applications to data depth in machine learning. This
is joint work with Sangmin Park and Dejan Slepcev.
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From Fermat Graph Laplacians to Density Accel-
erated Diffusions

Fermat distances are an optimal path metric which bal-
ance density-based and geometric information present in
data. Graph Laplacians constructed with Fermat distance
provide a useful tool for obtaining sparse graph cuts, for
dealing with elongated data structures, and for automati-
cally detecting the number of clusters. As the sample size
converges to infinity, the spectrum of the discrete Fermat
Graph Laplacian converges to the spectrum of a contin-
uum Kolmogorov operator which generates a diffusion on
the associated manifold. Unlike the Euclidean case where
the diffusion occurs at a constant speed, the resulting dif-
fusion is accelerated in regions of high density, allowing for
the rapid exploration of elongated data structures. This
talk will discuss some of the desirable properties of Fermat
Graph Laplacians and highlight how the continuum limit
provides a theoretical framework for understanding these
properties.
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Efficient Distribution Classification Tasks via Op-
timal Transport Embeddings

Detecting differences and building classifiers between dis-
tributions, given only finite samples, are important tasks
in a number of scientific fields. This motivated the intro-
duction of Linear Optimal Transportation (LOT), which
embeds the space of distributions into an L2-space using
the optimal transport framework. The transform is defined
by computing the optimal transport of each distribution to
a fixed reference distribution, and has a number of benefits
when it comes to speed of computation and to determining
classification boundaries. In this talk, we characterize set-
tings in which LOT embeds families of distributions into a
space in which they are linearly separable. This is true in
arbitrary dimension, and for families of distributions gen-
erated by simple group actions. The proposed framework
significantly reduces both the computational effort and the
required training data in supervised settings. We demon-
strate the benefits in pattern recognition tasks in imaging
and provide some medical applications.
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How Spectral Methods Adapt to Data Sets of
Mixed Dimensions

High dimensional data often consist of parts with different
intrinsic dimension. We study how spectral methods on
graphs adapt to data containing intersecting pieces of dif-
ferent dimensions. We show that unnormalized Laplacian
only selects one dimension, while appropriately normalized
Laplacian converges to multiple of Laplace-Beltrami opera-
tor in all dimensions simultaneously. For intersecting man-
ifolds we identify the trace condition between the manifold
Laplacians.
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Intrinsic Subspaces of High-Dimensional Inverse
Problems and Where to Find Them

The high-dimensionality is a central challenge faced by
many numerical methods for solving large-scale Bayesian
inverse problems. In this talk, we will present some re-
cent developments in the identification of low-dimensional
subspaces that offer a viable path to alleviating this di-
mensionality barrier. Utilising concentration inequalities,
we are able to identify the intrinsic subspaces from the
solutions of certain eigenvalue problems and derive corre-
sponding dimension-truncation error bounds. The result-
ing low-dimensional subspace enables the design of infer-
ence algorithms that can scale sub-linearly with the appar-
ent dimensionality of the problem.
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Bayesian Inversion of a Coupled Acoustic-Gravity
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Model for Predictive Tsunami Simulation

To improve tsunami preparedness, early-alert systems
and real-time monitoring are essential. We propose a
novel approach for predictive tsunami modeling within the
Bayesian inversion framework. This effort focuses on in-
forming the immediate response to an occurring tsunami
event using near-field data observation. Our forward model
is based on a coupled acoustic-gravity model (e.g., Lotto
and Dunham, Comput Geosci (2015) 19:327–340). Sim-
ilar to other tsunami models, our forward model relies
on transient boundary data describing the location and
magnitude of the seafloor deformation. In a real-time sce-
nario, these parameter fields must be inferred from a vari-
ety of measurements, including observations from pressure
gauges mounted on the seafloor. One particular difficulty
of this inference problem lies in the accurate inversion from
sparse pressure data recorded in the near-field where strong
hydroacoustic waves propagate in the compressible ocean;
these acoustic waves complicate the task of estimating the
hydrostatic pressure changes related to the forming sur-
face gravity wave. Furthermore, the forward model incurs
a high computational complexity, since the pressure waves
must be resolved in the 3D compressible ocean over a suf-
ficiently long time span. Due to the infeasibility of rapidly
solving the corresponding inverse problem for the fully dis-
cretized space-time operator, we explore options for using
surrogate operators of the parameter-to-observable map.
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Joint Parameter and State Dimension Reduction
for Bayesian Ice Sheet Inverse Problems

Solving large-scale Bayesian inverse problems governed by
complex models suffers from the twin difficulties of the high
dimensionality of the uncertain parameters and computa-
tionally expensive forward models. In this talk, we focus on
1. reducing the computational cost when exploring the pos-
terior via joint parameter and state dimension reduction
and 2. accounting for the error due to using a reduced order
forward model via Bayesian Approximation Error (BAE).
To reduce the parameter dimension, we exploit the under-
lying problem structure (e.g., local sensitivity of the data
to parameters, the smoothing properties of the forward
model, the fact that the data contain limited information
about the (infinite-dimensional) parameter field, and the
covariance structure of the prior) and identify a likelihood-
informed parameter subspace that shows where the change
from prior to posterior is most significant. For the state
dimension reduction, we employ a proper orthogonal de-
composition (POD) combined with the discrete empirical
interpolation method (DEIM) to approximate the nonlin-
ear term in the forward model. We illustrate our approach
with a model ice sheet inverse problem governed by the
nonlinear Stokes equation for which the basal sliding co-
efficient field is inferred from the surface ice flow velocity.
The results show the potential to make the exploration of
the full posterior distribution of the parameter or subse-
quent predictions more tractable.
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A Comparative Study of Time Series Machine
Learning Algorithms for Field Production Fore-
casting

Production forecasting is at the heart of maximizing re-
covery from a hydrocarbon fields. Production forecasting
is critical to many field management tasks such as produc-
tion optimization and wells and equipment maintenance.
Such data is particularly important to fields with high well
count due to the need to prioritize actions. Challenges for
accurate forecasting of production data include lack, or in-
adequacy, of physics-based models, data availability and
quality, and system disruption. Manual identification of
candidate wells and appropriate optimization or mainte-
nance actions is time consuming, prone to inconsistency,
and suffers from data quality issues. In this presentation
we present a performance compassion between few ma-
chine learning models for time series forecasting. The list
of algorithm considered include Tree-based models (Light-
GBM, XGBoost, Random Forest), Neural Network (MLP
and LSTM) and Generalized Linear Models. We finally
discuss key factors for successful implementation such as
design, validation, deployment, and human-centric use of
forecasting uncertainty.
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Building Predictive Models for Rare eEvents in
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Unconventional Production Wells

Unplanned downtime events are significant contributors to
production loss in oil and gas operations, particularly in
unconventional settings with high well counts. Predicting
such events before they occur allows operations to become
more proactive, remediating conditions to avoid downtime
or reducing the amount of time a well is shut-in for main-
tenance. Predictive maintenance approaches have been
applied with great success in several similar manufactur-
ing and industrial applications. However, there are unique
challenges that need to be considered for application to
producing wells. Notably, the reservoirs in which wells op-
erate are continuously evolving and the state at any time is
only partially known from data. The available time series
data used for prediction is dominated by pressure related
data, which are sensitive not only on the operational health
of the well but also to non-stationary reservoir conditions.
Furthermore, data sets are highly imbalanced; both with
respect to the amount of time spent in normal operation
versus near downtime and in the context of identifying and
differentiating downtime related to a specific system or con-
dition from all other possible downtime events in the well.
This talk will review how we have addressed general chal-
lenges of predictive maintenance and specific challenges re-
lated to oil and gas producing wells in field application, as
well as how these challenges are prompting new research
into physics informed approaches.
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Accelerating Hydrodynamics Simulations with Re-
duced Order Models

As a mathematical model of high-speed flow and shock
wave propagation in a complex multimaterial setting,
Lagrangian hydrodynamics is characterized by moving
meshes, advection-dominated solutions, and moving shock
fronts with sharp gradients. These challenges hinder
the existing projection-based model reduction schemes
from being practical. We present several variations of
projection-based reduced order model techniques for La-
grangian hydrodynamics by introducing three different re-
duced bases for position, velocity, and energy fields, with
a manifold decomposition approach to address the chal-
lenge imposed by the advection-dominated solutions. La-
grangian hydrodynamics is formulated as a nonlinear prob-
lem, which requires a proper hyper-reduction technique.
Therefore, we present the over-sampling DEIM and SNS
approaches to reduce the complexity due to the nonlinear
terms. Finally, we also present both a posteriori and a pri-
ori error bounds associated with our reduced order model,
and the performance comparison of the reduced order mod-
eling approaches in terms of accuracy and speed-up with
respect to the corresponding full order model for several
numerical examples, namely Sedov blast, Gresho vortices,
Taylor-Green vortices, triple-point problem and Rayleigh-

Taylor instability problem.
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Filtering in Non-Intrusive Data-Driven Reduced
Modeling of Large-Scale Systems

We present a method for enhancing data-driven reduced-
order modeling with a preprocessing step in which the
training data are filtered prior to training the reduced
model. Filtering the data prior to training has a number
of benefits for data-driven modeling: it attenuates (or even
eliminates) frequency content that would otherwise be dif-
ficult or impossible to capture with the reduced model, it
smoothens discontinuities in the data that would be diffi-
cult to capture in a low-dimensional representation, and it
reduces noise in the data. This makes the reduced model-
ing learning task numerically better conditioned, less sensi-
tive to numerical errors in the training data, and, especially
important in real-world applications, less prone to over-
fitting when the amount of training data is limited. We
illustrate the effects of filtering in large-scale rotating det-
onation rocket engine simulations with millions of spatial
degrees of freedom for which only a few hundred down-
sampled training snapshots are available. A reduced-order
model is derived from these snapshots using operator infer-
ence. Our results indicate the potential benefits of filtering
to reduce overfitting, which is particularly important for
complex physical systems where the amount of training
data is limited.
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MS59

Data-Driven Enhanced Model Reduction for Bifur-
cating Models in Computational Fluid Dynamics

We present various data-driven methods to enhance
projection-based model reduction techniques with the aim
of capturing bifurcating solutions. To show the effective-
ness of the data-driven enhancements, we focus on the in-
compressible Navier-Stokes equations and different types of
bifurcations. To recover solutions past a Hopf bifurcation,
we propose an approach that combines proper orthogonal
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decomposition with Hankel dynamic mode decomposition.
To approximate solutions close to a pitchfork bifurcation,
we combine localized reduced models with artificial neu-
ral networks. Several numerical examples are shown to
demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approaches.
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MS59

Advances in Parameter Space Reduction with Ac-
tive Subspaces

Nowadays, parameter space reduction represents a critical
aspect for many outer-loop applications such as optimiza-
tion. This is due to the increased available computational
power and to the need of more sophisticated industrial arti-
facts. One of the most widespread linear methods to reduce
the dimensionality of the input design space is the active
subspaces (AS) technique. In this talk we present a recent
localization extension of AS which exploits a supervised
distance metric for regression and classification tasks. This
represents a further step to go beyond global linear mod-
els. We also present a multi-fidelity extension involving
AS to increase the accuracy of Gaussian process response
surfaces. We show that incorporating a low-dimensionality
bias could greatly improve the regression capabilities for
scalar quantities of interest without the need of running
low fidelity simulations. We are able to construct better
models with the same amount of data. Industrial applica-
tions will be presented.
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MS60

Uncovering the Spatial Landscape of Molecular In-
teractions Within the Tumor Microenvironment
Using Latent Spaces

Spatial transcriptomics (ST) technologies enable us to mea-
sure gene expression in the tissue samples while retaining
their spatial context. Such spatially-resolved data enables
in situ resolution of the regulatory pathways in the het-
erogeneous tumor and its microenvironment (TME). Di-

rect characterization of cellular co-localization using spatial
technologies enables quantification of molecular changes
caused by direct cell-cell interaction, such as that seen in
tumor-immune interactions. Spot-based ST technologies,
on the other hand, do not measure gene expression in indi-
vidual cells but rather in groups of 1-10 cells, obscuring the
constituent cell types as well as their states. Matrix factor-
ization methods can be used to deconvolve the ST data to
infer constituent cell populations and cell activities in each
spot. I will discuss how unsupervised nonnegative matrix
factorization (NMF) of the ST data can be used to identify
spatially-resolved latent features that mirror pathologists
annotations on the tissue samples. I will then describe
our work to identify molecular changes and pathways as-
sociated with cell-cell interactions under the assumption
that spatially overlapping latent features associated with
different cell types interact in regions where they overlap.
We apply these strategies to infer molecular changes from
tumor-immune interactions in ST data from metastasis,
invasive and precursor lesions, and immunotherapy treat-
ments.
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Pattern Discovery in Time-Course Omics Data
Using Non-Negative CP tensor decomposition
(NCPD)

Datasets associated with bioinformatics studies that
include time-course analysis of omics data naturally
lend themselves to a 3-mode tensor structure of
features-by-subject-by-time. A non-negative CANDE-
COMP/PARAFAC (CP) decomposition (NCPD) of such
datasets can reveal temporal patterns of feature (such as
gene) expression that are associated with different subject
groups, and may be assessed for association with clinical
features. We show the application of an NCPD pipeline to
reveal novel structure and biological observations from im-
mune response profiling studies against the Influenza (flu)
and Bordetella Pertussis pathogens. We further consider
an extension of NCPD which can capture the underlying
geometry of the data using a Wasserstein distance in lieu of
the Frobenius distance, which is used in the ALS and OPT
objective functions of the original NCPD decomposition.
We compare the performance of NCPD-F (NCPD with the
Frobenius distance) to NCPD-W (NCPD with the Wasser-
stein distance) using both real and synthetic datasets and
discuss ongoing NCPD-W research to improve the qual-
ity and robustness of NCPD application to bioinformatics
datasets.
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MS60

Mechanistic and Data-Driven Dissection of Cell
Communication Through Tensor Decompositions

Studies of even simple cell responses to their environment
are hindered by how responses are multi-dimensional. For
example, a simple receptor-ligand pathway can display dif-
fering responses based on timescale, cell type, stimulation,
type of response measured, and context. Interrogating
and manipulating these systems is thus almost always con-
strained by an incomplete view of the overall pathway. Like
how principal component analysis uses a low-rank approx-
imation for dimensionality reduction of matrix-structured
data, tensor generalizations provide solutions for pattern
recognition in data with a higher-dimensional structure.
Using several recent and unpublished applications, includ-
ing engineering cell-type selective IL-2 therapies and serol-
ogy analysis, I will describe some of the unique bene-
fits of tensor-based analysis and the biological discover-
ies it has revealed. Specifically, tensor approximations en-
able more effective dimensionality reduction, separation of
dimension-specific effects, and a natural, flexible solution
to data integration. Finally, I will discuss some of the rea-
sons tensor-based methods remain limited in their applica-
tion to molecular biology. Resolving these limitations, and
applying tensor methods in a more widespread manner, will
help provide a complete view of cellular communication.
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Tensor and Higher-Order Generalizations of the
GSVD with Applications to Personalized Cancer
Medicine

The number of high-dimensional datasets recording multi-
ple aspects of interrelated phenomena is increasing in many
areas, from medicine to finance. This drives the need for
mathematical frameworks that can simultaneously identify
the similar and dissimilar among multiple matrices and
tensors, and thus create a single coherent model from the
multiple datasets. The generalized singular value decom-
position (GSVD) was formulated as such a comparative
spectral decomposition of two column-matched but row-
independent matrices. I will, first, define a higher-order
GSVD (HO GSVD) and a tensor GSVD and prove that
they extend almost all of the mathematical properties of
the GSVD to multiple matrices and two tensors. Second,
I will describe the development of a tensor HO GSVD for
multiple tensors. Third, I will describe the use of these
decompositions in the comparisons of cancer and normal
genomes, where they uncover patterns that predict survival
and response to treatment. The data had been publicly
available for years, but the patterns remained unknown
until the data were modeled by using the decompositions,
illustrating their ability to find what other methods miss.
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Neural Galerkin and Active Learning for High-
Dimensional Evolution Equations

While machine learning methods have been shown to pro-
vide accurate predictions when trained on sufficient data,
many of the scientifically most interesting phenomena hap-
pen in regimes where there is no data available a priori and
where it is even unclear how to collect informative data at
all. In this work, we propose the Neural Galerkin method-
ology that integrates data acquisition into the process of
solving partial differential equations with deep learning so
that new data samples are collected in a self-informed man-
ner that is guided by the dynamics of the solution itself.
Numerical experiments demonstrate that the adaptive data
collection of Neural Galerkin is key to providing accurate
approximations of solutions in high dimensions, especially
if features of the solutions are local such as in interacting
particle systems described by kinetic equations and when
advecting coherent structures and waves in high dimen-
sions.
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MS61

Cost-Accuracy Trade-Offs in Learning PDE Oper-
ators with Neural Networks

The term ‘surrogate modeling’ in computational science
and engineering refers to the development of computa-
tionally efficient approximations for expensive simulations,
such as those arising from numerical solution of partial
differential equations (PDEs). Surrogate modeling is an
enabling methodology for many-query computations in sci-
ence and engineering, which include iterative methods in
optimization and sampling methods in uncertainty quan-
tification. Over the last few years, several approaches to
surrogate modeling for PDEs using neural networks have
emerged, motivated by successes in using neural networks
to approximate nonlinear maps in other areas. In princi-
ple, the relative merits of these different approaches can
be evaluated by understanding, for each one, the cost
required to achieve a given level of accuracy. However,
the absence of a complete theory of approximation error
for these approaches makes it difficult to assess this cost-
accuracy trade-off. In this talk we provide a careful nu-
merical study of this issue, comparing a variety of different
neural network architectures for operator approximation
across a range of problems arising from PDE models in
continuum mechanics.
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MS61

Learning with Minimal Supervision in Medical
Imaging - from Classifying Chest X-rays to Fast
MRI

Machine learning has entered many areas of science, engi-
neering and every day life. Medical imaging is no excep-
tion and indeed, many success stories in the enhancement
and analysis of medical images have happened in partic-
ular in more recent years with the resurrection of neural
networks. Most state-of-the-art approaches in this context
rely on large sets of supervised training data. These, how-
ever, do not exist or are very costly to obtain in most real
life medical imaging applications. In this talk we will in-
vestigate machine learning approaches for medical imaging
with minimal (or no) supervision and which are as such
applicable in the small data regime. We will discuss deep
graphical models for semi-supervised classification and un-
and semi-supervised tomographic image reconstruction for
low-dose CT and fast MRI.
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Markov Chain Monte Carlo Sampling with Deep
Learning

Sampling high-dimensional probability distributions is a
common task in computational chemistry, Bayesian infer-
ence, etc. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is the
method of choice to perform these calculations, but it is of-
ten plagued by slow convergence properties. I will discuss
how methods from deep learning (DL) can help enhance
the performance of MCMC via a feedback loop in which
we simultaneously use DL to learn better samplers based
e.g. on generative models, and MCMC to obtain the data
for the training of these models. I will illustrates these
techniques via several examples, including the sampling of
reaction paths in metastable systems and the calculation
of free energies and Bayes factors.
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Benign Overfitting of Constant-Stepsize SGD for
Linear Regression

There is an increasing realization that algorithmic induc-
tive biases are central in preventing overfitting; empirically,
we often see a benign overfitting phenomenon in overpa-
rameterized settings for natural learning algorithms, such
as stochastic gradient descent (SGD), where little to no ex-
plicit regularization has been employed. In this talk, I will
discuss benign overfitting of constant-stepsize SGD in ar-

guably the most basic setting: linear regression in the over-
parameterized regime. Our main results provide a sharp
excess risk bound, stated in terms of the full eigenspec-
trum of the data covariance matrix, that reveals a bias-
variance decomposition characterizing when generalization
is possible. This is joint work with Difan Zou, Jingfeng
Wu, Vladimir Braverman, Dean P. Foster, and Sham M.
Kakade.
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Parameter-Free Stochastic Optimization of Varia-
tionally Coherent Functions

Consider the problem of finding the minimizer of a differen-
tiable function F : Rd → R using access only to noisy gradi-
ents. A plethora of algorithms have been proposed to solve
this problem. However, the choice of the algorithm and its
parameters crucially depends on the (unknown) character-
istics of the function F . On the other hand, for convex Lip-
schitz functions it is possible to design so-called parameter-
free optimization algorithms that guarantee almost optimal
performance without any hyperparameter to tune. Unfor-
tunately, they do not seem to work on non-convex func-
tions. In an effort to go beyond convex functions, we focus
on variationally coherent functions: for these functions, at
any point x the vector pointing towards the optimal so-
lution x∗ and the negative gradient form an acute angle.
We propose a new algorithm based on the Dual Averaging
framework with the added twists of using rescaled gradients
and time-varying linearithmic regularizers. We can prove
almost sure convergence to the global minimizer of vari-
ationally coherent functions. Additionally, the very same
algorithm with the same hyperparameters, after T iter-
ations guarantees on convex functions that the expected
suboptimality gap is bounded by O(�x∗−x0�T−1/2+�) for
any � > 0, up to polylog terms. This is the first algorithm
to achieve both these properties at the same time.
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Stochastic Linear Optimization Never Overfits
with Quadratically-Bounded Losses on General
Data

In this talk I will show that a diverse collection of linear
optimization methods, when run on general data, fail to
overfit, despite lacking any explicit constraints or regular-
ization: with high probability, their trajectories stay near
the curve of optimal constrained solutions over the pop-
ulation distribution. This analysis is powered by an ele-
mentary but flexible proof scheme which can handle many
settings, summarized as follows. Firstly, the data can be
general: unlike other implicit bias works, it need not satisfy
large margin or other structural conditions, and moreover
can arrive sequentially IID, sequentially following a Markov
chain, as a batch, and lastly it can have heavy tails. Sec-
ondly, while the main analysis is for mirror descent, rates
are also provided for the Temporal-Difference fixed-point
method from reinforcement learning; all prior high prob-
ability analyses in these settings required bounded iter-
ates, bounded updates, bounded noise, or some equivalent.
Thirdly, the losses are general, and for instance the logistic
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and squared losses can be handled simultaneously, unlike
other implicit bias works. In all of these settings, not only
is low population error guaranteed with high probability,
but moreover low sample complexity is guaranteed so long
as there exists any low-complexity near-optimal solution,
even if the global problem structure and in particular global
optima have high complexity.
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Grand++: Graph Neural Diffusion with a Source
Term

In this talk, I will present GRAph Neural Diffusion with
a source term (GRAND++) for graph deep learning with
a limited number of labeled nodes, i.e., low-labeling rate.
GRAND++ is a class of continuous-depth graph deep
learning architectures whose theoretical underpinning is
the diffusion process on graphs with a source term. The
source term guarantees two interesting theoretical proper-
ties of GRAND++: (i) the representation of graph nodes,
under the dynamics of GRAND++, will not converge to
a constant vector over all nodes even as the time goes to
infinity, which mitigates the over-smoothing issue of graph
neural networks and enables graph learning in very deep
architectures. (ii) GRAND++ can provide accurate classi-
fication even when the model is trained with a very limited
number of labeled training data.
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Geometric Considerations when Surrogate Model-
ing for Multiobjective Optimization Problems

Surrogate modeling for multiobjective optimization prob-
lems presents unique challenges and opportunities from
a data science perspective. Similarly as in a regression
problem, the goal of surrogate modeling is to approximate
the underlying objective function(s) using a database of
real-world observations. However, in this context, the op-
timization algorithm gets to choose the locations for its
data points, instead of being presented with a predeter-
mined dataset. A multiobjective optimization algorithm
must balance its goal of locating numerous Pareto optimal
solutions, while still placing exploratory data points that
improve the predictive capabilities of its surrogate models.
Proper placement of these data points requires an under-
standing of the geometry of the input space. In this talk,
we will discuss geometric issues in the context of the re-
sponse surface methodology (RSM) framework for solving
multiobjective optimization problems.
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Data-Driven Geometric Scale Detection via Delau-
nay Interpolation

In data analysis and machine learning, knowing how much
data is sufficient for the task at hand is an important
consideration. Too little data can lead to underfitting of
models, while too much data suggests inefficient use of
resources. There are few systematic approaches to de-
termining the proper amount of data to use, with most
approaches relying on heuristics or post-hoc justification
based on performance. In this talk, we describe a new
systematic method for determining how much data is nec-
essary for the specific task of predicting a scalar function
over an input space of medium dimension (typically be-
tween 2 and 10). The method relies on using the data
to construct successively refined Delaunay interpolants, al-
lowing us to precisely characterize the scales of geometric
features present in the scalar function and determine when
the data density is sufficiently high to properly resolve such
features. We will discuss both the theoretical foundations
of the method as well as numerical experiments demon-
strating its use and validity.
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Scalable Topological Data Analysis for Evaluating
Data-Driven Models

With the rapid adoption of machine learning techniques for
large-scale applications in science and engineering comes
the convergence of two grand challenges in visualization.
First, the utilization of black box models (e.g., deep neural
networks) calls for advanced techniques in exploring and
interpreting model behaviors. Second, the rapid growth in
computing has produced enormous datasets that require
techniques that can handle millions or more samples. Al-
though some solutions to these interpretability challenges
have been proposed, they typically do not scale beyond
thousands of samples, nor do they provide the high-level in-
tuition scientists are looking for. Here, we present the first
scalable solution to explore and analyze high-dimensional
functions often encountered in the scientific data analy-
sis pipeline. By combining a new streaming neighborhood
graph construction, the corresponding topology computa-
tion, and a novel data aggregation scheme, namely topol-
ogy aware datacubes, we enable interactive exploration of
both the topological and the geometric aspect of high-
dimensional data. Following a use cases from high-energy-
density (HED) physics we demonstrate how these capabil-
ities have led to crucial new insights in real world data-
driven application.
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Geometric Priors for Scientific Generative Models
in Inertial Confinement Fusion

Deep generative models have advanced our ability to syn-
thesize and create highly realistic samples in domains rang-
ing from images to speech and text. These advances are
especially useful in scientific applications to characterize
simulation data, which can then lead to effective coupling
with experiments, to improved prediction capabilities, and
eventually to an improved understanding of the underlying
physics. Unfortunately, in the scientific setting generative
models can fail in unexpected ways, often leading to sam-
ples that are implausible as defined by known physical laws
or constraints. This is due to a mismatch between the true
(unknown) generative process, and the one estimated us-
ing the generative model. One mitigation strategy is to
engineer more complex, structured latent spaces that not
only possess improved expressivity but also impact any
downstream task (transfer learning, search and retrieval,
design optimization etc.). In this work, we study how en-
forcing geometric priors in the latent space impacts gen-
erative models trained using ICF simulation data. Specif-
ically, we explore a new class of geometry-driven gener-
ative models that go beyond the conventional Euclidean
assumption. We utilize analytical distributions defined on
non-Euclidean spaces, such as Poincare and hypersphere,
in an attempt to improve the generation of samples thar
are more interpretable while lying on the physics manifold.
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MS64

Finite-Time Analysis of Natural Actor-Critic with
Neural Network Approximation

Natural actor-critic (NAC), equipped with the represen-
tation power of neural networks, have demonstrated im-
pressive empirical success in solving Markov decision prob-

lems with large state spaces. In this talk, we present a
finite-time analysis of NAC with neural network approxi-
mation, and identify the roles of regularization and opti-
mization techniques (e.g., gradient clipping and averaging)
to achieve sharp bounds on the sample complexity, iter-
ation complexity and network width. In particular, we
prove that (i) the uniform approximation power of the ac-
tor neural network is important for global optimality in
policy optimization due to distributional shift, (ii) entropy
regularization, averaging and gradient clipping ensure suf-
ficient exploration to guarantee optimality under minimal
assumptions on concentrability coefficients, and (iii) regu-
larization leads to sharp sample complexity and network
width bounds in the regularized MDPs, yielding a favor-
able bias-variance tradeoff in policy optimization.
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MS64

Target Network and Truncation Overcome The
Deadly Triad in Q-Learning

Q-learning with function approximation is one of the most
empirically successful while theoretically mysterious rein-
forcement learning (RL) algorithms, and was identified in
Sutton (1999) as one of the most important theoretical
open problems in the RL community. Even in the ba-
sic linear function approximation setting, there are well-
known divergent examples. In this work, we propose a
stable design for Q-learning with linear function approxi-
mation using target network and truncation, and establish
its finite-sample guarantees. Our result implies an O(�−2)
sample complexity up to a function approximation error.
This is the first variant of Q-learning with linear function
approximation that is provably stable without requiring
strong assumptions or modifying the problem parameters,
and achieves the optimal sample complexity.
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Policy Gradient Methods in Multi-Agent Rein-
forcement Learning: Do They Even Converge?

In this talk I will present work on understanding the be-
havior and convergence of policy-gradient algorithms in
multi-agent reinforcement learning. In particular, I will
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discuss their performance in simple Linear Quadratic Dy-
namic Games (the extension of the LQR problem to mul-
tiple agents) where I will discuss the optimization land-
scape of these problems and some convergence (and non-
convergence) guarantees for this class of algorithms.
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Overcoming the Long Horizon Barrier for Sample-
Efficient Reinforcement Learning with Latent Low-
Rank Structure

The practicality of reinforcement learning algorithms has
been limited due to poor scaling with respect to the prob-
lem size, as the sample complexity of learning an epsilon-
optimal policy scales with |S|times|A| over worst case in-
stances of an MDP with state space S, action space A, and
horizon H A key question is when can we design probably
efficient RL algorithms that exploit nice structure? We
consider a class of MDPs that exhibit low rank structure,
where the latent features are unknown. We argue that a
natural combination of value iteration and low-rank matrix
estimation results in an estimation error that grows dou-
bly exponentially in the horizon length. We then provide
a new algorithm along with statistical guarantees that ef-
ficiently exploits low rank structure given access to a gen-
erative model, achieving a sample complexity that scales
linearly in |S| + |A| and polynomially in the horizon and
the rank. In contrast to literature on linear and low-rank
MDPs, we do not require a known feature mapping, our
algorithm is computationally simple, and our results hold
for long time horizons. Our results provide insights on the
minimal low-rank structural assumptions required on the
MDP with respect to the transition kernel versus the opti-
mal action-value function.
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MS65

Learning Continuous Networks for Continuous
Physics

Deep learning is playing a growing role in many areas of
science and engineering for modeling dynamical systems
that evolve continuously over time, including fluid flows,
and climate data. In this talk, I am going to discuss con-
tinuous neural networks that can approximate a system’s
underlying continuous dynamics and enable both better
interpolation and better extrapolation in multiple ways.
However, depending on the training procedure, these mod-
els can also easily fail to capture relevant dynamics, ren-
dering them of limited utility for many scientific prediction
tasks. Hence, I will discuss a convergence test for contin-
uous neural networks, based on numerical analysis theory,

to validate models for science and engineering applications.
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Model Discrepancy Sensitivities to Enable
Decision-Making

Scientific machine learning has opened new avenues of
research to enable efficient outer loop analysis through
learned models of physical systems. However, these learned
models are imperfect representations of complex physical
processes. The discrepancy between such models and the
underlying truth may be amplified by outer loop analy-
sis such as optimization. We present a novel approach to
compute the sensitivity of optimization problems with re-
spect to model discrepancy and use this information to
improve the solution obtained using learned models. By
posing a Bayesian inverse problem to calibrate the discrep-
ancy, we compute a posterior discrepancy distribution and
then propagate it through post-optimality sensitivities to
compute a posterior distribution on the optimal solution.
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Advances and Challenges in Solving HJB Equa-
tions Arising in Optimal Control

We present a neural network approach for approximately
solving high-dimensional stochastic as well as determinis-
tic control problems. Our network design and the training
problem leverage insights from optimal control theory. We
approximate the value function of the control problem us-
ing a neural network and use the Pontryagin maximum
principle and Dynamic Programming principle to express
the optimal control (and therefore the sampling) in terms of
the value function. Our training loss consists of a weighted
sum of the objective functional of the control problem and
penalty terms that enforce the Hamilton Jacobi Bellman
equations along the sampled trajectories. As a result, we
can obtain the value function in the regions of the state
space traveled by optimal trajectories to avoid the Curse
of Dimensionality. Importantly, training is unsupervised in
that it does not require solutions of the control problem.
Our approach for stochastic control problem reduces to the
method of characteristics as the system dynamics become
deterministic. In our numerical experiments, we compare
our method to existing solvers for a more general class of
semi-linear PDEs. Using a two-dimensional toy problem,
we demonstrate the importance of the PMP to inform the
sampling. For a 100-dimensional benchmark problem, we
demonstrate that approach improves accuracy and time-
to-solution. Finally we consider a PDE based dynamical
system to demonstrate the scalability of our approach.
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MS65

Rare Event Sampling for the Planetary Sciences

Rare events can be highly impactful. Yet, estimating the
probability p of a rare event by direct numerical simulation
requires a very large sample size (> 100/p). To reduce
these sample size requirements, a ’splitting and killing’
scheme can be used instead to estimate rare event prob-
abilities. In this approach, certain trajectories are ’split’
to promote progress toward a rare event while other tra-
jectories are randomly ’killed’ to control the computational
cost. We have proved splitting and killing can estimate rare
event probabilities at exponentially lower cost compared to
direct numerical simulation. Additionally, we recently ap-
plied splitting and killing to estimate the rare probability
of Mercury’s orbit destabilizing after a close encounter with
Venus.

Robert Webber
California Institute of Technology
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MS66

Wasserstein Patch Prior for Inverse Problems

We introduce the Wasserstein Patch Prior (WPP) for im-
age superresolution, which yields a prior for unsupervised
training of neural networks based on the comparison of em-
pirical patch distributions with respect to the Wasserstein-
2 distance. Instead of requiring access to a large database
of registered high- and low-resolution images, we only as-
sume to know a large database of low resolution images,
the forward operator and one high-resolution reference im-
age, which has a similar patch distribution as the unknown
high-resolution images, fulfilled for e.g. textures or mate-
rial data. In a first step, we explain the idea of WPP
and show that using the WPP for training non-invertible
CNNs performs better than other methods with similar
assumptions. In particular, it provides a stable behavior
under an inaccurate forward operator as given e.g. in real
world applications. In a second step, we present a possi-
bility of unsupervised training of Normalizing Flows using
the so-called backward Kullback-Leibler divergence in or-
der to approximate the superresolution space of a given
low-resolution image. Here we use the WPP as a prior
distribution.

Fabian Altekrüger
HU Berlin
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MS66

Normalizing Flows Based Importance Sampling for
Estimating Rare Event Probabilities

Estimating the probabilities of rare events is a challenging
but critical task in many fields of engineering and science.
In this work, we propose the use of normalizing flows (NFs)
to construct importance sampling distributions that can
be used to estimate the probabilities of rare events. NFs

are generative modeling techniques amenable to exact, but
efficient, density evaluation. We evaluate our proposed ap-
proach on a number of challenging benchmark reliability es-
timation problems and compare it against two techniques
widely adopted for similar tasks: subset simulation and
cross-entropy method. The results show that the proposed
approach can be used to estimate rare-event probability in
cases that have extremely low failure probability (< 10−7),
high-dimensionality, and multiple failure modes. Moreover,
we show empirically that the estimator has desirable sta-
tistical properties. The proposed approach is also applied
to the reliability estimation of two physics-based problems.

Agnimitra Dasgupta, Erik Johnson
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MS66

Generative Modelling for Digital Pathology

Driven by requirements to increase efficiency and the de-
sire for mobile working, digitization is becoming increas-
ingly important in pathology. Optical scanners gradually
replace the traditional microscope to examine histologi-
cally stained tissue sections. However, only switching to
optical scanners does not justify the high costs of the digi-
tization process. The missing link is deep learning models
that significantly speed up the diagnosis and reporting pro-
cess and provide another layer of security by assisting the
pathologist. A couple of problems must be overcome to
apply deep learning approaches in digital pathology. First,
the number of annotated samples is limited for many dis-
eases because they are rare, or the annotation process is
time-consuming. Second, the models must be robust to
variations between individual laboratories, e.g., different
scanners or staining solutions. In addition, the scanned
whole slide images (WSI) are taken at different magnifica-
tion levels to mimic the behavior of the microscope. The
results are gigapixel images at the highest magnification
level. Our talk investigates how generative models can be
applied to digital pathology and tackle the mentioned chal-
lenges. The model selection includes auto-encoders, gener-
ative adversarial networks, and normalizing flows. We test
these on true pathological WSI in applications such as out-
of-distribution detection or robustification of segmentation
models.
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MS67

Piecewise-Affine Near-Optimal Feedback Control
via Deep Reinforcement Learning

We study deep reinforcement learning and show that it
is not so mysterious but rather closely related to classical
ideas from optimal control theory and spline approxima-
tion. Specifically, we connect two recent lines of research
that have demonstrated that (i) reinforcement learning is
equivalent to approximate dynamic programming and (ii) a
large class of deep (neural) networks are equivalent to con-
tinuous piecewise-affine spline mappings. We show that
training a reinforcement learning agent with an internal
policy parametrized by a deep network naturally leads to
the construction of a near-optimal continuous piecewise-
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affine controller.

Randall Balestriero, Cannon Lewis, Saad Saleh
Rice University
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MS67

This Looks Like That There: Interpretable Neural
Networks for Image Tasks When Location Matters

We develop and demonstrate a new interpretable deep
learning model specifically designed for image analysis in
earth system science applications. The neural network is
designed to be inherently interpretable, rather than ex-
plained via post hoc methods. This is achieved by training
the network to identify parts of training images that act
as prototypes for correctly classifying unseen images. The
new network architecture extends the interpretable pro-
totype architecture of a previous study in computer sci-
ence to incorporate absolute location. This is useful for
earth system science where images are typically the result
of physics-based processes, and the information is often
geo-located. Although the network is constrained to only
learn via similarities to a small number of learned proto-
types, it can be trained to exhibit only a minimal reduc-
tion in accuracy compared to non-interpretable architec-
tures. We apply the new model to two earth science use
cases: a synthetic data set that loosely represents atmo-
spheric high- and low-pressure systems, and atmospheric
reanalysis fields to identify the state of tropical convective
activity associated with the Madden-Julian oscillation. In
both cases, we demonstrate that considering absolute lo-
cation greatly improves testing accuracies. Furthermore,
the network architecture identifies specific historical dates
that capture multivariate, prototypical behaviour of tropi-
cal climate variability.
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Explaining Transfer Learning in Closure Modeling
of Turbulent Thermal Convection

In this work, we develop a data-driven subgrid-scale (SGS)
model for large eddy simulation (LES) of 2D turbulent
thermal convection using a fully convolutional neural net-
work (CNN). In the big-data regime or with data aug-
mentation, the LES-CNN reproduces correct statistics in
terms of kinetic energy and entropy (scalar energy) spectra
and Nusselt number. Although LES-CNN works when the
training and online testing systems have the same control
parameters, e.g., Rayleigh number and Prandtl number,
the network suffers from inaccurate inferences when it is
applied to a different flow with different control parame-
ters. We propose to use transfer learning to address the
generalization/extrapolation issue. Transfer learning re-
quires a small fraction of the big data obtained from the
target system and a trained network with big data ob-
tained from the base system. To understand the physics
of transfer learning, we explain what is learned in transfer
learning to a different turbulent flow, which is based around

changes in the convolution kernels of the base network after
re-training to the target network and the kernels physical
interpretation. We show a general a priori framework to
guide transfer learning of similar systems.
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MS68

Biclustering with Feature Selection

Convex clustering has recently gained popularity due to
its attractive theoretical and computational properties.
Though it confers many advantages over traditional clus-
tering methods, its merits become limited in the face of
high-dimensional data due to numerical instability. To ad-
dress these issues, biconvex clustering has been proposed
recently to simultaneously optimize the feature weights as
well as the centroids. In the biclustering problem, we seek
to simultaneously group observations and features. For
high-throughput bioinformatics data, we often also wish
to perform feature selection. In this talk, we propose a
novel biconvex algorithm to tackle the biclustering problem
while simultaneously performing feature selection. Called
‘biconvex biclustering’, the proposed method performs by
selecting proper subsets in both the groups as well as the
features throughout the clustering task. We demonstrate
our methods utility for exploring single cell RNA sequenc-
ing data.

Eric Chi
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Limit Theorems for Sum-of-Norms Clustering

I will present two results concerning sum-of-norms cluster-
ing in the limit as N , the number of datapoints, becomes
large. The first concerns unweighted sum-of-norms cluster-
ing, and gives a local-global characterization of the clusters
that, at least for simple datapoint distributions, can be
computed explicitly in the large-N limit. The second con-
cerns weighted sum-of-norms clustering when the range of
the weight function goes to zero as N goes to infinity. It
yields a PDE problem in the limit that again can be com-
puted explicitly in simple situations. I will also discuss
applications of these results to the stochastic ball model.
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MS68

A New Family of Features That Strengthens Re-
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covery Guarantees of Sum-of-Norms Clustering

Sum-of-norms (SON) clustering is a convex formulation of
the clustering problem that comes with several desirable
guarantees. One guarantee is that it produces a hierarchi-
cal family of clusterings (Chiquet et al., 2017). A second
is that the method is guaranteed to recover the central
points sampled from a mixture of Gaussians provided that
the standard deviations are bounded in terms of the dis-
tances between the means (Jiang et al., 2020). However,
SON clustering also has some limitations including its in-
ability to recover clusters if the convex hulls of the supports
of the clusters in the underlying distribution are not dis-
joint (Nguyen and Mamitsuka, 2021). Even when points
are sampled from a distribution supported on two disjoint
disks in the plane, the clusters are not recovered if the
two disks are closer than a certain fraction of the radius
(Dunlap and Mourrat, 2021). We propose a new family
of features, called ”leapfrog distances,” that improve the
recovery guarantees of SON clustering. When these new
features are appended to the original data points, clusters
are recovered from points sampled from arbitrary distri-
butions provided clusters have disjoint supports. Points
sampled from mixtures of Gaussians are recovered for a
less restrictive choice of standard deviations.
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MS68

Efficient Algorithms and Acceleration Techniques
for Solving Convex Clustering Problems

We develop a semismooth Newton based augmented La-
grangian (SSNAL) algorithm for solving large-scale convex
clustering problems. Extensive numerical experiments on
both simulated and real data demonstrate that our algo-
rithm is highly efficient and robust for solving large-scale
problems. We also introduce an adaptive sieving technique
to reduce the dimension of the problems we have to solve.
As a result, we can accelerate our SSNAL algorithm by
more than 7 times and the ADMM algorithm by more than
14 times
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MS69

On Adversarial Training and Perimeter Minimiza-
tion Problems

Adversarial training is a framework widely used by ma-
chine learning practitioners to enforce robustness of learn-

ing models. However, despite the development of several
computational strategies for adversarial training and some
theoretical development in the broader distributionally ro-
bust optimization literature, there are several theoretical
questions about adversarial training that remain relatively
unexplored. In this talk, I will present a series of connec-
tions between adversarial training and several problems in
the calculus of variations, and geometric measure theory.
These connections reveal a rich geometric structure of ad-
versarial problems and conceptually all aim at answering
the question: what is the regularization effect induced by
adversarial training? I will highlight how these connections
provide novel theoretical results on robust training of learn-
ing models as well as provide a directly interpretable statis-
tical motivation for a family of regularized risk minimiza-
tion problems involving perimeter/total variation. This
talk is based on joint works with Ryan Murray, Camilo A.
Garcia Trillos, Leon Bungert, and Jakwang Kim.
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Deep Networks and Energy Minimization

Energy is one of the fundamental concepts in computa-
tional representation. The introduction of weak form has
been a fundamental tool for the development of variational
techniques. In this talk we derive a class of networks that
are a kin to energy minimization techniques. We show how
such networks has predictable properties and how they can
be used to solve problems in fields such as molecular dy-
namics and mesh design.
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Approximation Theory of Deep Learning for Se-
quence Modelling

In this talk, we present some recent results on the approxi-
mation theory of deep learning architectures for modelling
sequence to sequence relationships. Applications of this in-
cludes time-series prediction, sequence classification, con-
trol systems, etc. . In particular, we formulate a basic
mathematical framework, under which different popular ar-
chitectures for sequence modelling, such as recurrent neural
networks, dilated convolutional networks (e.g. WaveNet),
encoder-decoder structures, can be rigorously compared.
These analyses reveal some interesting connections between
approximation, memory, sparsity and low rank phenomena
that may guide the practical selection and design of these
network architectures.

Qianxiao Li
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MS69

Continuous Limit of Bayesian Bandits

For multi-armed bandits (MAB), many algorithms are de-
signed for solving frequentist regrets, but fewer algorithms
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are available for solving Bayesian regrets. One of the main
challenges of the MAB problem in the bayesian setting is
that the computation of the optimal policy appears in-
tractable even for simple settings. The computational cost
increases exponentially as the horizon increases. We de-
rive a continuous control problem for the bayesian ban-
dits as the horizon goes to infinity, and a Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman (HJB) equation is used to solve the limiting con-
trol problem. Based on the HJB equation, we propose a
new algorithm for solving Bayesian bandits with large hori-
zons. Numerical results show that the proposed algorithm
can beat the UCB and Thomsom Sampling algorithms with
the same computational cost when the horizon is large.
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MS70

Addressing Computational Bottlenecks in Higher-
Order Graph Matching with Tensor Kronecker
Product Structure

We present and apply a theory of tensor Kronecker prod-
ucts to tensor based graph alignment algorithms to reduce
their runtime complexity from quadratic to linear with no
appreciable loss of quality. The key to our methods is a
decoupling theorem on the dominant tensor Z-eigenvector
of a tensor Kronecker product. This helps these tensor-
based graph alignment methods scale in terms of memory
and computational demands that are quadratic (or worse)
in terms of problem size.
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MS70

Simultaneously-Updated Support Tensor Train
Machine

An increasing amount of data collected are high-
dimensional and efficient learning algorithms must utilize
the tensorial structure as much as possible. The ever-
present curse of dimensionality for high dimensional data
and the loss of structure when vectorizing the data mo-
tivates the use of tailored low-rank tensor methods. We
propose an algorithm of computing a Canonical Polyadic
(CP) decomposition by avoiding the NP-hard issue of find-
ing the best CP rank by computing first a Tensor Train
(TT) decomposition and calling it TT-CP factorization.
Along with it, we define a nonlinear classification machine
learning model. We build a full Gradient Descent Primal
(GDP) optimization problem which takes initialized vari-
ables from the partial GDP model optimized via Support
Tensor Machines (STM). In turn, the full GDP enhances
a potential suboptimal CP decomposition computed in the
first step. This leads to better classification accuracy and
a reliable deterministic algorithm for computing the non-
linear boundary, each step of which admits a reasonable
explanation. Hence, the full GDP can thus be seen as
both a tensor decomposition method tailored to the classi-
fication problem, and a classification method that exploits
the low-rank model of the data. With numerical exam-
ples, we show that this approach benchmarked than other
state-of-the-art techniques.
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MS70

Group-invariant Tensor Train Networks for Super-
vised Learning

Symmetry equivariance has recently proven to be a power-
ful inductive bias in various machine learning models. An-
other novel method in the machine learning community is
the use of tensor networks as either predictive or generative
models. This paper provides a way to construct tensors of
any order that are equivariant under local symmetry opera-
tions for arbitrary discrete symmetry groups and how these
can be combined to form a symmetry-equivariant tensor
network. Our proposed class of networks is demonstrated
on a number of benchmark problems where it outperform
models that do not take symmetry into account and shows
to be competitive with state-of-the-art models.
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MS71

On the Regularity of PDEs in Barron Spaces

Barron functions arise naturally as infinite-width limit of
two-layer neural networks. These functions can be well ap-
proximated by two-layer networks without curse of dimen-
sionality. Motivated by the recent advancements of neural
network methods for solving high dimensional PDEs, we
will discuss in this talk some recent theoretical results on
the regularity of PDEs in Barron spaces. More precisely,
we show that for a class of elliptic equations and eigen-
value problems, the solutions are Barron provided that the
coefficients of the PDEs are Barron.
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Discretization-Invariant Operator Learning

Discretization-Invariant Learning aims at learning in the
infinite-dimensional function spaces with the capacity to
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process heterogeneous discrete representations of functions
as inputs and/or outputs of a learning model. In this talk, I
will introduce a novel deep learning framework based on in-
tegral autoencoders (IAE-Net) for discretization-invariant
learning. This will be done by introducing the basic build-
ing block of IAE-Net, as well as how these building blocks
are composed to form the IAE-Net structure. Together
with randomized data augmentation that generates train-
ing data with heterogeneous structures to facilitate dis-
cretization invariant learning, we will show how IAE-Net
can be applied to a wide range of applications in predictive
data science, solving forward and inverse problems in sci-
entific computing, and signal/image processing, achieving
state-of-the-art performance and creating a wide range of
new applications.
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MS71

Partial Differential Equations in Spaces of Neural
Network Functions

We consider the solution of PDEs from the regularity per-
spective (if the data are ’nice’, are the solutions ’nice’?),
but with data in spaces of neural network functions. We
provide both positive and negative results in special cases.
The presentation is based on joint work with Weinan E.
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Towards Neural Network Approaches for High Di-
mensional Problems

Neural networks are effective tools for solving high dimen-
sional problems. In this talk, I will summarize the popular
methods to solve high dimensional problems with neural
networks. Then I will briefly introduce two of my works
based on the DeepBSDE method. In the first work, we
solve the eigenvalue problem by transforming it into a
fixed-point formulation, which is a diffusion Monte Carlo
like approach. In the second work, we leverage the actor-
critic framework from reinforcement learning to solve the
static HamiltonJacobiBellman equations. We propose a
variance reduced temporal difference method for the critic
and apply an adaptive step size algorithm for the actor to
improve accuracy.
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MS72

A Theoretically Justified Neural-Network Ap-
proach for Sparsity Promotion in Linear Inverse
Problems

Sparsity promotion is a popular regularization technique
for inverse problems, reflecting the prior knowledge that
the exact solution is expected to have few non-vanishing

components, for example, in a suitable wavelet decomposi-
tion. In this talk, I will present a novel convolutional neural
network, called ΨDONet, designed for sparsity-promoting
regularization for linear inverse problems. Such a network
is able to replicate the application of the Iterative Soft
Thresholding Algorithm (ISTA), a classical reconstruction
algorithm for sparsity promoting regularization, and to
actually outperform it, by learning a suitable pseudodif-
ferential correction. By a combination of techniques and
tools from regularization theory of inverse problems, multi-
resolution wavelet analysis, and microlocal analysis, we are
able to theoretically deduce the architecture of the network
and to prove some convergence results. Our case study is
limited-angle computed tomography: we test two different
implementations of our network on simulated data from
limited-angle geometry, achieving promising results.
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MS72

Multi-Probabilistic Guarantees for Detecting and
Correcting Non-Conformal Data Samples

Trained neural networks are often expected to generalize
beyond the training data. For deep neural networks it has
been observed many times that this is the case, however,
the reasons are not fully understood. Furthermore, a small
modification to the input of a deep neural network may
drastically change the output. A possible explanation of
this phenomenon is offered by the calibration hypothesis,
which states that the probabilistic predictions of typical
ML models are mis-calibrated, causing the classifier to be
confident in often completely erroneous predictions. In-
ductive Venn-Abers predictors (IVAP) have the theoreti-
cal guarantee of being perfectly calibrated and they can
be used to improve the predictions of binary classification
models. The key component of IVAP is a non-conformity
measure, which assesses how much a given test sample dif-
fers from a given set of training samples. Therefore, IVAP
can also be used to detect non-conformal data samples. In
our recent work, we have presented multIVAP as an ex-
tension of IVAP to multi-class classification, with similar
theoretical guarantees to the IVAP. In this talk, we will
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explain with some practical use cases, how multIVAP can
be used to detect erroneous samples on the one hand, and
data samples that are outliers of the training data set on
the other hand (in which case user interaction could be
required). Therefore, multIVAP has applications in both
improving the data annotation process as well as in online
learning.
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MS72

Image Inpainting Using from Sparsity Inducing
CNNs

Image inpainting aims at recovering missing blocks of data
in images or videos. To understand the fundamental chal-
lenges of the inpainting problem and derive theoretical per-
formance guarantees, I assume a simplified image model
consisting of distributions supported on curvilinear singu-
larities and consider the problem of recovering a missing
edge fragment. Using a sparse representation approach,
I will show that the theoretical performance of image in-
painting critically depends on the microlocal properties of
the image representation system, namely, exact image re-
covery is achieved if the size of the missing edge fragment
is smaller than the size of the structure elements of the
representation system. As a result, an image inpainting al-
gorithm that exploits the microlocal properties of shearlets
significantly outperforms a similar approach based on more
traditional multiscale methods. Based on this theoretical
observation, I will next propose an improved method for
blind image inpainting that combines Convolutional Neural
Networks and sparse representations. This modified neural
network approach provides state-of-the-art performance on
classical benchmark image datasets.
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Image Analysis for Satellite Imagery

The co-registration of multi-sensor imagery is a critical step
in remote sensing applications. Yet, in the absence of a pre-
cise shared coordinate system through georeferencing this
remains a challenging problem. In general, area-based non-
convex optimization requires initialization close to the op-
timum nor can one depend on the presence and extraction
of scene specific invariants for feature matching. In this
setting, we present a broad exploratory analysis of Fourier-
Accelerated template matching for coarse initial alignment.
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), Optical, and Hy-
perspectral (HSI) data are collected at varying levels of de-
tail, have non-linear radiometric differences between their
intensities, and are corrupted by different sources of noise.
First, We examine the robustness of Normalized Gradi-
ent Corss Correlation (NGCC), Gradient Phase Correla-

tion (GPC), and Gradient Fields (GF) to these modalities
under affine distortions. Second, we provide a distributed
GPU accelerated framework to solve their multi-scale align-
ment.
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A Spectral Exterior Calculus for Graphs

We present a framework for an exterior calculus on graphs
based on the Spectral Exterior Calculus (SEC). The SEC
is a global approach to the exterior calculus on manifolds
based on representing differential forms globally in a frame
(overcomplete basis). The overcomplete basis used in the
SEC is built entirely from the eigenvalues and eigenfunc-
tions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the manifold.
This choice allows various formulas of the classical exte-
rior calculus to be computed analytically. Moreover, the
SEC approach was motivated by manifold learning theory
which shows that the Laplace-Beltrami operator can be es-
timated with a graph Laplacian using data sampled from
the manifold. By applying the formulas from the SEC to
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a graph Laplacian, we
have a natural notion of an exterior calculus on graphs. In
this talk we explore the connection between this spectral
exterior calculus and various graph theoretic properties.
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Multiscale Basis Dictionaries on Simplicial Com-
plexes

Our previous multiscale graph basis dictionaries (e.g.,
Generalized Haar-Walsh Transform [GHWT], Hierarchi-
cal Graph Laplacian Eigen Transform [HGLET], Natural
Graph Wavelet Packets [NGWPs], and their relatives) were
for analyzing data recorded on nodes of a given graph. In
this work, we propose their generalization for analyzing
data recorded on edges or on triangles of a simplicial com-
plex (e.g., a triangle mesh of a manifold). The key idea
is to use the so-called Hodge Laplacians and their variants
for hierarchical partitioning of edges or triangles, and then
build localized basis functions on those subsets. We plan
to demonstrate their usefulness for data approximation on
a triangular mesh and analysis and clustering of directed
graphs.
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Refined Clustering via T-Sne Vectorfields

Modern methods in dimensionality reduction are domi-
nated by nonlinear attraction-repulsion force-based meth-
ods (this includes t-SNE, UMAP, ForceAtlas2, LargeVis,
and many more). The purpose of this paper is to demon-
strate that all such methods, by design, come with an
additional feature that is being automatically computed
along the way, namely the vector field associated with these
forces. We show how this vector field gives additional high-
quality information and propose a general refinement strat-
egy based on ideas from Morse theory. The efficiency of
these ideas is illustrated specifically using t-SNE on syn-
thetic and real-life data sets.

Yulan Zhang
Yale
yulan.zhang@yale.edu
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Yale University
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MS73

Equivariant Machine Learning and Graph Neural
Networks

There has been enormous progress in the last few years
in designing neural networks that respect the fundamen-
tal symmetries and coordinate freedoms of physical law.
Some of these frameworks make use of irreducible repre-
sentations, some make use of high-order tensor objects,
and some apply symmetry-enforcing constraints. Different
physical laws obey different combinations of fundamental
symmetries, but a large fraction (possibly all) of classical
physics is equivariant to translation, rotation, reflection
(parity), boost (relativity), and permutations. Here we
show that it is simple to parameterize universally approx-
imating polynomial functions that are equivariant under
these symmetries, or under the Euclidean, Lorentz, and
Poincar groups, at any dimensionality d. The key ob-
servation is that nonlinear O(d)-equivariant (and related-
group-equivariant) functions can be universally expressed
in terms of a lightweight collection of scalars – scalar prod-
ucts and scalar contractions of the scalar, vector, and ten-
sor inputs. We complement our theory with numerical ex-
amples that show that the scalar-based method is simple,
efficient, and scalable.

Soledad Villar
John Hopkins University
svillar3@jhu.edu

MS74

Metric Hypertransformers are Universal Adapted
Maps

We introduce a universal class of geometric deep learn-
ing models, called metric hypertransformers (MHTs), ca-
pable of approximating any adapted map F : X Z → YZ

with approximable complexity, where X ⊆ Rd and Y is

any suitable metric space, and X Z (resp. YZ) capture all
discrete-time paths on X (resp. Y). Suitable spaces Y in-
clude various adapted Wasserstein spaces, all Frchet spaces
admitting a Schauder basis, and a variety of Riemannian
manifolds arising from information geometry. Even in the
”static case”, where f : X → Y is a Hlder map, our re-
sults provide the first (quantitative) universal approxima-
tion theorem compatible with any such X and Y. Our uni-
versal approximation theorems are quantitative, and they
depend on the regularity of F , the choice of activation func-
tion, the metric entropy and diameter of X and on the
regularity of the compact set of paths whereon the approx-
imation is performed. Our guiding examples originate from
stochastic analysis. Notably, the MHT models introduced
here are able to approximate a broad range of stochastic
processes’ kernels, including solutions to SDEs and many
processes with an arbitrarily long memory such as certain
Volterra processes.

Anastasis Kratsios
ETH Zürich
anastasis.kratsios@unibas.ch

MS74

Fitting a Manifold of Large Reach to Noisy Data

We give a solution to the following question from manifold
learning. Suppose data belonging to a high dimensional
Euclidean space is sampled independently, identically at
random, from a measure supported on a d dimensional
twice differentiable embedded manifold M, and corrupted
by Gaussian noise with small standard deviation sigma.
How can we produce a manifold Mo whose Hausdorff dis-
tance to M is small and whose reach (normal injectivity
radius) is not much smaller than the reach of M? We show
how to produce a manifold within O(σ2) of M in Hausdorff
distance, whose reach is smaller than that of M by a factor
of no more than O(d6). This is joint work with Charles
Fefferman, Sergei Ivanov and Matti Lassas.

Hariharan Narayanan
Tata Institute for Fundamental Research, India
hariharan.narayanan@tifr.res.in

MS74

Universal Manifold Approximation for Inverse
Problems via Simple Injective Flows

We study approximations of one-chart n-manifolds embed-
ded in Rm by injective flows. We show that in general, neu-
ral networks using injective flows universally approximate
measures supported on images of extendable embeddings.
If the embedding dimension is sufficiently large, m ≥ 3n+1,
we use an argument from algebraic topology known as the
clean trick to prove that injective flows universally approx-
imate any differentiable embedding. We believe that our
work can have applications to inverse problem, whereby a
proxy to the inverse operator can be obtained, by model-
ing the forward operator with a neural network which is
guaranteed to be invertible.

Michael Puthawala
Rice University
michael.puthawala@gmail.com

MS75

Functional Dimension and Moduli Spaces of ReLU
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Neural Network Functions

It is well-known that the parameterized family of functions
Rn → R representable by neural networks with ReLU ac-
tivation function is precisely the class of piecewise linear
(PL) functions Rn → R with finitely many pieces. It is less
well-known that for every fixed architecture of ReLU neural
network, the parameter space admits positive-dimensional
spaces of symmetries, and hence the local functional di-
mension near any given parameter is lower than the para-
metric dimension. In this talk I will explain exactly what
I mean by local functional dimension, convince you that it
is far from constant across parameter space, and speculate
about the implications for training a ReLU neural network
via stochastic gradient descent. This is joint work with
Kathryn Lindsey, Rob Meyerhoff, and Chenxi Wu.

Elisenda Grigsby
Boston College Math Department
egrigsby@gmail.com

MS75

The Geometry of Memoryless Stochastic Policy
Optimization in Infinite-Horizon POMDPs

We study the reward maximization problem in par-
tially observable Markov decision processes with stationary
stochastic policies, which constitute an important model in
sequential decision making under uncertainty. We obtain
a description of the problem as the optimization of a linear
objective over the probability simplex subject to polyno-
mial constraints that we characterize explicitly. This allows
us to describe the combinatorial and algebraic complexity
of the problem and we obtain bounds on its algebraic de-
gree. Further, we conduct experiments using tools from
constrained optimization, which demonstrate stability im-
provements of this approach to several baselines. This is
joint work with Guido Montfar as well as Mareike Dressler,
Marina Garotte-Lpez and Kemal Rose.

Johannes Müller
Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences
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MS75

Consistency of Infinitely Wide and Deep Neural
Network Classifiers

While neural networks are used for classification tasks
across domains, a long-standing open problem in machine
learning is determining whether neural networks trained
using standard procedures are Bayes optimal for classifica-
tion. In this work, we identify and construct a set of neural
network classifiers that achieve Bayes optimality. Since ef-
fective neural networks in practice are typically both wide
and deep, we analyze infinitely wide networks that are also
infinitely deep. Using the recent connection between in-
finitely wide neural networks and Neural Tangent Kernels,
we provide explicit activation functions that can be used
to construct networks that achieve optimality. Interest-
ingly, these activation functions are simple and easy to im-
plement, yet differ from commonly used activations such
as ReLU or sigmoid. More generally, we create a taxon-
omy of infinitely wide and deep networks and show that
these models implement one of three well-known classifiers
depending on the activation function used: (1) 1-nearest
neighbor (model predictions are given by the label of the
nearest training example); (2) majority vote (model pre-
dictions are given by the label of the class with greatest

representation in the training set); or (3) singular kernel
classifiers (a set of classifiers containing those that achieve
optimality). Our results highlight the benefit of using deep
networks for classification tasks, in contrast to regression
tasks, where excessive depth is harmful.

Adityanarayanan Radhakrishnan
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
aradha@mit.edu

MS76

Optimal Transport and the Geometry of Collider
Data

Collider experiments probe physics at the shortest dis-
tances by smashing protons together and measuring the
debris produced by the collisions. However, it is challeng-
ing to infer the detailed short-distance physics from the dis-
tribution of debris measured by the detector. Over the past
two years, optimal transport has emerged as a promising
tool for classifying collider events based on these distribu-
tions. In this talk, we will describe how optimal transport
distances endow collider data with a geometric structure
that can be used for ML-based event classification, and we
will show how selecting optimal transport distances with
good geometric properties can dramatically reduce compu-
tational effort.

Katy Craig
University of California, Santa Barbara
kcraig@math.ucsb.edu

Nathaniel Craig, Tianji Cai
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MS76

Wasserstein Distance and Transport Transforms
for Classification and Parametric Signals Estima-
tion

We will introduce a mathematical signal transform based
on Optimal Transport Theory. We provide a measure the-
oretic framework to extend the existing Cumulative Distri-
bution Transform by Park, Kolouri, Kundu, and Rohde to
arbitrary signals in one dimension. We will present both
forward (analysis) and inverse (synthesis) formulas for the
transform, and describe several of its properties including
translation, scaling, convexity, and linear separability. We
will describe a metric in transform space, and demonstrate
the application of the transform in classifying (detecting)
signals under random displacements, and parameter esti-
mation problems. Collaborators: Akram Aldroubi, Ivan
Medri, Gustavo K. Rohde, and Sumati Thareja.

Rocio Diaz Martin
Vanderbilt University
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MS77

Significance Tests for Neural Networks

We develop a pivotal test to assess the statistical signifi-
cance of the feature variables in a single-layer feedforward
neural network regression model. We propose a gradient-
based test statistic and study its asymptotics using non-
parametric techniques. Under technical conditions, the
limiting distribution is given by a mixture of chi-square dis-
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tributions. The tests enable one to discern the impact of
individual variables on the prediction of a neural network.
The test statistic can be used to rank variables according
to their influence. Simulation results illustrate the com-
putational efficiency and the performance of the test. An
empirical application to house price valuation highlights
the behavior of the test using actual data. Joint work with
Enguerrand Horel, Stanford

Kay Giesecke
Stanford University
Dept. of Management Science and Engineering
giesecke@stanford.edu

MS78

Reduced Order Models for Multi-Material ALE
Hydrodynamics

Although many model reduction schemes have been de-
veloped to reduce the computational cost of simulations
while minimizing the error introduced in the reduction pro-
cess, there are challenges especially in nonlinear advection-
dominated problems such as sharp gradients, moving shock
fronts, and turbulence, which hinder those model reduction
schemes from being practical. In this talk, we will present
recent developments in reduced order models for such sim-
ulations, with which we will demonstrate both good accu-
racy and considerable speed-up, enabling faster simulation
and optimization solvers.

Dylan M. Copeland
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, US
copeland11@llnl.gov

MS78

Machine Learning Constitutive Models of Inelastic
Materials with Microstructure

Traditional simulations of complex physical processes are
both crucial technologically and expensive computation-
ally. Furthermore the development of physical mod-
els via traditional methods typically is particularly time-
consuming in human terms. Developing comparably accu-
rate models directly from data can enable rapid develop-
ment of accurate models as well as more robust design, un-
certainty quantification, and exhaustive structure-property
exploration. We have been developing neural network mod-
els that are guided by traditional constitutive theory, such
as tensor function representation theorems to embed sym-
metries, and also exploiting deep learning to infer intrin-
sic microstructural features. Neural networks are flexible
since sub-components of their graph-like structure can be
arranged to suit particular tasks, such as image processing
and time integration, and flow of information. This talk
will describe the architectures and demonstrate the effi-
cacy of neural networks designed to model the response of
complex history-dependent materials with pores, inclusions
or grains based solely on observable data. Sandia National
Laboratories is a multimission laboratory managed and op-
erated by National Technology and Engi- neering Solutions
of Sandia, LLC., a wholly owned subsidiary of Honeywell
International, Inc., for the U.S. Depart- ment of Energys
National Nuclear Security Administration under contract
DE-NA-0003525.

Reese Jones, Ari Frankel, Cosmin Safta, Kyle Johnson
Sandia National Laboratories
rjones@sandia.gov, alfrank@sandia.gov,

csafta@sandia.gov, kyljohn@sandia,gov

MS78

Stabilized Neural Ordinary Differential Equations
for Learning Chaotic Dynamical Systems

This talk will showcase recent research that builds fast and
accurate reduced-order models (ROMs) for various high-
dimensional dynamical systems. ROMs are computation-
ally efficient approximations of their full-order counterparts
and are tasked with making accurate forecasts in time,
given parameters and/or varying initial and boundary con-
ditions. Our ROMs are constructed with several scientific
machine learning strategies, specifically, those that rely on
the coupling of deep learning and differential equations,
to dramatically improve accuracy and time-to-solution for
extended computational campaigns. Furthermore, in addi-
tion to canonical experiments, this talk will present results
for real-world applications of strategic importance. Some
examples are building ROMs for geophysical forecasting
from ship and satellite observation data and wind-turbine
wake predictions from meteorological and LIDARmeasure-
ments.

Romit Maulik
Argonne National Laboratory
rmaulik@anl.gov

MS78

Interlaced Characterization and Calibration of
Elastoplastic Constitutive Models

Calibration of constitutive models in solid mechanics re-
mains both challenging and costly, despite the widespread
availability of high-quality full-field deformation measure-
ment techniques (e.g. digital image/volume correlation).
Furthermore, the process of collecting data from a mechan-
ical test and its ultimate utilization within a computational
model calibration workflow are often loosely coupled. To
address these issues, we propose an Interlaced Characteri-
zation and Calibration (ICC) paradigm that leverages con-
cepts from Bayesian optimal experimental design (OED) to
actively drive an experiment that is tailored to the accu-
rate calibration of a given material. In this talk we will
provide an overview of the ICC concept and its applica-
tion to elastoplastic constitutive models and share techni-
cal progress on a few of its key components. These top-
ics will include the construction of surrogate model graphs
that replace expensive computational simulations of the ex-
periment and the ”step selection” OED problem, i.e. given
a set of choices for the next material state and current pos-
terior distribution, which one should we choose? SNL is
managed and operated by NTESS under DOE NNSA con-
tract DE-NA0003525. This paper describes objective tech-
nical results and analysis. Any subjective views or opinions
that might be expressed in the paper do not necessarily rep-
resent the views of the U.S. Department of Energy or the
United States Government.

Daniel T. Seidl, Denielle Ricciardi, Brian Lester, Amanda
Jones, Elizabeth Jones
Sandia National Laboratories
dtseidl@sandia.gov, dericci@sandia.gov,
btleste@sandia.gov, ajones1@sandia.gov,
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MS79

Asymptotics of Unrolled Convex Optimization Al-
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gorithms

In this talk, we study the approach of learning parameters
of a convex optimization problem from data by unrolling
a fixed number of L iterations of an associated iterative
algorithm. We provide a rigorous analysis of the asymp-
totic behavior of the resulting parameter gradients in the
limiting case L → ∞. Finally, we derive a truncated back-
propagation scheme to tackle the underlying bi-level op-
timization problem and present related numerical results
from image and speech processing.

Christoph Brauer
TU Braunschweig
Institute of Analysis and Algebra
ch.brauer@tu-bs.de

Dirk Lorenz
TU Braunschweig
d.lorenz@tu-braunschweig.de

MS79

Unrolling Versus Bilevel Optimization in the Con-
text of Learning Variational Models

In image and signal processing and beyond, quantities
of interest are often reconstructed from potentially noisy
observations by means of suitably parameterized energy
minimization problems. An unknown ground truth is ap-
proximately recovered in terms of an optimization prob-
lem where the energy to be minimized depends on an ob-
servation and parameters. While purely model based ap-
proaches rely on the assumption of a priori availability of
a suitable energy function and associated parameters, data
driven approaches are commonly used when choosing an
appropriate energy is not obvious or infeasible. Then, the
parameters or parts of them shall be learned from data.
This gives rise to bilevel optimization problems in which
the original convex problem (hereafter referred to as the
lower level problem) appears as a constraint. Those bilevel
problems are hard to solve. Moreover, in many cases one
cannot even assume that the lower level problem has a
unique solution. An approach to avoid solving the lower
level problem explicitly is the so-called unrolling. Thereby,
the minimizer is replaced with an iterate of an algorithm
known to be capable of solving the problem. In this contri-
bution we consider the approach to unroll a fixed number
of iterations of gradient descent to the lower level problem
of a tractable toy model. We compare this approach to
solving the lower level problem explicitly by investigating
the expressivity and computing the corresponding risks in
a fixed framework.
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MS79

Algorithm Unrolling - Key for Physics-Based
Learning in Magnetic Resonance Image Recon-
struction

During the past years, deep learning has evolved tremen-
dously in the research field of MR image reconstruction.
While purely data-driven methods are typically imple-
mented in the image domain and discard the MR acqui-
sition physics entirely, physics-driven methods are the key
to the success of learning-based MRI reconstruction. In
this talk, I will guide you through the developments of
physics-based learning, and introduce you to learned un-
rolled algorithms. We will connect learned unrolled algo-
rithms to advanced regularization schemes and generative
models, and discuss the challenges and caveats of deep
learning for image reconstruction. I will showcase real-
world examples ranging from 2D musculoskeletal imaging
to higher-dimensional cardiac imaging that will underpin
the vast potential of learned unrolled algorithms to shape
the future of fast MR image acquisition and reconstruction.

Kerstin Hammernik
Technical University of Munich
k.hammernik@tum.de
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MS79

Hyperparameter Tuning Is All You Need for Lista

Learned Iterative Shrinkage-Thresholding Algorithm
(LISTA) introduces the concept of unrolling an iterative
algorithm and training it like a neural network. It has
had great success on sparse recovery. In this paper, we
show that adding momentum to intermediate variables
in the LISTA network achieves a better convergence rate
and, in particular, the network with instance-optimal
parameters is superlinearly convergent. Moreover, our
new theoretical results lead to a practical approach of
automatically and adaptively calculating the parameters
of a LISTA network layer based on its previous layers.
Perhaps most surprisingly, such an adaptive-parameter
procedure reduces the training of LISTA to tuning only
three hyperparameters from data: a new record set in the
context of the recent advances on trimming down LISTA
complexity. We call this new ultra-light weight network
HyperLISTA. Compared to state-of-the-art LISTA models,
HyperLISTA achieves almost the same performance on
seen data distributions and performs better when tested
on unseen distributions (speci?cally, those with different
sparsity levels and nonzero magnitudes).

Jialin Liu
Alibaba DAMO academy
jialin.liu@alibaba-inc.com

MS80

Towards a Theory of Non-Log-Concave Sampling:
First-Order Stationarity Guarantees for Langevin
Monte Carlo

Although many recent works explore the interplay between
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optimization and sampling, thus far there has not been a
sampling analogue of the approximate first-order stationar-
ity guarantees from non-convex optimization. Indeed, de-
spite practical interest in non-log-concave sampling, most
papers adopt additional assumptions (e.g. dissipativity
conditions or functional inequalities) and do not consider a
truly general framework for this problem. In this work, we
propose using bounds on the relative Fisher information
as a notion of approximate first-order stationarity in sam-
pling; this perspective is justified by the interpretation of
the Langevin dynamics as a gradient flow on the space of
probability measures. We then show that Langevin Monte
Carlo achieves approximate first-order stationarity in poly-
nomially many steps, under the sole assumption that the
target distribution is log-smooth. This is joint work with
Krishnakumar Balasubramanian, Murat A. Erdogdu, Adil
Salim, and Matthew Zhang.

Sinho Chewi
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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MS80

A Proximal Algorithm for Sampling

We consider sampling problems with possibly non-smooth
potentials. In particular, we study two specific settings of
sampling where the convex potential is either semi-smooth
or in composite form as the sum of a smooth component
and a semi-smooth component. To overcome the challenges
caused by the non-smoothness, we propose a Markov chain
Monte Carlo algorithm that resembles proximal methods
in optimization for these sampling tasks. The key compo-
nent of our method is a sampling scheme for a quadratically
regularized target potential. This scheme relies on rejec-
tion sampling with a carefully designed Gaussian proposal
whose center is an approximate minimizer of the regular-
ized potential. We develop a novel technique (a modified
Gaussian integral) to bound the complexity of this rejec-
tion sampling scheme in spite of the non-smoothness in the
potentials. We then combine this scheme with the alter-
nating sampling framework (ASF), which uses Gibbs sam-
pling on an augmented distribution, to accomplish the two
settings of sampling tasks we consider. Furthermore, by
combining the complexity bound of the rejection sampling
we develop and the remarkable convergence properties of
ASF discovered recently, we are able to establish several
non-asymptotic complexity bounds for our algorithm, in
terms of the total number of queries of subgradient of the
target potential. Our algorithm achieves state-of-the-art
complexity bounds compared with all existing methods in
the same settings.

Jiaming Liang
Yale University
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MS80

Structured Logconcave Sampling with a Restricted
Gaussian Oracle

We give algorithms for sampling several structured logcon-
cave families to high accuracy. We further develop a re-
duction framework, inspired by proximal point methods in
convex optimization, which bootstraps samplers for reg-

ularized densities to generically improve dependences on
problem condition number from polynomial to linear. A
key ingredient in our framework is the notion of a “re-
stricted Gaussian oracle’ (RGO) for function g, which is
a sampler for distributions whose negative log-likelihood
sums a quadratic (in a multiple of the identity) and g.
By combining our reduction framework with our new sam-
plers, we obtain the state-of-the-art bounds for sampling
composite densities and finite-sum densities to high accu-
racy in total variation distance.

Ruoqi Shen
University of Washington, U.S.
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MS80

On Forward and Backward Methods for Sampling
and Optimization

Sampling and optimization are intricately connected, and
there has been a productive exchange of ideas between
them. In particular, the perspective of sampling as opti-
mization in the space of distributions allows a translation
of techniques from optimization to sampling by applying
them in the space of distributions. At the continuous-time
level, various dynamics for optimization give rise to new
dynamics for sampling with fast convergence guarantees,
and a natural class of them can be implemented as stochas-
tic processes in space. However, in discrete time, different
choices of discretization methods give rise to algorithms
with different convergence properties, with the typical dif-
ference between the forward method which is explicit and
the backward method which is implicit but stable. Basic
discretization schemes for sampling suffer from the issue
of asymptotic bias, which is typically not present in op-
timization. The size of the bias becomes a bottleneck in
the complexity in discrete time, and the question of under-
standing the bias becomes more intricate for constrained
sampling with non-Euclidean geometry. In this talk, we
will survey some dynamics and algorithms for sampling
derived from optimization. We will describe their conver-
gence properties under log-concavity or isoperimetry, and
highlight their differences in behavior based on the forward
or backward methods.

Andre Wibisono
Yale University
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MS81

Rigorous Data-Driven Computation of Spectral
Properties of Koopman Operators in Dynamical
Systems

Koopman operators are infinite-dimensional operators that
globally linearise nonlinear dynamical systems, making
their spectral information valuable for understanding dy-
namics. Their increasing popularity in data-driven meth-
ods, dubbed Koopmania, includes 10,000s of articles over
the last decade. However, Koopman operators can have
continuous spectra and lack finite-dimensional invariant
subspaces, making computing their spectral properties a
considerable challenge. This talk describes data-driven al-
gorithms with rigorous convergence guarantees for comput-
ing spectral properties of Koopman operators from trajec-
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tory data. We introduce residual dynamic mode decompo-
sition (ResDMD), the first scheme for computing the spec-
tra and pseudospectra of general Koopman operators from
trajectory data without spectral pollution. By combining
ResDMD and the resolvent, we compute smoothed approx-
imations of spectral measures associated with measure-
preserving dynamical systems. When computing the con-
tinuous and discrete spectrum, explicit convergence theo-
rems provide high-order convergence, even for chaotic sys-
tems. Kernelized variants of our algorithms allow for dy-
namical systems with a high-dimensional state-space. We
end with data-driven computations of spectral measures
of a protein molecule (20,046-dimensional state-space) and
nonlinear Koopman modes with error bounds for chaotic
turbulent flow past aerofoils with Reynolds number > 105

(295,122-dimensional state-space).
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MS81

Neural Stochastic Partial Differential Equations:
Resolution-Invariant Learning of Continuous Spa-
tiotemporal Dynamics

Stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs) are the
mathematical tool of choice for modelling spatiotemporal
PDE-dynamics under the influence of randomness. Based
on the notion of mild solution of an SPDE, we introduce
a neural architecture to learn solution operators of PDEs
with (possibly stochastic) forcing from partially observed
data. The proposed Neural SPDE model provides an ex-
tension to two popular classes of physics-inspired architec-
tures. On the one hand, it extends Neural CDEs and vari-
ants – continuous-time analogues of RNNs – in that it is ca-
pable of processing incoming sequential information arriv-
ing irregularly in time and observed at arbitrary spatial res-
olutions. On the other hand, it extends Neural Operators
– generalizations of neural networks to model mappings
between spaces of functions – in that it can parameterize
solution operators of SPDEs depending simultaneously on
the initial condition and a realization of the driving noise.
By performing operations in the spectral domain, we show
how a Neural SPDE can be evaluated in two ways, either
by calling an ODE solver (emulating a spectral Galerkin
scheme), or by solving a fixed point problem. Experi-
ments on various semilinear SPDEs, including the stochas-
tic Navier-Stokes equations, demonstrate how the Neural
SPDE model is capable of learning complex spatiotemporal
dynamics in a resolution-invariant way, with better accu-
racy and lighter training data requirements compared to
alternative models.

Maud Lemercier
University of Warwick
maud.lemercier@maths.ox.ac.uk

MS81

Learning Partial Differential Equations in Repro-
ducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces

The rapid development of data-driven scientific discovery
holds the promise of new and faster methods to understand
and predict complex phenomena whose physical laws are

still beyond our grasp. Of central interest to this devel-
opment is the ability to efficiently solve partial differential
equations (PDEs) for a variety of physical inputs: initial
conditions, boundary conditions, and forcings. In recent
years, neural networks and kernel methods have acceler-
ated our ability to efficiently simulate solutions of PDEs
but statistical guarantees for these approaches are difficult
to show. In this work, we focus on estimating solution op-
erators of linear PDEs and estimate the PDE solution oper-
ator in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space. In this setting,
we show rigorous statistical guarantees on the prediction
error of our estimator even in the misspecified case when
the underlying PDE is nonlinear. This approach allows us
to regularize the smoothness of the PDE solution operator
and impose various structural constraints such as symme-
try and time-causality which appear in many real-world
systems. We conclude by demonstrating applications of
our method to several linear PDEs including the Poisson,
Helmholtz, Schrdinger, Fokker-Planck, and heat equation
and highlight its ability to extrapolate to more finely sam-
pled data without any additional training.

George Stepaniants
MIT
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MS81

Learning Constitutive Relations in Multiscale Vis-
coelastic Materials

The macroscopic behavior of materials is governed in part
by small-scale rapidly-varying material properties. Fully
resolving these features within the balance laws thus in-
volves expensive fine-scale computations which need to be
conducted on macroscopic scales. The theory of homog-
enization provides an approach to derive effective macro-
scopic equations which eliminates the small scales by ex-
ploiting scale separation. An accurate homogenized model
avoids the computationally-expensive task of numerically
solving the underlying balance laws at a fine scale. In sim-
ple settings the homogenization produces an explicit for-
mula for a macroscopic constitutive model, but in more
complex settings it may only define the constitutive model
implicitly. In these complex settings machine learning can
be used to learn the constitutive model from localized fine-
scale simulations. In the case of one-dimensional viscoelas-
ticity, the linearity of the model allows for a complete anal-
ysis. For this case, we derive a homogenized constitutive
model and develop a theory to prove that the model may be
approximated by a recurrent neural network (RNN) model
that captures the memory; this may be thought of as dis-
covering appropriate internal variables. Simulations are
presented which validate the theory, and additional numer-
ical experiments demonstrate extension of the methodology
to higher dimensions and to nonlinear viscoplasticity.
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MS82

Data-Driven Modeling of Diffusive Closures in
Geophysical Flows

Hybrid models, which combine traditional partial differen-
tial equation (PDE) solvers with machine learning-based
closures, have the potential to provide more accurate and
reliable predictions. In the present work, we study two
aspects of hybrid models i) how to improve the overall nu-
merical stability; ii) how to train these machine learning-
based closures with indirect (observation) data, which gen-
erally do not provide direct information about small-scale
processes. We focus on diffusive closures, which are com-
monly used for modeling fluid flows featuring mixing phe-
nomena with a wide range of eddy sizes. We present a
kernel-smoothed neural network architecture, which im-
proves stability and captures nonlocal effects, and corre-
sponding training strategies based on the Kalman method-
ology. We test our framework by studying turbulence mod-
eling in geophysics flows. The limitations of our framework
are also discussed.
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MS82

Non-Intrusive Parametric Reduced-Order Model-
ing via Operator Inference

We formulate a new approach to reduced modeling of pa-
rameterized, time-dependent partial differential equations
(PDEs). The method employs Operator Inference, a sci-
entific machine learning framework combining data-driven
learning and physics-based modeling. The parametric
structure of the governing equations is embedded directly
into the reduced-order model, and parameterized reduced-
order operators are learned via a data-driven linear regres-
sion problem. The result is a reduced-order model that
can be solved rapidly to map parameter values to approx-
imate PDE solutions. Such parameterized reduced-order
models may be used as physics-based surrogates for un-
certainty quantification and inverse problems that require
many forward solves of parametric PDEs. Numerical issues
such as well-posedness and the need for appropriate regu-
larization in the learning problem are considered, and an
algorithm for hyperparameter selection is presented. The
method is illustrated for a parametric heat equation and
demonstrated for the FitzHugh-Nagumo neuron model.
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MS82

Deep Operator Networks Inspired by Approxima-
tions to Variational Formulations

Deep Operator Networks (DeepONets) approximate opera-
tors that map functions from one Banach space to another.
A DeepONet accommodates this very large class of oper-
ators by allowing significant latitude in the network archi-
tecture. In this talk we consider the specific case where a
DeepONet approximates operators that emerge from the
solution of PDEs and ask the question whether this knowl-
edge leads to preferred network architectures with signif-
icant computational benefits. Inspired by the variational
formulation for solving PDEs (which forms the basis for
finite element and spectral methods) we conclude that this
is indeed the case, and propose efficient architectures and
training paradigms.
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MS82

Extrapolation of Deep Operator Networks via
Physics or Sparse Observations

Neural operators can learn nonlinear mappings between
function spaces and offer a new simulation paradigm for
real-time prediction of complex dynamics in realistic di-
verse applications as well as for system identification in
science and engineering. Herein, we investigate one promis-
ing operator, deep operator network (DeepONet). Most
of the current research on neural operators assumes that
training and testing data have the same distribution, which
is not always true in practice. Interpolation of the train-
ing data typically has good performance, while extrapo-
lation of the training data often suffers from high error.
In this study, five methods were proposed to reduce the
error and increase accuracy in extrapolation with only a
few observations. The first method is to fine-tune the
pre-trained DeepONet via the physics-informed neural net-
works (PINN) loss. The second method is to fine-tune the
pre-trained DeepONet using the observation data via the
mean square error (MSE) loss. To avoid overfitting caused
by only using the observation data, a third method was
proposed, which is to fine-tune the pre-trained DeepONet
with both observation data and previous DeepONet train-
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ing data. The fourth and fifth methods are multi-fidelity
models via gaussian process and neural networks, which
employ data generated by DeepONet as low-fidelity data,
and the observation data as high-fidelity data.

Min Zhu, Lu Lu, Handi Zhang
University of Pennsylvania
zhum20@seas.upenn.edu, lulu1@seas.upenn.edu,
handi@sas.upenn.edu

MS83

Modeling Fluid Flows via Sparse Physically In-
formed Discovery of Empirical Relations (SPI-
DER)

We introduce a general approach to data-driven model-
ing of spatially extended systems called sparse physics-
informed discovery of empirical relations (SPIDER). The
models take the easily interpretable form of a system of al-
gebraic or partial differential equations and are constructed
using sparse regression applied to the weak form of these
equations. A key challenge is constructing a family of can-
didate models that is both sufficiently comprehensive to
include the relevant physics and compact enough for the
computation to remain tractable. We address this chal-
lenge using a tensor-based decomposition, yielding a set of
term libraries corresponding to different irreducible repre-
sentations of the complete symmetry group of the physical
problem. The approach is illustrated using representative
examples of turbulent fluid flow and active matter whose
models are identified from experimental data. We also
demonstrate the utility of SPIDER for validating and de-
bugging results of numerical simulations. In particular, we
show that it enables cheap and efficient diagnosis of a range
of issues, from inaccurate solutions of particular equations
or the use of incorrect (or incorrectly implemented) bound-
ary conditions to symmetry breaking resulting from dis-
cretization.
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MS83

Using Wsindy to Learn Anisotropic Interaction
Rules from Individual Trajectories in a Heteroge-
neous Cellular Population

Interacting particle system (IPS) models have proven to
be highly successful for describing the spatial movement
of organisms. However, it is challenging to infer the in-
teraction rules directly from data. In the field of equation
discovery, the Weak form Sparse Identification of Nonlin-
ear Dynamics (WSINDy) methodology has been shown to
be computationally efficient for identifying the governing
equations of complex systems from noisy data. Motivated
by the success of IPS models to describe the spatial move-
ment of organisms, we develop WSINDy for second order
IPS to learn equations for communities of cells. Our ap-
proach learns the directional interaction rules for each in-

dividual cell that in aggregate, govern the dynamics of a
heterogeneous population of migrating cells. To sort a cell
according to the active classes present in its model, we
also develop a novel ad hoc classification scheme (which
accounts for the fact that some cells do not have enough
evidence to accurately infer a model). Aggregated mod-
els are then constructed hierarchically to simultaneously
identify different species of cells present in the population
and determine best-fit models for each species. We demon-
strate the efficiency and proficiency of the method on sev-
eral test scenarios, motivated by common cell migration
experiments.
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MS83

Identifying Differential Equation: Weak Form Ap-
proach

We consider identifying differential equation using numeri-
cal techniques (IDENT) from one set of noisy observation.
We assume that the governing PDE can be expressed as
a linear combination of different linear and nonlinear dif-
ferential terms. In this talk, extending from IDENT and
robust IDENT, we will discuss using weak form for differ-
ential equation identification. We consider both ODE and
PDE models. Numerical results show robustness against
higher level of noise and higher order derivative in under-
lying equation.
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MS83

How Much Can One Learn a PDE from its Solution
Data?

In this work we study a few basic questions for PDE learn-
ing from observed solution data. Using various types of
PDEs, we show 1) how the richness of the data space
spanned by all snapshots along a solution trajectory de-
pends on the differential operator and initial data, 2) how
much can one learn from a single solution, and 3)identi-
fiability of a differential operator from solution data on
local patches. Then we propose a consistent and sparse lo-
cal regression method for general PDE identification with
guarantee. Our method requires minimal amount of lo-
cal measurements in space and time from a single solution
trajectory by enforcing global consistency and sparsity.

Hongkai Zhao
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MS84

Parameter Estimation with Convolutional Neural
Networks Applied to An ODE and a Maximum
Likelihood Problem

Many inverse problems include poorly behaved objective
functions or computationally infeasible likelihood functions
such as for multidimensional extremes, thus making tradi-
tional approaches for computational recovery of model pa-
rameters intractable. We propose a deep learning frame-
work to estimate parameters of two models respectively
governed by ordinary differential equations and statistical
models for multidimensional extremes. In both cases, we
use data from model simulations as input to train deep
neural networks and learn the output ODE/statistical pa-
rameters. Our neural network-based method provides a
competitive alternative to existing methods such as pair-
wise likelihood for multidimensional extremes, as demon-
strated by considerable accuracy and computational time
improvements.

Julie Bessac
Argonne National Laboratory
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MS84

Learning Stochastic Parametric Differentiable Pre-
dictive Control Policies

The problem of synthesizing stochastic explicit model pre-
dictive control policies is known to be quickly intractable
even for systems of modest complexity when using classi-
cal control-theoretic methods. To address this challenge,
we present a scalable alternative called stochastic para-
metric differentiable predictive control (SP-DPC) for un-
supervised learning of neural control policies governing
stochastic linear systems subject to nonlinear chance con-
straints. SP-DPC is formulated as a deterministic approx-
imation to the stochastic parametric constrained optimal
control problem. This formulation allows us to directly
compute the policy gradients via automatic differentiation
of the problem’s value function, evaluated over sampled
parameters and uncertainties. In particular, the computed
expectation of the SP-DPC problem’s value function is
backpropagated through the closed-loop system rollouts
parametrized by a known nominal system dynamics model
and neural control policy which allows for direct model-
based policy optimization. We provide theoretical prob-
abilistic guarantees for policies learned via the SP-DPC
method on closed-loop stability and chance constraints sat-
isfaction. Furthermore, we demonstrate the computational
efficiency and scalability of the proposed policy optimiza-
tion algorithm in three numerical examples, including sys-
tems with a large number of states or subject to nonlinear
constraints.

Jan Drgona
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
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MS84

A Method for Cost-Aware, Adaptive, Multifidelity,
Efficient Reliability Analysis

Estimating probability of failure in aerospace systems is
a critical requirement for flight certification and qualifi-
cation. We propose a method to use models of multiple
fidelities that trade accuracy for computational efficiency.
Specifically, we propose the use of multifidelity Gaussian
process models to efficiently fuse models at multiple fi-
delity, thereby offering a cheap surrogate model that em-
ulates the original model at all fidelities. Furthermore, we
propose a novel sequential acquisition function-based ex-
periment design framework that can automatically select
samples from appropriate fidelity models to make predic-
tions about quantities of interest in the highest fidelity.
We use our proposed approach in an importance sam-
pling setting and demonstrate our method on the fail-
ure level set estimation and probability estimation on syn-
thetic test functions as well as two real-world applications,
namely, the reliability analysis of a gas turbine engine
blade using a finite element method and a transonic aero-
dynamic wing test case using Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes equations. We demonstrate that our adaptively con-
structed multifidelity surrogate model is guaranteed to pre-
dict the true failure level set with high probability.

Ashwin Renganathan
University of Utah
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MS84

Bayesian Inference with Gaussian Process Models
for Multiscale Data and ModelIntegration

The effective utilization of environmental datasets is often
hindered by their sparseness in space and time. Although
there are significant advances recently in non-invasive spa-
tially extensive technologies such as remote sensing and
geophysics, it is still challenging to integrate these multi-
scale and multi-type datasets with different resolutions,
coverage and accuracy. This talk will present the two
applications of Gaussian Process Models (GPMs) to en-
vironmental datasets to interpolate sparse datasets and
to integrate different data types with uncertainty quan-
tified. First, we have developed a multi-scale data integra-
tion method based on the Bayesian hierarchal model and
GPMs to integrate different radiation surveys walk, car
and airborne surveys in the Fukushima region. Differ-
ent spatial resolutions are explicitly represented using the
weighted spatial average based on radiation transport sim-
ulations. Second, we have developed a machine learning
(ML) framework for groundwater contamination monitor-
ing, including QA/QC, temporal gap filling, interpolation
and sensor placement optimization. In particular, GPMs
are used to improve the interpolation of contaminant con-
centrations between sparse wells by integrating (1) spa-
tially extensive predictors such as topographic metrics, (2)
the correlations between contaminant concentrations and
in situ sensor-measured variables, and (3) the model sim-
ulated plume distribution.

Haruko M. Wainwright
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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MS85

Handling Infinitely Many Inequality Constraints
in Function Optimization Problems Using Kernel
Methods

Many optimization problems over function spaces involve
an infinite number of pointwise inequality constraints. This
side information can originate from both physical and the-
oretical constraints on the model such as “stay within
boundaries“ in path-planning or “be nonnegative and inte-
grate to one“ in density estimation. On the other hand,
reproducing kernels are propitious for pointwise evalua-
tions and some kernels encode very rich classes of func-
tions. However, representer theorems, which ensure the
numerical applicability of kernels, cannot be applied for
an infinite number of evaluations. Through constructive
algebraic and geometric arguments, I will present how to
tackle this question by perturbing the constraints, through
coverings in infinite dimensions and through kernel Sum-
Of-Squares. Both schemes entail an extra computational
price, involving second-order conic or SDP constraints, but
assessing the amount of perturbation enables to prove rates
on the convergence of the schemes. Tightening guarantees
the satisfaction of the constraints and was used in state-
constrained optimal control and density estimation. Re-
laxation instead gives better approximation rates for global
optimization.
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MS85

Scalable Uncertainty Quantification with Random
Features

The focus of this talk is on ways random feature methods
(RFs) can enhance Gaussian process (GP) regression. RFs
were originally developed as a tool to scale up kernel meth-
ods in supervised machine learning to large datasets. The
idea is to make a relatively sparse, parametric, and statisti-
cally founded Monte Carlo approximation to a positive def-
inite kernel function. While RFs have been widely adopted
in the kernel methods literature, there has been signifi-
cantly less attention on the GP aspects of RFs leading to
uncertainty quantification (UQ). Under mild assumptions,
we show that RFs enjoy superior computational complex-
ity compared to the full GP posterior while still maintain-
ing the hallmarks of GPs, namely, natural interpretabil-
ity and automatic uncertainty estimates. Additionally, we
develop a nonintrusive, derivative-free approach to learn
RF or GP model hyperparameters under a noisy optimiza-
tion landscape using ideas from ensemble Kalman methods
and cross-validation. We apply our RF-UQ framework to
problems ranging from dynamical systems to the climate
sciences.
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Theoretical Guarantees for the Statistical Finite
Element Method

The statistical finite element method (StatFEM) is an

emerging probabilistic method that allows observations of
a physical system to be synthesised with the numerical so-
lution of a PDE intended to describe it in a coherent statis-
tical framework, to compensate for model error. This work
presents a new theoretical analysis of the statistical finite
element method demonstrating that it has similar conver-
gence properties to the finite element method on which it is
based. Our results constitute a bound on the Wasserstein-
2 distance between the ideal prior and posterior and the
StatFEM approximation thereof, and show that this dis-
tance converges at the same mesh-dependent rate as finite
element solutions converge to the true solution. Several nu-
merical examples are presented to demonstrate our theory,
including an example which tests the robustness of Stat-
FEM when extended to nonlinear quantities of interest.
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MS86

Accelerating Learning Neural ODEs via Proximal
Algorithms

Learning neural ODEs often requires solving very stiff ODE
systems, primarily using explicit adaptive ODE solvers.
These solvers are computationally expensive, requiring the
use of tiny step sizes for numerical stability and accuracy
guarantees. We consider learning neural ODEs using im-
plicit ODE solvers of different orders leveraging proximal
operators. The proximal implicit solver consists of inner-
outer iterations: the inner iterations approximate each im-
plicit update step using a fast optimization algorithm, and
the outer iterations solve the ODE system over time. The
proximal implicit ODE solver guarantees superiority over
explicit solvers in numerical stability and computational
efficiency.
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MS86

Learning to Solve Parametric PDEs

Deep learning continues to dominate machine learning and
has been successful in computer vision, natural language
processing, etc. Its impact has now expanded to many re-
search areas in science and engineering. In this talk, I will
present our recent work on combining wisdom from numer-
ical PDEs (e.g., multigrid method) and machine learning to
design data-driven solvers for parametric PDEs and their
applications in electromagnetic simulation.
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PDE-GCN: Novel Architectures for Graph Neural
Networks Motivated by Partial Differential Equa-
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tions

Graph neural networks are increasingly becoming the go-to
approach in various fields such as computer vision, com-
putational biology and chemistry, where data are natu-
rally explained by graphs. However, unlike traditional con-
volutional neural networks, deep graph networks do not
necessarily yield better performance than shallow graph
networks. This behavior usually stems from the over-
smoothing phenomenon. In this work, we propose a family
of architectures to control this behavior by design. Our
networks are motivated by numerical methods for solving
Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) on manifolds, and
as such, their behavior can be explained by similar analy-
sis. Moreover, as we demonstrate using an extensive set of
experiments, our PDE-motivated networks can generalize
and be effective for various types of problems from differ-
ent fields. Our architectures obtain better or on par with
the current state-of-the-art results for problems that are
typically approached using different architectures.
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Controlling and Efficiently Computing Regular-
ized Systems of Conservation Laws via Primal-Dual
Methods

We propose, study, and compute solutions to a class of
optimal control problems for hyperbolic systems of con-
servation laws and their viscous regularization Barotropic
compressible Navier-Stokes equations are taken as a canon-
ical example. We design a finite difference scheme for a
variational system. The numerical approximations of con-
servation laws are implicit in time. We solve the varia-
tional problem with an algorithm inspired by the primal
dual hybrid gradient method. This includes a new method
for solving implicit time approximations for conservation
laws, which seems to be unconditionally stable. Several
numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
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Hierarchical Nonnegative Tensor Factorizations
and Applications

Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) has found many
applications including topic modeling and document anal-
ysis. Hierarchical NMF (HNMF) variants are able to learn
topics at various levels of granularity and illustrate their
hierarchical relationship. Recently, nonnegative tensor fac-
torization (NTF) methods have been applied in a sim-
ilar fashion in order to handle data sets with complex,
multi-modal structure. Hierarchical NTF (HNTF) meth-

ods have been proposed, however these methods do not
naturally generalize their matrix-based counterparts. Here,
we propose a new HNTF model which directly generalizes
a HNMF model special case, and provide a supervised ex-
tension. Our experimental results show that this model
more naturally illuminates the topic hierarchy than previ-
ous HNMF and HNTF methods.
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MS87

Optimal Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares Al-
gorithms for Spectral Function Minimization

Low-rank matrix optimization problems have emerged as
a powerful modeling tool within a variety of scientific com-
munities ranging from data science, scientific computing
to signal and image processing and beyond. It is well-
understood that in many cases, a rank objective can be re-
placed by a non-convex surrogate such as a log-determinant
or a Schatten-p quasinorm without any or only with little
loss of modeling accuracy. However, the optimization of
such non-convex spectral functions has remained challeng-
ing. Around 2011, Mohan and Fazel and Fornasier, Rauhut
and Ward proposed iteratively reweighted least squares
(IRLS) methods optimizing such spectral functions. While
these methods have not been amenable for fast conver-
gence, a scalable IRLS method with provable superlinear
convergence has been proposed in [Kmmerle, Mayrink Ver-
dun, ”A scalable second order method for ill-conditioned
matrix completion from few samples”, ICML 2021]. In this
talk, we present the optimality of this and related IRLS
methods for the minimization of non-convex spectral func-
tions, and show that the resulting quadratic models do not
only include second-order information, but are also opti-
mal in the sense that any smaller quadratic model does
not retain a majorization property which is essential to en-
sure monotonicity of the algorithms. We illustrate with
data efficiency of the methods with applications to matrix
completion and phase retrieval.
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Superiority of GNN over NN in Generalizing Ban-
dlimited Functions

We constructively show, via rigorous mathematical argu-
ments, that GNN architectures outperform those of NN
in approximating bandlimited functions on compact d-
dimensional Euclidean grids. We show that the former
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only need M sampled functional values in order to achieve

a uniform approximation error ofOd(2
−M1/d

) and that this
error rate is optimal, in the sense that, NNs might achieve
worse.
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Multi-Dimensional Medical Imaging Data Recon-
struction Using Kernel Low-Rank Minimization
Scheme

Dynamic imaging is becoming more and more useful in
clinics nowadays. For example, dynamic cardiac MRI and
dynamic lung MRI is widely used to evaluate the heart
and lung function in clinics. Multi-dimensional (spatial di-
mension, time dimension, respiratory dimension and etc.)
data need to be acquired for getting desirable image qual-
ity. This requires long acquisition time to get the multi-
dimensional data which satisfies the Nyquist sampling the-
orem for reconstruction. I this talk, we will talk about the
usage of the kernel low-rank minimization scheme for the
reconstructions of the medical images using highly under-
sampled multi-dimensional data.

Qing Zou
The University of Iowa
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MS88

Challenges and Opportunities in Out-of-
Distribution Detection

The real world is open and full of unknowns, presenting
significant challenges for machine learning (ML) systems
that must reliably handle diverse, and sometimes anoma-
lous inputs. Out-of-distribution (OOD) uncertainty arises
when a machine learning model sees a test-time input that
differs from its training data, and thus should not be pre-
dicted by the model. As ML is used for more safety-critical
domains, the ability to handle out-of-distribution data are
central in building open-world learning systems. In this
talk, I will talk about challenges, methods, and opportuni-
ties on uncovering the unknowns of deep neural networks
for reliable predictions in an open world.
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A Data-Centric View on Robustness

Over the past few years, researchers have proposed many
ways to measure the robustness of machine learning mod-
els. In the first part of the talk, we will survey the current
robustness landscape based on two large-scale experimental
studies involving more than 200 different models and test
conditions. Despite the large variety of test conditions,
common trends emerge: (i) robustness to natural distribu-
tion shift and synthetic perturbations are distinct phenom-
ena, (ii) current algorithmic techniques have little effect
on robustness to natural distribution shifts, (iii) training
on more diverse datasets offers robustness gains on several
natural distribution shifts. In the second part of the talk,
we then leverage the aforementioned insights to improve

OpenAIs CLIP model. CLIP achieved unprecedented ro-
bustness on several natural distribution shifts, but only
when used as a zero-shot model. The zero-shot evaluation
precludes the use of extra data for fine-tuning and hence
leads to lower performance when there is a specific task
of interest. To address this issue, we introduce a simple
yet effective method for fine-tuning zero-shot models that
leads to large robustness gains on several distribution shifts
without reducing in-distribution performance.
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MS89

Hypegraph Diffusion Networks for Multi-Modal
Data Classification

We address this problem as a multi-modal classification
task. In this work, we introduce a novel semi-supervised
hypergraph learning framework for Alzheimers disease di-
agnosis. Firstly, we introduce a dual embedding strategy
for constructing a robust hypergraph that preserves the
data semantics. This is achieved by enforcing perturbation
invariance at the image and graph levels using a contrastive
based mechanism. Secondly, we present a dynamically ad-
justed hypergraph diffusion model, via a semi-explicit flow,
to improve the predictive uncertainty. We show, through
our experiments, that our technique performs better than
existing techniques.
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MS89

Lifted Bregman Networks

A combination of gradient-based optimisation method and
gradient computation via backpropagation is often the
method of choice when it comes to training deep neural net-
works. In this talk, we focus on alternative training strate-
gies that are based on recent developments in distributed
optimisation of deeply nested systems (Carreira-Perpinan
Wang 2014). In particular, we propose a novel training ap-
proach that is based on proximal activation functions and
generalised Bregman distances. The main advantages of
this approach compared to previous approaches is that it
enables (potentially distributed) training of neural network
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parameters without having to differentiate activation func-
tions. This work is joint work with Xiaoyu Wang from the
University of Cambridge.
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Big Data Inverse Problems

We consider the broad spectrum of linear inverse prob-
lems, where the aim is to reconstruct quantities with a
sparse representation on some vector space; often solved
using the (generalized) least absolute shrinkage and selec-
tion operator (lasso). We provide a new perspective on
the underlying l1-regularized inverse problem by exploring
the generalized lasso problem through variable projection
methods. We arrive at our proposed variable projected
augmented Lagrangian method. We analyze this method
and provide an approach for automatic regularization pa-
rameter selection based on a degree of freedom argument.
Further, we provide numerical examples demonstrating the
computational efficiency for various imaging problems.

Matthias Chung
Emory University, U.S.
matthias.chung@emory.edu

MS89

Fast Bi-Level Optimization for EPI-MRI Suscepti-
bility Artifact Correction and DTI

We present a machine learning framework for removing
susceptibility artifacts that limit the use of Echo Pla-
nar Magnetic Resonance Imaging (EPI-MRI), while si-
multaneously estimating the Diffusion Tensor (DT) that
provides information on brain structure and connectivity.
While EPI-MRI drastically reduces scan times, the vary-
ing magnetic susceptibility in different tissues causes ar-
tifacts comprised of geometric transformations and inten-
sity modulations along the phase encoding direction. Cor-
recting the artifacts in a post-processing step is possible
by acquiring two diffusion-weighted EPI-MRI sequences
acquired with reversed-phase encoding directions and ap-
proximately solving a large-scale, non-convex, optimization
problem. By including DTI information, this becomes a
four-dimensional bi-level optimization between the estima-
tion of the Diffusion Tensor and EPI artifact correction.
In this talk, we present a machine learning approach that
improves the accuracy and efficiency of the artifact correc-
tion while simultaneously solving for the diffusion-weighted
tensor information. First, we present a new choice of ini-
tialization for the non-convex optimization problem based
on optimal mass transport. Second, we provide an im-
plementation in the machine learning framework PyTorch,
which provides GPU acceleration and allows us to train hy-
perparameters such as regularization operators. Third, we
solve the bi-level optimization problem for the distortion
correction and diffusion tensor.

Abigail Julian
Emory University
abigail.julian@emory.edu

Lars Ruthotto
Departments of Mathematics and Computer Science
Emory University

lruthotto@emory.edu

MS90

Spectral Convergence of Symmetrized Graph
Laplacian on Manifolds with Boundary

In this talk, I will discuss the spectral convergence of a
symmetrized Graph Laplacian matrix induced by a Gaus-
sian kernel evaluated on pairs of embedded data sampled
from a smooth manifold with boundaries. Theoretically,
we deduce the convergence rates for eigenpairs of the dis-
crete Graph-Laplacian matrix to the eigensolutions of the
Laplace-Beltrami operator on manifolds with Neumann
and Dirichlet boundary conditions. If time permits, I will
also discuss an application to a Bayesian inversion problem
involving elliptic Dirichlet boundary value problems.

John Harlim
Pennsylvania State University
jharlim@psu.edu

MS90

Robust Inference of Manifold Density and Geome-
try by Doubly Stochastic Scaling

Many data analysis techniques assume that the data lies on
or near a low-dimensional manifold. However, in numer-
ous applications, the data can be corrupted by noise whose
magnitude is non-negligible. In this talk, we consider a set-
ting where data points are sampled from a low-dimensional
manifold and corrupted by high-dimensional noise that is
sufficiently de-localized across the coordinates. The noise
is allowed to be quite general, supporting heteroskedastic
noise and outliers, and its magnitude can be comparable
or even larger than that of the signal. We establish that
the doubly stochastic scaling of the Gaussian kernel is ro-
bust to such noise, and analyze the scaling factors and the
resulting affinity matrix when the dimension and the num-
ber of samples are large. Utilizing these results, we can re-
cover the sampling density on the manifold, the pointwise
noise magnitudes in the ambient space, and the Laplace-
Beltrami operator. In contrast, standard approaches for
estimating these quantities can be highly inaccurate in the
considered noise regime. We demonstrate our results in
simulations as well as on real data.

Boris Landa
Yale University
Yale University
Boris.landa@yale.edu

Xiuyuan Cheng
Department of Mathematics
Duke University
xiuyuan.cheng@duke.edu

MS90

Balancing Density and Geometry in Data with Fer-
mat Distances

Fermat distances (FD) are a class of data-driven metrics
based on geodesic paths that penalize passing through low
density regions. We show theoretically and empirically
how FD interpolate between geometry-based metrics and
density-based ones, making them suitable for unsupervised
analysis of a wide range of data with intrinsically low-
dimensional structure. When FD are defined on discrete
data generated as i.i.d. samples from a measure supported
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on a Riemannian manifold M, we prove convergence in
the large sample limit of the discrete FD to a particular
geodesic defined on M. Algorithmically, we provide prov-
ably fast algorithms for FD based on Euclidean nearest
neighbors graphs, thereby demonstrating the practical ap-
plicability of FD to large datasets. The interplay between
(1) graphs generated from samples and (2) manifolds on
which the sampling measure is supported is emphasized
throughout, and several lines of ongoing work and open
questions will be discussed.

James Murphy
Tufts University
jmurphy@math.jhu.edu

MS90

A Spectral Algorithm for Joint Clustering and Syn-
chronization

Community detection and orthogonal group synchroniza-
tion are both fundamental problems with a variety of im-
portant applications in science and engineering. In this
talk, we consider an extended stochastic block model,
where the edge connection contains pairwise orthogonal
transformation. We introduce a spectral algorithm to re-
cover the community memberships and perform synchro-
nization simultaneously. The algorithm consists of a spec-
tral decomposition step followed by a blockwise column
pivoted QR factorization (CPQR). We also leverage the
recently developed ‘leave-one-out’ technique to establish a
near-optimal guarantee for exact recovery of the cluster
memberships and stable recovery of the orthogonal trans-
forms.

Zhizhen Zhao
University of Illinois
zhizhenz@illinois.edu
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MS91

A Constrained Quadratic Optimization Approach
to Data-Consistent Inversion

Variations in parameters of a physical model result in vari-
ations in quantities of interest that are associated with
model outputs. Determining a probabilistic description
of the variation in the parameters that results in a spe-
cific distribution of the quantities of interest, or observed
distribution, is a stochastic inverse problem that can be
solved using data-consistent inversion. The data-consistent
solution results in a change-of-measure for the ”forward”
problem and is written in terms of Radon-Nikodym deriva-
tives (densities) of distributions. In practice, these den-
sities are often unknown and must be constructed from
independent, identically distributed samples using density-
estimation methods. However, density-estimation methods
may fail when sufficient samples are not available, e.g., due
to high-dimensional data spaces and/or a computationally
expensive model. We present an alternative construction of
the data-consistent solution based on empirical distribution
functions. Previous research shows that computing a set of
weights minimizing the L2 difference between a weighted

empirical distribution function and a target distribution
function performs a change-of-measure for the ”forward”
problem. Applying these weights on the parameter space
results in an approximation of the data-consistent solution
that is not reliant on density estimation methods.

Kirana Bergstrom
University of Colorado - Denver
kirana.bergstrom@ucdenver.edu
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University of Colorado Denver
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MS91

Robust Initializations of Variational Inference with
Gaussian Mixtures Through Global Optimization
and Laplace Approximations

Mean-field Gaussian distributions are often used as ap-
proximate posteriors in variational inference (VI) as their
parameters grow linearly with dimension. This can be
too restrictive to provide useful approximations of in-
tractable Bayesian posteriors exhibiting multimodal and
non-Gaussian behavior. High-fidelity approximations can
be obtained with Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) capa-
ble of capturing multiple modes. VI with GMMs that pos-
sess components with full covariance structure suffers from
a quadratic growth in parameters. Coupled with noncon-
vex trends in the loss functions associated with VI, these
challenges motivate the need for robust initialization pro-
cedures to improve performance. In this work, we pro-
pose a method for constructing an initial GMM approxi-
mation that can be used to warm-start VI. The procedure
begins with a global optimization stage in which multiple,
gradient-based searches determine a set of local maxima,
which we take to approximate the mixture component cen-
ters. Around each mode, a local Gaussian approximation is
constructed via the Laplace approximation. The mixture
weights are determined through constrained least squares
regression. The procedure is subjected to a variance-based
sensitivity analysis to investigate its robustness across var-
ious aspects of the underlying posterior distribution. The
proposed methodology is also analyzed as an initialization
procedure for VI on a high-dimensional, multimodal pos-
terior.

Wyatt H. Bridgman, Reese Jones, Mohammad Khalil
Sandia National Laboratories
whbridg@sandia.gov, rjones@sandia.gov,
mkhalil@sandia.gov

MS91

TNet: A Tikhonov Neural Network Approach to
Inverse Problems

Deep Learning (DL) by design is purely data-driven and
in general does not require physics. This is the strength of
DL but also one of its key limitations when applied to sci-
ence and engineering problems in which underlying physi-
cal properties (such as stability, conservation, and positiv-
ity) and desired accuracy need to be achieved. DL meth-
ods in their original forms are not capable of respecting the
underlying mathematical models or achieving desired ac-
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curacy even in big-data regimes. On the other hand, many
data-driven science and engineering problems, such as in-
verse problems, typically have limited experimental or ob-
servational data, and DL would overfit the data in this case.
Leveraging information encoded in the underlying mathe-
matical models, we argue, not only compensates missing
information in low data regimes but also provides oppor-
tunities to equip DL methods with the underlying physics
and hence obtaining higher accuracy. This talk introduces
a Tikhonov Network (TNet) that is capable of learning
Tikhonov regularized inverse problems. We present and
provide intuitions for our formulations for general nonlinear
problems. We rigorously show that our TNet approach can
learn information encoded in the underlying mathematical
models, and thus can produce consistent or equivalent in-
verse solutions, while naive purely data-based counterparts
cannot. Furthermore, we theoretically study the error es-
timate between TNet and Tikhhonov inverse solutions and
under which conditions they are the same. Extension to
statistical inverse problems will also be presented.

Tan Bui-Thanh, Hai Nguyen
The University of Texas at Austin
tanbui@ices.utexas.edu, hainguyen@utexas.edu

MS91

RealMVP: A Change of Variables Method For
Rectangular Matrix-Vector Products

Rectangular matrix-vector products (MVPs) are used ex-
tensively throughout machine learning and are fundamen-
tal to neural networks such as multi-layer perceptrons.
However, rectangular MVPs are notably missing not used
as normalizing flow transforms. This paper identifies this
methodological gap and plugs it with a tall and wide MVP
change of variables formula. Our theory builds up to a
scalable algorithm that envelops existing dimensionality in-
creasing flow methods such as augmented flows (Huang et
al., 2020). We show that tall MVPs are closely related
to the stochastic inverse of wide MVPs and empirically
demonstrate that they improve density estimation over ex-
isting dimension changing methods.

Madalina Fiterau
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
mfiterau@cs.umass.edu

Edmond Cunningham
University of Massachusetts Amherst
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MS92

Creating An Atlas of Approximate Straight-Line
Linkages Using Homotopy Continuation and Ma-
chine Learning

A classical problem in mechanical engineering is to develop
linkages which approximately trace along a straight line.
For example, James Watt described such a four-bar link-
age in his 1784 patent of the Watt steam engine. This
talk will describe an approach which finds approximate
straight-line four-bar linkages by computing critical points
of an objective function using homotopy continuation. Af-
ter sampling many approximate straight-line linkages, a
dimension reduction algorithm was used to create a visu-
alization of the computed straight-line linkages which pro-
vided clusters yielding a visual atlas. This is joint work

with Aravind Baskar and Mark Plecnik.

Jonathan Hauenstein
University of Notre Dame
Dept. of App. Comp. Math. & Stats.
hauenstein@nd.edu

MS92

Machine Learning the Dimension of Fano Varieties

In this talk I shall discuss recent work with Tom Coates
and Sara Veneziale in which we successfully recover the di-
mension of a Fano variety X directly from the regularized
quantum period of X via machine learning. Fano varieties
are basic building blocks in geometry - they are ”atomic
pieces” of mathematical shapes. Recent progress in the
classification of Fano varieties involves analysing the regu-
larized quantum period of a Fano variety X. This is a power
series determined by X whose coefficients, which are a se-
quence of integers, give a numerical signature for X. We
apply machine learning to the question: does the quan-
tum period of a Fano variety X know the dimension of X?
Note that there is as yet no theoretical understanding of
this. We show that machine learning techniques can re-
cover the dimension with ¿ 80% accuracy, demonstrating
that machine learning can pick out structure from complex
mathematical data in situations where we lack a theoretical
understanding. It also gives positive evidence for the as-
sertion (which is proven for smooth varieties in low dimen-
sions, but unknown in general) that the quantum period of
a Fano variety determines that variety.

Alexander Kaspryzyk
Nottingham University
a.m.kasprzyk@nottingham.ac.uk

MS92

Machine Learning the Real Discriminant Locus

Parameterized systems of polynomial equations arise in
many applications in science and engineering with the real
solutions describing, for example, equilibria of a dynamical
system, linkages satisfying design constraints, and scene re-
construction in computer vision. Since different parameter
values can have a different number of real solutions, the pa-
rameter space is decomposed into regions whose boundary
forms the real discriminant locus. In this talk, I will discuss
a novel sampling method for multidimensional parameter
spaces and how it is used in various machine learning algo-
rithms to locate the real discriminant locus as a supervised
classification problem, where the classes are the number of
real solutions. Examples such as the Kuramoto model will
be used to show the efficacy of the methods. Finally, an
application to real parameter homotopy methods will be
presented. This project is joint work with Edgar Bernal,
Jonathan Hauenstein, Dhagash Mehta, and Tingting Tang.

Margaret Regan
Duke University
Durham, NC USA
mregan@math.duke.edu

MS93

Graphical Optimal Transport and Its Applications

Multi-marginal optimal transport (MOT) is a generaliza-
tion of optimal transport theory to settings with possibly
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more than two marginals. The computation of the solu-
tions to MOT problems has been a longstanding challenge.
In this talk, we introduce graphical optimal transport, a
special class of MOT problems. We consider MOT prob-
lems from a probabilistic graphical model perspective and
point out an elegant connection between the two when the
underlying cost for optimal transport allows a graph struc-
ture. In particular, an entropy regularized MOT is equiv-
alent to a Bayesian marginal inference problem for prob-
abilistic graphical models with the additional requirement
that some of the marginal distributions are specified. This
relation on the one hand extends the optimal transport
as well as the probabilistic graphical model theories, and
on the other hand leads to fast algorithms for MOT by
leveraging the well-developed algorithms in Bayesian in-
ference. We will cover recent developments of graphical
optimal transport in theory and algorithms. We will also
go over several applications in aggregate filtering and mean
field games.

Yongxin Chen
Georgia tech
yongchen@gatech.edu

MS93

K-Mixup, K-Variance and Ot-Based Regulariza-
tion

Mixup is a popular regularization technique for training
deep neural networks that can improve generalization and
increase adversarial robustness. It perturbs input train-
ing data in the direction of other randomly-chosen in-
stances in the training set. To better leverage the struc-
ture of the data, we generalize this to perturbation of sets
of k samples via displacement interpolation, calling it k-
mixup. Empirical and theoretical evidence shows that the
method better preserves cluster and manifold structures
and improves generalization and robustness on benchmark
datasets. This method connects with k-variance, a recently
proposed generalization of variance, that measures the ex-
pected cost of matching two sets of k samples from a dis-
tribution to each other. In certain regimes, it reflects local
rather than global information about the measure. We ex-
amine the currently known properties of this generalization
for several key cases: one-dimensional measures, clustered
measures, and low-dimensional measures. We will also dis-
cuss some open problems related to this concept and im-
plications for the k-mixup method.

Edward Chien
Boston University
edchien@bu.edu

MS93

Robust Metrics by Integration

This talk will describe the construction of a certain class of
metrics between functions, formed by integration against a
class of test functions. These metrics are provably robust
to perturbations of the inputs and additive noise, and can
be rapidly evaluated. In addition to their theoretical prop-
erties, numerical results illustrating the behavior will also
be shown.

William Leeb
School of Mathematics
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

wleeb@umn.edu

MS93

Sinkhorn Distributionally Robust Optimization

We study distributionally robust optimization with
Sinkorn distance – a variant of Wasserstein distance based
on entropic regularization. We derive convex programming
dual reformulations when the nominal distribution is an
empirical distribution and a general distribution, respec-
tively. Compared with Wasserstein DRO, it is computa-
tionally tractable for a larger class of loss functions, and
its worst-case distribution is more reasonable. To solve the
dual reformulation, we propose an efficient batch gradient
descent with a bisection search algorithm. Finally, we pro-
vide various numerical examples using both synthetic and
real data to demonstrate its competitive performance.

Yao Xie, Jie Wang
Georgia Institute of Technology
yao.xie@isye.gatech.edu, jwang3163@gatech.edu
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Reinforcement Hedging

TBA

Heekyung Ahn, Kiseop Lee
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MS94

Stochastic Differential Models for Ranked and Un-
ranked Principal Eigenportfolios

We model ranked and unranked equity returns data with
a system of stochastic differential equations that admit
stationary solutions. We show how returns covariances
for ranked and unranked data can be related using rank-
switching frequency information that can be obtained from
the SDEs. We will briefly discuss how this model is used
with real equities data. This is joint work with B. Healy,
A. Papanicolaou and J. Sasson.

George Papanicolaou
Department of Mathematics
Stanford University
papanicolaou@stanford.edu

MS95

Global Field Reconstruction from Sparse Flow Ob-
servations using Deep Learning

An improved understanding of the fundamental processes
influencing near-surface wind flow over complex surface
features and roughness elements is critical for accurate pre-
diction of wind and dust emission events, and to guide the
development of future equipment capable of withstand-
ing extreme environments. A comprehensive exploration
of near-surface turbulent flow phenomena involves the in-
vestigation of multi-fidelity data obtained from controlled-
laboratory (wind tunnel) settings and numerical simula-
tions. The goal of this study is to leverage emerging
machine learning (ML) techniques to develop a frame-
work for global reconstruction of system variables from
potentially scarce and noisy, multi-fidelity observations. A
Voronoi tessellation [Fukami et al., 2021] is used to obtain
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a structured-grid representation from sparse sensor obser-
vations enabling the use of convolutional neural networks
(CNN) for space-time global field estimation. An ensemble-
based approach is developed for efficient uncertainty quan-
tification of predicted field values. Numerical results are
presented using both benchmark turbulence datasets and
wind tunnel observations, comparing the performance of
CNN-based models with generative adversarial network
(GAN) models.
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MS95

Bayesian Neural Networks for Weak Solution of
Pdes with Uncertainty Quantification

The solution of partial differential equations (PDEs) is
canonical in mathematical physics. However, large scale
solutions of PDEs using state of the art discretization tech-
niques remains an expensive proposition. We propose a
new physics-constrained neural network (NN) approach to
solve PDEs without labels to enable high-throughput so-
lutions in design and decision-making. Distinct from ex-
isting physics informed NN approaches, where the strong
form or weak form of PDEs are used to construct the
loss function, we write the loss function of NNs based on
the discretized residual of PDEs through an efficient, con-
volutional operator-based, and vectorized implementation.
We explore an encoder-decoder NN structure for both de-
terministic and probabilistic models, with Bayesian NNs
(BNNs) for the latter, which allow us to incorporate both
epistemic uncertainty from the model and aleatoric uncer-
tainty from noise in the data. In our approach, both deter-
ministic and probabilistic convolutional layers are used to
learn the applied boundary conditions (BCs) and to detect
the problem domain. The trained surrogate PDE solvers
can solve for similar physics, but with different BCs and
on a number of problem domains, and also extrapolate
predictions to BCs that they were not exposed to during
training. We demonstrate the performance of the proposed
framework on steady-state and equilibrium boundary value
problems spanning diffusion, linear elasticity, and nonlin-
ear elasticity.

Krishna Garikipati, Xiaoxuan Zhang
Mechanical Engineering
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MS95

A Model-Constrained Tangent Manifold Learning
Approach for Dynamical Systems

Real-time accurate solutions of large-scale complex dynam-
ical systems are in critical need for control, optimization,
uncertainty quantification, and decision-making in practi-
cal engineering and science applications. This paper con-
tributes in this direction a model-constrained tangent man-
ifold learning (mcTangent) approach. At the heart of mc-
Tangent is the synergy of several desirable strategies: i) a
tangent manifold learning to take advantage of the neu-
ral network speed and the time-accurate nature of the
method of lines; ii) a model-constrained approach to en-
code the neural network tangent with the underlying gov-
erning equations; iii) sequential learning strategies to pro-
mote long-time stability and accuracy; and iv) data ran-
domization approach to implicitly enforce the smoothness
of the neural network tangent and its likeliness to the truth
tangent up second order derivatives in order to further en-
hance the stability and accuracy of mcTangent solutions.
Both semi-heuristic and rigorous arguments are provided to
analyze and justify the proposed approach. Several numer-
ical results for transport equation, viscous Burger’s equa-
tion, and Navier-Stokes equation are presented to study
and demonstrate the capability of the proposed mcTan-
gent learning approach.

Hai Nguyen, Tan Bui-Thanh
The University of Texas at Austin
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MS96

Two-stage Stochastic Programs with Nonconvex
Recourse

We study the decomposition methods for solving a class of
nonconvex and nonsmooth two-stage stochastic programs,
where both the objective and constraints of the second-
stage problem are nonlinearly parameterized by the first-
stage variable. Due to the failure of the Clarke-regularity of
the resulting nonconvex recourse function, classical decom-
position approaches such as Benders decomposition and
(augmented) Lagrangian-based algorithms cannot be di-
rectly generalized to solve such models. By exploring an
implicitly convex-concave structure of the recourse func-
tion, we introduce a novel surrogate decomposition frame-
work based on the so-called partial Moreau envelope. Con-
vergence for both fixed scenarios and interior sampling
strategy is established. Numerical experiments are con-
ducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm.

Ying Cui
University of Minnesota
yingcui@umn.edu

MS96

Lyapunov Stability of the Subgradient Method
with Constant Step Size

We consider the subgradient method with constant step
size for minimizing locally Lipschitz functions definable in
an o-minimal expansion of the real field. In order to an-
alyze the behavior of its iterates in the vicinity of a local
minimum, we introduce a notion of discrete Lyapunov sta-
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bility. On the one hand, we prove that strict local min-
ima are stable using the theory of differential inclusions.
On the other hand, the existence of a Lyapunov function
in the neighborhood of a non-strict local minimum guar-
antees instability. This is true of several spurious local
minima arising in robust principal component analysis and
deep neural networks. When analyzing the landscape of
a nonconvex objective function, it is thus crucial not only
to determine whether spurious local minima exist, but also
whether they are stable.

Cedric Josz, Lexiao Lai
Columbia University
cj2638@columbia.edu, ll3352@columbia.edu

MS96

The Multi-Objective Polynomial Optimization

The multi-objective optimization is to optimize several ob-
jective functions over a common feasible set. Since the ob-
jectives usually do not share a common optimizer, people
often consider (weakly) Pareto points. This paper stud-
ies multi-objective optimization problems that are given
by polynomial functions. First, we study the geometry for
(weakly) Pareto values and represent Pareto front as the
boundary of a convex set. Linear scalarization problems
(LSPs) and Chebyshev scalarization problems (CSPs) are
typical approaches for getting (weakly) Pareto points. For
LSPs, we show how to use tight relaxations to solve them,
how to detect existence or nonexistence of proper weights.
For CSPs, we show how to solve them by moment relax-
ations. Moreover, we show how to check if a given point is
a (weakly) Pareto point or not and how to detect existence
or nonexistence of (weakly) Pareto points. We also study
how to detect unboundedness of polynomial optimization,
which is used to detect nonexistence of proper weights or
(weakly) Pareto points.

Jiawang Nie
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MS96

Loss Functions for Finite Sets

This talk introduces a novel kind of loss functions for finite
sets. For a given finite set $S$, we give sum-of-square type
loss functions of minimum degree. When $S$ is the ver-
tex set of a standard simplex, we show such loss functions
have no spurious minimizers (i.e., every local minimizer
is a global one). Up to transformations, we give similar
loss functions without spurious minimizers for general fi-
nite sets. When $S$ is approximately given by a sample
set $T$, we show how to get loss functions by solving a
quadratic optimization problem. Numerical experiments
and applications are given to show the efficiency of these
loss functions.

Jiawang Nie, Suhan Zhong
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MS97

Signal Processing with the Dirac Operator

Topological signals associated not only to nodes but also
to links and to the higher dimensional simplices of simpli-
cial complexes are attracting increasing interest in signal
processing, machine learning and network science. Typ-
ically, topological signals of a given dimension are inves-
tigated and filtered using the corresponding higher-order
Laplacian. In this talk, I will introduce the topological
Dirac operator that can be used to process simultaneously
topological signals of different dimensions. I will discuss
the main spectral properties of the Dirac operator defined
on networks, simplicial complexes and multiplex networks,
and their relation to higher-order Laplacians. Finally I
will show how the Dirac operator allows to perform sig-
nal processing of coupled topological signals of different
dimension.

Ginestra Bianconi
Queen Mary University of London
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Simplicial Convolutional Neural Networks for Neu-
ral Spike Train Decoding

Artificial neural networks have been designed to handle a
variety of data-types (e.g., vectors, matrices, graphs) as
inputs, but only recently has work been done to allow for
the input of simplicial complexes into neural networks for
machine learning tasks. Simplicial complexes are topolog-
ical spaces that use not only vertices and edges, but also
higher-dimensional objects like triangles and tetrahedra to
generalize graphs and capture more than just pairwise re-
lationships. Thus, they naturally lend themselves to defin-
ing neural activity where ensembles of brain cells may work
together to encode a single variable. We devise a Simpli-
cial Convolutional Neural Network framework for decod-
ing neural spike train activity. The effectiveness of the
framework is then demonstrated by decoding Head Direc-
tion cells, which are brain cells that fire when the head is
facing a certain direction.

Edward Mitchell
University of Tennessee Knoxville
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MS97

A New Pipeline for Genomics Data Analysis Using
Nonparametric Statistics and Topology

Genomic data has become increasingly prevalent in recent
years, particularly due to the recent development of whole
transcriptome sequencing (RNA-Seq) data. A number of
statistical methods are typically used to reduce the di-
mensionality of such data and to search for global pat-
terns within the data. Topological data analysis (TDA) is
a mathematical approach that can help to gain a better
understanding of the intrinsic shape of high-dimensional
genomic data and to retain information that may be lost
using standard dimension-reduction algorithms. The topo-
logical algorithm known as Mapper is frequently used as an
exploratory tool to build a graphical representation of data.
We propose a workflow to process and analyze RNA-Seq
data from tumor and healthy subjects, using Mapper. To
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showcase the workflow, we apply it to two distinct RNA-
Seq data sets collected in a cross-sectional cancer study in
The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), in conjunction with
RNA-Seq data from corresponding healthy tissue samples
from the Genotype Tissue Expression project (GTEx). We
show that our workflow, involving Gaussian mixture ap-
proximations of RNA-Seq data can be used to produce
graphical structures that successfully separate tumor and
healthy subjects, and are robust over parameter variation.
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MS97

Correcting the Bias in Laplacian Learning at Low
Label Rates

Laplacian learning is a semi-supervised method that finds
missing labels via minimising a Dirichlet energy. It is well
known that Laplacian learning is (asymptotically) ill-posed
at low labelling rates. In this talk I will identify the bias
of Laplace learning and show how this can be corrected
leading to significant improvement in performance. The
correction in the bias leads one to a Poisson equation.
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MS98

Physics-informed Deep Generative Model Based on
Variational Autoencoder for Stochastic Systems

Despite of great progress over the last decades in simu-
lating complex problems with the numerical discretization
of (stochastic) partial differential equations (PDEs), solv-
ing high-dimensional problems governed by parameterized
PDEs remains challenging. Machine learning has emerged
as a promising alternative in scientific computing commu-
nity by enforcing the physical laws. We propose physics-
informed deep generative model based on variational au-
toencoder for data-driven stochastic systems. The govern-
ing equation is encoded into the model through the differ-

ential operator on the decoder. The proposed model is not
only memory efficient but also offers huge computational
savings. Numerical examples are provided to illustrate the
proposed algorithm.
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MS98

Unsupervised Legendre-Galerkin Neural Network
for Stiff Partial Differential Equations

Modern machine learning research with deep neural net-
works has demonstrated outstanding performance in many
scientific fields. Recently, machine learning approaches
have been widely used for solving differential equations and
dynamical systems. As a result, this trend opens up new
research known as scientific machine learning. Since neural
networks provide an approximation capability for nonlin-
ear functions, the computational parameterization through
machine learning and optimization methods is available
with enhanced quality when solving various PDEs. In this
paper, we provide a novel algorithm in the field of nu-
merical methods for PDEs using techniques from machine
learning and artificial intelligence. More precisely, we de-
velop an unsupervised machine learning algorithm based
on the Legendre-Galerkin neural network to find an accu-
rate approximation to the solution of different types of the
PDEs. The neural network is applied to not only the gen-
eral 1D and 2D differential equations but also singularly
perturbed PDEs, which possess boundary layer behavior.
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MS98

A Neural Network Approach for Homogenization
of Multiscale Problems

We propose a neural network-based approach to the
homogenization of multiscale problems. The proposed
method uses a derivative-free formulation of a training loss,
which incorporates Brownian walkers to find the macro-
scopic description of a multiscale PDE solution. Compared
with other network-based approaches for multiscale prob-
lems, the proposed method is free from the design of hand-
crafted neural network architecture and the cell problem to
calculate the homogenization coefficient. The exploration
neighborhood of the Brownian walkers affects the overall
learning trajectory. We determine the bounds of micro-
and macro-time steps that capture the local heterogeneous
and global homogeneous solution behaviors, respectively,
through a neural network. The bounds imply that the
computational cost of the proposed method is independent
of the microscale periodic structure for the standard peri-
odic problems. We validate the efficiency and robustness
of the proposed method through a suite of linear and non-
linear multiscale problems with periodic and random field
coefficients.
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MS98

A Norm-Minimization Based Training Method for
Operator Networks

We propose a novel training method for operator net-
works (ONets). ONets are constructed by a sum of prod-
ucts two sub-networks, namely, branch and trunk net-
works. The goal is to effectively learn ONets that accu-
rately approximate nonlinear operators from data. The
standard approaches train the two sub-networks simulta-
neously via first-order optimization methods. The pro-
posed method, however, trains trunk networks first based
on norm-minimization, and then train branch networks in
sequence. The norm-minimization provides a natural way
of handling (sparse) noise in training data, as the user has
flexibility to choose a suitable norm, e.g., l1 norm. Several
numerical examples including Darcy flow in heterogeneous
porous media with and without noise are presented to il-
lustrate the capabilities of the proposed training method.
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MS99

Learning Stochastic Closures for Climate Models
from Indirect Data Using Kalman Methods

Climate models are tools for learning about and predicting
the climate response to increasing greenhouse gas emis-
sions. They simulate a wide range of scales, spanning
large-scale circulations to small-scale turbulence in clouds.
The turbulent entrainment of environmental air into clouds
and the detrainment of cloud air into their environment
are among the most important uncertain processes in cli-
mate models. The lack of scale-separation between the
turbulent entrainment and detrainment and larger-scale
motions makes it difficult to justify traditional determin-
istic closures. To remedy these deficiencies, we construct
a stochastic closure that complements existing physically
motivated closures for entrainment and detrainment in an
eddy-diffusivity mass-flux scheme for atmospheric turbu-
lence and convection. To learn parameters of this stochas-
tic closure model, we employ gradient-free Kalman inver-
sion methods, which allow the model to be trained from
indirect data such as time-averaged statistics. The per-
formance of the proposed closure is then investigated on
a series of test cases, with emphasis on improving statis-
tical fits and characterizing predictive uncertainty. More
broadly, this work represents a step toward designing cli-
mate models that provide better estimates for the uncer-
tainty of future warming in response to increasing green-
house gas emissions.
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MS99

Structure-Exploiting Projected Deep Neural Net-
works for Bayesian Inversion and Optimal Experi-
mental Design

Solution of Bayesian inverse problems (BIPs) governed by
large-scale complex models in high parameter dimensions
(such as PDEs with discretized infinite-dimensional param-
eter fields) is often prohibitive. Efficient evaluation of the
parameter-to-observable (p2o) map, which involves solu-
tion of the forward model, is key to making BIPs tractable.
Surrogate approximations of p2o maps have the poten-
tial to greatly accelerate BIPs, provided the p2o map can
be accurately approximated using relatively fewer forward
model solves. Unfortunately, constructing such surrogates
presents significant challenges when the parameter dimen-
sion is high and the forward model is expensive. Deep neu-
ral networks (DNNs) have emerged as leading contenders
for overcoming these challenges. We demonstrate that
black box application of DNNs for problems with infinite
dimensional parameter fields leads to poor generalization
when training data are limited in number. However, by
constructing a network architecture that is adapted to the
geometry and intrinsic low-dimensionality of the p2o map
as revealed by adjoint-based Hessian actions, one can con-
struct a parsimonious projected DNN surrogate with supe-
rior approximation properties using only limited training
data. We employ this projected DNN surrogate to solve
Bayesian optimal experimental design problems for finding
sensor locations that maximize the expected information
gain for inverse wave scattering.
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MS99

Learning Physics-Constrained, Transferable
Subgrid-Scale Closure Models in the Small-Data
Regime

Simulating high-dimensional, multi-scale systems often re-
quires subgrid-scale (SGS) models to represent the effects
of small-scale processes in a computationally affordable
low-resolution solver. Data-driven SGS models, which are
learned using high-resolution data, e.g., using deep neu-
ral networks, have shown promising results in recent years.
However, the availability of such high-resolution data is of-
ten limited, i.e., training should be done in the small-data
regime. Here, we use 2D turbulence as the test case and
show that 1) by incorporating physics in the learning pro-
cess, stable and accurate SGS models can be learned in the
small-data regime, and 2) transfer learning enables out-
of-distribution generalization (e.g., extrapolation to 100x
higher Reynolds numbers). We assess the quality of the
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data-driven SGS models using a number of a priori and a
posteriori tests.
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MS99

Deep Uncertainty Quantification for Learning Spa-
tiotemporal Dynamics

Applications such as public health, transportation, and cli-
mate science often require learning complex dynamics from
large-scale spatiotemporal data. While deep learning has
shown tremendous success in these domains, prior works
have mostly focused on point estimates without quantify-
ing the uncertainty of the predictions. In high-stakes do-
mains, being able to generate probabilistic predictions with
confidence intervals is critical to risk assessment and deci-
sion making. In this talk, I will present our efforts in uncer-
tainty quantification (UQ) in learning spatiotemporal dy-
namics. I will discuss (1) a systematic study of UQ for deep
spatiotemporal forecasting. We analyze UQ methods from
both the Bayesian and the frequentist point of view, cast-
ing in a unified framework. We perform benchmark tests
on COVID-19, traffic forecasting and air quality predic-
tion tasks. (2) Spatiotemporal Neural Processes (STNP),
a neural latent variable model to mimic the spatiotemporal
dynamics of stochastic simulators, together with Bayesian
active learning strategy to speed up training. We demon-
strate our method on the use cases of COVID-19 forecast-
ing and scenario creation.
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MS100

The Statistical Power of Weak Form Sparse Iden-
tification of Nonlinear Dynamics (WSINDy)

In recent years, data-driven modeling to infer governing
equations directly from data has received considerable at-
tention. In particular, the Sparse Identification of Nonlin-
ear Dynamics (SINDy) has been widely used. While SINDy
is highly appealing for its abilities, in its original form, it
is know to perform poorly in the presence of noisy data.
In many cases, 0.5% additive error will result in catas-
trophically incorrect learned equations. Within the last
3 years, the consensus has emerged that learning a weak
form of the equation offers a superior strategy for learn-
ing equations in the presence of noise. In particular, the
WSINDy algorithm can (in many cases) learn equations in
the presence of greater than 100% noise. In this talk, we
will discuss computational properties of the method as well
as best practices for its implementation. Time permitting,
we will illustrate the method with several examples.
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MS100

Bayesian Nonlocal Operator Regression (BNOR):
A Data-Driven Learning Framework of Nonlocal
Models with Uncertainty Quantification

We consider the problem of modeling heterogeneous mate-
rials where small-scale dynamics and interactions affect the
global behavior. The material’s microstructure, properties
and interfacial conditions cause variability in the material’s
response; hence it is often non-practical, if not impossi-
ble, to provide quantitative characterization for each sam-
ple. The goal of this work is to develop a Bayesian frame-
work to characterize the uncertainty of material response
when using a nonlocal model to describe wave propagation
through heterogeneous materials. Our approach is based
on the nonlocal operator regression (NOR) technique, and
Bayesian inference. Specifically, we use a Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to predict the probability
distribution of the nonlocal constitutive law that embeds
the material’s properties. As an application, we consider
the wave propagation problem in a heterogeneous bar with
randomly generated microstructure layers. In particular,
we apply the proposed approach to model the stress wave
propagation and provide a characterization of the uncer-
tainty originated from the material microstructure. With
several numerical tests, we illustrate the effectiveness of our
approach in predicting the posterior distribution of the op-
timal nonlocal model and characterizing its uncertainty in
further prediction tasks.
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Asymptotic Theory of L1-Regularized PDE Iden-
tification from Single Noisy Trajectory

We provide a formal theoretical analysis on the PDE identi-
fication via the �1-regularized pseudo least square method
from the statistical point of view. In this article, we as-
sume that the differential equation governing the dynamic
system can be represented as a linear combination of var-
ious linear and nonlinear differential terms. Under noisy
observations, we employ local-polynomial fitting for esti-
mating state variables and apply the �1-penalty for model
selection. Our theory proves that the classical mutual in-
coherence condition on the feature matrix F and the β�

min-
condition for the ground-truth signal β� are sufficient for
the signed-support recovery of the �1-PsLS method. We
run numerical experiments on two popular PDE models,
the viscous Burgers and the Kortewegde Vries(KdV) equa-
tions, and the results from the experiments corroborate our
theoretical predictions.
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MS101

Learning from Sparse, Mixed, And/or Multi-
Fidelity Data via Latent Map Gaussian Processes

Materials modeling and design is typically hampered by
two major uncertainty sources: lack of data and model
form discrepancies. In this talk, we will present a novel ap-
proach based on nonlinear manifold learning that addresses
these (and more) uncertainty sources. Our approach is
based on latent map Gaussian processes (LMGPs) and
aims to leverage multiple data sources to quantify uncer-
tainty sources and, more importantly, provide visually in-
terpretable diagnostic measures that indicate the extent
to which different data sources (e.g., experiments, simu-
lations, etc.) agree with one another. We will introduce
our approach in both Bayesian and frequentist settings and
demonstrate that both perform well in a wide range of ap-
plications.
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Bayesian Inference with Latent Hamiltonian Neu-
ral Networks (L-HNNs)

When sampling for Bayesian inference, one popular ap-
proach is to use Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) and the
No-U-Turn Sampler (NUTS). However, HMC and NUTS
can require numerous numerical gradients of the target
density and can prove slow in practice. We propose Hamil-
tonian neural networks (HNNs) with HMC and NUTS for
solving Bayesian inference problems. Once trained, HNNs
do not require gradients of the target density while sam-
pling. Moreover, they satisfy important properties such
as perfect time reversibility and Hamiltonian conservation,
making them well suited for use within HMC and NUTS
because stationarity can be shown. We also propose an
HNN extension called latent HNNs (L-HNNs), which pre-
dict latent variable outputs. Compared to HNNs, L-HNNs

offer improved expressivity and a reduction in integration
errors. Finally, we propose employing L-HNNs in NUTS
with an online error monitoring scheme to prevent degen-
eracy of the sampling in regions of low probability density.
We demonstrate L-HNNs in NUTS with online error mon-
itoring by using several example cases involving complex,
heavy-tailed, and high local curvature probability densi-
ties. Overall, L-HNNs in NUTS with online error monitor-
ing satisfactorily inferred these probability densities. Com-
pared to traditional NUTS, L-HNNs in NUTS with online
error monitoring improved the effective sample size (ESS)
per gradient by an order of magnitude.
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MS101

Learning to Accelerate Large-Scale Physical Simu-
lations in Fluid and Plasma Physics

Simulating the time evolution of large-scale physical sys-
tems is crucial in many scientific and engineering domains.
Recently, deep learning surrogate modeling has emerged
as a useful tool to speed up the compute-intensive domain-
specific classical solvers, but scaling it to simulate larger
systems still faces several challenges: stable long-term evo-
lution and modeling multi-scale dynamics. In this talk, I
will present our works in two important domains to ad-
dress these challenges. In a subsurface fluid system that
consists of millions of cells per time step, we introduce a
Hybrid Graph Network Simulator to model the complex
and heterogeneous dynamics in the subsurface. We intro-
duce a multi-step based objective to improve its long-term
rollout, and sector-based training to make training such
system possible. We demonstrate that our method is able
to scale up to millions of cells per time step, and achieves
up to 18x speedup compared to the classical solvers. In a
laser-plasma interaction system whose dynamics is multi-
scale, we introduce a hybrid particle + fluid method, which
uses the classical solver to model kinetics of the few but
highly energetic particles, and CNNs to model the evolu-
tion of the moments of the dominant thermal particles in
each cell, and their injection from fluid state to particle
state. We show that this significantly speeds up the simu-
lation.
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MS102

Lifting the Curse of Dimensionality in Nonlinear
Operator Learning with Operator Adapted GPs
and Wavelets

We consider the problem of learning the mapping of the
right-hand side of a nonlinear PDE (possibly with rough
coefficients) to the solution from examples. For linear
PDEs, when represented in a basis of operator-adapted
wavelet, the solution operator has a sparse structure across
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scales and across space, enabling approximation without
the curse of dimensionality. We present a method to learn
the solution operator of nonlinear PDEs using kernel meth-
ods by encoding the localization of the problem in scales
and space into operator-valued kernels. The kernels are de-
signed in such a way to take advantage of the near sparsity
of the solution operator in appropriate operator-adapted
wavelet bases. This allows us to lift the curse of dimen-
sionality, much like the case of linear PDEs, when learning
the solution operator of nonlinear PDEs. This is in con-
trast to existing methods in the literature that suffer from
the curse of dimensionality by learning the solution map
directly in the physical or frequency domains.
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MS102

Gaussian Processes for Solving and Learning Non-
linear PDEs

Partial differential equations (PDEs) are fundamental in
today’s applied and computational science. This talk
presents a conceptually simple and algorithmically auto-
matic framework for solving, learning, and quantifying un-
certainties of these PDEs. The framework assigns Gaus-
sian processes (GPs) priors to the unknowns and finite-
dimensionalizes the PDE into a generally nonlinear com-
bination of linear differential measurements of the GPs at
sampled collocation points. Performing statistical infer-
ence or machine learning on these GPs then addresses the
computational problems associated with the PDEs. We
will present the theory and numerical experiments of this
method in a wide range of nonlinear PDE problems. A
near-linear complexity multiscale implementation for com-
puting with large kernel matrices will also be discussed.
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Sparse Cholesky Factorization by Greedy Condi-
tional Selection

Dense kernel matrices resulting from pointwise evaluations
of a kernel function arise naturally in machine learning and
statistics. Previous work in constructing sparse transport
maps or sparse approximate inverse Cholesky factors for
such matrices by minimizing Kullback-Leibler divergence
recovers the Vecchia approximation for Gaussian processes.

However, this method for Cholesky factorization relies only
on geometry to construct the sparsity pattern, ignoring the
conditional effect of adding an entry. In this work, we con-
struct the sparsity pattern by leveraging a greedy selection
algorithm which selects points that maximize mutual in-
formation with target points, conditional on all points se-
lected previously. For selecting k points out of N , the naive
time complexity is O(Nk4), but by maintaining a partial
Cholesky factor we reduce this to O(Nk2). Furthermore,
for multiple (m) targets we achieve a time complexity of
O(Nk2 +Nm2 +m3) which is maintained in the setting of
Cholesky factorization where a selected point need not con-
dition every target. We directly apply the selection algo-
rithm to image classification, Gaussian process regression,
and recovery of sparse Cholesky factors, improving upon
k-th nearest neighbors in every case. Through Kullback-
Leibler minimization we apply the algorithm to Cholesky
factorization, improving in high dimensional geometries as
well as when preconditioning with the conjugate gradient.
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Finite Element and Graphical Representations of
Gaussian Processes

Gaussian processes (GPs) are popular models for ran-
dom functions in computational and applied mathematics,
statistics, machine learning and data science. However,
GP methodology scales poorly to large data-sets due to
the need to factorize a dense covariance matrix. In spatial
statistics, a standard approach to surmount this challenge
is to represent Matrn GPs using finite elements, obtain-
ing an approximation with a sparse precision matrix. The
first part of the talk will give new understanding of this ap-
proach for regression and classification with large data-sets,
showing that under mild smoothness assumptions the di-
mension of the matrices that need to be factorized can be
reduced without hindering the estimation accuracy. The
analysis balances finite element and statistical errors to
show that there is a threshold beyond which further refin-
ing of the discretization increases the computational cost
without improving the estimation accuracy. In the second
part of the talk, I will introduce graphical representations
of GPs to model random functions on high-dimensional
point clouds, greatly expanding the important but limited
scope of the finite element approach. I will show error
bounds on the graphical representations, and study the as-
sociated posterior contraction in a semi-supervised learning
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problem.
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On the Complexity of Hypermatrix Equivalence

Equivalence of matrices defined relative to matrix group
actions are crucial to many practical numerical matrix al-
gorithms. In this talk we discuss how equivalence classes
of hypermatrices defined relative to hypermatrix analog of
group actions can serve as the basis for measuring the com-
plexity of hypermatrix algorithms.
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Approximate Tensor BM Product Decomposition
for Temporal Analysis of Third-Order Data

Given matrices A, B, C of size m×n, m×p, and p×n, re-
spectively, and oriented as third order tensors in the appro-
priate dimensions, their Bhattacharya-Mesner (BM) prod-
uct will result in a third order tensor of dimension m×p×n
and BM-rank of 1. In this talk, we give an iterative algo-
rithm for approximately decomposing a third order ten-
sor into a small sum of BM-rank 1 tensors. We provide
some analysis as to the features captured by this decompo-
sition and give its relation to other tensor methods. More-
over, we demonstrate the ability of our decomposition to
extract important temporal information from third order
blood platelet data and video image data.
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MS103

Practical Leverage-Based Sampling for Low-Rank
Tensor Decomposition

The low-rank canonical polyadic tensor decomposition is
useful in data analysis and can be computed by solving
a sequence of overdetermined least squares subproblems.
Motivated by consideration of sparse tensors, we propose
sketching each subproblem using leverage scores to select
a subset of the rows, with probabilistic guarantees on the
solution accuracy. We randomly sample rows proportional
to leverage score upper bounds that can be efficiently com-
puted using the special Khatri-Rao subproblem structure

inherent in tensor decomposition. Crucially, for a (d+ 1)-
way tensor, the number of rows in the sketched system is
O(rd/�) for a decomposition of rank r and �-accuracy in
the least squares solve, independent of both the size and
the number of nonzeros in the tensor. Along the way, we
provide a practical solution to the generic matrix sketching
problem of sampling overabundance for high-leverage-score
rows, proposing to include such rows deterministically and
combine repeated samples in the sketched system; we con-
jecture that this can lead to improved theoretical bounds.
Numerical results on real-world large-scale tensors show
the method is significantly faster than deterministic meth-
ods at nearly the same level of accuracy.
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Tensor Learning for Large-Scale Spatiotemporal
Data

Multivariate spatiotemporal data is ubiquitous in science
and engineering, from sports analytics to neuroscience.
Such data can be naturally represented as a multiway ten-
sor. Tensor latent factor models provide a powerful tool
for reducing the dimensionality and discovering the higher-
order latent structures from data. However, existing tensor
models are often slow or fail to yield latent factors that are
easy to interpret by domain experts. In this talk, I will
demonstrate advances in tensor methods to generate inter-
pretable latent factors for high-dimensional spatiotempo-
ral data. In particular, I will discuss (1) a multiresolution
tensor learning algorithm, that can leverage the multiscale
property of high-resolution spatial data, to speed up train-
ing and learn interpretable patterns. (2) a tensor latent
feature learning algorithm that can learn binary represen-
tations of data that are both memory efficient and easy to
interpret. We provide theoretical guarantees for our opti-
mization algorithms and demonstrate their applications to
real-world data from basketball plays and neuroscience.
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Multiscale DNN for Oscillatory Navier-Stokes
Flows and Causality in DNN for Dynamic Systems

We present linearized learning methods to accelerate the
convergence of trainings for a stationary nonlinear Navier-
Stokes (NS) equation. Different linearizations of the non-
linear convection term in the NS equation are integrated
into the training process of a multi-scale deep neural net-
work approximation of oscillatory NS solutions in com-
plex domains. Also, we will present a DeepONet struc-
ture with built-in causality to represent linear operators be-
tween Banach spaces of time-dependent signals. The theo-
rem of Universal Approximations to nonlinear operators is
extended to operators with causalities and the proposed
Causality-DeepONet framework embodies the causality
naturally. As an application, we utilize the Causality-
DeepONet to learn accurately the retarded operator that
maps seismic excitations to the responses of a building at
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different locations.
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Physics-Informed Neural Networks with Hard
Constraints for Inverse Design

Inverse design arises in a variety of areas in engineer-
ing such as acoustic, mechanics, thermal/electronic trans-
port, electromagnetism, and optics. Topology optimiza-
tion is an important form of inverse design, where one
optimizes a designed geometry to achieve targeted prop-
erties parameterized by the materials at every point in
a design region. This optimization is challenging, be-
cause it has a very high dimensionality and is usually con-
strained by partial differential equations (PDEs) and ad-
ditional inequalities. Here, we propose a new deep learn-
ing method—physics-informed neural networks with hard
constraints (hPINNs)—for solving topology optimization.
hPINN leverages the recent development of PINNs for solv-
ing PDEs, and thus does not require a large dataset (gen-
erated by numerical PDE solvers) for training. However,
all the constraints in PINNs are soft constraints, and hence
we impose hard constraints by using the penalty method
and the augmented Lagrangian method. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of hPINN for a holography problem in
optics and a fluid problem of Stokes flow. We achieve
the same objective as conventional PDE-constrained op-
timization methods based on adjoint methods and numer-
ical PDE solvers, but find that the design obtained from
hPINN is often smoother for problems whose solution is not
unique. Moreover, the implementation of inverse design
with hPINN can be easier than that of conventional meth-
ods because it exploits the extensive deep-learning software
infrastructure.

Lu Lu
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MS104

Active Neuron Least Squares: A Training Method
for Multivariate Rectified Neural Networks

In this talk, we will present the Active Neuron Least
Squares (ANLS), an efficient training algorithm for neural
networks (NNs). ANLS is designed from the insight gained
from the analysis of gradient descent training of NNs, par-
ticularly, the analysis of Plateau Phenomenon. The core
mechanism is the option to perform the explicit adjustment
of the activation pattern at each step, which is designed to
enable a quick exit from a plateau. The performance of
ANLS will be demonstrated and compared with existing
popular methods in various learning tasks ranging from
function approximation to solving PDEs.

Yeonjong Shin
KAIST, Korea
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MS104

Heavy-Ball Neural ODEs

We will present a new class of continuous-depth deep neural
networks that were motivated by the ODE limit of the clas-
sical momentum method, named heavy-ball neural ODEs

(HBNODEs). HBNODEs enjoy two properties that imply
practical advantages over NODEs: (i) The adjoint state
of an HBNODE also satisfies an HBNODE, accelerating
both forward and backward ODE solvers, thus significantly
accelerate learning and improve the utility of the trained
models. (ii) The spectrum of HBNODEs is well structured,
enabling effective learning of long-term dependencies from
complex sequential data.

Bao Wang
Data Science Research Lab in the DEPARTMENT OF
MATHEMATICS a
bwang@math.utah.edu

MS105

Hybrid Projection Methods for Solution Decompo-
sition in Large-Scale Bayesian Inverse Problems

In this work, we develop hybrid iterative projection meth-
ods for large-scale inverse problems, where the solution
represents a sum of different stochastic components. Such
scenarios arise in many imaging applications (e.g., anomaly
detection in atmospheric emissions tomography) where the
reconstructed image can be represented as a combination
of two or more images and each image contains different
smoothness or stochastic properties. In an inversion or in-
verse modeling framework, these assumptions correspond
to different regularization terms for each image in the sum,
although the desired image is the combination of images.
We describe hybrid projection methods for computing so-
lution estimates that are based on a combined flexible and
generalized Golub-Kahan process and provide numerical
examples from atmospheric imaging.
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MS105

Adaptive Modular-Proximal Gradient Algorithms
in Lp(·) for Imaging Problems

Solving inverse problems with a variational approach often
leads to the minimization of structured functionals, defined
in terms of the sum of a smooth and convex function (the
data-fidelity term), and a proper, l.s.c., convex (typically
non-smooth) one (the regularization term). We study op-
timization problems in this form, defined on non-standard
variable exponent Lebesgue spaces Lp(·). The pointwise
variable exponent map induces a specific shift-variant norm
and intrinsic space-variant properties, which makes inter-
esting the choice of the Banach space Lp(·) as a solution
space, as, implicitly, it favors a locally varying smoothness
of the solution and enhanced sparsity-promoting proper-
ties. For the algorithmic optimization, we propose a prox-
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imal gradient algorithm where the proximal step, rather
than depending on the natural but non-separable Lp(·)

norm, is defined in terms of its separable modular function,
which allows for the efficient computation of algorithmic
iterates, and by means of a Bregman-like distance. We an-
alyze the algorithms convergence in function values, show-
ing its dependence on problem/space smoothness. Some
numerical tests highlighting the flexibility of the modeling
and the effectiveness of the proposed solution schemes for
exemplar deconvolution and mixed noise removal problems
are presented.
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MS105

Dual Forward-Backward Unfolded Network for
Flexible Plug-and-Play for Image Recovery

Proximal methods have been extensively used to find max-
imum a posteriori (MAP) estimates of unknown images
from degraded measurement. Recently, they have been
mixed with neural networks (NN) to further improve the
reconstruction quality. Two approaches can be distin-
guished: unfolded NNs, implementing a given iteration
number of an optimisation algorithm, and plug-and-play
(PnP) algorithms, incorporating NNs in existing optimi-
sation algorithms. Unfolded NNs usually incorporate the
measurement operator in the learning process, which can
be prohibitive for applications with non-fixed measurement
operators. PnP do not have this drawback, but involved
NNs still depend on the underlying statistical models (e.g.,
higher noise level on the measurements requires stronger
denoisers). In this work, we propose a PnP algorithm based
on forward-backward (FB) iterations, where the learned
denoiser is an unfolded NN based on dual-FB iterations.
This NN is built to mimic a Gaussian denoiser from a MAP
viewpoint. This allows us to introduce a regularisation pa-
rameter in the model to tune the regularization strength,
similarly to standard variational approaches. This has the
advantage of making the learned NN more adaptive to a
variety of inverse problem statistical models, without re-
quiring to train the NN for different noise levels.
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MS105

Neural Fixed-Point Network for Some Inverse
Problems

A growing trend in deep learning replaces fixed depth mod-
els with approximations of the limit as network depth ap-

proaches infinity. This approach uses a portion of network
weights to prescribe behavior by defining a limit condi-
tion. This makes network depth implicit, varying based
on the provided data and error tolerance. Moreover, ex-
isting implicit models can be implemented and trained
with fixed memory costs in exchange for additional com-
putational costs. In particular, backpropagation through
implicit depth models requires solving a Jacobian-based
equation arising from the implicit function theorem. This
talk first presents fixed-point networks (FPNs) with a new
Jacobian-free backpropagation (JFB) scheme that circum-
vents the need to solve Jacobian-based equations. This
makes FPNs much cheaper to train and easy to imple-
ment. Then, we describe its applications in imaging and
game inverse problems.
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MS106

Learning Closures of Dynamical Systems with
Quantum Mechanics

When modelling chaotic dynamical systems, notably in cli-
mate prediction models, a common obstacle is the issue
of approximating the dynamics of dimensions of the state
space for which dynamical laws are unknown. Common
approaches to solving this issue include parametrization
schemes which employ stochasticity or which are exclu-
sively dependent on the internal state of the system at a
given time. We propose a novel parametrization scheme
based on the mathematical framework of quantum me-
chanics and Koopman operator theory. Given a system
in which some components of the state are unknown, this
method involves defining the surrogate system as being in a
time-dependent quantum-state which influences the choice
of the unknown component of the classical state at each
timestep. The quantum state is an operator on the space of
classical observables and evolves over time under an action
by the Koopman operator. The quantum state also up-
dates with new data-points according to a quantum Bayes
law, and evolves under the action of data-driven opera-
tors. Kernel functions are utilized to allow the quantum
Bayes law to be implemented numerically. We analyze the
results of two different modalities of this methodology ap-
plied to the Lorenz 63 and Lorenz 96 systems, and show
how this approach preserves important statistical and qual-
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itative properties of the underlying chaotic systems.

David Freeman, Dimitrios Giannakis
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MS106

Data Assimilation in Non-Abelian Operator Alge-
bras

We present an algebraic framework for sequential data as-
similation of partially observed dynamical systems is devel-
oped. In this framework, the Bayesian formulation of data
assimilation is embedded in a non-abelian operator algebra,
which provides a representation of observables by multipli-
cation operators and probability densities by density opera-
tors (quantum states). In the algebraic approach, the fore-
cast step of data assimilation is represented by a quantum
channel induced by the Koopman operator of the dynam-
ical system. Moreover, the analysis step is described by
a quantum effect, which generalizes the Bayesian observa-
tional update rule. Projecting the infinite-dimensional op-
erator algebra to a finite-dimensional matrix algebra leads
to new computational data assimilation schemes, which are
positivity-preserving and have consistent data-driven im-
plementations using kernel methods for machine learning.
We illustrate these methods with applications to data as-
similation of the Lorenz 96 multiscale system and the El
Nino Southern Oscillation of the climate system.
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MS106

Radial Basis Function Interpolation for Manifold
Learning: Revisited

In the past, algorithms involving radial basis functions have
been used to estimate the Laplace Beltrami operator; how-
ever, many such results take place in a deterministic set-
ting. The purpose of this talk is to revisit such a method
of approximating the Laplace Beltrami operator and adapt
it to the probabilistic setting. First, we present new re-
sults regarding the spectral convergence of an estimator
which makes use of radial basis function interpolation. We
then discuss numerical results demonstrating this method
on some examples. Finally, we adapt this construction to
prove analogous results for other Laplacians, such as the
connection Laplacian. This is joint work with John Harlim
and Shixiao Jiang.
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MS106

Spectral Approximation of Linear Derivations

With the advent of data-driven methods such as Diffusion
maps, spectral approximation has become a useful tool in
dynamical systems. For example, the Spectral Exterior
Calculus (Berry, Giannakis 2020) is a framework whereby
many constructions in classical Riemannian geometry are
represented in terms of Laplacian eigenfunctions. This ap-
proach has several advantages, one of which being the de-
coupling of memory requirements from the number of data
points. In this work, we adopt a similar approach and vec-
tor fields on Riemannian manifolds via approximation of
C∞-derivations.
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MS107

Geometric Ergodicity of Slice Sampling

For approximate sampling of a partially known distribu-
tion, e.g., posterior distributions in Bayesian inverse prob-
lems, the slice sampling methodology provides a machinery
for the design and simulation of a suitable Markov chain
without the necessity to tune any parameters as in many
Metropolis-Hastings algorithms. In the machine learning
community slice sampling is a frequently used approach,
which appears not only there as standard sampling tool.
In particular, the elliptical slice sampler attracted in the
last decade considerable attention as a dimension-robust
algorithm. However, from a theoretical point of view it is
not well understood. In this talk, we show the geomet-
ric ergodicity of Markov chains generated by elliptical slice
sampling as well as simple slice sampling with particular
emphasis on their (in)dependence on the state space di-
mension.

Björn Sprungk
TU Freiburg, Germany
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MS107

Ensemble Kalman Methods for Machine Learning
Applications

The Ensemble Kalman approach for solving inverse prob-
lems (EKI) has attracted a lot of attention due to its con-
vergence properties, which allow for exact approximation
for linear and Gaussian settings, its interpretation as a
derivative-free optimization method (which implicitly com-
putes preconditioned finite differences using the ensemble’s
pointwise evaluations), and its unreasonable effectiveness
even in settings where it is not exact, e.g. in nonlinear set-
tings. We will discuss some recent results of EKI’s proper-
ties, both for linear and nolinear problems, in its determin-
istic and stochastic form, and both for its original discrete
formulation and continuous-time extension. We will also
discuss some ways in which EKI can be employed for the
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practical solution of inverse problems.

Philipp Wacker
Friedrich-Alexander Universitaet Erlangen-Nuernberg,
Germany
wacker@math.fau.de

MS107

Expression Rate Bounds for Neural Operators

Approximation rates are analyzed for deep surrogates of
maps between infinite-dimensional function spaces, which
arise e.g. as data-to-solution maps for linear and nonlinear
partial differential equations. Such surrogates may be used
to speed up computations in parameter estimation prob-
lems in engineering. We study in particular deep neural
surrogate operators for holomorphic maps between separa-
ble Hilbert spaces. The operator inputs are parametrized
by stable, affine representation systems such as frames. Ad-
ditionally, we discuss an interpolation based alternative to
this framework, that allows for a deterministic construc-
tion and therefore does not require training of the net-
work weights. Algebraic and dimension independent con-
vergence rates are established in both cases.
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MS107

Sequential Decision Support

In many application areas there is a need to determine
a control variable that optimizes a prespecified objective.
This problem is particularly challenging when knowledge
on the underlying dynamics is subject to various sources
of uncertainty and access to observations is limited is se-
quentially becoming available. A scenario such as that for
example arises in the context of therapy individualization
to improve the efficacy and safety of medical treatment.
We present a learning scheme that combines a Sequential
Monte Carlo algorithm with a Tree Search and an Upper
Confidence Bounds exploration strategy to iteratively es-
timate unknown parameters and states and an associated
optimal control. In particular we discuss how the under-
lying uncertainties affect the stability and accuracy of the
approximative control variable.

Jana de Wiljes
University of Potsdam
wiljes@uni-potsdam.de

MS108

Spectral-Inspired Graph Neural Networks

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) are powerful deep learning
methods for Non-Euclidean data. Most popular GNNs are
message passing algorithms (MPNNs) that aggregate and
combine signals in a local graph neighborhood. However,
shallow MPNNs tend to miss global information or long-

range signals, while deep MPNNs can suffer from issues
like over-smoothing or over-squashing. To mitigate such
issues, existing works typically borrow normalization tech-
niques from training neural networks on Euclidean data, or
modify the graph structures. But these approaches are usu-
ally not completely understood theoretically, and could in-
crease the overall computational complexity. In this work,
we draw inspirations from spectral graph embedding and
propose two simple techniques: (1) a layer-wise normal-
ization method PowerEmbed to inject global information in
local MPNNs; (2) a graph decomposition procedure to ex-
ploit the advantages of global and local methods. We show
PowerEmbed can provably express the top-k leading eigen-
vectors of the graph operator, which avoids over-smoothing
and over-squashing, with provable guarantees for certain
stochastic block models. We also provide sufficient condi-
tions for the graph decomposition strategy to outperform
pure global and local methods. We apply our techniques in
a wide range of simulated and real graphs and demonstrate
their superior performance, particularly for dense graphs.
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MS108

Learning with Graphs: Graph Neural Networks
and the Weisfeiler-Leman Algorithm

Graph-structured data is ubiquitous across domains rang-
ing from chemo- and bioinformatics to image and social
network analysis. To develop successful machine learning
models in these domains, we need techniques mapping the
graph’s structure to a vectorial representation in a mean-
ingful way – so-called graph embeddings. Starting from the
1960s in chemoinformatics, different research communities
have worked in the area under various guises, often leading
to recurring ideas. Moreover, triggered by the resurgence
of (deep) neural networks, there is an ongoing trend in
the machine learning community to design permutation-
invariant or -equivariant neural architectures capable of
dealing with graph input, often denoted as neural graph
networks (GNNs). However, although often successful in
practice, GNN’s capabilities and limits are understood to a
lesser extent. In this talk, we overview some results shed-
ding some light on the limitations and capabilities of GNNs
by leveraging tools from graph theory and related areas.
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MS108

Graph Classification Using the Interleaving Dis-
tance

Reeb graphs and other related graphical signatures have
a long history in topology and topological data analysis,
but only recently has there been intense interest in find-
ing metrics for these objects. The idea is that graphical
signatures such as Reeb graphs, merge trees, and contour
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trees encode data in both a space and a real valued func-
tion, and we want to build metrics that are sensitive to
this information. In this talk, we will focus on a partic-
ular metric for comparing Reeb graphs known as the in-
terleaving distance which is a categorical reformulation of
the eponymous metric from persistence modules arising in
Topological Data Analysis, and show how it can be used
as input to statistical and machine learning problems.
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Revisiting Local Neighborhood Definition from a
Sparse Signal Approximation Perspective

Several machine learning methods leverage the idea of lo-
cality by using k-nearest neighbors or ε-neighborhood tech-
niques to design pattern recognition models. However, the
choice of parameters k/ε in these methods is often ad-hoc
and lacks a clear interpretation. We pose the problem of
neighborhood definition as that of sparse signal represen-
tation. We show that, under this view, earlier methods
correspond to sub-optimal representation based on thresh-
olding and propose an improved approach, Non-Negative
Kernel regression (NNK). NNK formulates neighborhood
selection as a non-negative basis pursuit problem and is
adaptive to the local distribution of samples near the data
point of interest. NNK neighbors are geometric, robust,
and exhibit superior performance in neighborhood-based
machine learning.

Sarath Shekkizhar
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MS109

Reduced Order Models for Spatio-Temporal Chaos

In this talk we explore how methods of machine learn-
ing can be used to understand, forecast, and classify
chaotic systems through an exploration of the Kuramoto-
Sivashinsky PDE in different parameter regimes. We cou-
ple an autoencoder neural network architecture with model
discovery to produce low-dimensional, simple models that
govern the dynamics of the system in an appropriate
Poincare section. The underlying mathematical theory of
the method is based on topological conjugacies which pro-
vide an equivalence relation between chaotic maps and acts
as the critical neural network regularization for learning
the coordinate and dynamics pairing. We show that the
network can be used to project the dynamics down onto
the chaotic attractor, discover normal forms, and provide
evidence for shadowing of critical unstable periodic orbits
in the flow. It is through these applications that we show
how machine learning can compliment and extend exist-
ing analysis of spatio-temporal chaos, while also providing
new reduced-order models that describe the dynamics of
high-dimensional systems.
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MS109

An Opinion Dynamics Model on Hypergraphs and

its Mean-field Limit

The perspectives and opinions of people change and spread
through social interactions on a daily basis. The study of
opinion dynamics gives a quantitative approach to examine
how opinions evolve as dynamical processes on networks.
In this talk, I will focus on one type of opinion dynamics
model bounded-confidence model. I will derive a density-
based opinion model on hypergraphs, and extend the model
to its mean-field limit, where the mean-field density follows
a kinetic equation of Kac type. We prove that the solution
of the governing equation is a probability density and con-
verges to a sum of Dirac delta measures as time goes to
infinity. Each single delta function represents an opinion
cluster at steady states. We also examine the steady-state
opinion clusters show nice bifurcation patterns when we
increase the variance of initial distributions.
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A Deep Learning-Based Non-Newtonian Hydrody-
namic Model

A long-standing problem in the modeling of non-Newtonian
hydrodynamics of polymeric flows is the availability of reli-
able and interpretable hydrodynamic models that faithfully
encode the underlying micro-scale polymer dynamics. The
main complication arises from the long polymer relaxation
time, the complex molecular structure, and heterogeneous
interaction. We developed a deep learning-based non-
Newtonian hydrodynamic model, DeePN2, that enables us
to systematically pass the micro-scale structural mechan-
ics information to the macro-scale hydrodynamics for poly-
mer suspensions. The model retains a multi-scaled nature
with clear physical interpretation, and strictly preserves
the frame-indifference constraints. We show that DeePN2

can faithfully capture the broadly overlooked viscoelastic
differences arising from the specific molecular structural
mechanics without human intervention.
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Stochastic Model Reduction Near the Unknown In-
variant Manifold

We introduce a nonlinear stochastic model reduction tech-
nique for high-dimensional stochastic dynamical systems
that have a low-dimensional invariant effective manifold
with slow dynamics, and high-dimensional, large fast
modes. Given only access to a black box simulator from
which short bursts of simulation can be obtained, we de-
sign an algorithm that outputs an estimate of the invariant
manifold, a process of the effective stochastic dynamics on
it, which has averaged out the fast modes, and a simulator
thereof. This simulator is efficient in that it exploits the low
dimension of the invariant manifold, and takes time steps
of size dependent on the regularity of the effective process,
and therefore typically much larger than that of the orig-
inal simulator, which had to resolve the fast modes. The
algorithm and the estimation can be performed on the fly,
leading to efficient exploration of the effective state space,
without losing consistency with the underlying dynamics.
This construction enables fast and efficient simulation of
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paths of the effective dynamics, together with the estima-
tion of crucial features and observables of such dynam-
ics, including the stationary distribution, identification of
metastable states, residence times, and transition rates be-
tween them. I will talk about the possible extension in the
talk.
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MS110

Efficient Bayesian Inference for Mechanistic Mod-
eling with High-Throughput Data

Bayesian methods are routinely used to combine experi-
mental data with detailed mathematical models to obtain
insights into physical phenomena. However, the computa-
tional cost of Bayesian computation with detailed models
has been a notorious problem. While high-throughput data
presents opportunities to calibrate sophisticated models,
comparing large amounts of data with model simulations
quickly becomes computationally prohibitive. Inspired by
the method of stochastic gradient descent, we propose a
minibatch approach to approximate Bayesian computa-
tion. Through a case study of a high-throughput scratch
assay experiment, we show that reliable inference can be
performed at a fraction of the computational cost of a tra-
ditional approximate Bayesian inference scheme. By apply-
ing a detailed mathematical model of cell movement, prolif-
eration, and death to a wide range of gene knockdowns, we
characterise the relative contributions of local cell density-
dependent and -independent mechanisms of cell movement
and proliferation. Within a screen of 118 gene knockdowns,
we characterise functional subgroups of gene knockdowns,
each displaying its own typical combination of local cell
density-dependent and independent movement and prolif-
eration patterns. By comparing these patterns to experi-
mental measurements of cell counts and wound closure, we
find that density-dependent interactions play a crucial role
in the outcome of the scratch assay.
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MS110

A Framework for Bayesian Parameter Estimation
and Uncertainty Quantification in Systems Biology

We propose a Bayesian parameter estimation framework
to facilitate model calibration and complete uncertainty
analysis for dynamical models of biological systems. The
available experimental data for these systems are generally
sparse and noisy, which introduces uncertainties into the
model. Despite this, systems biologists often overlook rig-
orous uncertainty quantification. We present a new model-
ing paradigm that bridges the gap between standard prac-
tices in systems biology and more thorough uncertainty
quantification. Our proposed method accounts for uncer-
tainties in the data and the model structure by adapt-
ing an approximate marginal Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) method for Bayesian parameter estimation. This

method enables us to characterize the parameter uncer-
tainty and analyze the distribution of possible model out-
puts. We use this method to study the effects of experi-
mental assumptions on parameter inference for a model of
a well-known biological system; the mitogen-activated pro-
tein kinase signaling pathway. Our work demonstrates un-
certainty quantification in systems biology and outlines the
considerations and necessary steps to apply this method to
future modeling efforts.
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MS110

Highly Reduced Models of Random ODEs: Some
Examples and Analysis

Consider a modeler’s job when tasked to describe a system
of interacting species, whether for an ecological environ-
ment, an epidemic, or even a chemical reaction: In many
cases, interaction coefficients are unknown, relevant data
are unavailable, inclusion of all possible species is com-
putationally infeasible, etc. Thus, the modeler may have
to model the system with a small subset of the species
truly active in the system. This would seem to make the
modeler’s job extremely difficult, or even perhaps a lost
cause. Surprisingly, though, we have examined several
cases of random nonlinear ordinary differential equations
where this type of extreme reduction, along with a simple,
data-driven, embedded discrepancy model, still results in
descriptive and predictive models. In this talk, I’ll show
a few specific numerical examples, and give some analysis
that supports such reductions.
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Inferring Topological Transitions in Pattern-
Forming Processes Via Self-Supervised Learning

The identification and classification of transitions in topo-
logical and microstructural regimes in pattern-forming pro-
cesses is critical for understanding and fabricating mi-
crostructurally precise novel materials in many application
domains. Relevant microstructure transitions may depend
on process parameters in subtle and complex ways that
are not captured by the classic theory of phase transition.
While supervised machine learning methods may be useful
for identifying transition regimes, they need labels which
require prior knowledge of order parameters or relevant
structures. Motivated by the universality principle for dy-
namical systems, we instead use a self-supervised approach
to solve the inverse problem of predicting process parame-
ters from observed microstructures using neural networks.
This approach does not require labeled data about the tar-
get task of predicting microstructure transitions. We show
that the difficulty of performing this prediction task is re-
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lated to the goal of discovering microstructure regimes, be-
cause qualitative changes in microstructural patterns cor-
respond to changes in uncertainty for our self-supervised
prediction problem. We demonstrate the value of our
approach by automatically discovering transitions in mi-
crostructural regimes in two distinct pattern-forming pro-
cesses: the spinodal decomposition of a two-phase mixture
and the formation of concentration modulations of binary
alloys during physical vapor deposition of thin films.
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Convolutional Neural Networks for Data Compres-
sion and Reduced-Order Modeling

Convolutional neural networks are seen as a useful alterna-
tive to linear mappings for dimension reduction, but there
is very little understanding of how their architecture affects
performance on scientific tasks. We show that the convolu-
tional operation employed for data compression and model
reduction dramatically influences network effectiveness in
these applications, and a novel graph convolutional autoen-
coder architecture is proposed which produces lower recon-
struction error than conventional CNN when the domain
is unstructured and the latent dimension is large enough.
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Data-Driven Phase Field Model Discovery Using
the Physics Informed Neural Networks

In this talk, we introduce a new deep learning framework
for discovering the phase-field models from existing image
data. The new framework embraces the approximation
power of physics informed neural networks (PINNs) and
the computational efficiency of the pseudo-spectral meth-
ods, which we named pseudo-spectral PINN or SPINN.
Unlike the baseline PINN, the pseudo-spectral PINN has
several advantages. First of all, it requires less train-
ing data. Secondly, it is computationally efficient, as the
pseudo-spectral method is used for spatial discretization.
Thirdly, it requires less trainable parameters compared
with the baseline PINN, which significantly simplifies the
training process and potentially assures fewer local minima
or saddle points. We illustrate the effectiveness of pseudo-
spectral PINN through several numerical examples. The
newly proposed pseudo-spectral PINN is rather general,
and it can be readily applied to discover other PDE-based
models from image data.

Jia Zhao
Utah State University
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MS111

Learning Stochastic Behavior from Aggregate Data
Using Optimal Transport Distance

Learning nonlinear dynamics from aggregate data is a chal-
lenging problem because the full trajectory of each individ-
ual is not available, namely, the individual observed at one
time may not be observed at the next time point, or the

identity of individual is unavailable. This is in sharp con-
trast to learning dynamics with full trajectory data, on
which the majority of existing methods are based. We
propose a novel method using the weak form of Fokker
Planck Equation (FPE) a partial differential equation to
describe the density evolution of data in a sampled form,
which is then combined with Wasserstein generative adver-
sarial network (WGAN) in the training process. In such
a sample-based framework we are able to learn the non-
linear dynamics from aggregate data with-out explicitly
solving FPE. We demonstrate our approach in the con-
text of a series of synthetic and real-world data sets. This
presentation is based on a recent joint work with Shaojun
Ma (Math, GT), Shu Liu (Math GT) and Hongyuan Zha
(CUHK-Shenzhen).

Haomin Zhou
Georgia Institute of Technology
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MS112

Model Based Deep Learning: Applications to
Imaging and Communications

Deep neural networks provide unprecedented performance
gains in many real-world problems in signal and image
processing. Despite these gains, the future development
and practical deployment of deep networks are hindered by
their black-box nature, i.e., a lack of interpretability and
the need for very large training sets. On the other hand,
signal processing and communications have traditionally
relied on classical statistical modeling techniques that uti-
lize mathematical formulations representing the underlying
physics, prior information and additional domain knowl-
edge. Simple classical models are useful but sensitive to
inaccuracies and may lead to poor performance when real
systems display complex or dynamic behavior. Here we in-
troduce various approaches to model based learning which
merge parametric models with optimization tools leading
to efficient, interpretable networks from reasonably sized
training sets. We will consider examples of such model-
based deep networks to image deblurring, image separa-
tion, super resolution in ultrasound and microscopy, effi-
cient communications systems, and finally we will see how
model-based methods can also be used for efficient diagno-
sis of COVID19 using X-ray and ultrasound.

Yonina Eldar
Weizmann Institute of Science
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MS112

Interpretable RNNs via Algorithm Unrolling: De-
sign, Applications and Generalization Analysis

Deep unfolding methods (a.k.a. algorithm unrolling) de-
sign deep neural networks (DNNs) as learned variations
of iterative algorithms to solve various signal processing
tasks, leading to models which are interpretable by de-
sign. Likewise, deep unfolding recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) are obtained by unrolling iterative algorithms that
are applied sequentially in time. In this presentation, we
elaborate on a generic deep unfolding RNN architecture
coined reweighted-RNN, originally designed for the task of
video reconstruction. We investigate theoretical aspects of
reweighted-RNN and similar models in terms of their gen-
eralization ability. Specifically, we derive generalization
error bounds (GEB) via Rademacher complexity analy-
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sis: to our knowledge, these are the first generalization
bounds proposed for deep unfolding RNNs. We conduct
a series of experiments to empirically evaluate the perfor-
mance and the GEB of reweighted-RNN, both in regres-
sion (video reconstruction and super-resolution) and clas-
sification (language modelling) settings. Our results indi-
cate that reweighted-RNN outperforms traditional RNNs
in both settings. These experiments allow us to relate the
empirical generalization error to the theoretical bounds.
Furthermore, we show that reweighted-RNN achieves tight
theoretical error bounds with minimal decrease in accu-
racy, when trained with explicit regularization and weight
constraints.
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MS113

Linear Convergence of the Subspace Constrained
Mean Shift Algorithm: From Euclidean to Direc-
tional Data

Directional data consist of observations distributed on a
(hyper)sphere, and appear in many applied fields, such as
astronomy, ecology, and environmental science. This pa-
per studies both statistical and computational problems of
kernel smoothing for directional data. We generalize the
classical mean shift algorithm to directional data, which
allows us to identify local modes of the directional kernel
density estimator (KDE). The statistical convergence rates
of the directional KDE and its derivatives are derived, and
the problem of mode estimation is examined. We also prove
the ascending property of the directional mean shift algo-
rithm and investigate a general problem of gradient ascent
on the unit hypersphere. To demonstrate the applicabil-
ity of the algorithm, we evaluate it as a mode clustering
method on both simulated and real-world data sets.
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MS113

Statistical Frameworks for Discovering Biophysical
Signatures in 3D Shapes and Images

The recent curation of large-scale databases with 3D sur-
face scans of shapes has motivated the development of tools
that better detect global patterns in morphological varia-
tion. Studies which focus on identifying differences be-
tween shapes have been limited to simple pairwise compar-
isons and rely on pre-specified landmarks (that are often
known). In this talk, we present SINATRA: a statistical
pipeline for analyzing collections of shapes without requir-
ing any correspondences. Our method takes in two classes
of shapes and highlights the physical features that best de-
scribe the variation between them. We develop a rigorous
simulation framework to assess our approach, which them-

selves are a novel contribution to 3D image and shape anal-
yses. Lastly, as case studies with real data, we use SINA-
TRA to (1) analyze mandibular molars from four different
suborders of primates and (2) facilitate the visual identifi-
cation of structural signatures differentiating between the
trajectories of two protein ensembles resulting from molec-
ular dynamics simulations.

Lorin Crawford
Brown university
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MS113

Geomstats: a Python Package for Geometry in
Statistics and Machine Learning

We introduce Geomstats, an open-source Python pack-
age for computations and statistics on nonlinear mani-
folds that appear in machine learning applications, such
as: hyperbolic spaces, spaces of symmetric positive def-
inite matrices, Lie groups of transformations, and many
more. We provide object-oriented and extensively unit-
tested implementations. Manifolds come equipped with
families of Riemannian metrics with associated exponen-
tial and logarithmic maps, geodesics, and parallel trans-
port. Statistics and learning algorithms provide meth-
ods for estimation, clustering, and dimension reduction
on manifolds. All associated operations provide support
for different execution backends — namely NumPy, Au-
tograd, PyTorch, and TensorFlow. Thistalkpresents the
package, compares it with related libraries, and provides
relevant examples. We show that Geomstats provides
reliable building blocks to both foster research in dif-
ferentialgeometryand statistics and democratize the use
of Riemanniangeometryin statistics and machine learning.
The source code is freely available under the MIT license
athttps://github.com/geomstats/geomstats.

Nina Miolane
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MS113

The Topology of Neuron Activations

Deep neural networks have achieved impressive perfor-
mance in tasks such as image and text classification. To
understand how such performance is achieved, we probe
a trained deep neural network by studying neuron activa-
tions – the combination of neurons firing in response to a
particular input – at various layers of the network. We are
interested in understanding the topology of neuron acti-
vations using tools from topological data analysis and vi-
sualization. To that end, we present various exploration
scenarios to provide topological insights into learned rep-
resentations of neural networks.

Bei Wang
University of Utah
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MS114

Machine Learning Methods for Output-Based
Mesh Adaptation

We present two applications of machine learning to output-
based mesh adaptation in computational fluid dynamics
(CFD). First, we show how machine learning can assist
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in anisotropic mesh optimization. Mesh anisotropy is re-
quired for many problems exhibiting singular perturbation
characteristics, including high-Reynolds number models of
turbulent flow. Predicting the proper amount of element
anisotropy, which includes stretching and orientation, is
not trivial, and existing optimization approaches are ex-
pensive and sometimes sensitive to local errors. We show
that a cheaper machine-learning approach compares well
with and even rivals the results of the more expensive tech-
nique. Second, we show how a machine learning model can
simplify the challenging and expensive task of error esti-
mation and mesh adaptation for unsteady turbulent flow.
Such simulations do not admit stable unsteady adjoint so-
lutions, and this prevents the direct application of unsteady
output-based methods. We therefore instead use an aug-
mented steady-state model that is trained, via machine-
learning, to reproduce the statistical quantities of interest
from the unsteady simulation. This augmented model pro-
vides a steady adjoint solution that is used to weight time-
averaged residuals to produce the output error and drive
mesh adaptation. Results show that accurate outputs can
be obtained with only a few unsteady adaptive iterations,
each requiring only a primal simulation.

Krzysztof Fidkowski
University of Michigan
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MS114

Improving Multigrid Methods with Deep Neural
Networks

Multigrid methods are one of the most efficient techniques
for solving large sparse linear systems arising from Par-
tial Differential Equations (PDEs) and graph Laplacians
from machine learning applications. There are two key
components of multigrid, smoothing and coarse grid cor-
rection. However, finding optimal smoothing algorithms
is problem-dependent and can impose challenges for many
problems. Meanwhile, as the multigrid hierarchy is formed,
coarse-grid operators have significantly more nonzeros per
row than the original fine-grid operator, which generates
high parallel communication costs on coarse-levels. We
first propose an efficient adaptive framework for learning
optimal smoothers from operator stencils in the form of
CNNs. The CNNs are trained on small-scale problems from
a given type of PDEs based on a supervised loss function
and can be applied to large-scale problems of the same
class of PDEs. We also propose a deep learning frame-
work for sparsifying coarse grid operators. Two neural
networks are constructed to learn the sparsity pattern and
the corresponding values, respectively. The learned sparser
operator has the same interpolation accuracy on algebraic
smooth basis. Numerical results on challenging anisotropic
rotated Laplacian problems, variable coefficient diffusion
problems and linear elasticity problems demonstrate the
superior performance of the proposed framework over clas-
sical hand-crafted methods.
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MS114

Marking Policies for Adaptive Mesh Refinement
via Reinforcement Learning

In this work we revisit the marking decisions made in the
prototypical adaptive finite element method (AFEM). Ex-
perience shows that a naive marking policy leads to in-
efficient use of adaptive mesh refinement (AMR). Thus
AFEM, in practice, often involves time-consuming offline
parameter tuning by an expert user. We choose to recast
AMR as a partially-observed Markov decision process that
can be optimized using methods from reinforcement learn-
ing. This recasting delivers a tractable optimization frame-
work which eliminates the need for parameter tuning by
expert users. We use the Poisson equation to demonstrate
various applications of our framework and construct three
representative AFEM simulations inspired by the litera-
ture: (1) h-refinement and (2) hp-refinement on non-convex
polyhedra and (3) dynamic h-refinement and derefinement
for a transient source term. Our experiments indicate that
superior marking policies remain undiscovered for many
canonical AFEM applications. An unexpected observation
in this work is that marking policies trained on one family
of PDEs can be robust enough to perform well on problems
far outside the training family. For instance, we show that
a simple hp-refinement policy optimized on 2D problems
can be used for 3D problems without significant perfor-
mance loss.
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MS114

A Data-Driven Approach to Adaptive Mesh Re-
finement

Adaptive methods for a finite element mesh refinement
have emerged as an indispensable tool in achieving accu-
rate and efficiently computed solutions to problems which
require impractically fine uniform meshes to obtain an ac-
curate approximation. The adaptive method involves a re-
cursive application of steps: SOLVE-ESTIMATE-MARK-
REFINE where in particular the step ’ESTIMATE’ re-
quires computing a posteriori error estimator based only
on the numerical solution and the data of the problem.
Over the years, several a posteriori error estimators have
been developed and successfully applied but oftentimes, the
choice of estimator is ill-suited for the problem at hand.
In this talk, we present a learning algorithm that opti-
mizes the choice of a posteriori error estimator for the given
problem. As a prototype, we apply this learning algorithm
to linear elliptic boundary value problems with poorly re-
solved solutions and report on the performance of this al-
gorithm for several benchmark problems.

Natasha S. Sharma
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MS115

Infer Explicit Numerical Schemes from Implicit
Schemes

Efficient simulation of SDEs is essential in many applica-
tions, particularly for ergodic systems that demand effi-
cient simulation of both short-time dynamics and large-
time statistics. To achieve the efficiency, dimension reduc-
tion is often required in both space and time. In this talk,
I will talk about our recent work on the temporal reduc-
tions. For temporal dimension reduction, we introduce a
framework to construct inference-based schemes adaptive
to large time-steps (ISALT) from data, achieving a reduc-
tion in time by several orders of magnitudes. The key
is the statistical learning in a parametric form of an ex-
plicit scheme from the data generated by the stable implicit
scheme. Numerical results show that ISALT can tolerate
time-step magnitudes larger than plain numerical schemes.
It reaches optimal accuracy in reproducing the invariant
measure when the time-step is medium-large.
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MS116

Broader Engagement (BE): Fundamentals of Ac-
celerated Data Science with RAPIDS - Part I of
II

Traditional CPU-driven data science workflows can be
cumbersome but with the power of GPUs, data scientists
and Ph.D. students can make sense of data quickly to drive
research decisions. In this workshop, student or develop-
ers will learn how to build and execute end-to-end GPU-
accelerated data science workflows that enable them to
quickly explore, iterate, and get their work into production.
Using the RAPIDS accelerated data science libraries, de-
velopers will apply a wide variety of GPU-accelerated ma-
chine learning algorithms, including XGBoost, cuGRAPHs
single-source shortest path, and cuMLs KNN, DBSCAN,
and logistic regression to perform data analysis at scale. All
workshop attendees get access to fully configured, GPU-

accelerated servers in the cloud, guidance from an instruc-
tor, and the opportunity to network with other developers,
data scientists, and researchers. Attendees can earn a cer-
tificate to prove subject matter competency and support
professional growth.
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MS117

The Hidden Convex Optimization Landscape of
Deep Neural Networks

Since deep neural network training problems are inherently
non-convex, their recent dramatic success largely relies on
non-convex optimization heuristics and experimental find-
ings. However, extensive research has failed to provide
a solid understanding of the reasons behind the success
of these highly complex non-convex optimization models.
The choice of optimizer and its internal parameters such as
initialization, mini-batching, and step sizes have a consid-
erable effect on the quality of a non-convex model. This is
in sharp contrast to convex optimization problems, where
these optimization parameters have no effect, and globally
optimal solutions can be obtained in a very robust, effi-
cient, and reproducible manner. To this end, we introduce
exact convex optimization formulations of ReLU network
training problems. We show that two-layer networks can
be globally trained via convex programs with the number
of variables polynomial in the number of training samples,
feature dimension, and the number of hidden neurons. Our
results provide an equivalent characterization of neural net-
works as convex models where a mixture of locally linear
models are fitted to the data with sparsity inducing convex
regularization. We also discuss extensions to convolutional
networks, batch normalization, and deeper architectures.
Finally, we present numerical simulations illustrating that
the proposed convex approach is faster and more reliable
than standard local search heuristics such as SGD.
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MS117

Representation Costs of Linear Neural Networks:
Analysis and Design

For different parameterizations (mappings from parame-
ters to predictors), we study the regularization cost in pre-
dictor space induced by l2 regularization on the parameters
(weights). We focus on linear neural networks as parame-
terizations of linear predictors. We identify the represen-
tation cost of certain sparse linear ConvNets and residual
networks. In order to get a better understanding of how
the architecture and parameterization affect the represen-
tation cost, we also study the reverse problem, identify-
ing which regularizers on linear predictors (e.g., lp norms,
group norms, the k-support-norm, elastic net) can be the
representation cost induced by simple l2 regularization, and
designing the parameterizations that do so.
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MS117

Regularizing Neural Networks via Radon Domain
Total Variation: Representer Theorems, Sparsity,
and Splines

What kinds of functions do neural networks learn? Why
can neural networks perform well in high dimensional set-
tings? What is the right way to regularize a neural net-
work? This talk will answer these questions and provide
mathematical explanations of existing design and train-
ing strategies that have evolved largely through experi-
ments. This includes new insights into the importance
of weight decay, linear layers, and skip connections, as
well as a deeper understanding of sparsity and the curse
of dimensionality. Our main result is a representer theo-
rem that states that neural networks are exact solutions
to nonparametric learning problems in ”mixed variation”
function spaces. These results are inspired from classical
results in spline theory, and in the univariate case these
neural network solutions are exactly the locally adaptive
splines of nonparametric statistics and the function spaces
are related to classical bounded variation spaces. In the
multivariate case these spaces are characterized by total
variation in the Radon domain and include functions that
are very regular in all but a small number of directions.
Spatial inhomogeneity of this sort leads to a fundamen-
tal gap between the performance of neural networks and
linear methods (which include kernel methods), explaining
why neural networks can outperform classical methods for
high-dimensional tasks. This theory suggests new neural
network architectures that include linear layers and new
regularization schemes.
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MS117

The Role of Linear Layers in Nonlinear Interpolat-
ing Networks

This talk explores the implicit bias of overparameterized
neural networks of depth greater than two layers. Our
framework considers a family of networks of varying depth
that all have the same capacity but different implicitly de-
fined representation costs. The representation cost of a
function induced by a neural network architecture is the
minimum sum of squared weights needed for the network
to represent the function; it reflects the function space bias
associated with the architecture. Our results show that
adding linear layers to a shallow ReLU network yields a
representation cost that reflects a complex interplay be-
tween the alignment and sparsity of ReLU units. Specif-
ically, the addition of linear layers yields an interpolating
function that is constant in directions perpendicular to a
low-dimensional subspace on which a parsimonious inter-
polant exists. We discuss the implications of this result for
out-of-sample generalization.
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MS118

Fast Algorithms for Elliptic PDEs with Gaussian
Boundary Noise

Recent years have brought numerous advances in statistical
modeling and data integration methods for problems in-
volving PDE operators, relying primarily on finite element
discretizations. At the same time, fast algorithms for inte-
gral equation representations of these PDE operators have
demonstrated advantages over finite elements in some de-
terministic settings, namely homogeneous linear constant
coefficient elliptic problems, for example the Laplace and
Helmholtz equations. However, work at the intersection
of these fields, which would allow statistical modeling us-
ing integral equation formulations of the PDE remain rel-
atively undeveloped. We present work here for statistical
modeling of homogeneous elliptic boundary value problems
where the boundary data is assumed to follow a Gaussian
process. We discuss fast algorithms for computing covari-
ances, likelihoods, and conditional distributions of the so-
lution under such models when observations are collected
on the boundary or in the volume.
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MS118

Scalably Exploiting Screening in Gaussian Pro-
cess Computations in the Presence of Measurement
Noise

While hierarchical matrices and other methods that ex-
ploit ”data sparsity” have been demonstrated to be effec-
tive in achieving scalability in Gaussian process computa-
tions, methods that instead focus on approximating preci-
sion matrices with sparse surrogates, such as Vecchia- and
DAG-type approximations, are also very effective and offer
some advantages over purely algebraic matrix approxima-
tions in some settings. Perhaps the principle drawback of
these methods, however, is that they are primarily mo-
tivated by the screening effect, a phenomenon in which
interpolants mostly depend on data locations nearest to
the predictand, which can be severely reduced in the pres-
ence of additive white noise. While several strategies for
dealing with this problem presently exist in the literature,
we introduce in this work a new and very general alterna-
tive approach that can be employed even when only linear
solves with covariance matrices are available. After demon-
strating its effectiveness, we close by discussing further ap-
plications of our methodology to parameter estimation in
other popular modeling paradigms for Gaussian processes.

Christopher Geoga, Michael Stein
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MS118

Efficient Fourier Methods for Gaussian Processes

In this talk, we describe recent work on a class of Fourier-
based fast algorithms for computing with Gaussian pro-
cesses. These algorithms involve representing a Gaussian
process with complex exponentials with equispaced fre-
quencies. This discretization results in a weight-space lin-
ear system with a matrix that can be applied in O(m logm)
operations where m is the number of frequencies and can
be solved efficiently with iterative methods. The efficient
matrix-apply of the linear system results in computational
costs that are not highly sensitive to discretizations that
use large numbers of Fourier modes, enabling high per-
formance for Gaussian processes in higher dimensions and
kernels with fat-tailed spectral densities.
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Spatial Factor Modeling: A Bayesian Matrix-
Normal Approach for Massive Spatial Data with
Missing Observations

The last decade has witnessed substantial developments in
scalable models for univariate spatial processes, but such
methods for multivariate spatial processes, especially when
the number of outcomes is moderately large, are limited
in comparison. In this work, we extend scalable modeling
strategies for a single process to multivariate processes. We
pursue Bayesian inference which is attractive for full uncer-
tainty quantification of the latent spatial process. Our ap-
proach exploits distribution theory for the Matrix-Normal
distribution, which we use to construct scalable versions of
a hierarchical linear model of coregionalization (LMC) and
spatial factor models that deliver inference over a high-
dimensional parameter space including the latent spatial
process.
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MS119

Multi-Tensor Decompositions for Personalized
Cancer Medicine

Starting with our invention of the ”eigengene,” I will de-
scribe the formulation of physics-inspired multi-tensor gen-
eralizations of the singular value decomposition to (i) com-
pare and integrate any data types, of any number and di-
mensions, and (ii) scale with data sizes [Ponnapalli, Saun-
ders, Van Loan and Alter, PLoS One 6, e28072 (2011)].

These models (iii) are interpretable in terms of known bi-
ology and batch effects and (iv) correctly predict previ-
ously unknown mechanisms [Alter and Golub, PNAS 101,
16577 (2004); Omberg, et int., Alter, MSB 5, 312 (2009)].
By validating a genome-wide pattern of DNA copy-number
alterations in brain tumors as the best predictor of sur-
vival, our retrospective clinical trial proved that the mod-
els (v) discover accurate, precise, and actionable genotype-
phenotype relationships, (vi) are relevant to populations
based upon whole genomes of small cohorts, and (vii) can
be validated [Ponnapalli, et int., Alter, APL Bioeng 4,
026106 (2020)]. We discovered this, and patterns in lung,
nerve, ovarian, and uterine tumors, in public data [Bradley,
et int., Alter, APL Bioeng 3, 036104 (2019)]. Such alter-
ations were recognized in cancer, yet attempts to associate
them with outcome failed, demonstrating that our algo-
rithms are uniquely suited to personalized medicine.
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Sketching Low Rank Tensors

Machine learning tasks often utilize vast amounts of data
where data can be represented in a variety of ways. Instead
of representing data as a one or two dimensional arrays, one
can instead utilize multi-dimensional arrays to represent
more complex relationships between elements in a data set.
Moving beyond the matrix or vector representation of data
requires the use of tensors and tensor operations. In this
talk, we focus on the use of the tensor-tensor t-product for
recovering tensors of full and assumedly low tensor rank.
In particular, we will explore the use of stochastic iterative
methods and random sketches for recovering tensors.
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CP Decomposition via Alternating Least Squares
with QR Decomposition

The CP tensor decomposition is used in applications such
as machine learning and signal processing to discover latent
low-rank structure in multidimensional data. Computing
a CP decomposition via an alternating least squares (ALS)
method reduces the problem to several linear least squares
problems. The standard way to solve these linear least
squares subproblems is to use the normal equations, which
inherit special tensor structure that can be exploited for
computational efficiency. However, the normal equations
are sensitive to numerical ill-conditioning, which can com-
promise the results of the decomposition. In this talk, we
develop versions of the CP-ALS algorithm using the QR de-
composition and the singular value decomposition (SVD),
which are more numerically stable than the normal equa-
tions, to solve the linear least squares problems. Our al-
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gorithms utilize the tensor structure of the CP-ALS sub-
problems efficiently, have the same complexity as the stan-
dard CP-ALS algorithm when the rank is small, and are
shown via examples to produce more stable results when
ill-conditioning is present. Our MATLAB implementation
achieves the same running time as the standard algorithm
for small ranks, and we show that the new methods can
obtain lower approximation error.
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Dynamic Graph Representation Learning Using
Tensor Algebra

In recent years, a variety of graph neural networks (GNNs)
have been successfully applied for representation learning
and prediction on graphs. In many of the real-world appli-
cations, the underlying graph changes over time, however,
most of the existing GNNs are inadequate for handling such
dynamic graphs. In this study, we explore a novel tech-
nique for learning embeddings of dynamic graphs using a
tensor algebra framework. The tensor framework is based
upon the notion of tensor-tensor product, an algebraic for-
malism to multiply tensors, which inherits mimetic matrix
properties. We show that the proposed tensor formalism
is a natural extension of popular graph convolutional net-
work (GCN) to the dynamic graph setting. We present
numerical experiments on real-world datasets to demon-
strate the intrinsic advantages of the proposed tensorial
architecture for prediction tasks on dynamic graphs. We
also consider an application related to the COVID-19 pan-
demic and show how the tensor framework can be used for
early infection detection and uncertainty quantification in
testing from contact tracing data.
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MS120

Physics-Informed Neural Operator for Learning
Partial Differential Equations

Machine learning methods have recently shown promise in
solving partial differential equations (PDEs). They can
be classified into two broad categories: approximating the
solution function and learning the solution operator. The
Physics-Informed Neural Network (PINN) is an example of

the former while the Fourier neural operator (FNO) is an
example of the latter. Both these approaches have short-
comings. The optimization in PINN is challenging and
prone to failure, especially on multi-scale dynamic sys-
tems. FNO does not suffer from this optimization issue
since it carries out supervised learning on a given dataset,
but obtaining such data may be too expensive or infeasible.
In this work, we propose the physics-informed neural op-
erator (PINO), where we combine the operating-learning
and function-optimization frameworks. This integrated
approach improves convergence rates and accuracy over
both PINN and FNO models. In the operator-learning
phase, PINO learns the solution operator over multiple in-
stances of the parametric PDE family. In the test-time
optimization phase, PINO optimizes the pre-trained oper-
ator ansatz for the querying instance of the PDE. Exper-
iments show PINO outperforms previous ML methods on
many popular PDE families while retaining the extraordi-
nary speed-up of FNO compared to solvers. In particular,
PINO accurately solves challenging long temporal transient
flows and Kolmogorov flows where other baseline ML meth-
ods fail to converge.

Zongyi Li
California Institute of Technology
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MS120

Explicitly Antisymmetrized Neural Network Lay-
ers for Variational Monte Carlo Simulation

The combination of neural networks and quantum Monte
Carlo methods has arisen as a promising path forward for
highly accurate electronic structure calculations. Based on
the FermiNet architecture, we introduce a generic antisym-
metric (GA) neural network layer. The resulting FermiNet-
GA architecture can yield very accurate ground state en-
ergy for small atoms and molecules. We will also discuss
recent studies of the potential arise of sign problems in
explicitly antisymmetrized two-layer neural networks.

Lin Lin
University of California, Berkeley
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
linlin@math.berkeley.edu

MS121

Joint Image and Blood Flow Reconstruction for
Magnetic Particle Imaging

Magnetic particle imaging (MPI) is a tracer-based medi-
cal imaging technique invented by Gleich and Weizenecker
[Gleich Weizenecker, Nature, 2005]. It allows for the recon-
struction of the spatial distribution of magnetic nanopar-
ticles injected into the blood flow via exploiting their non-
linear magnetization response to changing magnetic fields.
MPI has the potential to be a fast imaging technique which
might be thus used for blood flow imaging and live instru-
ment tracking. In this talk, we are not only interested
in the image reconstruction of the particles from dynamic
MPI data, but also in the estimation of the motion in be-
tween subsequent frames. Using an alternating scheme to
jointly solve both subproblems is expected to be advanta-
geous, as both processes endorse each other [Burger et al,
SIAM Journal on Imaging Sciences, 2018]. We start from
a variational problem linking images and motion and then
exploit prior knowledge to adapt the problem to our ap-
plication. We analyze the occurring subproblems in order
to speed-up the numerical schemes adapted to the image
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and motion reconstruction problem. We will illustrate our
results by numerical tests computed from simulated as well
as real MPI data.
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Fachbereich Mathematik
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MS121

A Variational Approach for Joint Image Recovery-
Segmentation Based on Spatially Varying
Generalized-Gaussian Models

The joint problem of reconstruction/feature extraction is
a challenging task in image processing. It consists in per-
forming, in a joint manner, the restoration of an image
and the extraction of its features. In this work, we firstly
propose a novel nonsmooth and nonconvex variational for-
mulation of the problem. For this purpose, we introduce a
versatile generalised Gaussian prior whose parameters, in-
cluding its exponents, are space-variant. Secondly, we de-
sign an alternating proximal-based optimisation algorithm
that efficiently exploits the structure of the proposed non-
convex objective function. We also analyze the conver-
gence of this algorithm. As shown in numerical experi-
ments conducted on joint segmentation/deblurring tasks,
the proposed method provides high-quality results.
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MS121

Adaptive Primal-Dual Stochastic Algorithm for In-
verse Problems

We present recent developments related to the Stochastic
Primal-Dual Hybrid Gradient (SPDHG) algorithm, which
builds on the Primal-Dual Hybrid Gradient (PDHG) al-
gorithm used in convex, not necessarily smooth optimiza-
tion (also known as Chambolle-Pock algorithm). SPDHGs
added feature consists in its ability to randomly update
partial variables, leading to an accelerated convergence.
The admissible step-sizes include a free parameter control-
ling the primal-dual balance, whose value has been shown
to impact the speed of convergence. We present an adap-
tive version of SPDHG allowing for online tuning of the
primal dual balancing parameter. This new algorithm is
provenly convergent and we illustrate its improved perfor-
mance on a CT reconstruction example.
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MS121

Primal-Dual Proximal Methods with Bregman Dis-
tances

We discuss Bregman distance extensions of the primal-
dual three-operator (PD3O) and Condat-Vu proximal al-
gorithms. When used with standard proximal operators
these algorithms include several important methods, in-
cluding ADMM, as special cases. Extensions to generalized
Bregman distances are attractive if the complexity per it-
eration can be reduced by matching the Bregman distance
to the structure in the problem.

Xin Jiang
UCLA
jiangxjames@ucla.edu

MS122

Theory and Computation of Spectral Properties of
Lie Derivatives in Dynamical Systems

Koopman operator methods along with the associated nu-
merical algorithms have provided a powerful methodology
for the data-driven study of nonlinear dynamical systems.
In this talk, we will give a brief outline of how the Koop-
man group of operators can be generalized beyond function
spaces to the space of sections of various vector bundles
over the state space. We describe their relationship with
the standard Koopman operator on functions as well as de-
scribe the new spectral invariants produced by these gen-
eralized operators. We then demonstrate how the recently
developed spectral exterior calculus framework can be uti-
lized to compute the spectral properties of the generator of
the induced operator on sections of the cotangent bundle.
We conclude with some applications of the algorithm to
some well-known dynamical systems.
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MS122

Lawvere Metric Space Learning

Classical machine learning methods such as MDS, kernel
methods, and diffusion maps rely on a symmetric distance
function that separates unique points. However, many real-
world problems such as transitioning between local minima
in an energy landscape or measuring time in between states
of a dynamical system posses naturally non-symmetric dis-
similarity functions. Moreover, these examples of dissimi-
larities can fail to separate distinct points. Many ad hoc
methods such as symmetrizations and removing repeats
of data, can throw away potentially valuable information.
Instead, we will approach these issues in the most gen-
eral context of Lawvere metric spaces and consider new
methods of machine learning that account for these impor-
tant properties. Moreover, we will interpret kernel meth-
ods from a categorical perspective by considering kernel
embeddings as instances of Yonedas lemma, allowing us to
consider a much wider class of kernels that can be analyzed
in a manifold learning context.

Yemeen Ayub
George Mason University
yayub@gmu.edu
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Closure Detection in Agent Based Models

I will discuss the extraction of gray-box closures for agent
based problems - in the form of black box, or grey box
corrections to existing approximate closures. This will be
demonstrated through both neural network and Gaussian
Process Regression learning of the black/grey box closures;
the illustrating examples will come from chemotactic as
well as financial agent based models.

Ioannis G. Kevrekidis
John Hopkins University
yannisk@jhu.edu

MS122

Data-Driven Spectral Analysis of Koopman Oper-
ators Using Resolvent Compactification

Koopman operators transform general (possibly nonlin-
ear) dynamics in phase space to linear dynamics on vector
spaces of functions, enabling the use of spectral techniques
without modeling constraints such as linearity. We will dis-
cuss the spectral decomposition of Koopman operators by
an approach to approximate the Koopman generator from
data via a compactification of its resolvent. The extraction
of approximate Koopman eigenfunctions (and the associ-
ated eigenfrequencies) from an unknown system without
spectral pollution can be a nontrivial task, particularly if
the system has mixed or dense spectra. We will explore im-
plementation of these techniques using data from several
different example systems including Lorenz 63.
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New York University
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MS123

Learning Uncertain Quantities for Data-Consistent
Inversion: A Data-to-Distribution Pipeline

A common challenge is to quantify uncertainties on model
inputs (i.e., parameters) that correspond to a quantita-
tive characterization of uncertainties on observable Quan-
tities of Interest (QoI). In dynamical systems, model out-
put data are often given as a series of state variable re-
sponses recorded over a particular time window. Conse-
quently, the dimension of output data can easily exceed
O(1E4) or more due to the frequency of observations, and
the correct choice or construction of a QoI from this data
is not self-evident. We present a new framework, Learning
Uncertain Quantities (LUQ), that facilitates the tractable
solution of data-consistent inverse problems for dynamical
systems. LUQ enables a data-to-distribution pipeline uti-
lizing routines for filtering data, learning the underlying
dynamics in an unsupervised manner, classifying the ob-
servations, and performing feature extraction to learn the
QoI map. Subsequently, data are transformed into samples
coming from the underlying predicted and observed distri-
butions associated with the QoI so that data-consistent
solutions are computable. Following the introduction and
demonstration of LUQ, numerical results from several SIPs
are presented for a variety of dynamical systems arising in
the life and physical sciences. In the interest of scientific
reproducibility, we provide links to our Python implemen-
tation of LUQ, as well as all data and scripts required to
reproduce the results in this presentation.
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MS123

Quantifying the Uncertainty in Solutions to
Stochastic Inverse Problems Using Data-Driven
Surrogate Models

Stochastic inverse problems have been attracting increas-
ing attention in recent years due to recent advances in data
acquisition techniques which enable utilizing tremendous
amounts of data to construct data-informed physics-based
computational models. At the same time, machine learn-
ing methods have also become much more prevalent in
computational science, largely due to their ability to learn
and exploit low-dimensional structure in high-dimensional
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data. In this presentation, we will describe some of our
recent work on using data-driven (machine learning) sur-
rogate models to expedite the solution to both Bayesian
and data-consistent inverse problems. On the theoretical
side, we show that the universal approximation theorem
allows for the use of such machine learning surrogate mod-
els to solve such problems. However, on the practical side,
we demonstrate that the errors and uncertainties in these
surrogate models can significantly impact the accuracy of
the inferred probability distribution, and therefore on any
subsequent predictions. This naturally leads to a proba-
bilistic characterization of the solution to the stochastic
inverse problem that appropriately characterizes the er-
ror/uncertainty coming from various sources, e.g., noisy
data, architecture/model capacity, solver variability, etc.,
that impact the solution and predictions due to the use of
the surrogate model.

Tim Wildey
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Sandia National Laboratories
tmwilde@sandia.gov
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Constructing Data-Consistent Solutions to
Stochastic Inverse Problems with Sparse Ob-
servable Data

Data-consistent inversion is a measure-theoretic approach
to solving stochastic inverse problems, i.e., for quantify-
ing aleatoric uncertainties in input parameters to compu-
tational models. In the data-consistent approach, initial
beliefs about model parameters are summarized with prob-
ability distributions. These initial beliefs are then updated
using discrepancies between the predicted distribution of
a quantity of interest and an observed distribution of the
same quantity of interest. The resulting updated distribu-
tion is a solution to the inverse problem that is consistent
with data in the sense that the push-forward of the updated
probability distribution matches the observed distribution
of data. While this approach has been successfully applied
in a wide variety of contexts, its implementation relies on
effective density estimates of the quantity of interest. In
particular, the observed distribution is typically approxi-
mated using observed data samples. When the number of
observable data samples is limited, estimating the density
is non-trivial. In this talk, we show how to mitigate the is-
sue of sparse observable data by utilizing structure induced
by the push-forward samples from the model. Specifically,
we demonstrate how to incorporate this information into
flow-based machine learning methods for density estima-
tion, improving the approximation of the observed density.
Issues of induced bias and uncertainty due to such incor-
porations are discussed.

Tian Yu Yen
Sandia National Laboratories
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MS124

Geometric Scattering on Non-Euclidean Data

The scattering transform is a mathematical model for con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs), which enjoy several
useful properties that make them particularly powerful
when applied to data such as two-dimensional images. Be-
cause of the success of CNNs, there is great interest in de-
signing similar architectures for non-Euclidean data. Sev-
eral variants of the scattering transform have been pro-

posed for special cases of such data, and it has been shown
that these variants enjoy desirable properties such as sta-
bility and invariance. In this talk, we will outline a unify-
ing framework for geometric scattering on generic measure
spaces and showcase how the scattering transform can be
implemented in a variety of non-Euclidean settings, such as
manifolds with and without boundary and directed graphs.
We also propose two methods for approximating the scat-
tering transform using point cloud data sampled from an
underlying manifold. Finally, we show that the scatter-
ing transform is an effective tool for signal, manifold, and
node classification using several data formats, including
spherical images, biomedical single-cell data, and directed
graphs.

Joyce A. Chew
University of California Los Angeles
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MS124

Persistence of Network Representations of Time
Series for Dynamic State Detection

One of the most important problems in time series anal-
ysis is change point detection. These change are often
associated with qualitative changes in the underlying dy-
namic skeleton as one or more of the system parameters
vary. A standard approach to capture these changes is to
study the structure or shape of the corresponding point
cloud constructed using Takens embedding, for example
using persistent homology from Topological Data Analysis
(TDA). However, using persistence on the reconstructed
state space can be limited by computation time since the
simplicial complex generated in this case is large, and it
possibly contains a great deal of redundant information.
For this reason, we turn to a more recent method for en-
coding the structure of the attractor using network repre-
sentations such as an Ordinal Partition Network (OPN).
We show how to incorporate weight information, and we
describe a pipeline to leverage TDA for analyzing the re-
sulting weighted networks. Our results show that this
framework is more resilient to noise in comparison to its
unweighted counterpart, and it improves the accuracy of
the dynamic state detection.

Firas A. Khasawneh
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MS124

Advancing Neuroimaging with Graph Representa-
tion Learning

Recent work on neuroimaging has demonstrated significant
benefits of using population graphs to capture non-imaging
information in the prediction of nearedegenerative and neu-
rodevelopmental disorders. This has been enabled by ad-
vances in the field of graph representation learning. The
non-imaging attributes may contain demographic informa-
tion about the individuals, but also the acquisition site, as
imaging protocols and hardware might significantly differ
across sites in large-scale studies. This talk will give an
overview of the advances that graph representation learn-
ing has contributed to the fields of neuroimaging and con-
nectomics in the recent years. It will also discuss fairness
considerations that arise when these model leverage sensi-
tive attributes.

Ira Ktena
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Compartmental Modeling to Forecast the 2022
U.S. Midterm Elections

Election dynamics are a rich complex system, and fore-
casting this fall’s U.S. midterm elections is an exciting,
high-stakes problem with many sources of subjectivity and
uncertainty. In this talk, we take a dynamical-systems per-
spective on election forecasting, with the goal of helping to
shed light on the forecast process and raising questions
for future work. By adapting a well-studied model from
epidemiology to account for interactions between voters in
different states, we show how to combine a compartmental
approach with polling data to produce forecasts of presi-
dential, senatorial, and gubernatorial elections at the state
level. Our results for the last two decades of U.S. elec-
tions are largely in agreement with those of popular an-
alysts, and we apply our model to forecast the upcoming
midterm elections. We also use our modeling framework to
explore how weighting polling data by polling organization
and accounting for uncertainty in different ways affects our
forecasts.
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Data-Driven Computation for Stochastic Dynam-
ics: Fokker-Planck Solver and Beyond

The time evolution of stochastic differential equation is de-
scribed by the Fokker-Planck equation. In this talk I will
introduce our novel data-driven Fokker-Planck solver and
its applications. The main idea of our solver is to use less
accurate Monte Carlo simulation data to guide either the
numerical PDE solver (low dimensional version) or the ar-
tificial neural network (high dimensional version) to find
the numerical solution. I will also demonstrate some ap-
plications of our data-driven Fokker-Planck solver in im-
portance sampling and identifying invariant manifolds of
dynamical systems.
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MS125

HAL: Hyperactive Bayesian Learning for Molecu-
lar Force Fields

We present a novel method for the efficient generation of
data sets of atomic configurations for the purpose of fit-
ting an atomistic force-field model. The method combines
elements of active learning and adaptive biasing, and is
formulated in a Bayesian framework. We explain the un-
derlying ideas for the design of the method in the context
of a simple synthetic toy problem. We demonstrate the
practical applicability of the method in real data exam-
ples, and show dramatic performance gain in the assembly

of relevant data sets in material sciences applications.
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MS125

Data-Driven Learning and Prediction of Dynamics
on Lie Groups

Incorporating domain knowledge and rigid structures into
deep learning models provides powerful ways to improve
their performance for specific classes of problems. For
instance, previous works have considered the Hamilto-
nian / symplectic structure for learning the dynamics of
physical systems. Although successful, they have mostly
been limited to Euclidean spaces. In this talk, we ex-
tend previous approaches for dynamics prediction to the
Lie group manifold and leverage structure-preserving in-
tegrators that guarantee the preservation of the manifold
structure and symplecticity. Improved results show that
structure-preservation plays a key role in being able to scale
the learning to long time horizons.
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A Generalized Ace Framework and Its Applications
in Learning Equivariant Properties

Atomic Cluster Expansion(ACE) [Drautz, 2019] is a pow-
erful tool/descriptor for approximating isometry invariant
properties. There are also many other properties of inter-
est that have different physical symmetries under certain
group actions. In this talk, I will introduce a general-
ized ACE framework, which provides an efficient way to
approximate those symmetric properties with a systemati-
cally controllable error, no matter they are scalars, vectors,
matrices or even general tensors. As a concrete example,
its implementations on Self-Consistent Hamiltonian learn-
ing will be introduced in detail.

Liwei Zhang
University of British Columbia
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Sparse Inverse Problems with Generalized Gamma
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Hyperpriors

Hierarchical models with generalized gamma hyperpriors
provide a flexible framework to impose regularizations in
Bayesian formulations to inverse problems. Despite the
Bayesian motivation for these models, existing method-
ologies are limited to maximum a posteriori estimation.
The potential to perform uncertainty quantification has
not yet been realized. We introduce a variational itera-
tive alternating scheme and regularized iterative ensem-
ble Kalman filter for hierarchical inverse problems with
generalized gamma hyperpriors. The proposed approaches
yield accurate reconstruction and provide meaningful un-
certainty quantification. We illustrate the performance of
our methodology in several computed examples, includ-
ing a compressed sensing problem, subsurface flow inverse
problem, and sparse identification of dynamical systems
from time-series data.
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MS126

Hierarchical Bayesian Inference For Hematopoiesis

Hematopoiesis is the complex mechanism which describes
how Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) produce diverse
functional mature blood cells through undergoing multiple
differentiation stages include intermediate heterogeneous
multipotent progenitor cells (MPPs). Although a variety
of Hematopoiesis model systems have been proposed be-
fore, few of them could take the advantage of fitting and
interpreting experimental data through Bayesian frame-
work inference method as well as integrate statistical with
mechanistic models. In this paper, instead of employing
the traditional nonlinear hill-equation Ordinary Differen-
tial Equation (ODE) model, we propose a new data-driven
and explanatory chemical reaction ODE model with a deep
insight into the mechanism and kinetics of feedback regu-
lation for Hematopoiesis. The main objective for this pa-
per is to probabilistically learn the division and feedback
regulation rate values of various Hematopoietic cell com-
partments through Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
algorithm and a scalable, hierarchical Bayesian framework
which takes the multi-individual heterogeneity into ac-
count. The performance of new model and framework is
being tested and evaluated on both synthetic dataset and
real experimental dataset to rationalize population vari-
ability within species as well as cross-dataset. Our scalable
Bayesian framework and pipeline is broadly applicable to
various biological process involves tumor growth modeling
and tissue engineering.
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MS126

Building and Constraining Kinetic Models for Spa-
tially Organized Metabolic Pathways

Metabolic processes are exquisitely organized in space
and time, and synthetic biologists are now engineering
spatially-based strategies to enhance desired chemical reac-
tions. A relatively ubiquitous strategy in bacteria is com-
partmentalization within 50-100 nm protein-based com-
partments. Evidence suggests, these compartments seg-
regate a series of chemical reactions from the rest of the
cellular metabolism, potentially enhancing flux through
the compartmentalized pathway and avoiding intermediate
loss due to leakage out of the cell or undesirable reactions.
However, system functionality depends on uncharacterized
parameters such as the permeability of the compartments
to metabolites and the kinetic activity of enzymes. I will
discuss our progress towards characterizing natural and en-
gineered pathways using ODE models and data incorpora-
tion methods. Our current approaches include experimen-
tal design, model selection, Bayesian parameter estimation,
and characterization of sensitive and insensitive parameter
combinations using active subspaces. Our overall goal is to
create methodologies to rapidly identify rate-limiting steps,
estimate unknown parameters, and determine when models
can be reduced or require additional complexity to capture
natural behavior or produce desired engineering results.
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MS126

Parameter Estimation for Compartmental Models
in Physiology Combining Variational Inference and
Autoregressive Transformations

Compartmental models of the human cardiovascular sys-
tem are increasingly used either as low-fidelity surrogates
or to provide boundary conditions in geometrically mul-
tiscale computational models at the organ level. Realis-
tic models typically contain a large number of parameters.
Additionally, the cost of inference through sampling-based
approaches such as Markov chain Monte Carlo may still be
significant even if a single model realization requires sec-
onds to be evaluated. Non linearity and lack of parameter
identifiability may also result in complicated and/or mul-
timodal posterior distributions that are difficult to sam-
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ple from. In this talk, I will describe a modular frame-
work based on variational inference which simultaneously
trains a collection of autoregressive transformations and
a neural network surrogate through alternated gradient-
based weight updates. Samples are adaptively collected
either from a low-discrepancy Sobol’ sequence (so-called
”pre-grid”, providing global surrogate accuracy) or from
an adaptive, memory-aware, sampling strategy (increasing
the surrogate accuracy in high posterior regions). Finally, I
will discuss an adaptive annealing strategy, which makes it
easier to sample from complicated posterior distributions,
while reducing the overall computational cost with respect
to widely used linear annealing schedulers.
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Compression of Streaming Scientific Data

This talk will discuss recent advancements in streaming
compression methods for scientific computational and ex-
perimental data. We will exploit the fact that scientific
data follow some underlying physical principle (e.g., experi-
mental data) or some known, possibly complex model (e.g.,
computational simulation data). Such underlying proper-
ties allow for compression methods with unique designs ca-
pable of orders of magnitude reductions with prescribed ac-
curacy in goal-oriented lossy and lossless compression. The
key challenges that face streaming scientific data compres-
sion include: (1) the incorporation of known scientific infor-
mation into compression; (2) the massive volume of data
produced requiring methods that act on streaming data
near the point of generation; (3) the uncertainty quantifi-
cation for data with noise, error, or missing pieces; and (4)
the ability to effectively use new computing architecture,
both centralized and at the edge. We demonstrate that
users can spend more computational cost in either compres-
sion or decompression, then greater accuracy and compres-
sion are possible. Studies for these methods demonstrate
compression rates in the 10–1,000X range with high levels
of compression increasing computational cost

Richard Archibald
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Data-Driven Causal Model Discovery and Person-
alized Prediction in Alzheimers Disease

With the explosive growth of available biomarker data in
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) clinical trials, numerous math-
ematical models have been developed to characterize
disease-relevant biomarker trajectories over time. While
some of these models are purely empiric, others are causal,
built upon various hypotheses of AD pathophysiology, a
complex and incompletely understood area of research.
One of the most challenging problems in computational
causal modeling is to use a purely data-driven approach
to derive not only the model’s parameters, but the mathe-
matical model itself, without any prior hypothesis bias. In
this talk, we develop an innovative data-driven modeling
approach to build and parameterize a causal model to char-
acterize the trajectories of AD biomarkers. This approach
integrates an understanding of AD pathophysiology, causal
model learning and parameterization, personalized predic-

tion, and parameter sensitivity analysis. By applying this
integrated approach to a large multicenter database of AD
biomarkers, the Alzheimers Disease Neuroimaging Initia-
tive, several causal models for different AD stages are re-
vealed. In addition, personalized models for each subject
are calibrated and provide accurate predictions of future
cognitive status.
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MS127

Metanor: A Meta-Learnt Nonlocal Operator Re-
gression Approach with Convergence Across Reso-
lutions

We propose MetaNOR, a meta-learnt approach for
transfer-learning operators based on the nonlocal operator
regression. The overall goal is to efficiently provide surro-
gate models for new and unknown material-learning tasks
with different microstructures. The algorithm consists of
two phases: (1) learning a common nonlocal kernel repre-
sentation from existing tasks; (2) transferring the learned
knowledge and rapidly learning surrogate operators for un-
seen tasks with a different material, where only a few test
samples are required. We apply MetaNOR to model the
wave propagation within 1D metamaterials, showing sub-
stantial improvements in the sampling efficiency for new
materials.

Lu Zhang
Lehigh University
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MS127

Deep Network Approximation: Achieving Arbi-
trary Accuracy with Fixed Number of Neurons

This talk discusses a new type of simple feed-forward neural
network that achieves the universal approximation prop-
erty for all continuous functions with a fixed network size.
This new type of neural network is simple because it is de-
signed with a simple and computable continuous activation
function sigma leveraging a triangular-wave function and a
softsign function. First, we prove that s-activated networks
with width 36d(2d+1) and depth 11 can approximate any
continuous function on a d-dimensional hypercube with an
arbitrarily small error. Next, we show that classification
functions arising from image and signal classification can
be exactly represented by sigma-activated networks with
width 36d(2d + 1) and depth 12, when there exist pair-
wise disjoint closed bounded subsets of Rd such that the
samples of the same class are located in the same subset.

Shijun Zhang
National University of Singapore
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MS128

Learn Bifurcation Points Through Neural Net-
works

Nonlinear parametric systems have been widely used in
modeling nonlinear dynamics in science and engineering.
Bifurcation analysis of these nonlinear systems on the pa-
rameter space is usually used to study the solution struc-
ture, such as the number of solutions and the stability. In
this talk, I will introduce a new machine learning approach
to compute the bifurcations via so-called equation-driven
neural networks (EDNNs). The EDNNs consist of a two-
step optimization: the first step is to approximate the solu-
tion function of the parameter by training empirical solu-
tion data; the second step is to compute bifurcations using
the approximated neural network obtained in the first step.
Both theoretical convergence analysis and numerical imple-
mentation on several examples will be used to demonstrate
the feasibility of the proposed method.

Wenrui Hao
Pennsylvania State University
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Generalized Nash Equilibrium Problems

This talk discuss generalized Nash equilibrium problems
that are given by rational functions. Rational expressions
for Lagrange multipliers and feasible extensions of KKT
points are introduced to compute generalized Nash equi-
libria (GNEs). We give a hierarchy of rational optimiza-
tion problems to solve rational generalized Nash equilib-
rium problems. The existence and computation of feasi-
ble extensions are studied. The Moment-SOS relaxations
are applied to solve the rational optimization problems.
Under some general assumptions, we show that the pro-
posed hierarchy can compute a GNE if it exists or detect
its nonexistence. Numerical experiments are given to show
the efficiency of the proposed method.
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MS128

Mirror-Prox Sliding Methods for Solving a Class of
Generalized Monotone Variational Inequalities

We propose new algorithms for solving weak solutions to a
class of generalized monotone variational inequalities with
compact feasible sets. For problems involving gradient
of a smooth convex function, we show that it is possi-
ble to skip computations of the gradients from time to
time, while still maintaining the optimal iteration complex-
ity for solving monotone variational inequalities. Specif-
ically, for deterministic variational inequalities problems
involving the sum of the gradient of a smooth convex func-

tion ∇G and a monotone operator H , we propose an algo-
rithm, called the mirror-prox sliding method, that is able
to compute an ε-approximate weak solution with at most
O((L/ε)1/2) evaluations of ∇G and O((L/ε)1/2 + M/ε)
evaluations of H , where L and M are Lipschitz constants
of ∇G and H , respectively. We also propose a stochastic
mirror-prox sliding method for the case when the opera-
tor H can only be accessed through its stochastic sam-
ples. It computes a stochastic ε-approximate weak so-
lution with at most O((L/ε)1/2) evaluations of ∇G and

O((L/ε)1/2 +M/ε + σ2/ε2) samples of H , where σ is the
variance of the stochastic samples of H .
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MS129

Mapper-Style Interleavings for Geometric Graphs

The interleaving distance on Reeb graphs is a commonly
used metric for comparison and analysis. In this talk, we
present existing and ongoing work for computing a dis-
cretized interleaving distance on mapper graphs, a more
commonly used structure which approximates the under-
lying Reeb graph but is easier to compute. In addition,
we introduce some generalizations of the Reeb interleaving
distance to geometric graphs, which are embedded in the
Euclidean plane.
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MS129

Box Filtration

We propose a new filtration for the topological data analy-
sis of points in high-dimensional Euclidean space where the
convex sets are hyperrectangles or boxes. Rather than cen-
ter them at each point, we grow the boxes non-uniformly
in each dimension or direction based on the distribution
of points so as to better capture the topology of the point
set. We present efficient algorithms to construct the box
filtration. We also prove stability results for the boxes con-
structed in the filtration under small changes of input pa-
rameters. We compare topological summaries of standard
data sets in the form of persistence diagrams produced by
box filtration to those produced by the standard distance-
to-measure (DTM) filtration. In a similar fashion, using
boxes as cover elements in the Mapper framework allows
the adaptive modifications of the covers.
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MS129

A Distance for Geometric Graphs via the Labeled
Merge Tree Interleaving Distance

Geometric graphs appear in many real world data sets,
such as road networks, sensor networks, and molecules.
We investigate the notion of distance between graphs and
present a stable metric to measure the distance between
two geometric graphs via merge trees. In order to preserve
as much useful information as possible from the original
data, we introduce a way of rotating the sub-level set in
obtaining the merge trees via the idea of the directional
transform. We represent the merge tress by performing
a surjective multi-labeling scheme and then compute the
distance between two representative matrices. Our met-
ric is not only reflective of the information from the input
graphs, but also computationally efficient. We illustrate its
utility by implementation and application on real data.

Elena Wang
Michigan State University, U.S.
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Interactive Exploration of High-Dimensional Point
Clouds via the Mapper Graphs

High-dimensional point cloud data are becoming ubiq-
uitous. However, the challenge is how to understand
and interpret the underlying structures. This talk in-
troduces an interactive toolbox, Mapper Interactive, for
the visual exploration of high-dimensional point clouds via
mapper graphs, as well as its domain-specific adaptation,
PhenoMapper, for analyzing multidimensional phenomics
data.

Youjia Zhou
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MS130

Machine Learning Based Refinement Strategies for
Polygonal and Polyhedral Grids with Applications
to Virtual Element and Polyhedral Discontinuous
Galerkin Methods

We propose new strategies based on Machine Learning
techniques to handle polygonal/polyhedral grid refinement.
We show that Convolutional Neural Networks can be suc-
cessfully employed to correctly identify the shape of a
polygonal/polyhedral element to design suitable refine-
ment criteria to be possibly employed within adaptive re-
finement strategies. We test the proposed idea considering
two families of finite element methods that support arbi-
trarily shaped polygonal and polyhedral elements, namely
Polygonal Discontinuous Galerkin (PolyDG) methods and
Virtual Element Methods (VEMs). We demonstrate that
the proposed algorithms can greatly improve the perfor-

mance of the discretization schemes in terms of accuracy
and quality of the underlying grids. Moreover, since the
training phase is performed off-line and independent of the
differential model, overall computational costs are kept low.
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Recurrent Neural Networks in Adaptive Fem

We show that optimal mesh refinement algorithms for a
large class of PDEs can be learned by a recurrent neural
network with a fixed number of trainable parameters in-
dependent of the desired accuracy and the input size, i.e.,
number of elements of the mesh. This includes problems
for which no optimal adaptive strategy is known yet. The
proposed algorithm is problem independent in the sense
that it only requires the current numerical approximation
in order to optimally refine the mesh. Thus, the method
is a provably optimal black-box mesh refinement tool for a
wide variety of PDE problems.

Michael Feischl
TU Wien
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MS130

A Finite Element Based Deep Learning Solver for
Parametric PDEs

We introduce a dynamic Deep Learning (DL) architecture
based on the Finite Element Method (FEM) to solve lin-
ear parametric Partial Differential Equations (PDEs). The
connections between neurons in the architecture mimic the
Finite Element connectivity graph when applying mesh re-
finements. We select and discuss several losses employ-
ing preconditioners and different norms to enhance conver-
gence. For simplicity, we implement the resulting Deep-
FEM in one spatial domain (1D), although its extension
to 2D and 3D problems is straightforward. Extensive nu-
merical experiments show in general good approximations
for both symmetric positive definite (SPD) and indefi-
nite problems in parametric and non-parametric problems.
However, in some cases, lack of convexity prevents us from
obtaining high-accuracy solutions.
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MS130

Neural Network Guided Adjoint Computations in
Dual Weighted Residual Error Estimation

In this presentation, we are concerned with neural net-
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work guided goal-oriented a posteriori error estimation and
adaptivity using the dual weighted residual method. The
primal problem is solved using classical Galerkin finite el-
ements. The adjoint problem is solved in strong form with
a feedforward neural network using two or three hidden
layers. The main objective of our approach is to explore
alternatives for solving the adjoint problem with greater
potential of a numerical cost reduction. The proposed al-
gorithm is based on the general goal-oriented error estima-
tion theorem including both linear and nonlinear stationary
partial differential equations and goal functionals. Our de-
velopments are substantiated with some numerical exper-
iments that include comparisons of neural network com-
puted adjoints and classical finite element solutions of the
adjoints. In the programming software, the open-source
library deal.II is successfully coupled with LibTorch, the
PyTorch C++ application programming interface.

Julian Roth, Max Schröder, Thomas Wick
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MS131

Machine Learning Methods for Designing Thin
Film Microstructures

Designing next generation thin films, tailor-made for spe-
cific applications, relies on the availability of robust re-
lationships between processing conditions, resulting mi-
crostructure, and observed properties. Traditional map-
pings such as structure zone diagrams are limited to
low-dimensional pictorial mappings, with machine-learning
methods only recently attempting to relate multiple pro-
cessing parameters to the final microstructure. Despite this
progress, structure-processing relationships are unknown
for processing conditions that vary during thin film depo-
sition, limiting the range of microstructures and properties
achievable. In this work, we explore a combination of ma-
chine learning and thin film deposition simulations to find
novel processing protocols that achieve specific microstruc-
tures. We explore online learning, coupling the phase-field
thin film deposition simulation with a genetic algorithm
to find novel time-dependent protocols that achieve mi-
crostructures of interest. We then turn to offline learning
for the same problem, replacing time-consuming deposition
simulations with a generative model, using reinforcement
learning to find a broader range of processing protocols.
Additionally, we comment on the nature of these various
machine-learning methods and their ability to represent the
microstructures observed in this physical problem across
various length and timescales.

Saaketh Desai
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MS131

Neural Network Approaches to Solving Low Di-
mensional Fokker Planck Equations

The Fokker-Planck equation describes the time evolution
of the probability density of stochastic systems. Tradi-
tional PDE approaches are typically inadequate for solv-
ing even low dimensional systems due to the unbounded
domain and the curse of dimensionality. Here we describe
data-driven algorithms which combine sampling informa-
tion with projection-based methods and neural network ap-

proaches for finding the target density.
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MS131

Learning Deep Neural Operators for Heteroge-
neous Material Modeling

Constitutive modeling based on continuum mechanics the-
ory has been a classical approach for modeling the me-
chanical responses of materials. However, when constitu-
tive laws are unknown or when defects and/or high de-
grees of heterogeneity are present, these classical models
may become inaccurate. In this work, we propose to use
data-driven modeling to predict a material’s response with-
out using conventional constitutive models. Specifically,
the material response is modeled by learning the implicit
mappings between loading conditions and the resultant dis-
placement and/or damage fields, with the neural network
serving as a surrogate for a solution operator. To model
the complex responses due to material heterogeneity and
defects, we develop a novel deep neural operator architec-
ture, which we coin as the Implicit Fourier Neural Oper-
ator (IFNO). In the IFNO, the increment between layers
is modeled as an integral operator to capture the long-
range dependencies in the feature space. As the network
gets deeper, the limit of IFNO becomes a fixed point equa-
tion that yields an implicit neural operator and naturally
mimics the displacement/damage fields solving procedure
in material modeling problems. As an application, we fur-
ther employ the proposed approach to learn the material
models directly from digital image correlation (DIC) track-
ing measurements, and show that the learned solution op-
erators outperform the conventional constitutive models in
predicting displacement fields.
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MS132

Broader Engagement (BE): Fundamentals of Ac-
celerated Data Science with RAPIDS - Part II of
II

Traditional CPU-driven data science workflows can be
cumbersome but with the power of GPUs, data scientists
and Ph.D. students can make sense of data quickly to drive
research decisions. In this workshop, student or develop-
ers will learn how to build and execute end-to-end GPU-
accelerated data science workflows that enable them to
quickly explore, iterate, and get their work into production.
Using the RAPIDS accelerated data science libraries, de-
velopers will apply a wide variety of GPU-accelerated ma-
chine learning algorithms, including XGBoost, cuGRAPHs
single-source shortest path, and cuMLs KNN, DBSCAN,
and logistic regression to perform data analysis at scale. All
workshop attendees get access to fully configured, GPU-
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accelerated servers in the cloud, guidance from an instruc-
tor, and the opportunity to network with other developers,
data scientists, and researchers. Attendees can earn a cer-
tificate to prove subject matter competency and support
professional growth.
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MS133

Benign Overfitting Beyond the OLS

Benign overfitting, the phenomenon where interpolating
models generalize well in the presence of noisy data, was
first observed in neural network models trained with gra-
dient descent. Recently, a large body of work has focussed
on understanding this phenomenon in relatively simple lin-
ear models such as the minimum �2-norm interpolant (or-
dinary least squares (OLS) solution). In this talk I shall
present two research vignettes that study benign overfitting
in models beyond the OLS. First, to better understand the
empirical observation that kicked off this line of research,
we consider the generalization error of two-layer neural net-
works trained to interpolation by gradient descent on the
logistic loss following random initialization. We assume
the data comes from well-separated class-conditional log-
concave distributions and allow for a constant fraction of
the training labels to be corrupted by an adversary. We
show that in this setting, neural networks exhibit benign
overfitting: they can be driven to zero training error, per-
fectly fitting any noisy training labels, and simultaneously
achieve test error close to the Bayes-optimal error. Sec-
ond, we study the behaviour of sparse linear interpolators
(such as the minimum �1-norm interpolant), and show that
surprisingly the excess risk of sparse interpolators can be
exponentially larger than the excess risk of the OLS (a
dense interpolator), even when the optimal linear predic-
tor is itself sparse.

Niladri Chatterji
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MS133

Understanding Self-Supervised Learning: Analysis
and Robustness to Imbalance Datasets

Self-supervised learning has made empirical breakthroughs
in producing representations that can be applied to a wide
range of downstream tasks. In this talk, I will primarily
present a recent work that analyzes contrastive learning
algorithms under realistic assumptions on the data distri-
butions for vision applications. We show that contrastive
learning can be viewed as a parametric version of spectral
clustering on a so-called population augmentation graph,
and analyze the linear separability of the learned represen-
tations and provide sample complexity bounds. I will also
briefly another recent work that shows that self-supervised
learning is more robust to dataset imbalance than super-
vised representations.
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MS133

General Variational Formulation of Neural Net-

works with Universal Approximation Guarantees

A powerful framework for supervised learning is the mini-
mization of a cost that consists of a data fidelity term plus
a regularization functional. In this talk, I investigate the
properties induced by a Radon-domain regularization func-
tional (Ongie ICLR 2020; Parhi JMLR 2021), but which
now depends on a more general (pseudo-)differential oper-
ator L. Under mild admissibility conditions on L, I prove
that the solution set of the corresponding functional op-
timization problem is parameterized by a shallow neural
network whose activation function is determined by L. I
then show that the resulting architecture offers guarantees
of universal approximation for a wide variety of activation
functions, including sigmoids (Barron 1993) and cases such
as ReLU where the activation increases polynomially. The
proposed setting also explains the favorable role of bias and
skip connections in neural architectures.
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MS133

Gradient Methods Provably Converge to Non-
Robust Networks

Despite a great deal of research, it is still unclear why
neural networks are so susceptible to adversarial exam-
ples. In this work, we identify natural settings where
depth-2 ReLU networks trained with gradient flow are
provably non-robust (susceptible to small adversarial l2-
perturbations), even when robust networks that classify
the training dataset correctly exist. Perhaps surprisingly,
we show that the well-known implicit bias towards margin
maximization induces bias towards non-robust networks,
by proving that every network which satisfies the KKT
conditions of the max-margin problem is non-robust.
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MS134

A Factor Model of Multilayer Network Interdepen-
dence

Multilayer networks describe the rich ways in which nodes
are related by expressing their connections through dif-
ferent types of relationships in separate layers. These
multiple relationships are naturally represented by an ad-
jacency tensor that can be interpreted using techniques
from multilinear algebra. In this work we propose the use
of the nonnegative Tucker decomposition (NNTuck) with
KL-divergence as an expressive factor model for adjacency
tensors. We discuss how the NNTuck generalizes exist-
ing methods for stochastic blockmodels of multilayer net-
works and provides an intuitive factor-based perspective
on layer dependence. We propose a definition of layer de-
pendence based on using a likelihood ratio test to evalu-
ate NNTuck models corresponding to different layer depen-
dence assumptions. Algorithmically, we find that using ex-
pectation maximization to maximize the log-likelihood un-
der the NNTuck model is step-by-step equivalent to tenso-
rial multiplicative updates for the NNTuck under a KL loss,
extending a previously known equivalence from nonnega-
tive matrices to nonnegative tensors. Using both synthetic
and real-world data, we evaluate the use and interpretation
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of the NNTuck as a generative model of multilayer net-
works. We propose a formal treatment of cross-validation
for link-prediction tasks in multilayer settings by defining
tubular and independent link-prediction tasks, and observe
significant performance differences between the two.
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Tensor Moments of Gaussian Mixture Models:
Theory and Applications

Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) are fundamental tools
in statistical and data sciences. We study the moments
of multivariate Gaussians and GMMs. The d-th moment
of an n-dimensional random variable is a symmetric d-way
tensor of size nd, so working with moments naively is as-
sumed to be prohibitively expensive for d > 2 and larger
values of n. In this work, we develop theory and numerical
methods for implicit computations with moment tensors
of GMMs. We derive concise analytic expressions for the
moments in terms of symmetrized tensor products, rely-
ing on the correspondence between symmetric tensors and
homogeneous polynomials, and combinatorial identities in-
volving Bell polynomials. The primary application of this
theory is to estimating GMM parameters (means and co-
variances) from a set of observations, when formulated as
a moment-matching optimization problem. If there is a
known and common covariance matrix, we also show it
is possible to debias the data observations, in which case
the problem of estimating the unknown means reduces to
symmetric CP tensor decomposition. Numerical results
validate and illustrate the numerical efficiency of our ap-
proaches. This work potentially opens the door to the com-
petitiveness of the method of moments as compared to ex-
pectation maximization methods for parameter estimation
of GMMs.
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MS134

Tensor Perron Eigenvectors for Classification and
Ranking

Matrices are a very useful tool to represent and analyse net-
works represented as graphs. When dealing with higher-
order network models (e.g. based on multiple layers or

non-dyadic interactions), tensors provide the natural ana-
logue of matrices. Unfortunately, unlike matrices, comput-
ing eigen and singular values of higher-order tensors is gen-
erally an NP-hard problem, which requires solving systems
of homogeneous polynomial equations. However, when the
tensor at hand has nonnegative entries, recent advances in
nonlinear Perron-Frobenius theory based on multihomoge-
neous mappings provide us simple conditions that guar-
antee existence, uniqueness and computability of so-called
tensor Perron eigen and singular values and vectors. In
this talk I will review the main results in the resulting
Perron-Frobenius theory for nonnegative tensors and I will
discuss how suitable Perron vectors can be used to diffuse
initially labeled points and thus classify the nodes as well
as to define spectral measures of centrality for higher-order
networks.
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MS135

Generalization Bounds for Sparse Random Feature
Expansions

Random feature methods have been successful in various
machine learning tasks, are easy to compute, and come
with theoretical accuracy bounds. They serve as an alter-
native approach to standard neural networks since they can
represent similar function spaces without a costly train-
ing phase. However, for accuracy, random feature meth-
ods require more measurements than trainable parameters,
limiting their use for data-scarce applications or problems
in scientific machine learning. This work introduces the
sparse random feature expansion to obtain parsimonious
random feature models. Specifically, we leverage ideas from
compressive sensing to generate random feature expan-
sions with theoretical guarantees even in the data-scarce
setting. In particular, we provide generalization bounds
for functions in a certain class (that is dense in a repro-
ducing kernel Hilbert space) depending on the number of
samples and the distribution of features. The generaliza-
tion bounds improve with additional structural conditions,
such as coordinate sparsity, compact clusters of the spec-
trum, or rapid spectral decay. In particular, by introducing
sparse features, i.e., features with random sparse weights,
we provide improved bounds for low order functions. Fi-
nally, we show that the sparse random feature expansions
outperforms shallow networks in several scientific machine
learning tasks.
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Diffrax: JAX-Based Numerical Differential Equa-
tion Solvers

We introduce Diffrax, a JAX-based suite of ordi-
nary/stochastic/controlled differential equation solvers.
Highlights include: - High performance; 200 times faster
than torchdiffeq and of similar speed to DifferentialEqua-
tions.j. - Numerous features: high-order solvers, implicit
solvers, dense solutions, multiple adjoints methods, etc.
- Integrates directly with JAX: jit/grad/vmap/etc. all
work as normal. - Easily extensible with custom ops
(solvers etc.); includes the ability to handle the step-
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ping yourself if writing a differentiable simulator your-
self. - The main technical novelty: ODEs and SDEs
are all solved in a unified way, by lowering them to
CDEs. Code: https://github.com/patrick-kidger/diffrax
Documentation: https://docs.kidger.site/diffrax/
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MS135

Theoretical Guarantees for Distribution Approxi-
mation and Sampling via Neural ODEs

Neural ordinary differential equations (neural ODEs) pro-
vide an invertible neural network architecture that can be
used for density estimation, Bayesian inference, and gener-
ative modeling. In this work, we establish theoretical guar-
antees for distribution approximation using neural ODEs.
In particular, we show that one can efficiently approxi-
mate a wide class of distributions by choosing the ODE
velocity field from a class of multi-layer feedforward neural
networks whose size can be explicitly bounded, with the
accuracy of the distribution approximation measured by a
variety of probability metrics. We also study the statisti-
cal consistency of neural ODEs as generative models, and
obtain finite sample guarantees.
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MS135

Score-Based Generative Modeling with Stochastic
and Ordinary Differential Equations

Generating data with complex patterns, such as images,
audio, and molecular structures, requires fitting very flex-
ible statistical models to the data distribution. Even in
the age of deep neural networks, building such models is
difficult because they typically require an intractable nor-
malization procedure to represent a probability distribu-
tion. To address this challenge, we propose to model the
vector field of gradients of the data distribution (known as
the score function), which does not require normalization
and therefore can take full advantage of the flexibility of
deep neural networks. We will show how to (1) estimate the
score function from data with flexible deep neural networks
and efficient statistical methods, (2) generate new data by
forming stochastic differential equations with the estimated
score functions, and even (3) evaluate probability values ac-
curately using ordinary differential equations built on score
functions. The resulting method, called score-based gen-
erative modeling, achieves record-breaking performance in
applications including image synthesis, text-to-speech gen-
eration, time series prediction, and point cloud generation,
challenging the long-time dominance of generative adver-
sarial networks (GANs) on many of these tasks.
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Tensor Structured Sketching for Constrained Least
Squares Problems

Constrained least squares problems arise in many appli-
cations. The memory and com- putation cost are usually
expensive with high-dimensional input data. We employ
the so-called sketching strategy to project the least squares
problem into a space of a lower sketching dimension” via
a random sketching matrix. The key idea of sketching is
to reduce the dimension of the problem as much as pos-
sible while maintaining the approximation accuracy. In
this talk, we will focusing on least square problems with
tensor data matrix. Such structure is often present in lin-
earized inverse PDE problems and tensor decomposition
optimizations. To match with the tensor structures of the
problem, we utilize a general class of row-wise tensorized
sub-Gaussian matrices as sketching matrices. We provide
theoretical guarantees on the sketching dimension in terms
of error criterion and probability failure rate. For uncon-
strained linear regressions, we obtain an optimal estimate
for the sketching dimension. For optimization problems
with general constraint sets, we show that the sketching di-
mension depends on a statistical complexity that character-
izes the geometry of the underlying problems. Our theories
are demonstrated and validated in a few concrete exam-
ples, including unconstrained linear regression and sparse
recovery problems.
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MS136

Randomized Algorithms for Efficient Precondition-
ing and UQ in Inverse Transport Problems

We discuss different applications of randomized algorithms
in inverse control problems. We are going to consider opti-
mization problems governed by dynamical systems, in par-
ticular, transport equations. We will discuss how random-
ized algorithms allow us to design efficient strategies for
preconditioning and uncertainty quantification.
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MS137

Galerkin Neural Network Approximation of Mul-
tiscale Problems

We consider the neural network approximation of systems
of partial differential equations exhibiting multiscale fea-
tures. Specifically, we consider the approximation of the
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Reissner-Mindlin plate model which poses significant chal-
lenges due to the presence of boundary layers and numer-
ical phenomena such as locking. This work builds on the
basic Galerkin Neural Network approach established in pre-
vious work for symmetric, positive-definite problems. The
key contributions of this work are (1) the analysis and
comparison of several new least squares-type variational
formulations for the Reissner-Mindlin plate, and (2) their
numerical approximation using the Galerkin Neural Net-
work approach. Numerical examples are presented which
demonstrate the ability of the approach to resolve multi-
scale phenomena such for the Reissner-Mindlin plate model
for which we develop a new family of benchmark solutions
which exhibit boundary layers.

Justin Dong
Brown University
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MS138

Short Weather Forecast Ensembles Inform Long-
Term Climatology of Sudden Stratospheric Warm-
ing

In some physical systems such as the Earth’s atmosphere,
the most extreme and rare events matter a great deal, both
for their human impact and for their dynamical conse-
quences. A prototypical example is sudden stratospheric
warming (SSW), a rapid breakdown of the winter strato-
spheric polar vortex, which causes extreme mid-latitude
cold spells and alters surface weather for months. The his-
torical scarcity of observations, and an unusually SSW-rich
2000’s decade, lead to uncertain SSW climatology: when
do they occur, how often, and how predictably? Long, ex-
pensive model runs could answer these statistical questions,
but with a tradeoff between cost and bias. We instead uti-
lize weather forecast ensembles that are high-resolution,
but short (subseasonal) in duration. A simple analogue
forecasting procedure chains them together to estimate key
climate statistics, such as annual frequencies and timing
distributions of SSW events, as formulated in Transition
Path Theory. Using forecast ensembles initialized between
1996 and 2018, we find that the SSW statistics match well
with 20th-century reanalysis. Our method extrapolates the
climatology well beyond what is possible with the short ob-
servational dataset that initialized the forecasts, yielding
accurate estimates of once in a century events. This sug-
gests exciting new uses for ensemble forecasts in rare event
analysis.
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MS138

Monte Carlo and Markov Chain Monte Carlo in
High-Dimensional, Nonlinear Problems in Earth
Science

Earth science nearly always requires estimating models, or
model parameters, from data. This could mean to infer the
state of the southern ocean from ARGO floats, to compute
the state of our atmosphere based on atmospheric obser-
vations of the past six hours, or to construct a resistivity
model of the Earths subsurface from electromagnetic data.
All these problems have in common that the number of un-
knowns is large (millions to hundreds of millions) and that
the underlying processes are nonlinear. Due to the nonlin-
earity, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a good can-
didate for the numerical solution of such inverse problems.
But MCMC is known to be slow when the number of un-
knowns is large. In this talk, I will point to two approaches
that enable the solution of high-dimensional inverse prob-
lems in Earth science and both have in common that they
rely on efficient, but biased estimation algorithms. The
main message is that the unbiased solution of nonlinear,
high-dimensional problems is and remains infeasible, but
one can construct efficient and accurate biased estimators
that are feasible to apply to high-dimensional problems.

Matthias Morzfeld
University of California, San Diego
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MS138

The Stein Geometry in Machine Learning: Gra-
dient Flows, Optimal Transport and Large Devia-
tions

Sampling or approximating high-dimensional probability
distributions is a key challenge in computational statistics
and machine learning. This talk will present connections
to gradient flow PDEs, optimal transport and interacting
particle systems, focusing on the recently introduced Stein
variational gradient descent methodology and some varia-
tions. The construction induces a novel geometrical struc-
ture on the set of probability distributions related to a pos-
itive definite kernel function. We discuss the corresponding
geodesic equations, infinitesimal optimal transport maps,
as well as large deviation functionals. This is joint work
with A. Duncan (Imperial College London), L. Szpruch
(University of Edinburgh) and M. Renger (Weierstrass In-
stitute Berlin).
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MS138

Approximate Sampling Using Gaussian Projections

We present a novel method for sampling and optimization
tasks based on a stochastic interacting particle system. We
explain how this method can be used for the following two
goals: (i) generating approximate samples from a given tar-
get distribution; (ii) optimizing a given objective function.
The approach is derivative-free and affine invariant, and is
therefore well-suited for solving inverse problems defined by
complex forward models: (i) allows generation of samples
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from the Bayesian posterior and (ii) allows determination
of the maximum a posteriori estimator. We investigate the
properties of the proposed method in terms of various pa-
rameter choices, both analytically and by means of numer-
ical simulations. The analysis and numerical simulation es-
tablish that the method has potential for general purpose
optimization tasks over Euclidean space; contraction prop-
erties of the algorithm are established under suitable con-
ditions, and computational experiments demonstrate wide
basins of attraction for various specific problems. The anal-
ysis and experiments also demonstrate the potential for the
sampling methodology in regimes in which the target distri-
bution is unimodal and close to Gaussian; indeed we prove
that the method recovers a Laplace approximation to the
measure in certain parametric regimes and provide numer-
ical evidence that this Laplace approximation attracts a
large set of initial conditions in a number of examples.
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MS139

Statistical Benefits of Convolutional Models: A
Kernel Perspective

Many supervised learning problems involve high-
dimensional data such as images, text, or graphs. In order
to make efficient use of data, it is often useful to leverage
priors in the problem at hand, such as invariance to cer-
tain transformations or dependence on local information.
Empirically, deep convolutional networks have been very
successful on such data, raising the question of how they
are able to capture the structure of these problems for
efficient learning. This work studies this question from a
theoretical perspective using kernel methods, in particular
convolutional kernels. These are constructed following
similar architectural principles as convolutional networks,
are closely related to their infinite-width limits in certain
regimes, and provide good empirical performance on
standard computer vision benchmarks such as Cifar10. I
will present two contributions that highlight the statistical
benefits of (deep) convolutional architectures for learning
target functions with certain structures, in particular
invariant/stable function, as well as additive interaction
models with symmetries.

Alberto Bietti
Inria Grenoble, France
alberto.bietti@gmail.com

MS139

Deep Networks and the Multiple Manifold Prob-
lem

Data with low-dimensional nonlinear structure are ubiq-

uitous in engineering and scientific problems. We study
a model problem with such structure: a binary classifica-
tion task that uses a deep fully-connected neural network
to classify data drawn from two disjoint smooth curves on
the unit sphere. Aside from mild regularity conditions, we
place no restrictions on the configuration of the curves. We
prove that when (i) the network depth is large relative to
certain geometric properties that set the difficulty of the
problem and (ii) the network width and number of sam-
ples is polynomial in the depth, randomly-initialized gra-
dient descent quickly learns to correctly classify all points
on the two curves with high probability. To our knowledge,
this is the first generalization guarantee for deep networks
with nonlinear data that depends only on intrinsic data
properties. Our analysis draws on ideas from harmonic
analysis and martingale concentration for handling statis-
tical dependencies in the initial (random) network. We
sketch applications to invariant vision, where leveraging
low-dimensional structure leads to novel resource-efficient
neural network architectures for detecting deformations of
visual motifs.
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Toyota Technical Institute at Chicago
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MS139

The Role of Data Geometry in High-Dimensional
Learning

The intrinsic low-dimensionality of natural high-
dimensional data plays a very important role in the
success of modern data science, but mathematical un-
derstanding still lags behind practice. This talk will be
an overview of this area of research and will serve as an
introduction to the minisymposium. Topics will include
the following: (1) Classical models for low dimensional
structure in high dimensions as well as their limitations in
practice; (2) Current understanding and open questions
about the role data structure play in how high dimensional
learning algorithms find estimators that both interpolate
the data and generalize well.

Eliza W. O’Reilly
Caltech
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MS139

Training Data Size Induced Double Descent For
Denoising Neural Networks and the Role of Train-
ing Noise Level

Training a network to denoise noisy inputs is the most
widely used technique for pre-training deep neural net-
works. Hence one important question is the effect of scaling
the number of training data points. We formalize the ques-
tion of how many data points should be used by looking
at the generalization error for denoising noisy test data.
Prior work on computing the generalization error focus on
adding noise to target outputs. However, adding noise to
the input is more in line with current pre-training prac-
tices. In the linear (in the inputs) regime, we provide an
asymptotically exact formula for the generalization error
for rank 1 data and an approximation for the generaliza-
tion error for rank r data. We show using our formulas,
that the generalization error versus number of data points
follows a double descent curve. From this, we derive a for-
mula for the amount of noise that needs to be added to the
training data to minimize the denoising error and see that
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this follows a double descent curve as well.
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MS140

Projected Variational Methods for High-
Dimensional Bayesian Inference

In this talk, I will present a class of transport-based pro-
jected variational methods to tackle the computational
challenges of the curse of dimensionality and unaffordable
evaluation cost for high-dimensional Bayesian inverse prob-
lems governed by complex models. We project the high-
dimensional parameters to intrinsically low-dimensional
data-informed subspaces, and employ transport-based vari-
ational methods to push samples drawn from the prior to
a projected posterior. Moreover, we employ fast surro-
gate models to approximate the parameter-to-observable
map. I will present error bounds for the projected poste-
rior distribution measured in Kullback–Leibler divergence.
Numerical experiments will be presented to demonstrate
the properties of our methods, including improved accu-
racy, fast convergence with complexity independent of the
parameter dimension and the number of samples, strong
parallel scalability in processor cores, and weak data scal-
ability in data dimension.
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MS140

A Model-Constrained Bayesian Neural Networks
for Bayesian Inverse Problems

Bayesian inverse problem for practical applications are no-
toriously difficult due to: 1) high dimensional parameter
space, 2) high dimensional state space, and 3) (possibly)
high dimensional data space. This talk presents a triple re-
duction approach to address these three challenges simul-
taneously. Several theoretical and numerical results will be
presented to demonstrate the approach.
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MS140

An Exponential Speedup in the Rigorous Operator
Learning of Elliptic PDEs

The so-called ”operator learning” of solution operators of

partial differential equations (PDEs) from solution pairs
has attracted considerable attention. In the case of el-
liptic PDEs, existing methods with rigorous convergence
rates require poly(1/�) solution pairs to achieve an �-
accurate approximation of the solution operator. In the
present work, we achieve an exponential improvement over
these methods by proposing an algorithm that can re-
cover the discretized solution operators of general ellip-
tic PDEs on a d-dimensional domain to accuracy � from
only O (

log (N) logd (N/�)
)
solution pairs selected a-priori.

Here, N is the number of degrees of freedom of the dis-
crete function space. Our method has computational cost
O (

N log2 (N) log2d (N/�)
)
and returns a sparse Cholesky

factor with O (
N log (N) logd (N/�)

)
nonzero entries. This

Cholesky factor can be interpreted as a transport map that
maps a standard Gaussian vector to the Gaussian process
associated with the PDE. Prior work on the conditional in-
dependence properties of these Gaussian processes allows
us to rigorously prove the error-vs-complexity bounds men-
tioned above. We further provide numerical experiments
confirming the practicality of our algorithm.
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MS140

Mcmc Procedures for Dimension Reduction with
Theoretical Guarantees

The likelihood-informed subspace (LIS) method offers
a viable route to reducing the dimensionality of high-
dimensional probability distributions arising in Bayesian
inference. Intuitively, the accuracy of the LIS approxi-
mation, and hence the performance of the inference al-
gorithms, are influenced by three factors—the dimension
truncation error in identifying the subspace, Monte Carlo
error in estimating the Gram matrices, and Monte Carlo
error in constructing marginalizations. This talk discusses
how to analyze each of these three factors and their inter-
play. We also discuss how to extend these results to prob-
lems with heavy tailed priors using transformation method.
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MS141

Hamilton-Jacobi Equations on Graphs with Ap-
plications to Semi-Supervised Learning and Data
Depth

Shortest path graph distances are widely used in data sci-
ence and machine learning, since they can approximate the
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underlying geodesic distance on the data manifold. How-
ever, the shortest path distance is highly sensitive to the
addition of corrupted edges in the graph, either through
noise or an adversarial perturbation. In this talk we present
a family of Hamilton-Jacobi equations on graphs that we
call the p-eikonal equation. We show that the p-eikonal
equation with p=1 is a provably robust distance-type func-
tion on a graph, and the limiting case in which p goes to in-
finity recovers shortest path distances. While the p-eikonal
equation does not correspond to a shortest-path graph dis-
tance, we nonetheless show that the continuum limit of the
p-eikonal equation on a random geometric graph recovers
a geodesic density weighted distance in the continuum. At
the end we present application of the p-eikonal equation to
data depth and semi-supervised learning, and use the con-
tinuum limit to show asymptotic consistency results for
both applications. This is a joint work with Jeff Calder
from University of Minnesota.
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MS141

Ensuring Exploration and Exploitation in Graph-
Based Active Learning

Uncertainty sampling has traditionally been the de facto,
simplest acquisition function for active learning in semi-
supervised learning. Comparatively cheap to compute and
straightforward to interpret, uncertainty sampling has been
known to suffer from myopic sampling bias that fails to
properly explore the extent of geometric structure of the
dataset prior to exploiting learning decision boundaries. As
such, most work in active learning for graph-based learn-
ing has focused on the design of more intricate acquisition
functions that are explorative in nature, though are almost
always more costly to compute. We show that exploration
and exploitation in graph-based semi-supervised learning
can be achieved by ensuring that the underlying graph-
based model reflects uncertainty at unlabeled nodes that
in turn captures the underlying clustering structure of the
dataset. We present theoretical results and empirical evi-
dence to demonstrate that reweighted Laplacian learning,
which has a well-defined continuum limit model, allows us
to ensure exploration and exploitation by simply applying
uncertainty sampling.
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MS141

A Variational Approach to Multi-Dimensional
Scaling

Dimension reduction is a crucial pre-processing step in
many learning algorithms, and can be seen as a particu-
lar form of metric or graph embedding problem. Despite
the widespread utilization of these algorithms, many of the
non-linear versions of these algorithms lack rigorous the-
ory. This talk will discuss recent work, joint with Adam
Pickarski, on multi-dimensional scaling, one of the most
basic forms of non-linear dimension reduction. In partic-
ular, we utilize a variational approach to derive regularity
properties of the embeddings selected a simple version of
multi-dimensional scaling, and to provide new asymptotic

consistency results for the algorithm.
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Unlabeled Data Help in Graph-Based Bayesian
Semi-Supervised Learning

In this talk we consider the graph-based approach to semi-
supervised learning in a Bayesian perspective. Under a
manifold assumption, we shall demonstrate that the unla-
beled data help in constructing a suitable prior that leads
to improved posterior performance. In particular, we will
see that optimal posterior contraction rates can be achieved
if the number of unlabeleddata scales polynomiallywith re-
spect to the labeled ones.
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MS142

Reduced Basis Methods Applied to Many-Body
Physics Problems

We present the reduced basis method (RBM) as a tool for
developing emulators for equations with tunable parame-
ters within the context of the nuclear many-body problem.
The RBM uses a basis expansion informed by a set of so-
lutions for a few values of the model parameters and then
projects the equations over a well-chosen low-dimensional
subspace. We connect some of the results in the eigenvector
continuation literature (a set of dimensionality-reduction
techniques independently discovered in the nuclear the-
ory community) to the formalism of RBMs and show how
RBMs can be applied to a broad set of problems. As we
illustrate, the possible success of the RBM on such prob-
lems can be diagnosed beforehand by a principal compo-
nent analysis. We apply the RBM to the one-dimensional
Gross-Pitaevskii equation with a harmonic trapping poten-
tial and to nuclear density functional theory for 48Ca. The
outstanding performance of the approach, together with its
straightforward implementation, show promise for its ap-
plication to the emulation of computationally demanding
calculations, including uncertainty quantification.
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Wassmap: Wasserstein Isometric Mapping for Im-
age Manifold Learning

We propose Wasserstein Isometric Mapping (Wassmap),
a parameter-free nonlinear dimensionality reduction tech-
nique that provides solutions to some drawbacks in exist-
ing global nonlinear dimensionality reduction algorithms
in imaging applications. Wassmap represents images via
probability measures in Wasserstein space, then uses pair-
wise quadratic Wasserstein distances between the asso-
ciated measures to produce a low-dimensional, approxi-
mately isometric embedding. We show that the algorithm
is able to exactly recover parameters of some image mani-
folds including those generated by translations or dilations
of a fixed generating measure. Additionally, we show that
a discrete version of the algorithm retrieves parameters
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from manifolds generated from discrete measures by pro-
viding a theoretical bridge to transfer recovery results from
functional data to discrete data. Testing of the proposed
algorithms on various image data manifolds show that
Wassmap yields good embeddings compared with other
global techniques.
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MS142

The Multimarginal Optimal Transport Formula-
tion of Adversarial Multiclass Classification

In this talk, I will introduce a family of adversarial mul-
ticlass classification problems and provide equivalent re-
formulations in terms of: 1) a new generalized version of
the Wasserstein barycenter problem, and 2) a family of
multimarginal optimal transport problems where the num-
ber of marginals is equal to the number of classes in the
original classification problem. The direct computational
implication of these results is that by solving either the
barycenter problem and its dual, or the MOT problem and
its dual, we can recover the solution to the robust classi-
fication problem and the optimal adversarial action. Our
results generalize recent results in the literature establish-
ing connections between adversarial learning and optimal
transport in the binary case. Several examples with syn-
thetic and real data will illustrate the results. Joint work
with Nicolas Garcia-Trillos and Jakwang Kim.
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MS142

Manifold Learning with Non-Euclidean Norms

Manifold learning methods play a prominent role in non-
linear dimensionality reduction and other tasks involving
high-dimensional data sets with low intrinsic dimensional-
ity. Many of these methods are graph-based: they asso-
ciate a vertex with each data point and a weighted edge
with each pair. Prior theory shows that the Laplacian ma-
trix of the graph converges to the LaplaceBeltrami oper-
ator of the data manifold, under the assumption that the
pairwise affinities are based on the Euclidean norm. In
this talk, we determine the limiting differential operator for
graph Laplacians constructed using any norm. Our proof
involves an interplay between the second fundamental form
of the manifold and the convex geometry of the given norms
unit ball. To demonstrate the potential benefits of non-
Euclidean norms in manifold learning, I will consider the
task of mapping the motion of large molecules with contin-
uous variability. In a numerical simulation we show that
a modified Laplacian eigenmaps algorithm, based on the
Earthmovers distance, outperforms the classic Euclidean
Laplacian eigenmaps, both in terms of computational cost
and the sample size needed to recover the intrinsic geome-
try. This talk is based on joint work with Amit Moscovich,
Nathan Zelesko and Amit Singer.
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MS143

Computational Inference of Population Models
Based on Genomic Data

Sequencing the genomes of many individuals in one or mul-
tiple populations is now standard. In contrast, analysis of
these large data sets is still problematic. Today, two ap-
proaches are used: site-frequency-spectra summary statis-
tic as the data and full probabilistic inference using se-
quence data. The site frequency spectra use expectations
derived from the coalescent assuming all data is only two-
allelic. In contrast, the probabilistic inference separates
the coalescent (inference of relationship among individu-
als) from the mutation model (change of particular sites
on the genome due to random mutation over evolutionary
time). We compare results of the different approaches using
different amounts of data and different complexities of the
model (population structure + mutation model), suggest-
ing that even so full probabilistic models are slow compared
to the summary statistic methods, they have the potential
to be more accurate.
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MS143

Visualization of Tree Space and Finding Best Trees

Phylogenetic trees are fundamental for understanding the
evolutionary history of a set of species. Understanding the
local neighborhoods of a phylogenetic tree is essential, but
since trees are high-dimensional objects, discussing these
neighborhoods is difficult. Based on the geodesic distance
between pairs of trees, we describe a method to generate
intermediate trees on the shortest path between two arbi-
trary trees, called pathtrees. These pathtrees allow char-
acterizing the Bilera-Holmes-Vogtman tree space and can
also be used to find high likelihood trees independently of
traditional heuristic search mechanisms. We implemented
our algorithm in the Python package PATHTREES which
enables the construction of the continuous tree landscape
interior of the convex hull of starting trees, low-dimensional
visualization of the generated tree landscape using multidi-
mensional scaling (MDS), interpolating the log-likelihood
values between trees, identifying clusters of trees with the
same topologies, and searching for the best tree.
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MS143

Fractional Coalescent

The fractional coalescent is a generalization of Kingman’s
n-coalescent. It facilitates the development of the theory
of population genetic processes that deviate from Poisson-
distributed waiting times. It also marks the first use of
methods developed in fractional calculus, in population ge-
netics. The fractional coalescent is an extension of the Can-
ning’s model, where the variance of the number of offspring
per parent is a random variable.

Somayeh Mashayekhi
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MS143

Advances for Massive Viral Trees in Bayesian Phy-
logenetics

Comparative biologists are often interested in inferring co-
variation between multiple biological traits sampled across
numerous related taxa. Existing control techniques for
shared evolutionary history almost universally scale poorly
as the number of taxa increases. An additional challenge
arises as obtaining a full suite of measurements becomes
increasingly difficult with increasing taxa. This typically
necessitates data imputation or integration that further ex-
acerbates scalability. We propose an inference technique
that integrates out missing measurements analytically and
scales linearly with the number of taxa by using a post-
order traversal algorithm under a multivariate Brownian
diffusion (MBD) model to characterize trait evolution. We
further exploit this technique to extend the MBD model to
account for sampling error or non-heritable residual vari-
ance. We test these methods to examine mammalian life
history traits, prokaryotic genomic and phenotypic traits,
and HIV infection traits. We find computational efficiency
increases that top two orders-of-magnitude over current
best practices.
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MS144

Bi-Fidelity Training of Neural Networks and Neu-
ral Operators

Neural networks have recently been at the forefront of sci-
entific machine learning (SciML) research because of their
capability of accurately representing a functional relation-
ship between input and a quantity of interest. However,
these networks require a large training dataset for accurate
prediction. For engineering systems, we often have multi-
ple models to describe the system. Some models, known
as high-fidelity, describe the behavior with higher levels of
accuracy but, in general, are expensive to simulate. On
the other hand, inexpensive models, known as low-fidelity,
often produce inaccurate predictions. In this talk, we will
introduce training methods based on transfer learning for
uncertainty quantification of engineering systems, which
ameliorate the cost of generating a large training dataset
from accurate high-fidelity models by using a combination
of datasets generated from low- and high-fidelity models.
We will also discuss the effect of regularization on the train-
ing of neural networks using a dataset from a low-fidelity
model. In a recent development, neural network operators,
such as the Deep Operator Network (DeepONet), are used
to approximate solution operators associated with govern-
ing equations of physical systems independent of the finite
element mesh used to generate the training dataset. We
will also overview training methods for these operator net-
works in the presence of bi-fidelity datasets.
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MS144

Transfer Learning of Closure Terms and in Re-
duced Order Models of Chemically Reactive Flows

One of the primary challenges facing numerical model-
ing of turbulent reactive flows is associated with the high
dimensionality of thermo-chemical scalars and the asso-
ciated chemical stiffness. Principal component analysis
(PCA) has recently been proposed as a data-driven re-
duced order modeling strategy to reduce the oftentimes
high-dimensional composition space of the combustion sys-
tems to a low-dimensional principal component (PC) space.
The transport equations for the PCs are solved in reformu-
lated PCA-based workflows, in which the closure source
terms and diffusion coefficients for the PCs are tabulated
using artificial neural networks (ANNs). The training of
such ANNs require training data obtained from a priori (of-
fline) forward simulations in the original high-dimensional
setting, with an associated prohibitive computational ex-
pense. To alleviate the aforementioned computational de-
mands in the training of ANNs, we propose the use of prob-
abilistic transfer learning whereby pre-trained neural net-
work models from other similar tasks (operational regimes)
can be leveraged for a task of interest. We will present
results demonstrating the advantages of transfer learning
across varying operating conditions for homogeneous hy-
drogen/air mixture combustion simulations.

Kisung Jung
Sandia National Labs
kjung@sandia.gov

Tarek Echekki
North Carolina State University
techekk@ncsu.edu

Jacqueline Chen, Mohammad Khalil
Sandia National Laboratories
jhchen@sandia.gov, mkhalil@sandia.gov

MS144

Multi-Fidelity Bayesian Neural Networks for In-
verse Problems with Noisy Data

We propose a new class of Bayesian neural networks that
can be trained using noisy data of variable fidelity, and
we apply them to learn function approximations as well
as to solve inverse problems based on PDES. These multi-
fidelity BNNs consist of three neural networks: The first is
a fully connected neural network, which is trained follow-
ing the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) method
to fit the low-fidelity data; the second is a Bayesian neural
network employed to capture the cross-correlation with un-
certainty quantification between the low- and high-fidelity
data; and the last one is the physics-informed neural net-
work, which encodes the physical laws described by PDEs.
We demonstrate the accuracy of the present method us-
ing synthetic data as well as real measurements. Specif-
ically, we first approximate a one- and four-dimensional
function, and then infer the reaction rates in one- and two-
dimensional diffusion-reaction systems. Moreover, we infer
the sea surface temperature (SST) in the Massachusetts
and Cape Cod Bays using satellite images and in-situ mea-
surements. Taken together, our results demonstrate that
the present method can capture both linear and nonlinear
correlation between the low- and high-fidelity data adap-
tively, identify unknown parameters in PDEs, and quantify
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uncertainties in predictions, given a few scattered noisy
high-fidelity data.

Xuhui Meng, George E. Karniadakis
Brown University
xuhui meng@brown.edu, george karniadakis@brown.edu

MS144

Transfer Learning of Gaussian Processes to Cap-
ture Unmodeled Physics: Application to Control
of Nonlinear Dynamical Systems

Gaussian process regression is a machine learning method-
ology gaining popularity because of its ability to consol-
idate prior knowledge and observed data in a Bayesian
manner. This capability allows Gaussian process regres-
sion to estimate unmodeled phenomena in physics-based
predictive modeling and simulation. However, much like
most machine learning algorithms, Gaussian process re-
gression can become prohibitive in its requirement of train-
ing data volume and computational resources. On the
one hand, sparse data sets lack representational richness
to train models with sufficient predictive accuracy. Con-
versely, training on large data sets is sometimes not feasible
due to the poor scalability of computational resources as
a function of the data set volume. We, therefore, propose
to leverage a novel probabilistic transfer learning strategy
whereby knowledge gained through Gaussian process mod-
eling on similar source tasks is transferred to a novel task
of interest. This learning scheme will assess the similarity
of the source and target tasks, both for the priors and pos-
teriors, and determine the optimal amount of knowledge
transfer. We will apply the methodology to a vehicle con-
trol problem, whereby Gaussian process regression is em-
ployed to learn unmodeled nonlinear effects and transfer
learning is utilized to alleviate the data sparsity and com-
putational complexity challenges across vehicles of similar
types of unmodeled physics.

Erin Swansen, Aditya Gahlawat, Naira Hovakimyan
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
swansen2@illinois.edu, gahlawat@illinois.edu,
nhovakim@illinois.edu
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MS145

Modeling and Learning Paradigms for Learning to
Optimize

Optimization is a ubiquitous modeling tool and is often de-
ployed in settings which repeatedly solve similar instances
of the same problem. Amortized optimization methods use
learning to predict the solutions to problems in these set-
tings. This leverages the shared structure between similar
problem instances. In this talk, we will discuss the key de-
sign choices behind amortized optimization, roughly cate-
gorizing 1) models into fully-amortized and semi-amortized
approaches, and 2) learning methods into regression-based
and objective-based. We then view existing applications
through these foundations to draw connections between
them, including for manifold optimization, variational in-
ference, sparse coding, meta-learning, control, reinforce-
ment learning, convex optimization, and deep equilibrium
networks. This framing enables us easily see, for example,
that the amortized inference in variational autoencoders is
conceptually identical to value gradients in control and re-

inforcement learning as they both use fully-amortized mod-
els with an objective-based loss. This talk will cover topics
from the tutorial: https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.00665

Brandon Amos
Facebook AI Research
brandon.amos.cs@gmail.com

MS145

Shine: Sharing the Inverse Estimate from the For-
ward Pass for Bi-Level Optimization and Implicit
Models

Implicit deep learning has emerged as a method to in-
crease the effective depth of deep neural networks. While
their training is memory-efficient, they are still slower to
train than their explicit counterparts. In Deep Equilib-
rium Models (DEQs), the training is performed as a bi-
level problem, and its computational complexity is par-
tially driven by the iterative inversion of a huge Jaco-
bian matrix. In this paper, we propose a novel strat-
egy to tackle this computational bottleneck from which
many bi-level problems suffer. The main idea is to use
the quasi-Newton matrices from the forward pass to effi-
ciently approximate the inverse Jacobian matrix in the di-
rection needed for the gradient computation. We provide
a theorem that motivates using our method with the orig-
inal forward algorithms. In addition, by modifying these
forward algorithms, we further provide theoretical guar-
antees that our method asymptotically estimates the true
implicit gradient. We empirically study this approach and
the recent Jacobian-Free method in different settings, rang-
ing from hyperparameter optimization to large Multiscale
DEQs (MDEQs) applied to CIFAR and ImageNet. Both
methods reduce significantly the computational cost of the
backward pass. While SHINE has a clear advantage on hy-
perparameter optimization problems, both methods attain
similar computational performances for larger scale prob-
lems such as MDEQs at the cost of a limited performance
drop compared to the original models.

Zaccharie Ramzi
CNRS
ENS Ulm
zaccharie.ramzi@gmail.com

MS145

Deep Equilibrium Architectures for Inverse Prob-
lems in Imaging

Recent efforts on solving inverse problems in imaging via
deep neural networks use architectures inspired by a fixed
number of iterations of an optimization method. The num-
ber of iterations is typically quite small due to difficulties
in training networks corresponding to more iterations; the
resulting solvers cannot be run for more iterations at test
time without incurring significant errors. I will describe an
alternative approach corresponding to an infinite number
of iterations, yielding up to a 4dB PSNR improvement in
reconstruction accuracy above state-of-the-art alternatives
and where the computational budget can be selected at test
time to optimize context-dependent trade-offs between ac-
curacy and computation. The proposed approach leverages
ideas from Deep Equilibrium Models, where the fixed-point
iteration is constructed to incorporate a known forward
model and insights from classical optimization-based re-
construction methods. This is joint work with Davis Gilton
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and Greg Ongie.

Rebecca Willett
University of Chicago
willett@uchicago.edu

MS145

Efficient Training of Implicit Networks via
Jacobian-Free Backpropagation

A promising trend in deep learning replaces fixed depth
models by approximations of the limit as network depth
approaches infinity. This approach uses a portion of net-
work weights to prescribe behavior by defining a limit con-
dition. This makes network depth implicit, varying based
on the provided data and an error tolerance. Moreover,
existing implicit models can be implemented and trained
with fixed memory costs in exchange for additional compu-
tational costs. In particular, backpropagation through im-
plicit depth models requires solving a Jacobian-based equa-
tion arising from the implicit function theorem. We pro-
pose a new Jacobian-free backpropagation (JFB) scheme
that circumvents the need to solve Jacobian-based equa-
tions while maintaining fixed memory costs. This makes
implicit depth models much cheaper to train and easy to
implement. Numerical experiments on classification and
CT reconstructions are provided.

Samy Wu Fung
Colorado School of Mines
swufung@mines.edu

MS146

Learning and Control of Hamiltonian Dynamics on
the SE(3) Manifold

Accurate models of robot dynamics are critical for safe and
stable control and generalization to novel operational con-
ditions. Hand-designed models, however, may be insuffi-
ciently accurate, even after careful parameter tuning. This
motivates the use of machine learning techniques to ap-
proximate the robot dynamics over a training set of state-
control trajectories. The dynamics of many robots, includ-
ing ground, aerial, and underwater vehicles, are described
in terms of their SE(3) pose and generalized velocity, and
satisfy conservation of energy principles. In this talk, we
present a Hamiltonian formulation over the SE(3) manifold
of the structure of a neural ordinary differential equation
(ODE) network to approximate the dynamics of a rigid
body. In contrast to a black-box ODE network, our formu-
lation guarantees total energy conservation by construc-
tion. We develop energy shaping and damping injection
control for the learned, potentially underactuated SE(3)
Hamiltonian dynamics to enable a unified approach for sta-
bilization and trajectory tracking with various platforms,
including pendulum, rigid-body, and quadrotor systems.

Thai Duong, Nikolay Atanasov
University of California San Diego
tduong@eng.ucsd.edu, natanasov@eng.ucsd.edu

MS146

Symplectic Model Reduction of Hamiltonian Sys-
tems on Nonlinear Manifolds

Classical model reduction techniques project the govern-
ing equations onto linear subspaces of the high-dimensional
state-space. However, for problems with slowly decaying
Kolmogorov-n-widths such as certain transport-dominated

problems, classical linear-subspace reduced order models
(ROMs) of low dimension might yield inaccurate results.
Thus, the reduced space needs to be extended to more
general nonlinear manifolds. Moreover, as we are dealing
with Hamiltonian systems, it is crucial that the underlying
symplectic structure is preserved in the reduced model. To
the best of our knowledge, existing literatures addresses
either model reduction on manifolds or symplectic model
reduction for Hamiltonian systems, but not their combi-
nation. In this talk, we bridge these two approaches by
providing a novel projection technique called symplectic
manifold Galerkin, which projects the Hamiltonian system
onto a nonlinear symplectic trial manifold such that the
ROM is again a Hamiltonian system. We provide numeri-
cal results which demonstrate the ability of the method to
outperform linear-subspace ROMs.

Silke M. Glas
University of Twente
s.m.glas@utwente.nl

MS146

Hamiltonian Operator Inference: Physics-
Preserving Learning of Reduced-Order Models for
Canonical Hamiltonian Systems

We present a nonintrusive physics-preserving method to
learn reduced-order models (ROMs) of Hamiltonian sys-
tems. The proposed Hamiltonian operator inference
approach embeds the physics into the operator infer-
ence framework to develop a data-driven model reduction
method that preserves the underlying symplectic structure.
Our method exploits knowledge of the Hamiltonian func-
tional to define and parametrize a Hamiltonian ROM form
which can then be learned from data projected via sym-
plectic projectors. The proposed method is ‘gray-box’ in
that it utilizes knowledge of the Hamiltonian structure at
the partial differential equation level, as well as knowledge
of spatially local components in the system. However, it
does not require access to computer code, only data to learn
the models. Our numerical results demonstrate Hamilto-
nian operator inference on a linear wave equation, the cu-
bic nonlinear Schroedinger equation, and a nonpolynomial
sine-Gordon equation. Accurate long-time predictions far
outside the training time interval for nonlinear examples
illustrate the generalizability of our learned models.

Boris Kramer, Harsh Sharma
University of California San Diego
bmkramer@ucsd.edu, hasharma@ucsd.edu

Zhu Wang
Department of Mathematics
University of South Carolina
wangzhu@math.sc.edu

MS146

Leveraging Hamiltonian Structure to Learn Rigid
Body Dynamics from Images

In learning Hamiltonian dynamics, we can exploit our
knowledge of physics to improve the efficiency and accu-
racy of our learned models. We explore use of physics-
informed datasets and loss functions to learn 3D rigid-body
rotational dynamics from different forms of data (states,
images, etc.). Here we will focus on learning dynamics
from images, as it is a topic with wide applicability (e.g.
situational awareness, visual-based planning, and control).
We introduce a framework developed for learning 3D ro-
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tational dynamics of rigid bodies from images. We en-
code images into a physically interpretable latent space
and parametrize the systems Hamiltonian using a neural
network. The learned equations of motion predict sequen-
tial future latent states and images. This interpretable
latent space allows for applications to control. Our model
is trained on a dataset we developed that consists of tra-
jectories for a variety of 3D objects that rotate according
to rigid-body dynamics. We will focus on introducing the
structure and mechanics of our approach, our models per-
formance on the synthetic dataset, as well as future appli-
cations to real-world data and tasks.

Justice Mason
Princeton University
jjmason@princeton.edu

MS147

Learning the Constraints in Adaptive Domain De-
composition Methods

n/a
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Universität zu Köln
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
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MS148

Efficient Nonlinear Manifold Reduced Order Mod-
els with Shallow Sparse Neural Network

Traditional linear subspace reduced order models (LS-
ROMs) are able to accelerate physical simulations, in which
the intrinsic solution space falls into a subspace with a
small dimension, i.e., the solution space has a small Kol-
mogorov n-width. However, for physical phenomena not of
this type, e.g., any advection-dominated flow phenomena,
such as in traffic flow, atmospheric flows, and air flow over
vehicles, a low-dimensional linear subspace poorly approx-
imates the solution. To address cases such as these, we
have developed a fast and accurate physics-informed neu-
ral network ROM, namely nonlinear manifold ROM (NM-
ROM), which can better approximate high-fidelity model
solutions with a smaller latent space dimension than the
LS-ROMs. Our method takes advantage of the existing
numerical methods that are used to solve the correspond-
ing full order models. The efficiency is achieved by de-
veloping a hyper-reduction technique in the context of the
NM-ROM. Numerical results show that neural networks
can learn a more efficient latent space representation on
advection-dominated data from 1D and 2D Burgers’ equa-
tions. A speedup of up to 2.6 for 1D Burgers’ and a
speedup of 11.7 for 2D Burgers’ equations are achieved with
an appropriate treatment of the nonlinear terms through
a hyper-reduction technique. Finally, a posteriori error
bounds for the NM-ROMs are derived that take account
of the hyper-reduced operators.

Youngsoo Choi

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
choi15@llnl.gov

MS148

Bayesian Reinforcement Learning for Optimal Sen-
sor Relocation in Convection-Diffusion Fields

We present a Bayesian reinforcement learning approach to
optimally place and relocate sensors. We formulate this
sequential design problem as a finite-horizon partially ob-
servable Markov decision process (POMDP) in a Bayesian
setting and with information-theoretic utilities. In par-
ticular, we seek to handle continuous random variables,
general non-Gaussian posteriors, and expensive nonlinear
forward models. The optimal design policy then incorpo-
rates elements of both feedback and lookahead, generaliz-
ing the suboptimal batch and greedy design strategies. We
solve for the optimal policy numerically via policy gradi-
ent (PG) techniques, and derive and prove the PG expres-
sion. Adopting an actor-critic approach, we parameterize
the policy and value functions using deep neural networks
and improve them using gradient estimates produced from
simulated episodes of designs and observations. The over-
all method is then applied to a sensor relocation problem
for contaminant source inversion in a convection-diffusion
field, illustrating its advantages over batch and greedy de-
signs.

Wanggang Shen, Xun Huan
University of Michigan
wgshen@umich.edu, xhuan@umich.edu

MS148

DPM: A Novel Training Method for Physics-
Informed Neural Networks in Extrapolation

We present a method for learning dynamics of complex
physical processes described by time-dependent nonlinear
partial differential equations (PDEs). Our particular in-
terest lies in extrapolating solutions in time beyond the
range of temporal domain used in training. Our choice
for a baseline method is physics-informed neural network
(PINN)[Raissi et al., J. Comput. Phys., 378: 686707, 2019]
because the method parameterizes not only the solutions,
but also the equations that describe the dynamics of physi-
cal processes. We demonstrate that PINN performs poorly
on extrapolation tasks in many benchmark problems. To
address this, we propose a novel method for better training
PINN and demonstrate that our newly enhanced PINNs
can accurately extrapolate solutions in time. Our method
shows up to 72% smaller errors than existing methods in
terms of the standard L2-norm metric.

Kookjin Lee
Arizona State University
klee263@asu.edu

MS148

A Learning Based Projection Method for Model
Order Reduction

The Kolmogorovn-width of the solution manifolds of
transport-dominated problems can decay slowly. As a re-
sult, it can be challenging to design efficient and accu-
rate reduced order models (ROMs) for such problems. To
address this issue, we propose a new learning-based pro-
jection method to construct nonlinear adaptive ROMs for
transport problems. The construction follows the offline-
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online decomposition. In the offline stage, we train a neu-
ral network to construct adaptive reduced basis dependent
on time and model parameters. In the online stage, we
project the solution to the learned reduced manifold. In-
heriting the merits from both deep learning and the pro-
jection method, the proposed method is more efficient than
the conventional linear projection-based methods, and may
reduce the generalization error of a solely learning-based
ROM.

Zhichao Peng
Michigan State University
pengzhic@msu.edu

Min Wang
Duke University
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MS149

BE: Lightning Talks

Participants in the Broader Engagement program will have
a chance to share their research and prepare for the poster
session during this Lightning Talk session. All participants
presenting a poster or talk at the SIAM MDS22 conference
will have a chance to share their work in a lightning round
session. Participants will field questions from the audience
and will be provided with constructive feedback on their
presentation.

Sreeranjani Ramprakash
Argonne National Laboratory, U.S.
ramprakash@anl.gov

MS150

Do Input Gradients Highlight Discriminative Fea-
tures?

Post-hoc gradient-based attribution methods are regularly
used to identify the key discriminative features for a model.
But, due to lack of ground truth, a thorough evaluation of
even the most basic input gradient attribution method is
still missing in literature. Our main contribution in this
work is to overcome this challenge through experiments
and theory on real and designed datasets. Our results
demonstrate that (i) input gradient attribution does NOT
highlight correct features on standard models (i.e., trained
on original data) but surprisingly, it does highlight correct
features on adversarially trained models (i.e., trained us-
ing adversarial training) and (ii) ”feature leakage”, which
refers to the phenomenon wherein, given an instance, its
input gradients highlight the location of discriminative fea-
tures in the given instance as well as in other instances that
are present in the dataset, is the reason behind why input
gradient attribution fails for standard models. Our work
raises more questions than it answers, so we will end with
interesting directions for future work.

Praneeth Netrapalli
Google Research India
pnetrapalli@google.com

MS150

From Shapley back to Pearson: Hypothesis Testing

via the Shapley Value

While neural networks have achieved remarkable perfor-
mance in many settings, their complex nature raises con-
cerns on their reliability, trustworthiness, and fairness in
real-world scenarios. As a result, several a-posteriori ex-
planation methods have been proposed to highlight the
features that influence a model’s prediction. Notably, the
Shapley value–a game theoretic quantity that satisfies sev-
eral desirable properties–has gained popularity in the ma-
chine learning explainability literature. More traditionally,
however, feature importance in statistical learning has been
formalized by conditional independence, and a standard
way to test for it is via Conditional Randomization Tests
(CRTs). So far, these two perspectives on interpretability
and feature importance have been considered distinct and
separate. In this work, we show that Shapley-based expla-
nation methods and conditional independence testing for
feature importance are closely related. More precisely, we
prove that evaluating a Shapley coefficient amounts to per-
forming a specific set of conditional independence tests, as
implemented by a procedure similar to the CRT but for a
different null hypothesis. Furthermore, the obtained game-
theoretic values upper bound the p-values of such tests. As
a result, we grant large Shapley coefficients with a precise
statistical sense of importance with controlled type I error.

Jacopo Teneggi, Beepul Bharti
Johns Hopkins University
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MS150

Interpretability That Matters: Causal Hypothesis
Testing with Black-Box Predictive Models in Can-
cer

Biomarker hypotheses form the basis for preclinical inves-
tigation, drug development, and clinical trials in cancer.
The success of a biomarker and subsequent trials hinges
on a causal connection between the biomarker and patient
outcomes—specifically, that intervening on the marker will
improve outcomes. Increasingly, biomarker hypotheses are
generated by interpreting machine learning models trained
on large observational datasets. In this talk, I’ll present
methods for going beyond heuristic feature selection and
marginal association tests when using black box predictive
models. In the first part of the talk, I’ll present our recent
work building scalable hypothesis testing methods that use
black box models to test for conditional independence be-
tween each feature and an outcome of interest. In the sec-
ond part, I’ll describe work that goes beyond conditional
independence to discover causal features in the presence of
multiple outcomes with unknown causal structure among
them. I will motivate the methods by a recent biomarker
analysis of metastatic potential in a large dataset of 22K
cancer patients treated at Memorial Sloan Kettering Can-
cer Center.

Wesley Tansey
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
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MS150

What Does This Data Do? A Data-Centric Per-
spective on Interpretable ML

Many machine learning systems are developed using het-
erogeneous data from different sources. How do different
types of data contribute to the behavior and predictions
of the model? I will discuss recent advances in mathe-
matically characterizing the impact of specific data in the
context of machine learning, providing a data-centric in-
terpretation of model predictions. We will discuss applica-
tions of this approach for data curation and model editing
with examples from healthcare and medicine.

James Zou
Stanford
jamesz@stanford.edu

MS151

Multi-Perspective Data Visualization

We propose two algorithms for visualizing a dataset/graph
or a network by embedding it in a 3-dimensional Euclidean
space based on various given distances between the same
pairs of objects. The goal is to find an Embedding that
preserves either local or global distance information simul-
taneously. In order to preserve global distances, we pro-
pose an algorithm: Multi-Perspective Simultaneous Em-
bedding (MPSE) that generalizes the Multi-Dimensional
Scaling (MDS). In order to preserve local distances, we
propose an algorithm: Embedding Neighborhoods Simul-
taneously t-SNE (ENS-t-SNE) which generalized the t-
Stochastic Neighborhood Embedding approach (t-SNE).
We illustrate the utility of both algorithms on some syn-
thetic and real-world datasets.

Vahan Huroyan
University of Arizona
vahanhuroyan@math.arizona.edu
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The Geometry of Graph Projection, Interpolation,
and Sketching

We study algorithms for sketching and interpolation be-
tween graphs in a geometric way. In particular, we use
geodesics based on the Coordinated Optimal Transport
(COPT) distance to interpolate between graphs. We first
generalize this distance to allow for nonuniform distribu-
tions over graphs. This allows us to tackle various tasks,
such as graph averaging and graph summarization.

Tyler Maunu
Brandeis University
maunu@brandeis.edu

MS151

Representation Power and Theoretical Foundations
of Modern Node Embeddings

I will overview our recent work studying theoretical foun-
dations of modern node embedding methods, with the goal
of helping to explain their strong empirical performance. I
will first discuss work showing that the popular DeepWalk
method can be interpreted as a variant of a classic Lapla-
cian eigenvector embedding, with an added non-linearity.

This connection to a large prior literature on spectral em-
bedding and spectral graph theory, opens up a pathway
for an improved understanding of DeepWalk and related
methods. I will also discuss results exploring the power
of low-dimensional embeddings in general, in representing
graphs and distributions over graphs, and I will overview
open questions in the area. The presented work is joint
with Sudhanshu Chanpuriya, Konstantinos Sotiropoulos,
and Charalampos Tsourakakis.

Cameron Musco
University of Massachusetts Amherst
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MS151

Dynamic Graph Embedding with Uncertainty
Quantification

Dynamic graph embedding has gained great attention due
to its capability of learning low-dimensional graph em-
beddings for complex temporal graphs with high accu-
racy. However, recent advances mostly focus on learning
node embeddings as deterministic vectors for static graphs,
hence disregarding the key graph temporal dynamics and
the evolving uncertainty associated with node embedding
in the latent space. We propose an efficient stochastic
dynamic graph embedding method (DynG2G) that ap-
plies an inductive feed-forward encoder trained with node
triplet energy-based ranking loss. Every node per times-
tamp is encoded as a time-dependent probabilistic mul-
tivariate Gaussian distribution in the latent space. We
adopted eight benchmarks of different sizes and evolving
dynamics (from slowly changing dynamics to rapidly vary-
ing multi-rate dynamics). Our experiments indicate that
DynG2G achieves new state-of-the-art performance in cap-
turing the temporal node embeddings and simultaneously
predicting the evolving node embedding uncertainty, which
plays a crucial role in quantifying the intrinsic dimension-
ality of the dynamical system over time. We also obtain
a universal relation of the optimal embedding dimension L
versus the effective dimensionality of uncertainty (D). The
L - D correlation provides a clear path for selecting the
optimum embedding size adaptively per timestamp by L
= Du.

Mengjia Xu
Brown University
mengjia xu@brown.edu

MS152

Discovering Differential Equations from Partial
Measurements with Deep Delay Autoencoders

A central challenge in data-driven model discovery is the
presence of hidden, or latent, variables that are not di-
rectly measured but are dynamically important. Takens’
theorem provides conditions for when it is possible to aug-
ment partial measurements with time delayed information,
resulting in an attractor that is diffeomorphic to that of the
original full-state system. This diffeomorphism is typically
unknown, and learning the dynamics in the embedding
space has remained an open challenge for decades. Here,
we design a deep autoencoder network to learn a coordi-
nate transformation from the delay embedded space into a
new space where it is possible to represent the dynamics
in a sparse, closed form. We demonstrate this approach on
the Lorenz, Rössler, and Lotka-Volterra systems, as well
as a Lorenz analogue from a video of a chaotic waterwheel
experiment. This framework combines deep learning and
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the sparse identification of nonlinear dynamics (SINDy)
methods to uncover interpretable models within effective
coordinates.
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MS152

Weight-Parameterization in Neural ODEs for Sur-
rogate Modeling and Sampling

Neural ODEs hinge on time-dependent weight functions as
continuous counterparts of weight matrices in residual neu-
ral networks. Parameterization of weight functions gener-
ates a tradeoff between model complexity and performance.
In this talk, we examine and compare different strategies
to parameterize the weights of neural ODEs in time. We
demonstrate the impact of these parametrizations from
viewpoints of training, generalization and efficiency. More
specifically, we focus on supervised machine learning tasks
such as surrogate model construction for computationally
expensive physical models. In the context of various types
of neural ODEs and common training algorithms, our re-
sults underscore the importance of choosing the basis func-
tions for adequate weight parameterizations. We demon-
strate that weight-parametrized neural ODEs can yield ac-
curate surrogates that generalize well and are efficient to
store and evaluate.
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Multigrid-Augmented Deep Learning Precondi-
tioners for the Helmholtz Equation

In this work, we present a data-driven approach to itera-
tively solve the discrete heterogeneous Helmholtz equation
at high wavenumbers. In our approach, we combine clas-
sical iterative solvers with convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) to form a preconditioner which is applied within
a Krylov solver. For the preconditioner, we use a CNN
of type U-Net that operates in conjunction with multigrid
ingredients. Two types of preconditioners are proposed 1)

U-Net as a coarse grid solver, and 2) U-Net as a deflation
operator with shifted Laplacian V-cycles. Following our
training scheme and data-augmentation, our CNN precon-
ditioner can generalize over residuals and a relatively gen-
eral set of wave slowness models. On top of that, we also
offer an encoder-solver framework where an ”encoder” net-
work generalizes over the medium and sends context vec-
tors to another ”solver” network, which generalizes over
the right-hand-sides. We show that this option is more ro-
bust and efficient than the stand-alone variant. Lastly, we
also offer a mini-retraining procedure, to improve the solver
after the model is known. This option is beneficial when
solving multiple right-hand-sides, like in inverse problems.
We demonstrate the efficiency and generalization abilities
of our approach on a variety of 2D problems.
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Addressing Generalization Issues in Subgrid-Scale
Modeling of Turbulence and Ocean Flows: Ap-
proaches Using Transfer Learning and Graph Neu-
ral Networks

The past few years have seen machine learning used to
improve the modeling and prediction of nonlinear, multi-
scale, high dimensional systems. While machine learning
methods continue to improve, fully addressing the limited
accuracy when models predict outside of their training set
remains an open issue. Performance drop can arise when
the system parameters or forcing vary starkly, but also
as long-term models need to maintain accuracy, for ex-
ample, in a changing climate. One method of addressing
this problem in neural networks is transfer learning. This
uses minimal data from a target system to retrain only a
subset of network layers, extending the utility of networks
across applications and making more effective use of data
from data-scarce regimes. Working with 2D turbulence,
this work demonstrates the effectiveness of transfer learn-
ing, fully recovering the gap in performance in response
to changing the forcing and increasing the Reynolds num-
ber by two orders of magnitude and presents a framework
for understanding and optimizing layer selection in trans-
fer learning for subgrid parameterization models. Another
source of generalization error can arise when the discretion
of domain varies in either resolution, geometry, or with dif-
ferent irregular boundaries between the training and test
setups. To address these issues, we can leverage graph neu-
ral networks’ ability to represent arbitrary domains and
show some preliminary results using graph-based networks
to predict subgrid forcing from ocean model data.
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MS155

Ensemble Kalman Methods: A Mean Field Per-
spective

The ensemble Kalman methodology is an innovative and
flexible set of tools which can be used for both state es-
timation in dynamical systems and parameter estimation
for generic inverse problems. It has primarily been de-
veloped by practitioners in the geophysical sciences, with
notable impact on the fields of oceanography, oil reservoir
simulation and weather forecasting. Despite its wide adop-
tion in fields of application, firm theoretical foundations are
only now starting to emerge. In this talk we consider the
problem from the perspectives of both control theory and
probability, and provide a unifying approach to algorithms
that rests on transport of measures and mean field stochas-
tic dynamical systems. The ensemble Kalman methods as
implemented in practice are found as particle approxima-
tions to these mean field models; we explain this Monte
Carlo perspective.
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Statistical Inference of RNA Spatial Diffusion Pat-
terns for Mechanistic Insight

Recent advances in imaging have produced data of the spa-
tial positions of RNA molecules within the nucleus of live
cells. Several biological questions about RNA dynamics re-
main to be understood and, in this talk, I will discuss our
exploration of whether these spatial positions reveal any in-
sight. To do so, we have constructed a PDE model for the
particle positions, and inference on this differs significantly
from classical inverse problems due to observations occur-
ring via discrete particles. In our Bayesian approach, the
expense of solving the PDE model requires efficient sam-
pling via Monte Carlo techniques. We find that the infer-
ence problem has many interesting identifiability features
and lends itself well to abstraction toward other questions
in the realm of inference of spatial biological processes.
This work is in collaboration with the Ding lab at UCI.
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Sampling Molecular Systems Using Multigrid

Molecular systems are hard to simulate since all the inter-

esting events happen rarely. For example, in simulations
of proteins, resolving the fastest vibrations may require a
time step as small as a femtosecond, but conformational
changes like folding may occur only once in a microsec-
ond. Many techniques have been devised to efficiently cal-
culate the steady-state distributions of such systems, for
example parallel tempering and umbrella sampling. We
consider a class of efficient simulation methods that use a
coarse model to accelerate convergence to the steady-state.
Nonequilibrium umbrella sampling, exact milestoning, in-
jection measures, and some versions of weighted ensemble
fall into this class. We draw parallels between these meth-
ods and algebraic multigrid for the numerical solution of
partial differential equations. We analyze the efficiency of
these methods for a simple class of test problems modeling
molecular simulation.
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Transport Map Unadjusted Langevin Algorithm:
Guarantees and Connections

Langevin dynamics (LD) are widely used to sample high-
dimensional, non-Gaussian distributions whose densities
are known up to a normalizing constant. There has been re-
cent interest in the unadjusted Langevin algorithm (ULA)
in which a single realization of LD is used to estimate ex-
pectations with respect to the target distribution. When
the target distribution is not strongly log-concave, the
method is known to exhibit slow convergence, which affects
the efficiency of the resulting estimator. Meanwhile trans-
port maps provide a way to couple complex non-Gaussian
target distributions with simple reference ones, and are a
way to generate cheap samples of the target distribution.
However, transport maps between random variables can
only be approximated which results in biased samples. We
present a method that combines transport maps with the
unadjusted Langevin algorithm. Given a target distribu-
tion and a transport map, we define a stochastic process
that is the pullback of a Langevin process on the push-
forward of the target distribution through the map. We
prove that when the pushforward distribution is strongly
log-concave, the output process exhibits geometric conver-
gence in the 2Wasserstein distance even when the target
distribution does not satisfy the typical condition condi-
tions. Moreover, we also show that in continuous time,
when a transport map is applied to LD, the result is a Rie-
mannian manifold Langevin dynamics with a metric that
is defined by the transport map.
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Function Approximation and Statistical Estimation
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Using Neural Networks on Structured Data

Deep neural networks have demonstrated remarkable gen-
eralization performance in high dimensional problems, e.g.,
image classification, where each image contains a large
number of pixels. Such appealing performance contradicts
a fundamental theoretical challenge curse of data dimen-
sionality. To explain this huge gap, we take the data in-
trinsic geometric structures into consideration, and model
high-dimensional data as samples on a low-dimensional
manifold. We show that neural networks can efficiently ap-
proximate functions supported on a low-dimensional man-
ifold. The network size scales exponentially in the approx-
imation error, with an exponent depending on the data
intrinsic dimension. As an application of our function ap-
proximation theory in statistics, we show that deep neural
networks can circumvent the curse of data ambient dimen-
sionality by capturing unknown data intrinsic structures
and attain fast statistical convergence in regression and
distribution estimation.
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On the Convex Dimension of Data

With the ever-growing prevalence of high-dimensional data
sources, it is often important to characterize the intrin-
sic low-dimensionality of such datasets. Understanding
such low-dimensionality has broad applications in down-
stream tasks such as inverse problems, where the low-
dimensionality can be learned and incorporated in the in-
version process via regularization functionals. We propose
and analyze a new notion of complexity for natural data,
which we call the convex dimension. This notion charac-
terizes a dataset’s dimensionality as the minimal gaussian
width a convex body can prescribe to the datapoints on
average. In convex geometric terms, learning a regularizer
from data can also be phrased in terms of this complexity
measure: how does one learn a convex body with minimal
gaussian width such that the given datapoints lie on its
low-dimensional faces? We study various properties of this
quantity and how it relates to the performance of regular-
izers learned in matrix factorization problems.
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Rethinking Double Descent: Learned Model Com-
plexity Through a Piecewise Affine Representation

The ability of a model to generalize from the training data
is characterized by the bias-variance tradeoff with respect
to model complexity. Yet the intriguing double descent
phenomenon shows that overparameterization can lead to
better generalization. However, increasing the capacity
of the hypothesis class may not necessarily increase the
complexity of the learned model. The key observation is
that a (hypothesis) parameter has dual roles in controlling
complexity and inducing regularization. The trajectory of
added parameters interplays with the data distribution and
algorithmic choices to yield various generalization behav-
iors. We demonstrate this phenomenon in both parametric
and nonparametric settings, and discuss how to reconcile
the seemingly paradoxical double descent phenomenon by

understanding the role of parameters and through effec-
tive complexity measures for learned models based on their
piecewise affine representations.
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Exact High-Dimensional Asymptotics for Statisti-
cal Estimation via Approximate Message Passing

Approximate message passing (AMP) is a class of
computationally-efficient algorithms derived from loopy
belief propagation on dense factor graphs. They have
two features that make them particularly attractive: they
can easily be tailored to take advantage of prior infor-
mation on the structure of the signal, such as sparsity
or other constraints, and under suitable assumptions on
a design or data matrix, AMP theory provides precise
asymptotic guarantees for statistical procedures in the
high-dimensional regime where the ratio of the number of
observations n to dimensions p converges to a constant.
This talk will present a general program for systemati-
cally deriving exact expressions for the asymptotic risk
of estimators that are solutions to a broad class of con-
vex optimization problems using AMP. This talk is based
on (https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.02180) written in collab-
oration with Oliver Feng, Ramji Venkataramanan, and
Richard Samworth.
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Low-Rank Conditional Structure in Bayesian In-
verse Problems with Transport Maps

Approximate sampling via probability transport maps has
recently gained popularity as an alternative and a com-
plement to standard sampling strategies such as MCMC.
The computational effort needed to train a transport map
depends on the total number of map parameters, mak-
ing large-scale Bayesian inverse problems challenging. We
present a new method for encoding sparsity in transport
maps by exploiting low-rank conditional (LRC) structure
in the posterior distribution. By enforcing that compo-
nents of the map only depend on low-dimensional sum-
maries of the input variables, we can greatly reduce the
number of map parameters needed for high-dimensional
problems. We show how to uncover LRC structure in the
posterior by solving a particular eigenvalue problem and
provide intuition connecting LRC structure to hierarchical
matrix approximations of the Hessian of the log-likelihood.
We demonstrate a significant reduction in the number of
map parameters needed for several PDE-constrained in-
verse problems and show improvements in the training be-
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havior of these maps compared to unstructured maps.
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Transport Optimization Methods in Bayesian Sam-
pling Problems

We present a class of information metric optimization
methods for Bayesian inverse problems. Two examples
of information metrics are studied, including the Fisher-
Rao metric and Wasserstein-2 metric. Focusing on the
Wasserstein-2 metric, we introduce accelerated gradient
and Newton flows. We also formulate their practical
discrete-time algorithms in particles. Facing a curse of
dimensionality problem, we further introduce a projected
Wasserstein gradient method to handle it. Numerical ex-
periments, including PDE-constrained Bayesian inference
and parameter estimation in COVID-19 modeling, demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed method. This is
based on joint works with Yifei Wang and Peng Chen.
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Constrained Variational Inference with Gradient
Flow

Approximate inference and learning techniques, especially
Bayesian inference, provide an essential approach to han-
dling uncertainty in machine learning (ML). As these tech-
niques are increasingly used in daily life, it becomes essen-
tial to safeguard the ML systems with various trustworthy-
related constraints, such as fairness, safety, interpretability.
Enforcing these constraints in probabilistic inference can
be challenging because it requires to trade off the approx-
imate inference of target distributions and the nonlinear
constraints. This talk will introduce a framework for solv-
ing the constrained inference problem by leveraging the
variational view of approximate inference as taken in re-
cent particle-based methods such as Langevin dynamics
and Stein variational gradient descent (SVGD): We for-
mulate the constrained inference problem as a constrained
optimization of KL divergence objective in the space of
probability measures, and solve it by deriving constrained
gradient flow methods that generalizes Langevin dynam-
ics and SVGD. These methods provide a simple approach
to handling general nonlinear constraints in probabilistic
inference in a wide range of applications.
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Data-Driven Summary Functions for Scalable
Amortized Variational Inference

Bayesian inference for inverse problems is challenged by
the computational costs associated with sampling the pos-

terior distribution. Amortized variational inference re-
duces these costs by pretraining a neural network that
approximates the posterior distribution for previously un-
seen observations. Given observed data during inference,
this network provides samples from the posterior distri-
bution virtually for free, thereby accelerating Bayesian in-
ference. For multi-source inverse problems, as in seismic
imaging, training such a network becomes computationally
challenging due to the high dimensionality of the observed
data. To address this challenge, we propose using learned
summary functions to reduce the dimensionality of the ob-
served data while maintaining the most informative data
statistics. This has the advantage of controlling the net-
work size, leading to reduction in the computational cost
of amortized variational inference.
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Graph Learning for Surface Water and Sediment
Detection in Multispectral Images

We develop a method based on graph learning and active
learning to detect surface water pixels in satellite images.
For this task, current cutting-edge products are mostly
based on convolutional neural networks and huge train-
ing datasets. Taking the advantage of graph learning ap-
proaches, our method is trained on a much smaller dataset
and reaches a higher accuracy. Furthermore, we provide a
pipeline that combines graph learning and active learning
techniques to detect surface water from scratch. Specifi-
cally, in order to have a fairly good classification, a user
only needs to label around 0.1% pixels according to the
guidance of our method. This is joint work with Andrea
L. Bertozzi, Kevin Miller, and Jon Schwenk.
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Graph-Based Approach for Federated Multi-Task
Learning in a Privacy-Preserving Manner

In multi-task learning, multiple learningtasks are per-
formed jointly rather than separately to leverage theirsimi-
larities and improve performance.We focus on the federated
learning setting, whereeach machine possessesits own data
for individual tasks and sharing the full local data between
machines is prohibited due to privacy, etc. This introduces
a low-sample regime for each of the learning task, further
motivating the need for inter-machine collaboration, i.e.
multi-task learning.Motivated by graph regularization,we
propose a novel fusion framework that only requires a one-
shotcommunication of local estimates.Our method linearly
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combinesthe local estimates to produce an improved es-
timate for each task,and we show that the ideal mixing
weight for fusion is a function oftask similarity and task
difficulty. A practical algorithm is developedand shown
to significantly reduce mean squared error (MSE) on syn-
thetic data, as well as improve performance on an income
predictiontask where the real-world data is disaggregated
by race. On-going work on hyperspectral image analysis
and active learning will also be presented.
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Active Learning via Learned Local Exemplars

We propose a unified optimization framework for nonlin-
ear dimensionality reduction that combines the strengths
of manifold learning and sparse dictionary learning. In this
framework, a data point is represented as a sparse convex
combination of local exemplars. The sparse coefficients
and exemplars are optimized efficiently using alternating
minimization. We endow the set of points and the learned
exemplars with a graph structure where the sparse coeffi-
cients become edge weights. We discuss ways in which la-
bels are to be propagated from any few labeled examples.
Using the obtained graph, we also give some characteriza-
tion for the problem of identifying impactful examples for
label query.
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Networks that Adapt to Intrinsic Dimensionality
Beyond the Domain

This talk discusses the approximation of two-layer com-
positions f(x) = g(φ(x)) via deep networks with ReLU
activation, where φ is a geometrically intuitive, dimension-
ality reducing feature map. We’ll focus on two intuitive
and practically relevant choices for φ: the projection onto
a low-dimensional embedded submanifold and a distance
to a collection of low-dimensional sets. This will cover
the capacity of neural networks for both regression and
classification models. Since φ encapsulates all nonlinear
features that are material to the function f, this suggests
that deep nets are faithful to an intrinsic dimension gov-
erned by f rather than the complexity of the domain / data
on which f is defined. In particular, the prevalent model of
approximating functions on low-dimensional manifolds can
be relaxed to include significant off-manifold noise by using
functions of this type, with φ representing an orthogonal
projection onto the same manifold. We’ll also discuss con-
nections of this work to manifold autoencoders and data
generation.
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Supervised Learning of Sheared Distributions Us-
ing Linearized Optimal Transport

Detecting differences and building classifiers between dis-
tributions, given only finite samples, are important tasks in
a number of scientific fields. Optimal transport (OT) has
evolved as the most natural concept to measure the dis-
tance between distributions and has gained significant im-
portance in machine learning in recent years. However, OT
often fails to exploit reduced complexity in case the family
of distributions is generated by simple group actions. In
this talk, we discuss how optimal transport embeddings can
be used to deal with this issue, both on a theoretical and a
computational level. In particular, we embed the space of
distributions into an L2-space by mapping a distribution to
its OT map with respect to a fixed reference distribution.
We further give an exact characterization of distributions
for which this embedding is an isometry. In the embed-
ding space, we use regular machine learning techniques to
achieve linear separability when the classes of distributions
are generated by a family of shearings, describing condi-
tions under which two classes of sheared distributions can
be linearly separated. We also give necessary bounds on
these shearing transformations to achieve a pre-specified
separation level. Furthermore, embedding into multiple L2

spaces allows for not only larger families of transformations
but also a greater level of linear separation. Finally, our
theoretical results are verified empirically on image classi-
fication tasks.
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Wasserstein Embeddings in the Deep Learning Era

Computational optimal transport has found many appli-
cations in machine learning and, more specifically, deep
learning as a fundamental tool to manipulate and com-
pare probability distributions. The Wasserstein distances
arising from the optimal transport problem have been of
particular interest in recent years. However, a consistent
roadblock against the more prevalent use of transport-
based methods has been their computational cost. Be-
sides the more well-known ideas for faster computational
approaches, including entropy regularization, several fun-
damental concepts have emerged that enable the integra-
tion of transport-based methods as part of the computa-
tional graph of a deep neural network. Sliced-Wasserstein
distances and the Linear Optimal Transport (LOT) frame-
work are among fundamental concepts well suited for inte-
gration into today’s deep neural networks. In this talk, we
will present the idea of Linear Optimal Transport (other-
wise known as the Wasserstein Embedding) and its exten-
sion to Sliced-Wasserstein Embeddings and demonstrate
their various applications in deep learning with a particular
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interest in learning from graphs and set-structured data.
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From the Simplex to the Sphere: Faster
Constrained Optimization using the Hadamard
Parametrization

Minimizing a smooth function over the standard proba-
bility simplex is an important sub-routine in many ma-
chine learning tasks. Although standard algorithms (e.g.,
Projected Gradient Descent) perform adequately, there is
a need for new algorithms which are amenable to par-
allelization, and possess convergence guarantees for non-
convex functions. We propose to rephrase this problem, via
the Hadamard parametrization, as a minimization problem
over the unit sphere. This allows us to leverage new the-
ory on Riemannian optimization to provide an algorithm
satisfying the aforementioned desiderata.
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Effective Matrix Designs for Covid-19 Group Test-
ing

For large-scale testing, a particularly effective strategy is
using pooling methods. Instead of testing individual sam-
ples one-by-one, pooling tests mix a group of samples into
one pool and then use one test on the pool. If the test result
is negative consequently one can conclude that all samples
in the pool had to be negative (potentially saving scarce
resources). When the pools are tested in parallel, matrices
defined by elements of 0’s and 1’s encode all essential in-
formation of the tests. The specific matrix designs enable
identifying up to a guaranteed number of positives among
all samples. Recent methods have been based on prime
number pool sizes or in other ways not fully exploiting all
possible properties. This talk presents methods for con-
structing pooling matrices with pool sizes that are powers
of prime numbers, and that extend previous designs. Al-
gorithms are proposed that may be used to test a large
number of samples for a range of disease prevalences.
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Network-Based Functional Regions and Social Seg-
regation in Mexico

Mexico City is one of the largest metropolitan areas in the
world and the main social and economic hub in the coun-
try. COVID-19 pandemic changed how people interact and
move within the city in many ways, yielding complex con-
sequences of social relevance. Starting from a large dataset
of geolocation data, we built daily origin-destination net-

works for Mexico City during 2020 and 2021. We utilize
community detection algorithms in these large networks to
delineate functional regions in the city and we studied the
structure and evolution of these regions during the COVID-
19 pandemic. Krackhardt E/I Ratio of network communi-
ties allows us to study patterns of mobility and social segre-
gation within the city and how these patterns evolved with
mobility restrictions and lockdowns. Our findings show
that, even though gross mobility levels have reached their
pre-pandemic levels, the way in which people move within
the city is not the same as before. We discuss social impli-
cations of these results.
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Probability and Measure Theory for Optimal
SARS-CoV-2 Testing

Estimating prevalence, the fraction of a population that
has been previously infected by a disease such as SARS-
CoV-2, is among the most important tasks in epidemiology.
When estimating prevalence, it is often assumed that di-
agnostic classification of samples is necessary. Using a per-
spective motivated by metrology, we demonstrate that this
longstanding assumption is false. Conditional probability
models of diagnostic measurement outcomes for positive
and negative samples are used to construct a new, unbi-
ased, and converging estimator of prevalence. We further
demonstrate that the uncertainty in this estimate can be
minimized using a bathtub principle from measure theory.
This result establishes that optimal prevalence estimation
and optimal diagnostic classification have fundamentally
distinct solutions. Using examples from real-world SARS-
CoV-2 antibody, we compare our technique with tradi-
tional prevalence estimates that fail to converge and il-
lustrate the differences between prevalence estimation and
classification.
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Dynamical Clustering of U.S. States Reveals Four
Distinct Infection Patterns that Predict Sars-CoV-
2 Pandemic Behavior

The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has so far unfolded diversely
across the fifty United States of America, reflected both in
different time progressions of infection ”waves” and in mag-
nitudes of local infection rates. Despite a marked diversity
of presentations, most U.S. states experienced their sin-
gle greatest surge in daily new cases during the transition
from Fall 2020 to Winter 2021. Popular media also cite
additional similarities between states – often despite dis-
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parities in governmental policies, reported mask-wearing
compliance rates, and vaccination percentages. Here, we
identify a set of robust, low-dimensional clusters that 1)
summarize the timings and relative heights of four histor-
ical COVID-19 ”wave opportunities” accessible to all 50
U.S. states, 2) correlate with geographical and interven-
tion patterns associated with those groups of states they
encompass, and 3) predict aspects of the ”fifth wave” of
new infections in the late Summer of 2021. In particular,
we argue that clustering elucidates a negative relationship
between vaccination rates and subsequent case-load vari-
abilities within state groups. We advance the hypothesis
that vaccination acts as a “seat belt,” in effect constraining
the likely range of new-case upticks, even in the context of
the Summer 2021, variant-driven surge.
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Training and Predictive Uncertainty for Multifi-
delity Convolutional Neural Networks

The limited availability of high-fidelity predictions often
prevents the training of data-driven models. In this contri-
bution, we present our recent progress towards lowering the

high-fidelity data requirements by training convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) from ensembles of high- and low-
fidelity data. CNNs, which are obtained by assembling con-
volutional encoders, decoders and skip connections, have
the advantage of applying the same parameters over a large
space, limiting the number of parameters required to learn
patterns in high-dimensional data as compared to a fully-
connected network. We discuss and explore strategies for
the all-at-once training of these networks and we also con-
sider the estimation of the uncertainty in their predictions
via Monte Carlo dropBlocks. We demonstrate the predic-
tive capabilities of these networks on several verification
problems and data generated from partial differential equa-
tions.
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Bayesian Approaches to Multi-Fidelity Uncer-
tainty Quantifications of Unstructured Ensembles
of Models

This talk discusses Bayesian inference methodologies for
MFNets – a paradigm for multifidelity information fusion
via directed acyclic graphs. MFNets provide a flexible ap-
proach to modeling the relationships between unstructured
ensembles of models and information sources by linking the
outputs of each information source though a network of
models. As a result, data on a high-fidelity information
source informs a full cascade of it’s ancestral information
sources. In this talk we discuss Bayesian learning of the pa-
rameters of this network. We discuss both sampling-based
methodologies targeting the full posterior, as well as vari-
ational approaches for its approximation. We demonstrate
the complexity of the shape of the posterior and its result-
ing challenges for sampling methods. We also demonstrate
the performance of variational inference methodologies and
discuss their challenges for representing highly complex
multi-modal behavior. Examples from both synthetic and
physical models are provided.
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Enhancing Polynomial Chaos Expansion Surro-
gates Through Probabilistic Transfer Learning

In the context of surrogate modeling, polynomial chaos ex-
pansions (PCE) allow practitioners to construct cheap yet
sufficiently-accurate surrogates to be used in place of the
expensive forward model simulations. For black box simu-
lations, non-intrusive PCE allows the construction of said
surrogates using a set of simulation response evaluations.
In that context, the PCE coefficients can be obtained using
linear regression approach, also known as point collocation
or stochastic response surfaces, which exhibits better scal-
ability and can handle noisy function evaluations in con-
trast to other non-intrusive approaches. However, since
over-sampling is generally advisable for the linear regres-
sion approach, the simulation requirements become pro-
hibitive for expensive forward models. We propose to lever-
age transfer learning whereby knowledge gained through
similar PCE surrogate construction tasks (source domains)
is transferred to a new surrogate-construction task (target
domain) having limited number of forward model simu-
lations (training data). The proposed transfer learning
strategy will determine when it is worth applying trans-
fer learning and how much knowledge is to be transferred
using new techniques inspired by Bayesian modeling and
sequential data assimilation.?
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MS162

Multigrid Proximal Gradient Method for Non-
Smooth Convex Optimization

We present a recent result on accelerating a 1st-order
method for solving convex (possibly non-smooth) compos-
ite optimization problem of the form f(x) + g(x). We
propose a multigrid (MG) based convergence acceleration
method for the proximal gradient method. Coming from
the domain of PDEs and scientific computing, the idea of
multigrid assumes that the optimization problem has a hi-
erarchical structure that can be exploited. By utilizing
such hierarchy, acceleration can be achieved by a multi-
level process. We provide several theoretical results for the
proposed method. We show a fixed-point property of the
sequence generated by the method, and we provide a sim-
ple convergence analysis, based on a recent result on the
Polyak-Lojasiewicz inequality, to show that the proposed
method achieves a linear convergence rate on strongly con-
vex problems. Finally, we illustrate that the proposed
MG-accelerated proximal gradient outperforms the prox-
imal gradient method with Nesterov’s acceleration, espe-
cially for large-sized problems in certain problem classes,
such as a class of PDEs with a free boundary condition

known as the elastic obstacle problem.
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Linear Asymptotic Convergence Analysis of Ander-
son Acceleration as a Krylov Method

We consider Anderson acceleration (AA) with a moving
window of size m, and investigate the linear asymptotic
convergence behaviour of AA(m) applied to linear and
nonlinear fixed-point methods. Anderson acceleration has
been shown empirically to be very effective for accelerating
optimization methods such as ADMM applied to machine
learning problems, but there is no theory to explain and
quantify the asymptotic convergence improvement that is
observed in practice. We first observe numerically that the
root-linear convergence factor of sequences generated by
AA(m) strongly depends on the initial condition, and that
the acceleration coefficients oscillate while the approxima-
tion converges to the fixed point. To shed light on this be-
haviour, we write AA(m) itself as an augmented fixed-point
method and investigate the continuity and differentiability
of the fixed-point iteration function and the acceleration
coefficients. To further investigate AA(m) convergence, we
consider the case of accelerating linear fixed-point meth-
ods and write AA(m) as a Krylov space method. We ob-
tain polynomial residual update formulas for AA(m) and
derive an (m+2)-term recurrence relation for the AA(m)
polynomials. This allows us to demonstrate several proper-
ties of AA(m). The main question to quantify the asymp-
totic convergence acceleration provided by AA(m) remains,
however, an open problem.
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Multiscale Training Algorithms for Deep Neural
Networks

Deep networks (DNNs) are used in a wide range of applica-
tion areas and scientific fields. Since the representation ca-
pacity of DNNs is tightly coupled to their width and depth,
networks have grown considerably over the last years. As
this growing trend is expected to continue, the development
of efficient and scalable training algorithms becomes an im-
portant task. In this talk, we discuss how to enhance the
training of large-scale DNNs using two multilevel training
methods. Our first approach utilizes the MG-OPT frame-
work. Here, we exploit the finite-sum structure of the loss
function and propose to create the multilevel hierarchy and
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transfer operators by reducing the number of samples. This
gives rise to a novel class of multilevel solution strategies,
which also includes stochastic variance reduction meth-
ods. Secondly, we consider continuous-in-depth neural net-
work architectures and employ a hierarchical basis for the
parametrization of the controls/weights. Exploiting the
properties of a hierarchical basis, we then propose a cas-
cadic training algorithm, which incorporates adaptive re-
finement in the network depth. The convergence properties
and scaling behavior of the proposed training methods will
be demonstrated using several state-of-the-art benchmark
problems. Moreover, a comparison with the widely-used
stochastic gradient optimizer will be presented, showing a
significant reduction in the number of iterations and the
execution time.
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Layer-Parallel Multi-Level Optimization for Deep
Residual Neural Networks

Deep neural networks (DNNs) exhibit excellent perfor-
mance for many machine learning tasks, e.g., image clas-
sification, natural language processing, and game playing.
However, training DNNs remains challenging and compu-
tationally expensive, with much room for improvement,
both in terms of new sources of parallelism and algorithmic
speedup. Recently, the parallel-in-time method, multigrid-
reduction-in-time (MGRIT), has been applied to neural
ODEs and certain recurrent neural networks to provide
new parallelism to the layer dimension (layer-parallelism)
with resulting parallel speedups. In this talk, we consider
combining layer-parallelism with recent advances apply-
ing multilevel optimization strategies (called MGOPT) to
training DNNs. These MGOPT approaches choose search
directions in a hierarchical fashion and can potentially pro-
vide an algorithmic speedup (as opposed to new paral-
lelism). MGOPT uses a similar hierarchy to layer-parallel,
thus making the combination natural. We demonstrate
our approach on several benchmark machine learning prob-
lems, explore the applicability in the context of physics-
informed neural networks, and suggest possible improve-
ments to the MGOPT framework for stochastic problems.
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Visualizing the Shape of Gene Expression Across
Plant Evolution

Topological Data Analysis (TDA) is a growing field that
provides methods to characterize and summarize the shape
of data. Mapper is one such method which allows us to re-

duce the often complex topological structure of the data
to a one dimensional graph. It is simple and scalable,
and the flexibility it provides makes mapper an ideal ex-
ploratory visual analysis tool. In this study, we apply map-
per to visualize the shape of gene expression across numer-
ous species and families of flowering plants, also known as
angiosperms. Angiosperms diversified relatively recently,
between 130 and 90 million years ago, and comprise an
astounding variety of plants. In this meta-analysis, we col-
lect publicly available datasets of angiosperms that include
gene expression along with the information about the tissue
type and stresses the samples have been exposed to. After
identifying groups of homologous genes between species,
or orthogroups, we create a combined dataset of gene ex-
pression profiles of 2671 samples, across 16 plant families,
10 tissue types and 8 stresses. The process of photosyn-
thesis is conserved across all plants. Therefore, we design
a lens function that captures the photosynthetic vs non-
photosynthetic separation between various tissue types.
We then construct a mapper graph to visualize the shape
of the data as seen through this lens. This work was done
in collaboration with 2021 MSU HRT841/CSS844 course
students.
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Using Mapper to Reveal Morphological Relation-
ships in Passiflora Leaves

As collections of data grow in size, it is increasingly impor-
tant to have efficient means of analyzing large data sets. In
this project, we use Mapper [Singh et al, 2007], a tool that
summarizes data into a graph, to discover an underlying
structure relating the shapes of more than 3,300 Passiflora
leaves from 40 different species [Chitwood et al, 2017]. We
choose to study leaves of the Passiflora genus in particular
due to their extraordinary diversity of shape. As the Map-
per graph has a structure, or “shape’ of its own, we think of
it as a “shape of shapes’ that provides information on the
interplay between the developmental processes determin-
ing leaf shape within a single plant and the evolutionary
processes between species. In particular, we examine the
interactions between leaf species and both leaf age and leaf
area by constructing a Mapper graph for each measure. For
each node in the resulting graphs, we then compute the av-
erage leaf shape to obtain a graph structure that reveals
how morphometric differences between species relate to the
developmental changes that must occur for those shapes to
be realized. We additionally present a new Mapper visual-
ization in Javascript which incorporates both tooltips that
display the average leaf shape per node as well as support-
ing pie chart nodes, useful for visualization of categorical
data such as Passiflora species.
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A Topological Data Analysis Perspective on Coro-
navirus Evolution

COVID-19 is a disease caused by a coronavirus named
SARS-CoV-2. As the virus has been spreading around
the world, millions of viral genomes have been sequenced.
Genomes provide an accurate record of variation and evo-
lution and can inform how these viruses emerge and evolve.
In this talk I will discuss how mutations and recombina-
tions shape SARS-CoV-2 evolution, and how topological
data analysis techniques can help to understand the role of
these processes in the emergence of this and other potential
future pandemics.
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Temporal Mapper: a Mapper-Inspired Approach
to Analyzing Nonlinear Brain Dynamics

The human brain exhibits complex network dynamics.
Modeling brain dynamics can facilitate the understanding
of human cognition and psychiatric disorders. Data-driven
methods seek to identify stable brain states and transi-
tions in time series. Intuitively, the states and transitions
resonate with the concepts of attractors and phase transi-
tions in mechanistic (dynamical systems) modeling of the
brain. Yet, a direct link between data-driven and mecha-
nistic modeling approaches remains missing. Building on
our previous work using Mapper to characterize human
brain dynamics, we developed a variant named the Tem-
poral Mapper, bridging data-driven and mechanistic mod-
eling. Temporal Mapper summarizes neural time series
data as a directed graph, with nodes mapping to attrac-
tors and edges mapping to phase transitions in dynamical
systems. For theoretical validation, we simulated neural
dynamics using a biophysical network model of the hu-
man brain, where phase transitions were induced in a con-
trolled manner. Temporal Mapper reasonably reconstructs
the attractor transition networks compared to the theoret-
ical ground truth. For empirical validation, we apply the
method to an existing human fMRI dataset during a con-
tinuous multitask experiment. Features of the high-degree
nodes and cycles of the directed group were significantly as-
sociated with human behavioral performance. This work
is an initial step towards unifying data-driven and mecha-
nistic modeling of brain dynamics.
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Iterative Algorithms for Partitioned Neural Net-
work Approximation

Recently, with the success of deep learning methodologies
in many applications, neural networks have been also ap-
plied to approximate functions or solutions of differential
equations. They showed promising results and are ex-
pected to serve as an alternative to classical approximation
methods with better flexibility. On the other hand, the pa-
rameter optimization in the neural network approximation
needs enormous computing cost as the size of parameters
gets often very large in many application problems. To
address this issue, in the many recent works partitioned
neural networks are formed and their parameters are opti-
mized in parallel. In those methods, the limitation is that
the parallel computing needs a lot of communication cost.
In this work, with the aim of reducing the communication
cost, iterative algorithms for the partitioned neural net-
work approximation will be proposed by adapting domain
decomposition methods and concrete convergence analysis
on the iterative algorithms will be presented. Numerical
results will be included to show the performance of the
proposed methods.
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Two-Level Group Convolution

Group convolution has been widely used in order to reduce
the computation time of convolution, which takes most of
the training time of convolutional neural networks. How-
ever, it is well known that a large number of groups sig-
nificantly reduce the performance of group convolution. In
this talk, we propose a new convolution methodology called
”two-level” group convolution that is robust with respect
to the increase of the number of groups and suitable for
multi-GPU parallel computation. We first observe that the
group convolution can be interpreted as a one-level block
Jacobi approximation of the standard convolution, which
is a popular notion in the field of numerical analysis. In
numerical analysis, there have been numerous studies on
the two-level method that introduces an intergroup struc-
ture that resolves the performance degradation issue with-
out disturbing parallel computation. Motivated by these,
we introduce a coarse-level structure which promotes in-
tergroup communication without being a bottleneck in the
group convolution. We show that all the additional work
induced by the coarse-level structure can be efficiently pro-
cessed in a distributed memory system. We compare the
proposed method to various approaches for group convolu-
tion in order to highlight the superiority of the proposed
method in terms of execution time, memory efficiency, and
performance.
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Machine Learning X Finite Element Methods

Finite Element Methods (FEM) are arguably one of the
most widely used numerical methods to approve PDEs
in science and engineering disciplines. The key elements
include using discrete basis functions on a mesh to ap-
proximate the target function. Recently, Neural Net-
works, facilitated by the user friendly interface of the auto-
differentiation in various machine learning packages, are
used to approximate the target function in a mesh free way.
However, using NN changes a well-conditioned problem
into a nonconvex ill-conditioned problem. The worse part
is that, to achieve the same accuracy, NN and optimization-
based PDE solver costs hundreds of thousand more Float-
ing Point Operations (FLOPs) than FEM. In this talk, we
shall introduce a new auto-differentiation based FEM im-
plemented natively in PyTorch to handle both linear and
nonlinear PDEs, and its application in solving inverse prob-
lems.
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Accelerating Learning Neural ODEs via Proximal
Algorithms

Learning neural ODEs often requires solving very stiff ODE
systems, primarily using explicit adaptive ODE solvers.
These solvers are computationally expensive, requiring the
use of tiny step sizes for numerical stability and accuracy
guarantees. We considers learning neural ODEs using im-
plicit ODE solvers of different orders leveraging proximal
operators. The proximal implicit solver consists of inner-
outer iterations: the inner iterations approximate each
implicit update step using a fast optimization algorithm,
and the outer iterations solve the ODE system over time.
The proximal implicit ODE solver guarantees superiority
over explicit solvers in numerical stability and computa-
tional efficiency. We validate the advantages of proximal
implicit solvers over existing popular neural ODE solvers
on various challenging benchmark tasks, including learn-
ing continuous-depth graph neural networks and continu-
ous normalizing flows
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A Continuous Data Assimilation for Two-Phase

Flow

In this work, we discuss, propose and analyze a novel
continuous data assimilation two-phase flow algorithm for
reservoir simulation. We show that the solutions of the al-
gorithm, constructed using coarse mesh observations, con-
verge at an exponential rate in time to the corresponding
exact reference solution of the two-phase model. More pre-
cisely, we obtain a stability estimate which illustrates an
exponential decay of the residual error between the ref-
erence and approximate solution, until the error hits a
threshold depending on the order of data resolution. Nu-
merical computations illustrate the effectiveness of this ap-
proach, as well as variants with data on sub-domains. In
particular, we demonstrate numerically that synchroniza-
tion is achieved for data collected from a small fraction of
the domain.
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Learning Stochastic Closures Using Sparsity-
Promoting Ensemble Kalman Inversion

Closure models are widely used in simulating complex sys-
tems such as turbulence and Earths climate, for which di-
rect numerical simulation is too expensive. Although it
is almost impossible to perfectly reproduce the true sys-
tem with closure models, it is often sufficient to correctly
reproduce time-averaged statistics. Here we present a
sparsity-promoting, derivative-free optimization method to
estimate model error from time-averaged statistics. Specif-
ically, we show how sparsity can be imposed as a con-
straint in ensemble Kalman inversion (EKI), resulting in
an iterative quadratic programming problem. We illus-
trate how this approach can be used to quantify model
error in the closures of dynamical systems. In addition,
we demonstrate the merit of introducing stochastic pro-
cesses to quantify model error for certain systems. We also
present the potential of replacing existing closures with
purely data-driven closures using the proposed method-
ology. The results show that the proposed methodology
provides a systematic approach to estimate model error in
closures of dynamical systems.
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Spectral Convergence of Kernel Integral Operators

The theory of kernel integral operators lies at the intersec-
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tion of diverse fields such as operator theory, data-mining
and Geometric analysis. Several connections have been
established between kernels depending on an underlying
Riemannian metric, and geometric properties such as the
curvature, the Laplace and advection operators. We con-
sider a class of kernels called local kernels, equipped with a
bandwidth parameter ε controlling the decay of tails. We
provide a more complete theory on understanding the be-
havior of these kernels as ε → 0+, using the language of
tensors. We demonstrate that the collection of limiting op-
erators is much broader than Laplacians. In addition, we
prove spectral convergence of the kernel integral operator
under certain conditions. We also establish pointwise and
spectral convergence properties of the data-driven versions
of these kernels and operators.
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Deep Geometric and Topological Representation
Learning

Diffusion condensation is a dynamic process that yields a
sequence of multiscale data representations that aim to en-
code meaningful abstractions. It is effective for manifold
learning, denoising, clustering, and visualization of high-
dimensional data. Diffusion condensation is constructed as
a time-inhomogeneous process where each step first com-
putes and then applies a diffusion operator to the data. We
theoretically analyze the convergence and evolution of this
process from geometric, spectral, and topological perspec-
tives. From a geometric perspective, we obtain convergence
bounds based on the smallest transition probability and the
radius of the data, whereas from a spectral perspective,
our bounds are based on the eigenspectrum of the diffu-
sion kernel. Our spectral results are of particular interest
since most of the literature on data diffusion is focused on
homogeneous processes. From a topological perspective,
we show diffusion condensation generalizes centroid-based
hierarchical clustering. To understand the evolution of the
data geometry beyond convergence, we use topological data
analysis. We show that the condensation process itself de-
fines an intrinsic diffusion homology. We use this intrinsic
topology as well as an ambient topology to study how the
data changes over diffusion time. Our work gives theoreti-
cal insights into the convergence of diffusion condensation,
and shows that it provides a link between topological and
geometric data analysis.
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Understanding Dataset Characteristics via Diffu-
sion on Graph

Classical graph signal processing provides powerful tech-
niques for understanding and modifying graph signals from
the spectral domain, but they come with high computa-
tional costs. More recently, diffusion on graphs has been
sought as an alternative approach to modifying graph sig-
nals; it is much more computationally efficient and is easy
to interpret from the spatial perspective. Here, we present
two different studies utilizing diffusion wavelets on a graph
to filter graph signals for downstream analysis. In the first
study, we aim to understand how and what is being uti-
lized by Graph Neural Networks to achieve graph-related
tasks. We do so by observing the performance difference
between using the filtered graph and the original graph.
We demonstrate that some image datasets, such as CIFAR
and MNIST, rely on low-frequency signals; on the contrary,
heterophilic datasets, such as WebKB, rely more heavily
on high-frequency signals. In the second study on compu-
tational biology using gene interaction networks and gene
expression data, we observe similar results where different
frequency bands perform differently in a task-specific man-
ner. In summary, our studies demonstrate the practical us-
age of graph diffusion to modify graph signals, leading to
improved downstream prediction performance and a better
understanding of the graph datasets’ characteristics.
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Low Distortion Local Eigenmaps

In this talk I will present Low Distortion Local Eigenmaps
(LDLE), a ”bottom-up” manifold learning technique which
constructs a set of low distortion local views of a dataset
in lower dimension and registers them to obtain a global
embedding. The local views are constructed using subsets
of the global eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian and are
registered using Procrustes analysis. The choice of these
eigenvectors may vary across the regions. In contrast to
existing techniques, LDLE is more geometric and can em-
bed manifolds without boundary as well as non-orientable
manifolds into their intrinsic dimension.
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Beyond Conformal Prediction: Distribution-Free
Uncertainty Quantification for Modern Machine
Learning

As we begin deploying machine learning models in conse-
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quential settings like medical diagnostics or self-driving ve-
hicles, we need ways of knowing when the model may make
a consequential error (for example, that the car doesn’t
hit a human). I’ll be discussing how to generate rigorous,
finite-sample confidence intervals for any prediction task,
any model, and any dataset, for free. This will be a chalk
talk. I will primarily discuss a flexible method called Learn
then Test that works for a large class of prediction problems
including those with high-dimensional, structured outputs
(e.g. instance segmentation, multiclass or hierarchical clas-
sification, protein folding, and so on).
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Chances and Limitations of Explainability of Deep
Neural Networks

In this talk, we provide a theoretical framework for inter-
preting neural network decisions by formalizing the prob-
lem in an information theoretic framework. The solver of
the associated optimization, coined Rate-Distortion Expla-
nation (RDE), is then accessible to a mathematical anal-
ysis. We will discuss theoretical results as well as present
numerical experiments showing that our algorithmic ap-
proach outperforms established methods, in particular, for
sparse explanations of neural network decisions and is flexi-
ble enough to also be applied to challenging modalities such
as from telecomunication. We further demonstrate that in
combination with a wavelet decomposition, the extended
approach, called CartoonX, can detect the reason for ad-
versarial examples. We will finish with a general word of
caution about neural networks trained on classical digital
hardware, and present fundamental limitations, also for re-
lated interpretations.
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Conformalized Online Learning

Modern machine learning algorithms have achieved re-
markable performance in a myriad of applications, and are
increasingly used to make impactful decisions in the hiring
process, criminal sentencing, and healthcare diagnostics.
The use of data-driven algorithms in high-stakes applica-
tions is exciting yet alarming: these methods are extremely
complex, often brittle, and notoriously hard to analyze or
interpret. Naturally, concerns have been raised about the
reliability of the output of such machines. This talk fo-
cuses on making reliable predictions in an online setting,
in which the underlying data distribution can drastically—
and even adversarially—shift over time. We will introduce
statistical tools that can be wrapped around any online
“black-box’ algorithm to provide valid and informative un-
certainty estimates.
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Individualized Conditional Independence Testing

under Model-X with Heterogeneous Samples and
Interactions

Model-X knockoffs and the conditional randomization test
are methods that search for conditional associations in
large data sets, controlling the type-I errors if the joint
distribution of the predictors is known. However, they can-
not test for interactions nor find whether an association is
only significant within a latent subset of a heterogeneous
population. We address this limitation by developing an
extension of the knockoff filter that tests conditional asso-
ciations within automatically detected subsets of individ-
uals, provably controlling the false discovery rate for the
selected hypotheses. Then, under the additional assump-
tion of a partially linear model with a binary predictor,
we extend the conditional randomization test as to make
inferences about quantiles of individual effects that are ro-
bust to sample heterogeneity and interactions. The per-
formances of these methods are investigated through sim-
ulations and with the analysis of data from a randomized
blood donation experiment with several treatments.
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Algebraic Methods for Tensor Data

We develop algebraic methods for computations with ten-
sor data. We give 3 applications: extracting features that
are invariant under the orthogonal symmetries in each of
the modes, approximation of the tensor spectral norm, and
amplification of low-rank tensor structure. We introduce
colored Brauer diagrams, which are used for algebraic com-
putations and in analyzing their computational complexity.
We present numerical experiments whose results show that
the performance of the alternating least square algorithm
for the low-rank approximation of tensors can be improved
using tensor amplification.
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Tensor Decompositions: Algorithms and Unique-
ness

Tensors are natural generalizations of matrices to higher-
way arrays. Decompositions of tensors into sums of
product(rank-one) tensors are useful in many areas for
compressing and interpreting the information stored in a
tensor. The tensor rank, which naturally generalizes the
matrix rank, is the smallest number of product tensors
that can decompose a given tensor. In contrast to ma-
trices, tensor rank decompositions are often unique (up
to trivialities). Uniqueness is useful in applications, as it
corresponds to a unique interpretation of the information
stored in a tensor. It is thus important to develop effi-
cient algorithms to decompose tensors and to verify that
the decomposition is unique. In this talk, we will review
recent work on both fronts. This talk will not assume prior
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knowledge of tensor decompositions.

Benjamin Lovitz
Northeastern University
benjamin.lovitz@gmail.com

MS168

Tensor-Based Frameworks in Cancer Genomics

The tumor microenvironment (TME) is a complex milieu
around the tumor, whereby cancer cells interact with stro-
mal, immune, vascular, and extracellular components. The
TME is being increasingly recognized as a key determinant
of tumor growth, disease progression, and response to ther-
apies. We build a generalizable and robust tensor-based
framework capable of integrating dissociated single-cell and
spatially resolved RNA-seq data for a comprehensive anal-
ysis of the TME. Tensors are a generalization of matrices to
higher dimensions. Tensor methods are known to be able
to successfully incorporate data from multiple sources and
perform a joint analysis of heterogeneous high-dimensional
data sets. The methodologies developed as part of this ef-
fort will advance our understanding of the TME in multiple
directions. These include cellular heterogeneity within the
TME, crosstalks between cells, and tumor-intrinsic path-
ways stimulating tumor growth and immune evasion.

Neriman Tokcan
Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard
ntokcan@broadinstitute.org

MS169

Broader Engagement (BE): Tutorial on Best Prac-
tices and Tools For Secure Scientific Software De-
velopment

This tutorial will include components for evaluating design
practices for creating secure software, appropriate software
processes for managing secure software, threat modeling,
and quality assurance testing using both static and dy-
namic analysis tools. The tutorial will be conducted with
stakeholders from both industry and academia. Moreover,
the training modules of the tutorial will be made avail-
able to community at large via open-source collaboration
platforms. The research and the output of this tutorial
participation will enable community members to analyze
the security of scientific software using threat models such
as, DREAD and STRIDE. The threat models will aid in
identifying risks that often costs an organization thousands
of dollars in patching vulnerabilities stemming from unse-
cured code. This tutorial will not only introduce the stu-
dents and the software developers from various domains
with the best practices for developing secure scientific soft-
ware but also will facilitate the hands-on experience with
penetration testing tools to mitigate threats such as, los-
ing business and sensitive information due to a variety of
potential vulnerabilities, thus will enable development of
trustworthy and secure scientific software.

Nitin Sukhija
Slippery Rock University of Pennsylvania
nitin.sukhija@sru.edu

MS170

Broader Engagement (BE): Tutorial Hands On
HPC Crash Course

There are many situations in nature that can only be thor-
oughly or efficiently studied through large massively par-

allel computer simulations enabled by High Performance
Computers (HPC). For example, HPC simulations are the
only way to fully explore the mechanisms that cause super-
nova, the catastrophic explosions that end massive stars
lives and make the elements that form us. This sympo-
sium is designed to introduce science and computer sci-
ence students to core concepts in High Performance Com-
puting. It will consist of a mixture of lectures and self
guided computing challenge exercises. The first part of the
course will take place in Zoom, before the conference on
September 22 from 1:00pm-4:00 pm EDT and is designed
to give participants foundational skills in Linux, Vim and
C. Please ¡a href=”https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/siam-mds22-
hands-on-hpc-crash-course/”¿ register here¡/a¿ for the vir-
tual day by September 15th. The second part will take
place at the conference where students will use the Sum-
mit Supercomputer to explore a series of guided challenge
exercises with C and Python codes designed to introduce
methods, such as the Message Passing Interface (MPI), and
OpenMP, for parallel and accelerated computing. The tar-
get audience for this event are those new to HPC or those
who need a refresher on basic HPC skills.

Leah Huk
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, U.S.
hukln@ornl.gov

MS170

Broader Engagement (BE): Tutorial Hands On
HPC Crash Course

There are many situations in nature that can only be thor-
oughly or efficiently studied through large massively par-
allel computer simulations enabled by High Performance
Computers (HPC). For example, HPC simulations are the
only way to fully explore the mechanisms that cause super-
nova, the catastrophic explosions that end massive stars
lives and make the elements that form us. This sympo-
sium is designed to introduce science and computer sci-
ence students to core concepts in High Performance Com-
puting. It will consist of a mixture of lectures and self
guided computing challenge exercises. The first part of the
course will take place in Zoom, before the conference on
September 22 from 1:00pm-4:00 pm EDT and is designed
to give participants foundational skills in Linux, Vim and
C. Please ¡a href=”https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/siam-mds22-
hands-on-hpc-crash-course/”¿ register here¡/a¿ for the vir-
tual day by September 15th. The second part will take
place at the conference where students will use the Sum-
mit Supercomputer to explore a series of guided challenge
exercises with C and Python codes designed to introduce
methods, such as the Message Passing Interface (MPI), and
OpenMP, for parallel and accelerated computing. The tar-
get audience for this event are those new to HPC or those
who need a refresher on basic HPC skills.

Suzanne Parete-Koon
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, U.S.
paretekoonst@ornl.gov

MS171

Broader Engagement (BE): Tutorial Hands On
HPC Crash Course

There are many situations in nature that can only be thor-
oughly or efficiently studied through large massively par-
allel computer simulations enabled by High Performance
Computers (HPC). For example, HPC simulations are the
only way to fully explore the mechanisms that cause super-
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nova, the catastrophic explosions that end massive stars
lives and make the elements that form us. This sympo-
sium is designed to introduce science and computer sci-
ence students to core concepts in High Performance Com-
puting. It will consist of a mixture of lectures and self
guided computing challenge exercises. The first part of the
course will take place in Zoom, before the conference on
September 22 from 1:00pm-4:00 pm EDT and is designed
to give participants foundational skills in Linux, Vim and
C. Please ¡a href=”https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/siam-mds22-
hands-on-hpc-crash-course/”¿ register here¡/a¿ for the vir-
tual day by September 15th. The second part will take
place at the conference where students will use the Sum-
mit Supercomputer to explore a series of guided challenge
exercises with C and Python codes designed to introduce
methods, such as the Message Passing Interface (MPI), and
OpenMP, for parallel and accelerated computing. The tar-
get audience for this event are those new to HPC or those
who need a refresher on basic HPC skills.

Leah Huk
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, U.S.
hukln@ornl.gov

MS171

Broader Engagement (BE): Tutorial Hands On
HPC Crash Course

There are many situations in nature that can only be thor-
oughly or efficiently studied through large massively par-
allel computer simulations enabled by High Performance
Computers (HPC). For example, HPC simulations are the
only way to fully explore the mechanisms that cause super-
nova, the catastrophic explosions that end massive stars
lives and make the elements that form us. This sympo-
sium is designed to introduce science and computer sci-
ence students to core concepts in High Performance Com-
puting. It will consist of a mixture of lectures and self
guided computing challenge exercises. The first part of the
course will take place in Zoom, before the conference on
September 22 from 1:00pm-4:00 pm EDT and is designed
to give participants foundational skills in Linux, Vim and
C. Please ¡a href=”https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/siam-mds22-
hands-on-hpc-crash-course/”¿ register here¡/a¿ for the vir-
tual day by September 15th. The second part will take
place at the conference where students will use the Sum-
mit Supercomputer to explore a series of guided challenge
exercises with C and Python codes designed to introduce
methods, such as the Message Passing Interface (MPI), and
OpenMP, for parallel and accelerated computing. The tar-
get audience for this event are those new to HPC or those
who need a refresher on basic HPC skills.

Suzanne Parete-Koon
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, U.S.
paretekoonst@ornl.gov

MS172

Broader Engagement (be): Guided Affinity Group
Presentations and Wrap Up 2

The Broader Engagement program seeks to promote diver-
sity and inclusion at the SIAM MDS22 conference and in
the Mathematics of Data Science community. The program
provides travel funding and specialized programming for
CSE students and professionals from underrepresented and
underprivileged backgrounds, and it invites members from
the broader community to engage in activities and discus-
sion that promote a diverse and welcoming environment.

A key component to BE@MDS22 are the Guided Affinity
Groups (GAGs) which are designed to help students get
more out of SIAM MDS conference sessions. Led by vol-
unteer community members, affinity groups explore con-
ference topics from an entry-level perspective by meeting
prior to conference sessions, attending conference sessions
together, and meeting afterwards. BE attendees meet with
affinity group leads virtually prior to the conference and
then in-person before each day of the conference begins.
In this final session, each group provides a 10-15 minute
presentation on what was discovered and learned from the
experience. In the presentation each group shares: What
was their affinity group? What were the pedagogical goals
of the team? Who was involved? (Leader, team, others?)
What did they learn? What were the most effective ways
to learn? What particular talks/researchers did they feel
helped them? Whats next? All conference participants are
invited to attend the final session.

Malena Espanol
Arizona State University
malena.espanol@asu.edu

MS172

Broader Engagement (BE): Guided Affinity Group
Presentations and Wrap Up

The Broader Engagement program seeks to promote diver-
sity and inclusion at the SIAM MDS22 conference and in
the Mathematics of Data Science community. The program
provides travel funding and specialized programming for
CSE students and professionals from underrepresented and
underprivileged backgrounds, and it invites members from
the broader community to engage in activities and discus-
sion that promote a diverse and welcoming environment.
A key component to BE@MDS22 are the Guided Affinity
Groups (GAGs) which are designed to help students get
more out of SIAM MDS conference sessions. Led by vol-
unteer community members, affinity groups explore con-
ference topics from an entry-level perspective by meeting
prior to conference sessions, attending conference sessions
together, and meeting afterwards. BE attendees meet with
affinity group leads virtually prior to the conference and
then in-person before each day of the conference begins.
In this final session, each group provides a 10-15 minute
presentation on what was discovered and learned from the
experience. In the presentation each group shares: What
was their affinity group? What were the pedagogical goals
of the team? Who was involved? (Leader, team, others?)
What did they learn? What were the most effective ways
to learn? What particular talks/researchers did they feel
helped them? Whats next? All conference participants are
invited to attend the final session.

Mary Ann E. Leung
Sustainable Horizons Institute
mleung@shinstitute.org

MS172

Broader Engagement (BE): Guided Affinity Group
Presentations and Wrap Up

The Broader Engagement program seeks to promote diver-
sity and inclusion at the SIAM MDS22 conference and in
the Mathematics of Data Science community. The program
provides travel funding and specialized programming for
CSE students and professionals from underrepresented and
underprivileged backgrounds, and it invites members from
the broader community to engage in activities and discus-
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sion that promote a diverse and welcoming environment.
A key component to BE@MDS22 are the Guided Affinity
Groups (GAGs) which are designed to help students get
more out of SIAM MDS conference sessions. Led by vol-
unteer community members, affinity groups explore con-
ference topics from an entry-level perspective by meeting
prior to conference sessions, attending conference sessions
together, and meeting afterwards. BE attendees meet with
affinity group leads virtually prior to the conference and
then in-person before each day of the conference begins.
In this final session, each group provides a 10-15 minute
presentation on what was discovered and learned from the
experience. In the presentation each group shares: What
was their affinity group? What were the pedagogical goals
of the team? Who was involved? (Leader, team, others?)
What did they learn? What were the most effective ways
to learn? What particular talks/researchers did they feel
helped them? Whats next? All conference participants are
invited to attend the final session

Aimee Maurais
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
maurais@mit.edu

MT1

Optimization for Data Analysis

Optimization has proved to be a rich source of techniques
for formulating and solving computational problems that
arise in data analysis and machine learning. This tutorial
surveys problems in kernel learning, regression, graph anal-
ysis, neural networks, low-rank matrix analysis, and other
areas that can be formulated as optimization problems over
spaces of real vectors or matrices. We touch on the role
of regularization in promoting useful solution structures.
Finally, we describe the primary algorithmic techniques,
focusing gradient and stochastic gradient methods.

Stephen Wright
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Dept. of Computer Sciences
swright@cs.wisc.edu

MT2

Broader Engagement (be): Introduction to Graph
Neural Networks

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) are considered a subset
of deep learning methods designed to make predictions on
graph representations. Most practical applications come
from the areas of physics simulations, object detection and
recommendation systems. Given the extended application
areas, GNNs are one of fastest growing and most active
research topic that attracts increasing attention not only
from the machine learning and data science community,
but from the larger scientific community. The materials
for this tutorial will be selected for researchers with no
prior knowledge of GNNs. Further reading, applications
and most popular software packages and frameworks will
be discussed.

Xiangyang Ju
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, U.S.
XJu@lbl.gov

MT2

Broader Engagement (be): Introduction to Graph

Neural Networks

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) are considered a subset
of deep learning methods designed to extract important
information and make useful predictions on graph repre-
sentations. Researchers have been working to adapt neu-
ral networks to operate on graph data for more than a
decade. Most practical applications come from the areas
of physics simulations, object detection and recommenda-
tion systems. Given the extended application areas, GNNs
are one of fastest growing and most active research topic,
that attracts increasing attention not only from the ma-
chine learning and data science community, but from the
larger scientific community as well. The materials for this
tutorial will be selected and organized for researchers with
no prior knowledge of GNNs. Further reading, applications
and most popular software packages and frameworks will
also be discussed.

Alina Lazar
Youngstown University
alazar@ysu.edu

MT3

Broader Engagement (BE): Julia for Python Pro-
grammers

Julia is an open-source programming language targeting
scientific computing and data science with many abstrac-
tions built into the language and ecosystem. It has been
gaining popularity since its first stable release in 2018 with
the promise of being an approachable language that com-
piles to efficient native code via LLVM, while providing
rich capabilities for interactive data analysis and visual-
ization making Julia an excellent language for technical
and scalable computing. The objective of this tutorial is
to provide the audience with enough hands-on experience
in Julia to attend the Data Science with Julia session, and
start developing their own applications.

Johannes P. Blaschke
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
jpblaschke@lbl.gov

MT4

Broader Engagement (be): Data Science with Julia

Julia is an open-source programming language targeting
scientific computing and data science. It has been gain-
ing popularity since its first stable release in 2018 with
the promise of being an approachable language that com-
piles to efficient native code via LLVM, while providing rich
capabilities for interactive data analysis and visualization
making Julia an excellent language to explore data analy-
sis, statistics, and machine learning algorithms. The objec-
tive of this tutorial is to provide the audience with enough
hands-on experience (covering several popular data science
tools) in Julia to start applying it to their own projects.

Johannes P. Blaschke
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
jpblaschke@lbl.gov

MT5

Geometric Deep Learning

Input your abstract, including TeX commands, here. The
abstract should be no longer than 1500 characters, includ-
ing spaces. Only input the abstract text. Don’t include
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title or author information here.

Michael Bronstein
University of Oxford, U.K.
michael.bronstein@cs.ox.ac.uk

MT6

Inverse Problems: Integrating Data with PDE-
based Models under Uncertainty

Recent years have seen tremendous growth in the volumes
of observational and experimental data. One question is:
How do we extract knowledge from this data? When the
data correspond to observations of physical systems (rep-
resented by mathematical models), this knowledge-from-
data problem is fundamentally an inverse problem. This
mini-tutorial aims to introduce the mathematical and com-
putational aspects of inverse problems governed by partial
differential equations (PDEs), particularly modern devel-
opments that emphasize the quantification of uncertainty
in the inverse solution within the framework of Bayesian in-
ference. The concepts introduced in this mini-tutorial will
be put into practice in hands-on sessions using hIPPYlib.

Tucker Hartland
University of California, Merced
thartland@ucmerced.edu

MT6

Inverse Problems: Integrating Data with PDE-
based Models under Uncertainty

Recent years have seen tremendous growth in the volumes
of observational and experimental data. One question is:
How do we extract knowledge from this data? When the
data correspond to observations of physical systems (rep-
resented by mathematical models), this knowledge-from-
data problem is fundamentally an inverse problem. This
mini-tutorial aims to introduce the mathematical and com-
putational aspects of inverse problems governed by partial
differential equations (PDEs), particularly modern devel-
opments that emphasize the quantification of uncertainty
in the inverse solution within the framework of Bayesian in-
ference. The concepts introduced in this mini-tutorial will
be put into practice in hands-on sessions using hIPPYlib.

Noemi Petra
University of California, Merced
npetra@ucmerced.edu

MT7

Computational Optimal Transport

I will propose in this mini tutorial an overview of novel ap-
proaches to compute optimal transport between measures,
using a blend of recent techniques. After starting with the
basics, describing the Monge and Kantorovich problems, I
will show how convex optimization (using for instance reg-
ularization), automatic differentiation and neural networks
can all prove useful to approximate optimal transport at
scale, for various cost structures, and in high dimensional
regimes.

Marco Cuturi
Apple, Inc., U.S.

marcocuturicameto@gmail.com

MT8

Tensor Decompositions: A Quick Tour of Illustra-
tive Applications

Tensor decompositions are ubiquitous for analysis and di-
mensionality reduction of data. They have found applica-
tion in areas such as neuroscience, market segmentation,
hyperspectral image processing, network science, financial
portfolio allocation, deep learning, quantum information
theory, reinforcement learning, computer vision, drug de-
sign, energy demand forecasting, reduced-order models,
etc. We will explain the fundamentals of tensor decomposi-
tion, focusing on the Tucker, Canonical Polyadic (CP), and
Generalized CP (GCP) decompositions, with an emphasis
on their application as a tool for unsupervised learning. We
will walk through examples of applying tensor decomposi-
tion to several illustrative real-world datasets, giving atten-
dees the opportunity to run existing software and analyze
results themselves. This tutorial is appropriate for both
novices and experts that are interested in better under-
standing applications of tensor decomposition. The exam-
ples will be available for attendees future use in their own
classroom projects. The materials for this mini-tutorial
will be made available via the following GITLAB reposi-
tory to ¡a href=https://tinyurl.com/29mdk99x¿ download
the materials in advance of the tutorial session, if possible.
¡/a¿

Grey Ballard
Wake Forest University
ballard@wfu.edu

MT8

Tensor Decompositions: A Quick Tour of Illustra-
tive Applications

Tensor decompositions are ubiquitous for analysis and di-
mensionality reduction of data. They have found applica-
tion in areas such as neuroscience, market segmentation,
hyperspectral image processing, network science, financial
portfolio allocation, deep learning, quantum information
theory, reinforcement learning, computer vision, drug de-
sign, energy demand forecasting, reduced-order models,
etc. We will explain the fundamentals of tensor decomposi-
tion, focusing on the Tucker, Canonical Polyadic (CP), and
Generalized CP (GCP) decompositions, with an emphasis
on their application as a tool for unsupervised learning. We
will walk through examples of applying tensor decomposi-
tion to several illustrative real-world datasets, giving atten-
dees the opportunity to run existing software and analyze
results themselves. This tutorial is appropriate for both
novices and experts that are interested in better under-
standing applications of tensor decomposition. The exam-
ples will be available for attendees future use in their own
classroom projects. The materials for this mini-tutorial
will be made available via the following GITLAB reposi-
tory to ¡a href=https://tinyurl.com/29mdk99x¿ download
the materials in advance of the tutorial session, if possible.
¡/a¿

Daniel M. Dunlavy
Sandia National Laboratories
Computer Science and Informatics
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dmdunla@sandia.gov

MT8

Tensor Decompositions: A Quick Tour of Illustra-
tive Applications

Tensor decompositions are ubiquitous for analysis and di-
mensionality reduction of data. They have found applica-
tion in areas such as neuroscience, market segmentation,
hyperspectral image processing, network science, financial
portfolio allocation, deep learning, quantum information
theory, reinforcement learning, computer vision, drug de-
sign, energy demand forecasting, reduced-order models,
etc. We will explain the fundamentals of tensor decomposi-
tion, focusing on the Tucker, Canonical Polyadic (CP), and
Generalized CP (GCP) decompositions, with an emphasis
on their application as a tool for unsupervised learning. We
will walk through examples of applying tensor decomposi-
tion to several illustrative real-world datasets, giving atten-
dees the opportunity to run existing software and analyze
results themselves. This tutorial is appropriate for both
novices and experts that are interested in better under-
standing applications of tensor decomposition. The exam-
ples will be available for attendees future use in their own
classroom projects. The materials for this mini-tutorial
will be made available via the following GITLAB reposi-
tory to ¡a href=https://tinyurl.com/29mdk99x¿ download
the materials in advance of the tutorial session, if possible.
¡/a¿

Tamara Kolda
MathSci.ai
tammy.kolda@mathsci.ai

PP1

Frequency-Domain Based Learning of Dynamical
Systems from Purely Time-Domain Data

Constructing reduced-order models (ROMs) for large scale
dynamical systems typically uses information about in-
ternal system matrices. In some cases, explicit access to
these quantities are not available. Data-driven approaches
provide a remedy in which the reduced-model is directly
learned from input/output data. Frequency-based data-
driven methods, which require access to values (and in
some cases to derivatives) of the transfer function, have
been very successful in constructing high-fidelity ROMs
from data. However, at times this frequency domain data
can be difficult to obtain or one might have only access
to time-domain data. Recently, Burohman et.al. in 2020
introduced a framework to approximate transfer function
values using only time-domain data. We first discuss im-
provements to this method to allow a more efficient and
more robust numerical implementation. Then, we develop
an algorithm that performs optimal-H2 approximation us-
ing purely time-domain data; thus significantly extending
the applicability of H2-optimal approximation without a
need for frequency domain samples. We also investigate
how well other established frequency-based ROM tech-
niques (such as Loewner framework and Vector Fitting)
perform on this identified data.

Michael S. Ackermann
Virginia Tech
amike98@vt.edu

Serkan Gugercin
Virginia Tech
Department of Mathematics

gugercin@vt.edu

PP1

Conservation Aware Compact Model Extraction
from Semiconductor PDE Data

Semiconductor physics modeling with Technology Com-
puter Aided Design (TCAD) simulation tools are often
utilized during design of individual electronic components.
However, TCAD models are typically based on variations
of finite element or finite volume numerical partial dif-
ferential equation (PDE) discretization schemes, and so
simulation of any more than a handful of coupled de-
vices presents a computationally intractable challenge. For
large-scale circuit modeling, it is necessary to utilize re-
duced order models, or compact models, counterpart to
those TCAD PDE-based models which can faithfully re-
produce the current-voltage responses of those devices. In
this presentation, we will outline a method to produce
machine-learned compact models trained from TCAD de-
vice simulation data. The tools presented include a data-
driven discrete exterior calculus, which serves the purpose
of coarse-graining the PDE model while ensuring expected
conservation laws are satisfied.

Jonas Actor, Nathaniel Trask, Ravi Patel
Sandia National Laboratories
jaactor@sandia.gov, natrask@sandia.gov,
rgpatel@sandia.gov

Xiaozhe Hu
Tufts University
xiaozhe.hu@tufts.edu

Xujiao Gao
Sandia Natl. Labs
xngao@sandia.gov

Andy Huang
Sandia National Laboratories
ahuang@sandia.gov

PP1

Context-Aware Importance Sampling for Multi-
Fidelity Bayesian Inference

Multi-fidelity methods leverage low-cost surrogate models
to speed up computations and make occasional recourse to
expensive high-fidelity models to establish accuracy guar-
antees. Because surrogate and high-fidelity models are
used together, poor predictions by the surrogate models
can be compensated with frequent recourse to high-fidelity
models. Thus, there is a trade-off between investing com-
putational resources to improve surrogate models and the
frequency of making recourse to expensive high-fidelity
models; however, this trade-off is ignored by traditional
modeling methods that construct surrogate models that
are meant to replace high-fidelity models rather than be-
ing used together with high-fidelity models. We present
context-aware importance sampling which trades off in-
creasing the fidelity of surrogate models for constructing
more accurate biasing densities and the numbers of sam-
ples that are required from the high-fidelity models to com-
pensate for poor biasing densities. Numerical examples
demonstrate that such context-aware surrogate models for
multi-fidelity importance sampling have lower fidelity than
what typically is set as tolerance in traditional model re-
duction, leading to runtime speedups of up to one order of
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magnitude in the presented examples.

Terrence Alsup
New York University
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
alsup@cims.nyu.edu

Benjamin Peherstorfer
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
pehersto@cims.nyu.edu

PP1

Tracking Groundwater Contamination Plume
Movement with Time Using Data Visualization
Techniques

Recent research on nodal point positioning has been shown
to have good success in modeling potential problems such
as contaminant transport in surface or groundwater and
also thermal environments, among other situations. These
prior applications used a Nodal Positioning Algorithm
(NPA) to aid in developing a distribution of nodal locations
that reduces computational error. In this paper we show
the advantages gained in extending the examined NPA by
locating nodes using a probabilistic distribution coupled to
nodal point coordinate development. We show that using a
probabilistic coordinate generator allows for model compu-
tational nodes to be placed at random locations throughout
the study region whereas use of more geometrically estab-
lished nodes may be limited by the discretization spacing.

Michael Altenburg
United States Military Academy
michael.altenburg@westpoint.edu

Bryce Wilkins
Carnegie Mellon University
bwilkins@andrew.cmu.edu

Theodore Hromadka II
United States Military Academy
theodore.hromadka@westpoint.edu

PP1

Neural Network Kalman Filtering for 3D Object
Tracking from Linear Array Ultrasound Data

Many interventional surgical procedures rely on medical
imaging to visualise and track instruments. Such imag-
ing methods not only need to be real-time capable, but
also provide accurate and robust positional information.
In ultrasound applications, typically only two-dimensional
data from a linear array are available, and as such ob-
taining accurate positional estimation in three dimensions
is non-trivial. In this work, we first train a neural net-
work, using realistic synthetic training data, to estimate
the out-of-plane offset of an object with the associated ax-
ial aberration in the reconstructed ultrasound image. The
obtained estimate is then combined with a Kalman filter-
ing approach that utilises positioning estimates obtained
in previous time-frames to improve localisation robustness
and reduce the impact of measurement noise. The accuracy
of the proposed method is evaluated using simulations, and
its practical applicability is demonstrated on experimen-
tal data obtained using a novel optical ultrasound imaging
setup. Accurate and robust positional information is pro-
vided in real-time. Axial and lateral coordinates for out-of-
plane objects are estimated with a mean error of 0.1mm for

simulated data and a mean error of 0.2mm for experimental
data. Three-dimensional localisation is most accurate for
elevational distances larger than 1mm, with a maximum
distance of 6mm considered for a 25mm aperture.

Arttu Arjas
University of Oulu
arttu.arjas@oulu.fi

Erwin J. Alles, Efthymios Maneas
University College London
e.alles@ucl.ac.uk, efthymios.maneas@ucl.ac.uk

Simon Arridge
Department of Computer Science
University College London
S.Arridge@cs.ucl.ac.uk

Adrien Desjardins
University College London
a.desjardins@ucl.ac.uk

Mikko J. Sillanpää
University of Oulu
mikko.sillanpaa@oulu.fi

Andreas Hauptmann
University of Oulu
University College London
andreas.hauptmann@oulu.fi

PP1

Linear and Nonlinear Models for Vitality Predic-
tion of Potato Plants

Vitality quantifies a plants emergence and growth during
the first several weeks influencing the plant success over-
all. While it is generally believed that vitality depends on
the genotype and environment, it is not clear what exactly
determines the vitality, whether it can be predicted, and
which targeted treatments should be applied. Isolating the
measurable qualities of a seed having the most significant
influence on vitality is a gateway to environment-tailored
seeds, increased yield and reduced agricultural waste. In
collaboration with potato seed companies and academic
plant biologists we analyze a broad spectrum of chemical
and biological markers of potato seed tubers (FTIR, XRF,
and HSI spectra, microbiome, metabolome) and compare
their predictive power with respect to the plant vitality
(Atza, Budko, Progr. Ind. Math. ECMI 2021). We uti-
lize the data from the field trials of six genotypes, each
characterized by 30 seed batches of unique origin grown in
different regions of Europe over three years. While scru-
tinizing the industry-standard linear model we faced the
following question: At what point does one conclude that
an overparameterized linear model should be replaced by a
nonlinear one? We shall present our considerations on this
subject and discuss the performance of non-linear kernel
models based on application-informed distance functions.
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PP1

Using Fractal Geometry in Studying Biomedical
Signals with Scale-Free Dynamics

Sometimes when we study signal regularity, we may see
some phenomena that do not have characteristic scale.
These scale free signals have been observed in biomedical
signal processing, geophysics, finance, and internet traffic.
To clarify more, when data is translation invariant, we may
need to estimate autocorrelation or power spectral density
(PSD) means that signal statistics like mean and variance
do not change over time. In another hand, those signals
that do not have characteristic scale, called scale-invariant
signals that means the signal statistics do not change if we
stretch or shrink the time axis. When we study translation
invariant or scale invariant signals, or the signals with dif-
ferent scaling behaviour, we are not able to use the classical
signal processing and we need to perform fractal analysis.
When we study real world signals in biology, finance and
so on, depending on scale and higher order moments, we
may confront with signals that display nonlinear power-
law behaviours. For these type signals, we need to apply
multifractal analysis. In multifractal analysis we discover
whether some type of power-law scaling exists for various
statistical moments at different scales. In this study, we
will review these type processes and will provide some ex-
amples to compare the multifractal spectra of biomedical
databases.

Tahmineh Azizi
Kansas State University
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PP1

Extremal Event Graphs: A (Stable) Tool for Ana-
lyzing Noisy Time Series

Local maxima and minima, or extremal events, in experi-
mental time series can be used as a coarse summary to char-
acterize data. However, the discrete sampling in record-
ing experimental measurements suggests uncertainty on
the true timing of extrema during the experiment. This
in turn gives uncertainty in the timing order of extrema
within the time series. Motivated by applications in ge-
nomic time series and biological network analysis, we con-
struct a weighted directed acyclic graph (DAG) called an
extremal event DAG using techniques from persistent ho-
mology that is robust to measurement noise. Furthermore,
we define a distance between extremal event DAGs based
on the edit distance between strings. We prove several
properties including local stability for the extremal event
DAG distance with respect to pairwise L∞ distances be-
tween functions in the time series data. Lastly, we provide
algorithms, publicly free software, and implementations on
extremal event DAG construction and comparison.
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PP1

Using Reinforcement Learning to Optimize Cryp-
tocurrency Portfolio

Given a cryptocurrency, this paper aims to find the best
approach in modeling the price in order to optimize the

portfolio according to the price changes of its current in-
ventory over time. There exists a pattern within the data
which will allow us to predict which action (buy/sell/hold)
to take regarding each asset in the portfolio in order to
optimize returns through minimizing risk and maximize
profit. Data will be modeled using sequential modeling,
probabilistic sequence modeling, and advanced neural net-
works to create a decision making process with reinforce-
ment learning. The machine learning algorithm will utilize
the different models efficiently to ultimately decide the best
course of action that can be taken, given an asset with re-
spect to time in order to optimize the rewards function.
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Florida International University, U.S.
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PP1

Semi-Supervised Learning for Aggregated Multi-
layer Graphs Using Diffuse Interface Methods and
Fast Matrix Vector Products

We generalize a graph-based multiclass semi-supervised
classification technique based on diffuse interface methods
to multilayer graphs. Besides the treatment of various ap-
plications with an inherent multilayer structure, we present
a very flexible approach that interprets high-dimensional
data in a low-dimensional multilayer graph representation.
Highly efficient numerical methods involving the spectral
decomposition of the corresponding differential graph op-
erators as well as fast matrix-vector products based on
the nonequispaced fast Fourier transform enable the rapid
treatment of large and high-dimensional data sets. We per-
form various numerical tests putting a special focus on im-
age segmentation. In particular, we test the performance
of our method on data sets with up to 10 million nodes per
layer as well as up to 104 dimensions, resulting in graphs
with up to 52 layers. While all presented numerical ex-
periments can be run on an average laptop computer, the
linear dependence per iteration step of the runtime on the
network size in all stages of our algorithm makes it scalable
to even larger and higher-dimensional problems.
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PP1

Automatic Computing of Second-Order Edgeworth
Expansions and Related Quantities of Any Func-
tion of the Mean of An Iid Sample of An Absolutely
Continuous Distribution

We designed a completely automated Maple ( 15) work-
sheet for deriving Edgeworth and Cornish-Fisher expan-
sions as well as the acceleration constant of the bootstrap
bias-corrected and accelerated technique. It is valid for
non-parametric or parametric bootstrap, of any (studen-
tized) statistics that is a -regular enough- function of the
mean of an iid sample of an absolutely continuous distri-
bution. In addition to verifying known complex second-
order Edgeworth and Cornish-Fisher expansions of the t-
distribution, Theorem 11.4.2 by Lehman and Romano in
[Lehman and Romano, 2005, p. 460], we successfully ap-
plied the worksheet to a complex maximum likelihood esti-
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mator as a first step to deriving more accurate confidence
intervals in order to enhance quality controls. The work-
sheet also features the export of Maple results into R code.
In addition, we provide R code to plot these expansions as
well as their increasing rearrangements. All these supple-
mental materials are available upon request.
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PP1

Scalable Spike-and-Slab

Spike-and-slab priors are commonly used for Bayesian vari-
able selection, due to their interpretability and favor-
able statistical properties. However, existing samplers
for spike-and-slab posteriors incur prohibitive computa-
tional costs when the number of variables is large. In this
article, we propose Scalable Spike-and-Slab (S3), a scal-
able Gibbs sampling implementation for high-dimensional
Bayesian regression with the continuous spike-and-slab
prior of George and Mcculloch (1993). For a dataset with
n observations and p covariates, S3 has O(max{n2pt, np})
computational cost at iteration t where pt does not exceed
the number of covariates switching spike-and-slab states
between iterations t and t − 1 of the Markov chain. This
improves upon the Ω(n2p) per-iteration cost of state-of-the-
art implementations as, typically, δt is substantially smaller
than p. We apply S3 on synthetic and real-world datasets,
demonstrating orders of magnitude speed-ups over exist-
ing exact samplers and significant gains in inferential qual-
ity over approximate, asymptotically biased samplers with
comparable cost.

Niloy Biswas, Xiao-Li Meng
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PP1

Geometric Anomalies and Mass Spectral Libraries

Mass spectrometry is an important area of analytical chem-
istry that studies the measurement of mass-to-charge ratios
of molecules present in a sample of interest. These mea-
surements are assembled into an ion signal as a function
of the mass-to-charge ratio to yield a mass spectrum. The
resulting mass spectra are then used to identify molecules
present in a measured sample by comparison to a library
of mass spectra. Comparisons between sample and library
spectra are made using a search function that approxi-
mates the similarity/dissimilarity between two mass spec-
tra. There are a variety of search functions in use, but a
search function based on the cosine between spectra is com-
monly employed. Mass spectral libraries are important ref-
erence data for researchers employing mass spectrometry-
based methods for analysis, and the need for high qual-
ity libraries is ubiquitous in industries like pharmaceutical
development, forensic applications and chemometrics. In
this poster we investigate the use of geometric structures in
these libraries to detect anomalies. In this straight-forward
approach we investigate decision thresholds and how they
affect the detection of outliers in these large libraries of
compound mass spectra. We consider examples from vari-

ous disciplines including forensics and food science.
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PP1

Using Data Visualization Techniques to Compare
Four Different Water Flooding Estimates

In this presentation we demonstrate the use of data visual-
ization techniques to depict the similarities and differences
between four different methods of estimating floodwater
elevations computed to model a severe flooding condition.
Because the computational methods employed to estimate
floodwater elevations are data intensive and develop con-
siderable outcome results, visualization of these different
data outcomes provide valuable help in better understand-
ing the similarities and differences between modeling esti-
mates depending on the computational method used. Ex-
hibits are provided that depict the water surface elevations
within the severe storm floodplain.
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PP1

Spatial Effect Removal by Manifold Transforma-
tion

A good estimate of the expectation and variance of a phe-
notype parameter requires observation of a statistically sig-
nificant number of plants. Since plants cannot grow too
close to each other, a typical field trial has a spatial scale
where the spatial uniformity of soil properties and other
factors can not be maintained. Therefore, one cannot con-
sider the mean of, say, canopy size, for plants growing at
different locations in the test field to be a good estimate
of the expected canopy. It is recognized that the simple
row-column random-effect model does not capture the ac-
tual spatial heterogeneity and a more sophisticated mixed
spline-based model has been proposed (Rodrguez-lvarez et
al, Spatial Statistics, 23, 5271, 2018). Here we reformulate
the problem by considering the manifold transformation of
the probability density function of a phenotype parameter
between different spatial locations. Limiting the class of
transformations, we derive statistical models applicable to
the common split-block design. The model requires spatial
regularization and we consider the gradient minimizing reg-
ularizer implemented with the finite-element method and
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a kernel-based technique. Using both synthetic and real
data we show that the optimal regularization parameters
can be determined by cross validation leading to successful
removal of field effects with complex spatial patterns.
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PP1

Towards a Mathematical Model for Human Re-
liance and Trust in Automation

Currently, most of the autonomous vehicles are designed
to be used in conjunction with human operators. Since the
driving performance of humans can degrade with factors
like stress and workload, the decision to assign some tasks
to an automation can lead to better driving performance
and safety. We trained a machine learning model, with
data from a previous study on simulated driving with an
automated assistant, to predict whether a human operator
will use the driving assistance at a given time. We ob-
tained the most important features driving human reliance
on automation and use them to make associations between
reliance and trust. Additionally, we analyze the dynamics
of reliance on automation under different conditions and
propose a framework to model human reliance and trust in
automation.

Carlos Enrique Bustamante Orellana
Arizona State University, U.S.
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PP1

Approximate Matrix Multiplication and Laplacian
Sparsifiers

A ubiquitous operation in data science and scientific com-
puting is matrix multiplication. However, it presents a ma-
jor computational bottleneck when the matrix dimension is
high, as can occur for large data size or feature dimension.
A common approach in approximating the product, is to
subsample row vectors from the two matrices, and sum the
rank-1 outer products of the sampled pairs. We propose a
sampling distribution based on the leverage scores of the
two matrices. We give a characterization of our approxi-
mation in terms of the Euclidean norm, analogous to that
of a �2-subspace embedding. We then show connections
between our algorithm; CR-multiplication, with Laplacian
spectral sparsifiers, which also have numerous applications
in data science, and how approximate matrix multiplica-
tion can be used to devise sparsifiers. We also review some
applications where these approaches may be useful.
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PP1

Classix: Fast and Explainable Clustering Based on
Sorting

We introduce a fast and explainable clustering method
called CLASSIX, which shares features of both distance
and density based clustering methods. It consists of two
phases, namely a greedy aggregation phase of the sorted
data into groups of nearby data points, followed by the
merging of groups into clusters. The algorithm is con-
trolled by two main parameters, namely a distance param-
eter for the aggregation and another parameter controlling
the minimal cluster size. The algorithm has linear space
complexity and achieves near linear time complexity on a
wide range of problems. Its inherent simplicity allows for
the generation of intuitive explanations of the computed
clusters. The software and experimental data are publicly
available at https://github.com/nla-group/classix.

Xinye Chen, Stefan Güttel
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PP1

Classification of Acute Lymphoblastic and Acute
Myeloid Leukemia: Exploration of Binary Classifi-
cation Methods for Small-Unbalanced Dataset

Accurate classification of different types of leukemia is nec-
essary since the effectiveness of treatment methods varies
on different leukemia types. Inspired by T. R. Golubs
paper published on Science by October 1999 that de-
veloped a prediction procedure for Acute Lymphoblastic
Leukemia(ALL) and Acute Myeloid Leukemia(AML): se-
lecting influential genes by neighborhood analysis and use
these genes for weighted calculation, this study aimed at
finding another concise cancer type prediction procedure
by exploring common feature selection methods and bi-
nary classification algorithms. This study used the same
DNA microarray results dataset of Golubs paper collected
from 47 ALL and 25 AML patients. Two rounds of feature
selection were performed. We first removed genes classi-
fied as absent according to DNA microarray method for
over 50% samples in both types, and then used ANOVA-
Linear Support Vector Classification Pipeline to find top
50 discriminative genes. We tried Biased Random Forest
classifier (BRAF), Synthetic Minority Oversampling Tech-
nique (SMOTE), and Multi-layer neural network on se-
lected genes. After evaluation and comparison of the three
methods, Neural network comes up to have the best behav-
ior of prediction accuracy around 90% and might be com-
petent for a reference method in similar small-unbalanced
data binary classification problems.

Xuanhe Chen
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Implicitly Regularized Empirical Risk Minimiza-
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tion

Intuitive yet effective, empirical risk minimization plays a
crucial role in not only statistical learning theory but also
in practice. The realization of this principles takes differ-
ent form depending on the specific model and algorithm
used. Implicit regularization, a phenomenon that is ob-
served more and more frequently, suggests that there is
a built-in regularization in gradient descent and empirical
risk minimization. However, the connections remain vague
and lack theoretical understanding. I will present a pre-
cise description and theoretical results in a general setting,
which can be used in various fields. I will do so by ana-
lyze the implicitly regularized empirical risk minimization
problem (IRERM).
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PP1

Multi-Resolution Dynamic Mode Decomposition
for Damage Detection in Wind Turbine Gearboxes

Classical methods for damage detection in gearboxes have
proven to be successful in scenarios with steady operating
conditions. Unfortunately, when considering wind turbine
gearboxes, standard data analysis techniques are strongly
challenged by the presence of wind fluctuations. In this
talk, we will discuss how to cope with the stochastic na-
ture of the arising sensor signals due to wind turbulence
by introducing an approach for damage detection in gear-
boxes based on the equation-free linear characterization of
the sensor datas stochastic temporal evolution with the
multi-resolution dynamic mode decomposition (mrDMD).
We analyze data stemming from a simulated vibration re-
sponse of a simple nonlinear gearbox model in a healthy
and damaged scenario and under different wind conditions.
Our approach exploits the mrDMD capability to find mul-
tiscale linear characterizations of nonlinear dynamical sys-
tems by describing the temporal evolution of the systems
state as a weighted sum of terms, each associated with a
known temporal coefficient that evolves with time. With
mrDMD, we can extract components in the analyzed vibra-
tion signals that capture their geometrical characteristics
in the time-domain at different time scales, highlighting
features related to damage and enabling its identification.
Our results show how the proposed approach can overcome
the issues experienced by classical damage detection tech-
niques, such as Fourier analysis and Empirical Mode De-
composition.
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Depression and Its Socio-Economic Factors among
Racial/ethnic Group

During the course of this semester, we were fortunate
to perform research on depression among racial/ethnic
groups. While brainstorming on what exactly to focus on,
like our topic, research question, hypothesis, and so on, we
wanted to focus on factors that we could all relate to. We
were trying to decide on specific factors related to depres-
sion and the different racial groups and we came up with
this question, What is the prevalence of depression among
people of different socioeconomic and racial/ethnic groups?
What are the different factors in racial/ethnic groups that
cause depression?

Oluwapelumi Marvelous Dada
Huston-Tillotson University, U.S.
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PP1

Breast Cancer Prediction Using Machine Learning
Algorithms - A Deep Learning Approach

Breast Cancer is the deadliest and commonly diagnosed
cancer in women globally. Early diagnosis and treatment
of breast cancer increases the chance of a five-year survival
rate by 99%. Recent technological and computational ad-
vancement have led to the discovery of machine learning al-
gorithms for the analysis of complex data. Machine learn-
ing algorithms have been widely applied for the analysis
of breast cancer data. In this paper, we propose to im-
plement machine learning algorithms, using a deep learn-
ing approach, for automatic detection and prediction of
breast cancer using mammogram images. To achieve this,
we implement transfer learning on a deep learning algo-
rithm called Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Two
datasets of breast cancer images are analyzed using three
CNN models in existing deep learning frameworks. The
models perform a binary and multiclass classification task
on the images. Experimental results showed that CNN
models can accurately identify and predict breast cancer
when provided with a large and balanced dataset.
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Detailed Description of Phase Transitions of Non-
Magnetic Body-Centered Cubic (bcc) Iron at High
Pressure Through a Marginalized Graph Kernel

Gaussian process regression on a molecular graph kernel
(Tang, 2019) was performed to construct a relation be-
tween the par-atom forces and displacements of a non-
spin-polarized BCC iron (Fe) ab initio simulation in the
direction of their first, second and third nearest neigh-
bors. When training on 400 randomly selected molecu-
lar dynamics steps, the standard deviation of errors in the
testing predictions of the total system’s potential was of
8meV, while the mean of this errors was 5meV. The ma-
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chine learning potential of a model resulting from training
is used to approximate the forces acting upon each atom in
the displacement axes of interest through numerical differ-
entiation according to the central difference approximation
and through derivation of a polynomial fit to the potential
functional given by the model. The resulting forces are
consistent within approximation techniques and show sta-
bility in the second nearest-neighbors’ axes, but not for
the first nearest neighbors. BCC Iron is unstable without
magnetism (Heine, 2019), but these observations suggest
that the effect of magnetism in the stability of the system
of interest is not noticeably affected in the second nearest-
neighbor interactions. By analyzing the system-wide ten-
dencies of the resulting force curves in the studied axes
for the output of a DFT simulation of high temperature,
high pressure BCC Fe lattice, a phase transition into an
hexagonal closed packed lattice can be inferred.
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Extracting Thermodynamic and Fluorescent Prop-
erties of Intercalating Dyes from Temperature-
Programmed PCR Measurements with Modeling,
Optimization, and Uncertainty Quantification

Fluorescent dyes that intercalate with DNA are commonly
used in real-time Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) in-
struments. In this poster, we present a mathematical
model which provides a quantitative relationship between
the measured fluorescence signal and underlying biochemi-
cal phenomena. The model accounts for the partitioning of
dye between solution and DNA, as well as the fluorescence
of intercalated dye. A fixed number of DNA strands, sub-
ject to a series of step decreases in temperature, is consid-
ered. The model predicts a measured signal to be linear in
total dye concentration. The experimental measurements
possess trends that deviate from linearity, due to noise both
within the same 96-well plate and between different plates.
Numerical optimization allows for ascertainment of the lin-
ear trends in the experimental measurements, accounting
for error both in signal and total dye concentration. Un-
certainty quantification and propagation of optimal solu-
tions associated with different DNA concentrations allows
for calculation of dye partitioning coefficients and adsorbed
molar fluorescences. It also sheds new light on the role of
noise in total dye concentration in this important mea-
surement technology. The temperature dependence of the
partitioning coefficients, in turn, allows for calculation of
thermodynamics of intercalation. All properties calculated
separately for single-stranded and double-stranded DNA
are consistent with biochemical intuition.
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Distributional Reinforcement Learning for Supply
Chain Optimization

Reinforcement learning through policy optimization is an
effective method to solve stochastic sequential decision-
making problems. It so happens that supply chains can
be modelled as these types of systems. In this work, we
propose a reinforcement learning methodology specifically
tailored for supply chain problems which efficiently op-
timizes complex supply chains. The proposed algorithm
can balance the exploration-exploitation paradigm in the
search process, while being efficient and avoiding most local
optima. Additionally, we construct a novel distributional
reinforcement learning framework to learn a risk-sensitive
policy by optimizing the conditional value-at-risk. The ca-
pabilities of our proposed algorithm are tested on a multi-
echelon supply chain problem. The results show that the
policy identified by our method outperforms policy gradi-
ent methods and its robust risk-aversion policy can offer
more protection from unlikely, but catastrophic scenarios.
Finally, we conducted a sensitivity analysis of the algo-
rithms parameters within the distributional reinforcement
learning framework.
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Two-Sample Neighborhood Hypothesis Tests for
High Dimensional Data

Because data is increasingly high- or infinite-dimensional,
traditional statistical methodology for formally comparing
mean vectors of two populations often fails, especially when
the dimensionality of the data exceeds the sample size.
Building upon the methodology of Munk et al (2008), we
propose a novel nonparametric methodology for testing the
approximate equality of two mean vectors. The key to our
approach is the use of a neighborhood hypothesis, which
relaxes the standard hypothesis of means being equal to
each other means instead of only being within a predeter-
mined distance from each other. We present test statistics
for checking such claims using both asymptotic results and
the nonparametric bootstrap. Finally, we use simulation
studies to illustrate the performance of our method in var-
ious scenarios, including when the sample size is less than
the dimensionality of the data. This is joint work with L.
Ellingson.
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Data Based Learning Symmetric Hamiltonian

Lagrangian and Hamiltonian systems are commonly used
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to model mechanical systems. For complex systems, mod-
eling a Hamiltonian requires large amounts of specific do-
main knowledge and expertise. In the last decades, tech-
nological improvements have allowed for increasingly com-
plex systems and thus required an increasing amount of
modeling effort. Likewise, the ability of gathering, refin-
ing and using data increased during that time, too. For
a beneficial use of this data, deep learning methods are
commonly used that take into account the structural prop-
erties of the Hamilton or Lagrange function, respectively.
These, however often neglect symmetries that mechanical
systems often possess. In our research, we extend the clas-
sical Hamiltonian Neural Networks [Greydanus et al., 2019]
or Lagrange Neural Networks [Cranmer et al., 2020], re-
spectively, to discover and preserve additional symmetries.
If a system’s symmetry is known, we introduce this spe-
cific knowledge as an additional condition to the Hamilto-
nian function during the learning process. However, if this
specific knowledge is not available, a matching symmetry
group action can be learned simultaneously with learning
the Hamiltonian or Lagrangian function, respectively. For
this purpose, we learn a basis of the underlying Lie alge-
bra of the symmetry. We evaluate the proposed approach
by various mathematical examples, such as the inverted
pendulum and the Kepler problem.
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Scikit-Shape: Python Toolbox for Shape Analysis
and Segmentation

Many tasks in image processing, e.g. segmentation, sur-
face reconstruction, are naturally expressed as energy min-
imization problems, in which the free variables are shapes,
curves in 2d or surfaces in 3d. We typically express such
problems as energies with data (or target) mismatch and
geometric regularization components, to be minimized al-
gorithmically to attain the optimal shape. To solve such
problems, we have implemented a suite comprising various
building blocks of such problems and algorithms to per-
form the minimization, including geometric regularization,
statistical shape priors, adaptive geometric discretization,
and fast Newton-type minimization schemes. Moreover, we
have developed crucial shape analysis algorithms for statis-
tical analysis and evaluation of the shapes computed, based
on elastic shape distance framework. Our main applica-
tions are image and data analysis problems, but the infras-
tructure is quite general, and can be used for problems in
other fields as well. All our algorithms are implemented in
Python, leveraging on the NumPy/SciPy ecosystem, mak-
ing them as easy to use as Matlab, also compatible with
existing Python tools. Our algorithms is freely available
as an open source package for the research community at:
http://scikit-shape.org
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Vemos - Visual Explorer for Metrics of Similarity

Similarity and dissimilarity metrics are a fundamental com-
ponent of many tasks requiring the analysis and compar-
ison of complex, often visual data. Applications ranging
from computer vision to forensics require ways to effec-
tively identify images, find clusters or outliers in data sets,
or retrieve data items similar to a query item. However,
finding an effective metric for a specific task is challenging
due to the complexity of modern data sets and the myriad
of possible similarity metrics arising from that complexity.
We present VEMOS, a Python package that provides an ac-
cessible graphical user interface (GUI) for the evaluation of
such comparison metrics. VEMOS provides user-friendly
ways to examine individual data items or groups in a data
set alongside analyses of metrics performance on the whole
data set, such as clustering, multi-dimensional scaling, and
retrieval performance analyses. VEMOS aims to help re-
searchers and practitioners evaluate multiple comparison
metrics (of similarity or dissimilarity) on rich, diverse data
sets.

Gunay Dogan
National Institute of Standards and Technology
gunay.dogan@nist.gov

PP1

Sample Efficiency of Data Augmentation Consis-
tency Regularization

Data augmentation is popular in the training of large neu-
ral networks; currently, however, there is no clear theoret-
ical comparison between different algorithmic choices on
how to use augmented data. In this paper, we take a
step in this direction - we first present a simple and novel
analysis for linear regression, demonstrating that data aug-
mentation consistency (DAC) is intrinsically more efficient
than empirical risk minimization on augmented data (DA-
ERM). We then propose a new theoretical framework for
analyzing DAC, which reframes DAC as a way to reduce
function class complexity. The new framework character-
izes the sample efficiency of DAC for various non-linear
models (e.g., neural networks). Further, we perform ex-
periments that make a clean and apples-to-apples compar-
ison (i.e., with no extra modeling or data tweaks) between
ERM and consistency regularization using CIFAR-100 and
WideResNet; these together demonstrate the superior effi-
cacy of DAC.

Yijun Dong
Oden Institute
The University of Texas at Austin
ydong@utexas.edu

Shuo Yang
The University of Texas at Austin
yangshuo ut@utexas.edu
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PP1

Long Range Dependence in Earthquake Occur-
rence Rates

Low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs) are small magnitude
(less than 2) earthquakes, with reduced amplitudes at fre-
quencies greater than 10 Hz relative to ordinary small
earthquakes. They are usually grouped into families of
events, with all the earthquakes of a given family origi-
nating from the same small patch on the plate interface
and recurring more or less episodically in a bursty manner.
First, for each LFE family, I translate the list of earth-
quake occurrence times into a discrete time series defined
by the number of events per unit of time. I then look for
evidence of long-range dependence in the event rate time
series. For each family of LFEs, I compute the value of the
fractional index d, which represents how fast the variance
in the number of LFEs increases with the length of the time
window considered. For most of the LFE families studied,
I find that 0 ¡ d ¡ 0.5, which is characteristic of long-range
dependence in the time series. Second, I consider all the
LFEs associated with a single family as a point process.
I then use recurrent neural networks to model the condi-
tional intensity function associated with each point process
and I attempt to forecast future occurrences of LFEs given
the timings of past events.

Ariane Ducellier
University of Washington
ducela@uw.edu

PP1

Amortized Learning in Physical Models: A Cryo-
Em Test Case

Variational autoencoders (VAEs) have become a popular
generative model due their ability to learn efficient maps
from samples to proposed distributions. Recently, VAEs
have been used for amortized learning of latent variables
in physical models. Amortized learning allows for signif-
icant computational speed-up by learning a deep neural
network to approximate these distributions for all samples
instead of performing variational inference on each sample.
Cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) is a technique to
reconstruct 3D biomolecules using hundreds of thousands
of tomographic projection images with unknown viewing
directions. We will present a test case in cryo-EM and dis-
cuss the advantages of VAEs and challenges in using them
in various applications.

Daniel G. Edelberg, Roy Lederman
Yale University
daniel.edelberg@yale.edu, roy.lederman@yale.edu

PP1

Simple Control for Complex Pandemics

The COVID-19 pandemic began over two years ago, yet
schools, businesses, and other organizations are still strug-

gling to keep the risk of disease outbreak low while re-
turning to (near) normal functionality. Observations from
these past years suggest that this goal can be achieved
through the right balance of mitigation strategies, which
may include some combination of mask use, vaccinations,
viral testing, and contact tracing. The choice of mitigation
measures will be uniquely based on the needs and avail-
able resources of each organization. This article presents
practical guidance for creating these policies based on an
analytical model of disease spread that captures the com-
bined effects of each of these interventions. The resulting
guidance is tested through simulation across a wide range
of parameters and used to discuss the spread of disease on
college campuses.

Sarah C. Fay, Dalton Jones
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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PP1

Analysis of Goal, Feedback and Rewards on Sus-
tained Attention via Ml

Sustained attention is an umbrella term used in the field
of cognitive psychology generally referring to a subjects
readiness to detect unpredictably occurring signals over
prolonged periods. In a recent experiment, reaction times
(RTs) and pupillometry data were recorded from 350 sub-
jects in a 30-minute vigilance task. Subjects were also
presented with different types of goal, feedback, and re-
ward. In this study, we revisit this experimental data
and solve three families of machine learning problems: (i)
RT-regression problems, to predict subjects’ RTs using
all available data, (ii) RT-classification problems, to clas-
sify responses more broadly as attentive, semi-attentive,
and inattentive, and (iii) to predict the subjects’ exper-
imental conditions from physiological data. After estab-
lishing that regressing RTs is a difficult task, we achieve
better results classifying them in broader categories. We
also successfully disambiguate subjects who received goals
and rewards from those who did not. Finally, we quan-
tify changes in accuracy when coarser features (averaged
throughout trials) are used. Interestingly, the the ma-
chine learning pipeline selects different features depend-
ing on their resolution, suggesting that predictive phys-
iological features are also resolution-specific. We use
state-of-the-art machine learning pipelines for data cu-
ration/imputation/standardization, feature selection, and
hyperparameter tuning along with a large variety of clas-
sifiers and regressors.

Thiwanka N. Fernando
University of Texas at Arlington
nethali.fernando@uta.edu

PP1

Gauss-Legendre Features for Gaussian Process Re-
gression

Gaussian processes provide a powerful probabilistic ker-
nel learning framework, which allows learning high qual-
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ity nonparametric regression models via methods such as
Gaussian process regression. Nevertheless, the learning
phase of Gaussian process regression requires massive com-
putations which are not realistic for large datasets. In
this paper, we present a Gauss-Legendre quadrature based
approach for scaling up Gaussian process regression via a
low rank approximation of the kernel matrix. We utilize
the structure of the low rank approximation to achieve ef-
fective hyperparameter learning, training and prediction.
Our method is very much inspired by the well-known ran-
dom Fourier features approach, which also builds low-rank
approximations via numerical integration. However, our
method is capable of generating high quality approxima-
tion to the kernel using an amount of features which is
poly-logarithmic in the number of training points, while
similar guarantees will require an amount that is at the
very least linear in the number of training points when us-
ing random Fourier features. Furthermore, the structure
of the low-rank approximation that our method builds is
subtly different from the one generated by random Fourier
features, and this enables much more efficient hyperparam-
eter learning. The utility of our method for learning with
low-dimensional datasets is demonstrated using numerical
experiments.

Paz Fink Shustin, Haim Avron
Tel Aviv University
pfink22@gmail.com, haimav@tauex.tau.ac.il

PP1

A Population Approach to the Calibration of a Cell
Volume Regulation Model Using Qualitative Infor-
mation

Mammalian cells have water permeable membranes and
therefore their volume is constantly challenged even by
their own physiological activity. Cells have therefore de-
veloped powerful mechanisms for regulating their volume,
which involve in particular the active and passive transport
of ions and water across their plasma membrane. Vari-
ous dynamical models describing the coupling of water and
ions have been proposed to describe cell volume regulation.
However, due to their specific constraints and difficulties,
these models of ion and water homeostasis are generally
not calibrated with experimental data, leaving many key
parameters hand-tuned. Inferring those parameters from
data could help describe important biophysical properties
of specific membrane elements involving in volume regula-
tion. In this work, we show how we can get around the
difficulties inherent to this inference problem such as a
lack of identifiability and heterogeneity of such biophys-
ical properties. We integrate the qualitative information
of regulated physiological variables as soft constraints and
add a regularization penalty to the calibration problem to
identify key parameters. Furthermore, a multi-experiment
approach is adopted to combine the many ways cell volume
can be challenged. This population approach allows for the
estimation of the expected value of key parameters related
to water and ion transport and subsequently to cell volume
regulation.

Pierre-Louis Gagnon, Nicolas Doyon, Elsa Rousseau,
Pierre Marquet
Université Laval
pierre-louis.gagnon.1@ulaval.ca, nico-
las.doyon@mat.ulaval.ca, elsa.rousseau@ift.ulaval.ca,

pierre.marquet@neuro.ulaval.ca

PP1

Operator Inference for Non-Intrusive Model Re-
duction with Quadratic Manifolds

Traditional model reduction techniques often fail to iden-
tify a low-dimensional linear subspace for approximating
the solution to many physics-based simulations. In this
work we propose a novel approach for learning a data-
driven quadratic manifold from high-dimensional data,
then employing the quadratic manifold to derive efficient
physics-based reduced-order models. The key ingredient
of the approach is a polynomial mapping between high-
dimensional states and a low-dimensional embedding. This
mapping comprises two parts: a representation in a linear
subspace (computed in this work using the proper orthog-
onal decomposition) and a quadratic component. The ap-
proach can be viewed as a form of data-driven closure mod-
eling, since the quadratic component introduces directions
into the approximation that lie in the orthogonal comple-
ment of the linear subspace, but without introducing any
additional degrees of freedom to the low-dimensional rep-
resentation. Combining the quadratic manifold approxi-
mation with the operator inference method for projection-
based model reduction leads to a scalable non-intrusive ap-
proach for learning reduced-order models of dynamical sys-
tems. Applying the new approach to transport-dominated
systems of partial differential equations illustrates the gains
in efficiency that can be achieved over approximation in a
linear subspace.

Rudy Geelen
Oden Institute for Computational Engineering and
Sciences
The University of Texas at Austin
rudy.geelen@austin.utexas.edu

PP1

PARTICLEDA.JL: A Real-Time Data Assimilation
Software Platform

Digital twins of physical and human systems informed by
real-time data, are becoming ubiquitous across weather
forecasting, disaster preparedness, and urban planning,
but researchers lack the tools to run these models effec-
tively and efficiently, limiting progress. One of the current
challenges is to assimilate observations in highly nonlinear
dynamical systems, as the practical need is often to de-
tect abrupt changes. The RADDISH (Real-time Advanced
Data assimilation for Digital Simulation of numerical twins
on HPC) group has developed a software platform to im-
prove the use of real-time data in nonlinear system repre-
sentations. Particle filtering data assimilation (DA) tech-
niques have been implemented within an user-friendly soft-
ware platform in Julia - ParticleDA.jl. To ensure the appli-
cability of the developed platform in realistic scenarios, em-
phasis has been placed on numerical efficiency, scalability
and optimisation for high performance computing frame-
works. Furthermore, the platform has been developed to
be forward model agnostic, ensuring that it is applicable
to a wide range of modelling settings. In this presentation
an interactive demo showcasing the platforms integration
with a tsunami model and a numerical weather prediction
model will be shown. Details on the steps involved in link-
ing alternative numerical models will be discussed.

Daniel Giles
University College London
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PP1

Automated Data Versioning Using Statistical Ma-
chine Learning

In research settings, it is common to generate slightly mod-
ified versions of the same original dataset due to differ-
ent preprocessing strategies or the selection of certain sub-
sets of observations. Hence, there is a need for automated
and objective data and metadata comparison (and version-
ing) strategies. We propose a dataset comparison strategy
based on the parameters derived from Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA) models to trigger automated version-
ing mechanisms, integrated as part of new metadata stan-
dards. A PCA approach is used to map the relevant in-
formation of the datasets to be compared to a space of
reduced dimensionality. The statistical features of the re-
sulting PCA models, namely the correlation between pairs
of homologous loading vectors, are then used as quantita-
tive metrics to compute distances between data versions.
This approach has been assessed under several scenarios
where dataset comparison would be of benefit: imputing
missing cell values, deleting records from an original data
set, and applying non-linear transformations to the data.
An ANOVA (analysis of variance) test on these parameters
shows stability on the selected parameters when compar-
ing the original dataset and modified versions with up to
50% of missing cells and up to a removal of 80% of rows.
The sensitivity of the approach to different changes to the
original dataset has been tested with two open data sets.

Luke A. Mcguinness, Alba González-Cebrián, Adriana E.
Chis, Michael Bradford, Horacio González-Vélez
National College of Ireland
Luke.mcguinness@ncirl.ie, alba.gonzalez-cebrian@ncirl.ie,
adriana.chis@ncirl.ie, michael.bradford@ncirl.ie,
horacio.gonzalez-velez@ncirl.ie

PP1

A Deep Learning Approach to Probabilistic Fore-
casting of Weather

We discuss an approach to probabilistic forecasting based
on two chained machine-learning steps: a dimensional re-
duction step that learns a reduction map of predictor infor-
mation to a low-dimensional space in a manner designed to
preserve information about forecast quantities; and a den-
sity estimation step that uses the probabilistic machine
learning technique of normalizing flows to compute the
joint probability density of reduced predictors and fore-
cast quantities. This joint density is then renormalized
to produce the conditional forecast distribution. In this
method, probabilistic calibration testing plays the role of a
regularization procedure, preventing overfitting in the sec-
ond step, while effective dimensional reduction from the
first step is the source of forecast sharpness. We verify

the method using a 22-year 1-hour cadence time series of
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) simulation data
of surface wind on a grid.

Carlo Graziani
Argonne National Laboratory
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PP1

Multi-Dimensional Data Analysis of High-
Performance Computing Metrics

I will present a data visualization technique created in
Python and optimized for multi-dimensional data to ex-
plore the general relationships between power, tempera-
ture, time, and location of high-performance computing
system components.

Kristen Lee Hallas
The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley, U.S.
kristen.hallas01@utrgv.edu

PP1

A Nonlinear Numerical Transient Compact Pho-
tocurrent Model

The dynamical behavior of excess charge carriers within
semiconductor materials is often well-described by the Am-
bipolar Diffusion Equation (ADE), which can be derived
from the Drift-Diffusion Equations by applying some min-
imal assumptions. However, the ADE is a nonlinear, time-
dependent partial differential equation that is not imme-
diately amenable to analytic solution methods. As a re-
sult, the development of traditional compact device mod-
els based on the ambipolar charge transport model gener-
ally requires physical approximations to render the ADE
solvable in closed form. Violation of the assumptions un-
derpinning these approximations (which may occur if the
range of operating points of interest is large) can compro-
mise the model accuracy. Alternatively, compact models
may be obtained directly by applying Model Order Re-
duction (MOR) techniques to the discretized ADE, which
avoids needing to apply any physical simplifications. In
this work, we show that a projection-based MOR method
combined with polynomialization of the discretized nonlin-
ear ADE yields a robust and effective compact model for
stimulated photocurrent in a pn-junction.

Joshua Hanson
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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PP1

Data Compression Techniques for Large-Scale
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Memory-Bound Finite Element Applications

Many large-scale high-performance finite element applica-
tions are memory-bound for unstructured meshes due to
the storage of various element-based quantities. Some of
these quantities can be calculated on-demand, but this is
often prohibitively expensive. In this presentation, we dis-
cuss an approach that utilizes data-compression for these
element-based quantities to drastically reduce memory con-
straints while maintaining, and sometimes improving, effi-
ciency for high-performance memory-bound finite element
applications. Our approach is based on the observation
that the Pareto principle, which postulates that the ma-
jority of the variance comes from a minority of members,
holds for many unstructured meshes. By leveraging this
observation, we construct data-compression algorithms to
minimize the storage of redundant information, such as ba-
sis functions at quadrature points and local Jacobians. We
demonstrate that this simple approach can lead to drastic
memory compression ratios on unstructured meshes used
in practical applications.
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PP1

Non-Uniform Sampling Methods for Testing Link
Prediction Methods on Networks

Link prediction problems are important for helping to re-
cover missing data in networks and have applications in rec-
ommendation systems. Most state-of-the-art tests for link
prediction methods have only considered uniformly miss-
ing data, e.g., removing edges uniformly from the original
network. Uniform sampling of random edges is inherently
efficient for constructing a representative subgraph. How-
ever, uniform sampling might lead to biased outcomes for
link prediction because missing data in many real-world
scenarios are probably not uniform. For example, there
might be missing data centered around specific individ-
uals or communities, so a link prediction scheme devel-
oped under uniform sampling may not achieve its optimal
performance in another setting. In order to address this
shortcoming, we consider a variety of different sampling
methods for mimicking real missing data. We apply these
sampling methods to over 500 real-world network data sets
to generate tests for link prediction algorithms. These net-
works include social, biological, transportation, informa-
tion, economic, and technology networks. We show that
under different sampling conditions, various link prediction
algorithms can yield different levels of accuracy on different
types of networks.
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PP1

Optimally Weighted PCA for High-Dimensional
Heterogeneous-Quality Data

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a foundational data
science technique, but how should PCA be performed in
modern applications where data are often high-dimensional
and have heterogeneous quality? This poster considers
how to perform PCA for high-dimensional data when the
noise is heterogeneous across samples, i.e., when some sam-
ples are noisier than others. Such heterogeneity naturally
arises, e.g., when data are combined from diverse sources
or sensors. A natural way to account for this heterogene-
ity is to give noisier blocks of samples less weight in PCA
by using the leading eigenvectors of a weighted sample
covariance matrix. We consider the problem of choos-
ing weights to optimally recover underlying (i.e., latent)
components. In general, one cannot know these optimal
weights since they depend on the underlying components
we seek to estimate. However, we show that under some
natural statistical assumptions the optimal weights con-
verge to a simple function of the signal and noise vari-
ances for high-dimensional data. Surprisingly, the optimal
weights are not the inverse noise variance weights com-
monly used in practice. We demonstrate the theoreti-
cal results through numerical simulations and comparisons
with existing weighting schemes. We also explain how es-
timated signal and noise variances can be used when the
true variances are unknown, and we illustrate the opti-
mal weights on real data from astronomy. For details see:
https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.12862
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PP1

On Estimating the Distribution of the Maximum
Likelihood Estimator in Exponential Families

Maximum likelihood (ML) estimation in exponential fam-
ilies, especially for data with complex dependencies such
as point patterns, often suffers from an intractable likeli-
hood. As a consequence, we are concerned with theoreti-
cal and numerical obstacles. Asymptotic normality of the
ML estimator is generally not proven, in fact one may ex-
pect a nonstandard asymptotic behavior. And although
an ML estimate can be obtained by using Markov chain
Monte Carlo methods [Geyer, Ch. J., & E. A. Thompson.
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Constrained Monte Carlo maximum likelihood for depen-
dent data. J R Stat Soc Series B, 54.3 (1992): 657-699.],
the situation is still unsatisfactory due to the computa-
tional intensity. Thus, performing a parametric bootstrap
to evaluate the uncertainty of an ML estimate may be pro-
hibitively expensive. We present a simple estimator for
the distribution of the ML estimator in exponential fami-
lies. This estimator uses computationally efficient alterna-
tive estimation methods based on pseudo-likelihoods [e.g.
Baddeley, A. et al. Logistic regression for spatial Gibbs
point processes. Biometrika 101.2 (2014): 377-392.] or
variational equations [e.g. Baddeley, A. & D. Dereudre.
Variational estimators for the parameters of Gibbs point
process models. Bernoulli 19.3 (2013): 905-930] and can
be easily implemented by using standard software for lin-
ear regression. A simulation study illustrates the proposed
method for the ML estimator in a Lennard-Jones Gibbs
point process model.

Henning Höllwarth
TU BA Freiberg
henning.hoellwarth@math.tu-freiberg.de

PP1

On Tensor-Based Training of Neural Networks

Neural networks have been successfully used in many ap-
plications. However, there are also cases of failure, for in-
stance, in image classification tasks, when a hardly percep-
tible perturbation of an image leads to an incorrect classifi-
cation. In this work, by resorting to the continuous ’model’
of a shallow neural network, we might shed some light on
this issue of the success and failure by observing the ill-
posedness of the underlying continuous problem. More-
over, we present a novel approach to the training of neural
networks that is based on a suitable approximate solution
of a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind. Here, we
concentrate on a least-squares collocation method (gener-
alised Galerkin method), which is combined with functional
tensor train format and alternating ridge regression. This
allows us to reconstruct a shallow neural network with the
help of appropriate quadrature rules. Efficiency and reli-
ability of this approach is confirmed by numerical experi-
ments.

Patrick Gelß, Aizhan Issagali
FU Berlin
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PP1

Statistical Modelling of Communication Through
Violence During Election Periods in Africa

Do elections draw political violence? Elections are sensitive
events with meaningful political and economic implications
for many. It represents an opportunity for the redistribu-
tion of power and a shift in priorities for a nation. As such,
it invites extreme responses that sometimes can be trans-
lated to political violence. Examining a longitudinal sam-
ple of African countries election cycles between the years
1997-2020, we assess the association between elections and
political violence. We utilize the Armed Conflict Location
and Event Data and fit negative binomial regression models
and logistic regression models to examine the links between
different types of political violence before and after an elec-

tion and in comparison, to the general levels of political vi-
olence during the non-election period. Our results indicate
that an election develops a politically critical period which
is on average more violent than any other period. Also, the
statistical results show that elections attract low levels of
violence, namely riots and violence against civilians, while
reducing the likelihood of extreme levels of violence, such
as battles and the use of explosives. Accordingly, not all vi-
olence event types have equal incidence around the election
day. These findings add to the discussion on electoral vi-
olence and violent democracy, offering a unified theory to
different manifestations of political violence around elec-
tions.

Sithma Jayawardena, Dimitri Volchenkov, Ori Swed
Texas Tech University
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PP1

Impact Assessment of Expanded Access to HIV
Treatment in Lesotho Between 2014 and 2016 Us-
ing Integrated Data from Multiple Surveys and
Scraped Data

In 2016, Lesotho became the first sub-Saharan African
country to adopt a Treat All policy, with universal treat-
ment of all individuals with HIV regardless of CD4 level.
As a country with large HIV prevalence in the population,
we are interested in understanding the impacts of the adop-
tion of the program. We used data from two population-
based surveys to assess the impact of expanded access to
HIV treatment in Lesotho by assessing the national preva-
lence of HIV viral suppression before and after policy im-
plementation. The two surveys, the Lesotho Demographic
Health Survey (DHS) in 2014 and Population-based HIV
Impact Assessment (PHIA) in 2016, will be combined to
evaluate the distribution of HIV viral load in HIV positive
patients. Calibration data to convert the two measure-
ments will be scraped from a published scatterplot of viral
load between the two methods in the same group of sub-
jects. Direct comparison of HIV viral load between DHS
and PHIA is challenging, because DHS used dried blood
method (DBS), but PHIA used plasma method for measur-
ing viral load. Plasma is considered a gold standard mea-
sure, and DBS tends to involve error in measurement whilst
being a cheaper and less intensive method. Our approach
uses a multiple imputation method with non-differential
measurement error to estimate HIV viral load suppression
across both surveys, where the difference in measurement
between the two methods is considered as error.
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University of California Davis
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PP1

Uncertainty Quantification and Optimization with
Bayesian Hybrid Models for Chemical Sciences,
Engineering, and Beyond

In chemical engineering, multiscale computer models are
used to guide discovery and systems optimization. The
complex nature of multiscale modeling, however, often
requires approximations to reduce computational cost
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thereby introducing uncertainty. In order to harness the
full predictive potential of these models, comprehensive
quantification of uncertainty is key. At the intersection of
glass and black-box models are Kennedy-OHagan (KOH)
models [M.C. Kennedy and A. OHagan, Bayesian calibra-
tion of computer models] which augment full-physics for-
mulations with a surrogate model to quantify epistemic
uncertainty. While there exists a corpus of literature utiliz-
ing KOH models, it remains unclear how to best perform
optimization under uncertainty for decision-making. Ex-
tending the KOH framework, we develop Bayesian hybrid
models of the form:

yi = η(xi; θ) + δ(xi;φ) + �i

Here, observation yi is modeled with three components: a
white-box model η(·, ·) with global parameters θ and in-
puts xi for experiment i, a stochastic discrepancy function

δ(·), and random measurement error �
i.i.d.∼ N (0, Iσ2). Us-

ing a reaction engineering case study, we show how this
workflow learns unknown reaction kinetics and accurately
predicts the duration and temperature of a reaction, thus
highlighting its potential to accelerate decision science.

Kyla D. Jones, Elvis Eugene, Alexander Dowling
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PP1

Statistical Approach to Study Various Challenges
in Data Science

The role of data science is of great importance to extract
useful information for decision making in science, engineer-
ing, business and society. A very large collection of data is
generated every day due to modern information systems,
artificial intelligence, digital technologies etc. Statistical
analysis of such data is needed and is the area of quite
concern. The present paper, mainly aims to explore the
new challenges, to provide scientific tools, and to study the
impact of statistics with the help of appropriate examples
and diagrams. It provides a platform to explore statisti-
cal techniques and tools at numerous stages. It also opens
a new horizon for researchers to develop ideas and tackle
scientific challenges emerged from data storage, capturing,
retrieval, analysis, optimization and visualization.

Rajinder Kaur
Trinity College, Jalandhar
raj.kahlon2003@gmail.com

PP1

Finding Higher Order Interactions Using Local
CorEx

In applications such as financial markets, social networks,
and gene expression data, the variables often interact in
complex ways. Yet accurately characterizing pairwise vari-
able interactions can be a difficult task, let alone efficiently
characterizing complex higher-order interactions, which is
an unsolved problem. This difficulty is exacerbated when
variable interactions change across the data. For example,
gene interactions in single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-
seq) data will typically differ from one cell type to another.
To solve these problems, we propose a new method called
Local Correlation Explanation (CorEx). Local CorEx cap-
tures higher-order variable interactions at a local scale by
first clustering data points based on their proximity on the
data manifold. We then use a multivariate version of mu-
tual information, called the total correlation, to construct a

latent factor representation of the data within each cluster
to learn the local variable interactions. We compare Local
CorEx with other methods and show that it performs fa-
vorably on both synthetic and real data including images
and scRNA-seq data
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PP1

A Stochastic Inverse Solution to Thermo-Fluid
Problems

Inverse problems find their applications in various thermo-
fluid systems. Finding a solution to inverse problems has
been challenging due to their ill-posed nature. A solution
to inverse problems is a promising area of research that
could help find various unknown model parameters that
are otherwise difficult to obtain. In the past few decades,
different deterministic and stochastic methods have been
developed to find the solution to inverse problems. The
present work aims to develop a computational framework
using fast Bayesian inference, which leads to forward un-
certainty propagation in various thermo-fluid models and
solves the corresponding inverse problems. This work ad-
dresses inverse problems in thermo-fluid systems with high
dimensional parameter spaces. The framework leverages
the polynomial chaos expansions (PCEs) to generate a
computationally efficient and statistically equivalent sur-
rogate model of the computationally expensive forward
model and dimensionality reduction based on Karhunen-
Loeve (K-L) expansion. The applicability of the frame-
work is established by validating different model problems
in thermo-fluid systems, such as in heat and mass transfer
and subsurface flows in petroleum engineering. The com-
bination of PC-based surrogate modeling and K-L-based
dimensionality reduction leads to over multiple fold speed
up of a numerical solution of inverse problems.

Sufia Khatoon
Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi
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PP1

Efficient Approximations of the Fisher Matrix in
Neural Networks Using Kronecker Product Singu-
lar Value Decomposition

Several studies have shown the ability of natural gradient
descent to minimize the objective function more efficiently
than ordinary gradient descent based methods. However,
the bottleneck of this approach for training deep neural
networks lies in the prohibitive cost of solving a large dense
linear system corresponding to the Fisher Information Ma-
trix (FIM) at each iteration. This has motivated various
approximations of either the exact FIM or the empirical
one. The most sophisticated of these is KFAC [Martens
& Grosse, Optimizing Neural Networks with Kronecker-
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factored Approximate Curvature, PMLR 37: 2408–2417,
2015], which involves a Kronecker-factored block diagonal
approximation of the FIM. With only a slight additional
cost, a few improvements of KFAC from the standpoint
of accuracy are proposed. The common feature of the
four novel methods is that they rely on a direct minimiza-
tion problem, the solution of which can be computed via
the Kronecker product singular value decomposition tech-
nique. Experimental results on the three standard deep
auto-encoder benchmarks showed that they provide more
accurate approximations to the FIM. Furthermore, they
outperform KFAC and state-of-the-art first-order methods
in terms of optimization speed.
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PP1

New Evaluation Framework for Data Quality

We live in a revolutionary era of big data: almost every
e-commerce company leverages data, builds data science
models, collects and produces large volumes of digitized
information. Data quality goes hand in hand with big
data. The field of statistics and its techniques are used
to validate model performance and data quality. RMSE,
p-values and ROC are usual candidates to evaluate model
performance. In this paper, we developed a new frame-
work of validation methods, thereby bridging data appli-
cations and combinatorial techniques closer. Leveraging a
simple but very power combinatorial foundation, we explic-
itly computed number of sequences of 10,8,6,4-digits, start-
ing from 0000 and up to 9999 in a case of 4-digit numbers,
in which the sum of the first half of the digits is equal to
the sum of the second half. With explicit formulas, we can
reduce noise/bias in data. Using the formulas, the num-
ber of “lucky” sequences- for 4-digit sequence 670, for six,
55252, for eight, 4816030, and for ten, 432457640. Thus,
we have an explicit technique to assess how probable it is
to see a certain numerical sequence as an input/output in
a model. For example, 670/104 shows how probable it is to
account for sequences of 4 digits where the sum of the first
2 equals the last 2. If there are 104 data points, and there
are significantly more or less than 670 “lucky” sequences,
then the data can be categorized as biased. The value of

the formulas is the fast evaluation of data quality.

Ellen J. Kozlov
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PP1

Use the Kolmogorov Superposition Theorem to
Approximate High Dimensional Data and Func-
tions

We explain that we can use the Kolmogorov superposition
theorem to overcome the curse of dimensionali1y when ap-
proximating high dimensional functions and data. Numeri-
cal experimental results in 2D and 3D will be demonstrated
that we are able to use a few hundred basis functions to
approximate very complicated functions reasonably well.

Ming-Jun Lai
University of Georgia
Department of Mathematics
mjlai@math.uga.edu

PP1

Total Variation Denoising with Slack Variables

Total variation (TV) regularization is a well-known method
to remove noise while simultaneously preserving the sharp
edges. The traditional L1-regularized optimization prob-
lem is particularly effective when used to remove Gaus-
sian noise from a distinct image, but it performs poorly
when given a noisy image with a smooth background and
sharp well-localized transitions (calcifications). Therefore,
we propose a new method to address this issue by incor-
porating the calcifications into the traditional 1D TV De-
noising model to attempt to improve its output for images
with calcifications using slack variables which may be to
solve this constraint.

Nhi Yen Le
Rice University, U.S.
nyl1@rice.edu

PP1

Physics Informed Deep Learning: Application to
Well Opening and Closing Events

Numerical simulations provide the solution to the multi-
phase flow equations that model the behavior of the CO2
injection site. They are a valuable tool to decide either
or not to exploit a potential carbon storage site and to
monitor the operations. However, numerical simulations
of fluid flow in porous media are computationally demand-
ing: it can take up to several hours on a HPC cluster in
order to simulate one injection scenario for a large CO2
reservoir. This becomes a limiting issue when perform-
ing a large number of simulations. More specifically, well
events cause important numerical difficulties due to their
instant impact on the system. This forces a drastic reduc-
tion of the time step size to be able to solve the non-linear
system of equations resulting from the discretization of the
continuous mathematical model. However, these specific
well events are rather alike across space and time. Recent
interest in machine learning applied to the prediction of
physical processes has fueled the development of ”Physics
Informed Deep Learning” (PIDL), where machine learning
models either replace or complement traditional numerical
algorithms while preserving the inherent constraints from
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the physical model. Therefore, we propose to adapt re-
cent advances in PIDL so as to alleviate the impact of well
events in the numerical simulation of multi-phase flow in
porous media. More precisely, we complement the implicit
numerical solver by learning Newton’s method initializa-
tion.
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PP1

Advances in Solving HJB Equations Arising in
Stochastic Optimal Control

We present a neural network approach for approximately
solving high-dimensional stochastic control problems. Our
network design and the training problem leverage insights
from optimal control theory. We approximate the value
function of the control problem using a neural network
and use the stochastic Pontryagin maximum principle and
Dynamic Programming principle to express the optimal
control (and therefore the sampling) in terms of the value
function. Our training loss consists of a weighted sum of
the objective functional of the control problem and penalty
terms that enforce the Hamilton Jacobi Bellman equations
along the sampled trajectories. As a result, we can obtain
the value function in the regions of the state space traveled
by optimal trajectories to avoid the curse of Dimension-
ality, and therefore solving the problem in a semi-global
fashion. Importantly, training is unsupervised in that it
does not require solutions of the control problem. Our
approach reduces to the method of characteristics as the
system dynamics become deterministic. In our numerical
experiments, we compare our method to existing solvers
for a more general class of semilinear PDEs. Using a two-
dimensional toy problem, we demonstrate the importance
of the stochastic PMP to inform the sampling. For a 100-
dimensional benchmark problem, we demonstrate that ap-
proach improves accuracy and time-to-solution.

Deepanshu Verma, Xingjian Li
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PP1

Least-Squares Neural Network for Inverse Medium
Problems

In this talk, we present a novel neural network approach for
the reconstruction of the medium coefficients in several dif-
ferent model settings by taking into account the observed
data and physical modeling concepts. Our approach com-
bines the concepts of convolutional neural networks in deep
learning and physics-based training arising from differential
equations to retrieve high-resolution reconstructions. We
demonstrate numerical results of our approach on acoustic
wave scattering.

Ying Liang
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
liang402@purdue.edu

PP1

Optimal Recovery from Inaccurate Data in Hilbert
Spaces: Regularize, But What of the Parameter?

In Optimal Recovery, the task of learning a function from
observational data is tackled deterministically by adopt-
ing a worst-case perspective tied to an explicit model as-
sumption made on the functions to be learned. Working
in the framework of Hilbert spaces, this article considers
a model assumption based on approximability. It also in-
corporates observational inaccuracies modeled via additive
errors bounded in �2. Earlier works have demonstrated
that regularization provide algorithms that are optimal in
this situation, but did not fully identify the desired hyper-
parameter. This article fills the gap in both a local scenario
and a global scenario. In the local scenario, which amounts
to the determination of Chebyshev centers, the semidefinite
recipe of Beck and Eldar (legitimately valid in the complex
setting only) is complemented by a more direct approach,
with the proviso that the observational functionals have
orthonormal representers. In the said approach, the de-
sired parameter is the solution to an equation that can
be resolved via standard methods. In the global scenario,
where linear algorithms rule, the parameter elusive in the
works of Micchelli et al. is found as the byproduct of a
semidefinite program. Additionally and quite surprisingly,
in case of observational functionals with orthonormal repre-
senters, it is established that any regularization parameter
is optimal.

Chunyang Liao, Simon Foucart
Texas A&M University
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PP1

Towards Closed-Loop Deep Brain Stimulation via
Optimal Control

Recent advances in machine learning and optimal control
have opened new avenues to tackle learning problems in
computational neuroscience. In this work, we consider deep
brain stimulation (DBS), a highly efficacious treatment for
various neurological disorders including medically refrac-
tory Parkinsons disease and epilepsy. While conventional
open-loop DBS remains an effective treatment strategy, its
success is limited by trial and error parameter selection by
clinicians and its inability to adapt and personalize to a
patients evolving clinical state. Closed-loop neurostimula-
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tion has the potential to mitigate these issues and maxi-
mize the therapeutic benefit of stimulation while reducing
stimulation side effects. Focusing on the Hodgkin-Huxley
neuronal model, we formulate the problem of finding an op-
timal neurostimulation strategy as a control problem. We
state and prove the optimality conditions of the Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman equations and derive the value function
from which an optimal control can be recovered. We lay
down the mathematical foundation for designing closed-
loop treatment strategies and empirically demonstrate the
utility of this approach.
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PP1

Change Detection in High-Dimensional Covariance
Using Random Matrix Theory

Time series data often violates stationarity assumptions
that are crucial to the success of most analysis methods.
In this paper, we introduce a novel test of stationarity
based on random matrix theory. The test uses the spec-
tral distribution of the sample covariance matrix to detect
deviations from second-order stationarity under the single
change point model: the covariance matrix changes once
over the observation interval. Given a sample of size T of
an N-dimensional random process, we consider the pres-
ence of one change point 1 ≤ r ≤ T such that the obser-
vations indexed 1, , r are i.i.d. and have a different covari-
ance matrix than the observations indexed r + 1, , T , also
assumed to be i.i.d. Using random matrix theory and free
probability theory, we develop a statistic that is asymptot-
ically zero for all indices in the proportional growth limit
N/T → γ ∈ (0,∞) and r/T → ξ ∈ (0, 1] as N, r, T → ∞.
Furthermore, if a change is present, we show that the statis-
tic is asymptotically maximized at r with high probability.
This yields a procedure by which we can detect a change in
covariance by thresholding and subsequently estimate the
change point by maximizing the statistic over the observed
indices. Due to the universality of random matrix theory,
these results are shown under mild regularity conditions.
Finally, we discuss convergence rates in probability and the
statistical performance of the associated test.
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PP1

Dictionary Learning for Inverse Heat Transfer
Problems

Let us consider the estimation of hidden corrosion pro-
files from infrared thermographic data, a nonlinear inverse
problem. A classic method would be to define a quadratic
cost function and to use some regularized nonlinear opti-
mization method. This implies to iteratively linearize the
problem around the current estimate of parameters, that at
the beginning may be very far from the real values, and this
brings usually to a local minimum. If we interpret the Hes-
sian matrix, that arise in a typical inexact/quasi-Newton
step, as a column-wise dictionary, we realize immediately
that, at early steps, this is really poor at describing the
prediction error. On the other hand, it is possible to de-
fine a dictionary even capable of representing exactly the
prediction error that could arise in an arbitrary real in-
stance, i.e. to solve the inverse problem in a single step,
but this implies to build a very huge matrix, e.g. 1050

columns, with an intractable cost. In this talk we propose
and analyze intermediate dictionaries that give a better
trade-off between the computational cost required to build
the dictionary and the efficiency of dictionary predictions
performed by sparse recovery algorithms. In particular,
we will show an a-priori dictionary initialized from simula-
tions, then optimized with techniques of dictionary learn-
ing. We will present some results with an ad-hoc sparse
recovery algorithm for NNLS and also clues to generalize
at other heat inverse problems.

Fabio Marcuzzi, Sabrina Carpanese
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PP1

Multifidelity Covariance Estimation Via Regres-
sion on the Manifold of Symmetric Positive Def-
inite Matrices

In this poster we introduce a multifidelity covariance esti-
mator defined as the solution to a regression problem on
tangent spaces to product manifolds of symmetric positive
definite (SPD) matrices. Given a set of high- and low-
fidelity sample covariance matrices, which we view as a
sample of a product-manifold-valued random variable, we
estimate the underlying true covariance matrices by mini-
mizing a notion of squared Mahalanobis distance, defined
via intrinsic statistics on the SPD manifold, between the
data and a model for its variation about its mean. The
resulting estimates are guaranteeably positive definite and
the intrinsic Mahalanobis distance which they minimize
has desirable properties, including tangent-space agnos-
ticism and affine-invariance. Mahalanobis distance mini-
mization can be carried out using unconstrained gradient-
descent methods when a reparametrization in terms of SPD
matrix square roots is employed, and we introduce a new
Julia package providing a convenient API for solving these
multifidelity covariance regression problems. Using its ma-
chinery, we demonstrate that our estimator can provide
significant reductions in MSE over single-fidelity covariance
estimators in forward uncertainty quantification problems.

Aimee Maurais
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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PP1

A Simplicial Pooling Layer

For deep learning problems on graph-structured data, pool-
ing layers are important for down sampling, reduced com-
putational cost, and to minimize overfitting. We consider
data structured as simplicial complexes, which are general-
izations of graphs that include of higher-dimensional sim-
plices beyond vertices and edges; this structure allows for
greater flexibility in modeling higher-order relationships.
DiffPool (Ying et al, 2018) use a hierarchical clustering
scheme for graph coarsening, where a cluster assignment
matrix is learned at each GNN layer and used to coarsen
the graph for input to the subsequent layer. We propose
a simplicial pooling layer built upon DiffPool, which gen-
erates hierarchical representations of simplicial complexes.
This is a generalized coarsening method for simplicial com-
plexes that collapses information in a learned fashion. The
simplicial pooling method builds on learned vertex cluster
assignments and extends to coarsening of higher dimen-
sional simplices in a deterministic fashion. While in prac-
tice, the pooling operations are computed via a series of
matrix operations, its topological motivation is based on
unions of stars of simplices.
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PP1

Data Analysis of Flow Cytometry Data: A Proba-
bilistic Approach

Flow cytometry (FC) is a technique for quantifying
biomarker expression levels of cells, which is useful for di-
agnosing and managing diseases such as cancer. FC experi-
ments produce on the order of 106 events, corresponding to
measurements of each cells size, homogeneity, or biomarker
expression level. To distinguish between populations (e.g.,
cancer vs healthy cells) in a sample, a user manually gates
or clusters data, which is often represented in terms of
histograms or scatter plots. While interpretation of data
is critical to the measurement process, gating is not only
time-consuming and subjective but suffers from difficult
to quantify uncertainties. We developed a methodology
that (1) identifies a population described by its probabil-
ity density function (PDF) and (2) uses constrained bi-
level optimization to subtract off one populations PDF to
estimate the unknown populations distribution. Though
the construction of the PDFs includes some uncertainty,
we can quantify this uncertainty directly from our algo-
rithm. We apply our algorithm to testing data obtained
from stained cells to differentiate populations. Our prelim-
inary results suggest our method can efficiently separate
populations comparable to that of traditional gating meth-
ods while removing initial subjectivity in the data analysis.
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PP1

Efficient Topological Features for Machine Learn-
ing

Topological Data Analysis is an emerging area rooted
in theories from Algebraic Topology, which enables re-
searchers to extract discriminating geometric and topologi-
cal features from data. We give an overview of some of the
popular methods of extracting features from point-cloud
data, which first requires one to construct a 1-parameter
family of spaces on the data using the geometry of the
cloud. We demonstrate their benefits and shortcomings
and introduce a new, more efficient construction that we
name the Delaunay-Rips Filtration. Aided by intuitive ex-
amples, we also provide an empirical run-time comparison
of the two existing methods with our new algorithm on the
computation of the persistence diagrams of some synthetic
data sets. Finally, we demonstrate the utility of our al-
gorithm in a Machine Learning classification problem on
some noisy, synthetic datasets. We conclude that our al-
gorithm not only is computationally faster, but its results
are also comparable to those of using a standard, slower
algorithm.
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PP1

Diffusion Transport Alignment

The integration of multimodal data presents a challenge in
cases when the study of a given phenomena by different
instruments or conditions generates distinct but related
domains. In this paper, we propose Diffusion Transport
Alignment (DTA) a semi-supervised manifold alignment
method that exploits prior correspondence knowledge be-
tween distinct data views. DTA finds a bijection between
two domains, which by assumption, share a similar geo-
metrical structure coming from the same underlying data
generating process. We empirically demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our method to integrate multimodal data, as
well as how it can improve the performance of machine
learning tasks, otherwise less effective when only one of
the domains is considered.
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Modern Tensor Factorizations and Applications to
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Longitudinal ‘Omics Data Analysis

Many real-world data are inherently of multi-way struc-
ture. However, multidimensional data is often processed
as two-dimensional arrays (matrices), thus, ignoring the in-
herent higher-order structure therein. Arguably, matriza-
tion of higher-order data is such a common practice due
to the ubiquitousness and strong theoretical foundations
of matrix algebra. Recently, developments in multilinear
algebra have established an Eckart-Young like best rank
approximation for the tensor tubal singular value decom-
position (tSVDM), providing theoretical justification for
the superiority of tensor-based approximations over ma-
trization for the first time. In this work, we utilize the
tSVDM to construct a principal component analysis (PCA)
analog for 3rd order tensors which we refer to as the M-
product based Tensor Component Analysis (TCAM). We
derive optimality for the TCAM, namely, the maximiza-
tion of variance and distortion minimization for the TCAM
embedding. These theoretical guarantees put TCAM as a
promising utility for multi-way data analysis tasks. We
explore this utility in the context of analyzing high dimen-
sional so-called “omics’ data, which is collected in longitu-
dinal biological experiments.
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PP1

Scale Dependencies and Self-Similarity Through
Wavelet Scattering Covariance

We introduce a scattering covariance which provides non-
Gaussian models of time series having stationary incre-
ments. A complex wavelet transform computes signal vari-
ations at each scale. Dependencies across scales are cap-
tured by the joint covariance across time and scales of com-
plex wavelet coefficients and their modulus. This covari-
ance is nearly diagonalized by a second wavelet transform,
which defines the scattering covariance. We show that this
set of moments characterizes a wide range of non-Gaussian
properties of multiscale processes. This is analyzed over
fractional Brownian motions, Poisson, multifractal random
walks and Hawkes processes. We prove that self-similar
processes have a scattering covariance which is scale in-
variant. This property can be estimated numerically and
defines a class of wide-sense self-similar processes. We build
maximum entropy models conditioned by scattering covari-
ance coefficients, and generate new time-series with a mi-
crocanonical sampling algorithm. Applications are shown
over financial and turbulence time-series.
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PP1

A Framework to Characterize Surrogate Models in
Scientific Machine Learning

We present a novel and unifying framework of characteriz-
ing surrogate models for the emerging field of scientific ma-
chine learning (SciML). This framework rests upon the re-
lationships between robustness, accuracy, interpretability,
scalability, and efficiency (RaISE). We apply this frame-
work to methods of both function and operator approxi-
mation to create a comprehensive and intuitively accessible
catalogue.
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PP1

The SoCal Data Science Program

According to LinkedIns 2017 U.S. Emerging Jobs Report,
data scientists rank among the top emerging jobs and Cal-
ifornia is expected to be a hub. It is essential that data
science courses for undergraduates, particularly those with
no or limited statistical or programming background, are
developed and accessible for all scientific disciplines. It
has been shown that creating a social community to sup-
port students can improve retention and mitigate some
challenges faced by underrepresented minority students in
STEM. The aim of this poster is to showcase the SoCal
Data Science Program from the perspective of a data sci-
ence fellow, a second-year math major at California State
University Fullerton (CSUF). This program is a novel col-
laboration between CSUF, University of California Irvine,
and Cypress College that is composed of students from all
STEM majors who receive training in various aspects of
data science and statistical software. Students will come
together to participate in hands-on applications alongside
data scientists and will present their work at the SoCal
Data Science Symposium. The SoCal Data Science Fellows
will gain the experience necessary for successful advance-
ment into data science careers in related fields that interest
them. As these students continue their undergraduate de-
gree, they will serve as mentors to incoming data science
fellows and foster a community for future data scientists.
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PP1

Markov Chain Generative-Adversarial Neural Net-
works for Solving Bayesian Inverse Problems

The Bayesian approach for solving inverse problems in sci-
entific computing is very popular as it provides an esti-
mate as well as uncertainty of the solution in shape of a
posterior distribution. However, the computational costs
associated with high-dimensional problems and expensive
forward maps often make it infeasible to solve within a
satisfying timeframe. Furthermore, choosing an appro-
priate prior distribution is crucial while not always an
easy choice. To alleviate these problems, we present a
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new approach referred to as Markov Chain Generative
Adversarial Networks (MCGANs). Generative Adversar-
ial Networks (GANs) are a suitable framework to aid
in the solution of Bayesian inference problems, as they
are designed to generate samples from complicated high-
dimensional distributions. By training a GAN to sample
from a low-dimensional latent space and then embedding
it in a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method, we can effi-
ciently sample from the posterior, by replacing both the
high-dimensional prior and the expensive forward map. It
can be shown that the proposed methodology converges to
the true posterior in the Wasserstein-1 distance and that
sampling in the latent space is equivalent to sampling in
the high-dimensional space in a weak sense. The method is
showcased on various nonlinear, high-dimensional, and dy-
namic problems such as leak detection in water transport
pipelines.
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Recent Advances for Efficiently Computing Con-
formal Prediction Sets

If you predict a label y of a new object with ŷ , how confi-
dent are you that y = ŷ? The conformal prediction method
provides an elegant framework for answering such a ques-
tion by establishing a confidence set for an unobserved re-
sponse of a feature vector based on previous similar obser-
vations of responses and features. This is performed with-
out assumptions about the distribution of the data. While
providing strong coverage guarantees, computing confor-
mal prediction sets requires adjusting a model to an aug-
mented dataset considering all possible values that the un-
observed response can take, and proceeding to select the
most likely ones. For a regression problem where y is a
continuous variable, it typically requires an infinite num-
ber of model fits; which is usually infeasible. In general,
the computation of such distribution-free confidence sets
is still considered an open problem. However, remarkable
advances have been obtained recently by introducing more
or less weak assumptions on the prediction model in order
to have feasible calculations. In this lecture, I will present
an overview of recent successes, highlighting their strengths
and weaknesses in terms of complexity and practical perfor-
mance. Finally, we will propose a discussion on the state
of the art of the computational problems still open and
future research to obtain software able to compute these
confidence sets, at very large scale.

Eugene Ndiaye
Telecom-ParisTech, CNRS LTCI
Université Paris-Saclay
endiaye3@gatech.edu

PP1

An Inverse Time-Dependent Source Problem with
Neumann Boundary Conditions

We consider an inverse time-dependent source problem
for a parabolic partial differential equation with Neumann
boundary conditions and subject to an integral constraint
in a domain of Rn, n ≥ 1. We show well-posedness and
regularity of solutions in Hlder spaces. The proof of the
existence and uniqueness of solutions yields an algorithm
that we employed to approximate solutions of the inverse

problem using a finite element discretization in space and
the backward Euler scheme in time. Due to instability
in the reconstruction, Tikhonov regularization is applied.
The errors resulting from our experiments show that the
proposed scheme is an accurate approach to approximate
solutions of this inverse problem.

Sedar Ngoma
SUNY Geneseo
ngoma@geneseo.edu

PP1

Actual Events vs. Actual Reporting: Modeling
Firm Performance under Environmental Uncer-
tainty Using Machine Learning

Not all companies respond the same to natural disaster
events. This study investigates two ways that natural dis-
asters affect firm performance: actual events vs. actual re-
porting. In this study, I consider the billion-dollar weather
and climate disasters in the United States as the actual
events and the number of words related to natural disas-
ters in the Management Discussion and Analysis (MD&A)
section in Form 10-Ks filing by the U.S. public companies
as the actual reporting. This study also aims at compar-
ing the performances of classification and regression trees
(CART) and neural networks with the benchmark model-
based linear regression model in predicting the performance
of the U.S. public companies under environmental uncer-
tainty. The results show that both actual events and actual
reporting of natural disasters in year t negatively affects re-
turn on assets (ROA) in year t+1. Also, the actual natural
disasters in year t negatively affects sales growth in year
t + 1. Even though environmental uncertainty variables
have some effects on firm performance, they are much less
important than the traditional financial statement vari-
ables in predicting firm performance. Comparing among
CART, neural networks, and linear regression models, I
find that CART and neural networks outperform linear re-
gression models in predicting firm performance. This re-
sult is robust to any given firm performance criteria, split
ratios, and prediction errors.

Minh Nguyen
University of Hawaii at Manoa
duyminh@hawaii.edu

PP1

Mixed Models and Its Application to the Analysis
of Covid-19 Data

Despite efforts by various stakeholders involved in COVID-
19 management, the virus remains a global pandemic. The
virus has been shown to be highly contagious in recent
cases, and it continues to mutate despite a decrease in
the number of deaths, hospitalizations, and Intensive Care
Unit (ICU) cases in some countries. The goal of this article
is to use mixed models to study the dynamics of the pan-
demic at different stages based on different determinants
in order to benchmark our previous research. To begin, we
used a generalized additive model and then a generalized
mixed model on our datasets. The findings are consistent
with previous findings and provide valuable insights (that
is, there is a relationship between socio-economic, demo-
graphic and epidemiology variables) into the modeling of
the COVID-19 outbreak.

Kayode Oshinubi
Université Grenoble Alpes
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PP1

Streamrak - a Streaming Multi-Resolution Adap-
tive Kernel Algorithm

Kernel ridge regression (KRR) is a popular kernel method
for non-linear non-parametric learning. Yet, existing im-
plementations of KRR require that all data is stored in-
memory, which severely limits the use of KRR in contexts
where data size far exceeds in-memory size. One approach
to address this issue is the streaming model of computation.
Furthermore, in high dimensions, KRR suffers from the
”curse of dimensionality” requiring large amounts of train-
ing data to converge. Moreover, the computational com-
plexity, memory requirement, and the number of param-
eters to learn grow unbounded with the number of train-
ing samples, a drawback known as the ”curse of kerneliza-
tion”. In the context of streaming, prospects of unbounded
data streams makes these shortcomings even more detri-
mental. In this talk we present StreaMRAK - a stream-
ing multi-resolution version of KRR. StreaMRAK uses a
streaming computational model to reduce the in-memory
requirements. Furthermore, a new sub-sampling scheme
is proposed to address the curses of dimensionality and
kernelization. The sub-sampling is adapted to a multi-
resolution scheme, which once combined with a localized
kernel, gives frequency and location-based discretization,
similar to the wavelet framework that has shown great suc-
cess in numerous applications. The presented numerical
studies show that the proposed algorithm is fast and accu-
rate. The Abstract is partially adapted from [A. Oslands-
botn et al, StreaMRAK, arXiv 2108.10411].
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PP1

Tensor Train Approximation in Semi-Global Opti-
mal Control and Mean Field Games

The Tensor Train decomposition provides a powerful tool
in the approximation of high-dimensional functions. Their
manifold structure allows to use the tools of Riemannian
optimization. In the context of semi-global feedback sta-

bilization and machine learning in high-dimensional mean
field games some adjoint methods based on the Pontryagin
maximum principle have been established. We will com-
bine these adjoint methods with optimization methods on
the Tensor Train manifold and show numerical results.

Mathias Oster
Technical University Berlin
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Reinhold Schneider
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PP1

Physics-Informed Machine Learning for Under-
ground Reservoir Pressure Management with Het-
erogeneity

Input your abstract, including TeX commands, here. The
abstract should be no longer than 1500 characters, includ-
ing spaces. Only input the abstract text. Don’t include
title or author information here.
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PP1

Nonparametric Methods for Multivariate Statis-
tical Process Control Using Sequential Normal
Scores

Many methods exist for detecting shifts in the means of
data arising from both univariate and multivariate nor-
mal distributions, such as CUSUM/EWMA control charts.
In this project, we develop a new method to detect small
shifts in mean vectors from arbitrary multivariate distri-
butions using sequential normal scores based on the work
of ”Conover et al (2018)” for univariate distributions. We
use simulation studies to compare the performance of our
methodology to the parametric methods suggested by ”Qiu
(2013)”.

Chathuri N. Perera, William Conover, Leif Ellingson
Texas Tech University
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PP1

Nested Smoothing Algorithms for Joint Parameter
and State Estimation of Heterogeneous Multi-Scale
State-Space Systems

Multi-scale problems, where variables of interest evolve in
different time-scales and live in different state-spaces, can
be found in many fields of science where complex series of
data have to be analyzed. Here, we introduce a new re-
cursive methodology for Bayesian inference that aims at
estimating the static parameters and tracking the dynamic
variables of these kind of systems. Although the proposed
approach works in rather general multi-scale systems, for
clarity we analyze the case of a heterogeneous multi-scale
model with 3 time-scales (static parameters, slow dynamic
state variables and fast dynamic state variables). The pro-
posed scheme, based on the nested filtering methodology
of [S. Prez-Vieites, I. P. Mario, J. Mguez. Probabilistic
scheme for joint parameter estimation and state predic-
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tion in complex dynamical systems. Physical Review E,
98(6), 063305, 2017], combines three intertwined layers of
filtering techniques that approximate recursively the joint
posterior probability distribution of the parameters and
both sets of dynamic state variables given a sequence of
noisy data. We explore the use of sequential Monte Carlo
schemes and Gaussian filtering techniques in the different
layers of computation. Some numerical results are pre-
sented for a stochastic two-scale Lorenz 96 model with un-
known parameters.

Sara Pérez-Vieites, Harold Molina-Bulla, Joaqúın Mı́guez
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PP1

Similarity Based Lexicographic Method for Hierar-
chical Multiobjective Linear Programs

We develop a new lexicographic method for solving a hi-
erarchical multiobjective linear program (h-MOLP). It ex-
ploits the structure of the underlying hierarchical model
by monitoring the changes that occurred in the input pa-
rameters and leverages re-optimization when solving the
objectives in the hierarchy. We define a similarity mea-
sure between intermediate linear programs appearing while
solving the model and use it to decide whether we should
solve the current LP from scratch or use the available fea-
sible solution obtained from the previous LP solve. We
show the computational effectiveness of our approach by
comparing it with the standard lexicographic method for
some h-MOLP.
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PP1

Exploring Rideshare Usage Pattern Using K
Protype Segmentation Analysis for the City of
Chicago in the Era of Pandemic

Taking a page from Soria et. al. we seek to use data sci-
ence algorithms to analyze customer ride-sharing data for
the City of Chicago. Recent legislation has given us ac-
cess to ridesharing data on a level never before seen for
large cities, most prominently Chicago. Previous authors
were therefore limited by the available data and the tools
they had at their disposable (some authors literally rode on
Uber to gain data). This access to such data enables us to
make use of sophisticated data science algorithms, yielding
quantitatively and qualitatively different data. My coau-
thors and I focus on the year of 2020. Not only do we seek
to cluster an entire year’s worth of data and data during the
pandemic, the clustering we do uses data on several orders
of magnitude than have been attempted previously, espe-
cially by Soria et. al. We have gained surprising insights
into the ridesharing behavior of Chicago residents (aggre-
gated at a census tract level), that could have implications
for better policy making. In particular the interface be-
tween employment density, median income, and density of
rideshares raises important questions about the inequality

of access to transportation in the Chicago area.
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PP1

Machine Leaning Models for the Prediction of US
House Election Outcome Using District Level So-
cial and Economic Predictors

The democratic process serves as a core function in the
redistribution of power within societies. The winner gains
the opportunity to redefine priorities and the reallocation
of resources. The loser loses access to power and deci-
sion making. As such, it is a sensitive and critical process
with multiple stakeholders attempt to predict its outcome
and result. The most common type of predicting elections
outcome is based on polls. In this study we explore an
alternative approach, using statistical models to predict
election outcomes. Drawing from a body of theory from
sociology and political science we suggest a new predictive
model using the Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Ran-
dom Forests machine learning approaches. Our model uti-
lizes longitudinal socioeconomic, demographic, and politi-
cal data. The proposed model was trained with US house
election outcomes and district level socio-economic data
from 2000 to 2016. Election cycle data for 2018 and 2020
were used to validate the developed model.

Kusal Rathnayake
TExas Tech University
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PP1

Mini-Max Entropy Super Resolution by Wasser-
stein Metric

Super resolution is an essential tool in optics, especially on
interstellar scales, due to physical laws restricting possible
imaging resolution. We propose using optimal transport
and entropy for super resolution applications. We prove
that the reconstruction is accurate when sparsity is known
and noise or distortion is small enough. We prove that the
optimizer is stable and robust to noise and perturbations.
We compare this method to a state of the art convolutional
neural network and get similar results for much less com-
putational cost and greater methodological flexibility.

Michael G. Rawson
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PP1

Interlaced Characterization and Calibration: On-
line Bayesian Optimal Experimental Design for
Constitutive Model Calibration

Engineering decisions have become increasingly reliant on
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computational simulations, necessitating a high confidence
in model calibration and predictions. Importantly, this
reliance has also meant adopting models with increasing
complexity, requiring larger experimental calibration cam-
paigns and time-consuming processes. Traditionally, sim-
ple specimens with homogeneous loading states have been
used for data-generation. However, oftentimes such tests
are not representative of real-world loading conditions and
limit the stress-states that may be probed. These factors
emphasize the importance of model development, the care-
ful design of experiments for model calibration to min-
imize cost, and the use of techniques to quantify and
minimize parameter uncertainty. This work reconsiders
the calibration process of material constitutive models for
solid mechanics simulations, which simulate material be-
havior under different loading conditions and process his-
tory. The models are calibrated with dimension-reduced
full-field Digital Image Correlation data generated under
heterogeneous loading conditions. Additionally, an Inter-
laced Characterization and Calibration (ICC) framework
is proposed. This uses Bayesian Experiment Design to it-
eratively perform inference on model parameters and de-
termine the next best experiment to conduct to minimize
parameter uncertainty in a real-time feedback loop. SNL
is managed and operated by NTESS under DOE NNSA
contract DE-NA000352
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PP1

Harfe: Hard-Ridge Random Feature Expansion

We propose a random feature model for approximating
high-dimensional sparse additive functions called the hard-
ridge random feature expansion method (HARFE). This
method utilizes a hard-thresholding pursuit based algo-
rithm applied to the sparse ridge regression (SRR) problem
to approximate the coefficients with respect to the random
feature matrix. The SRR formulation balances between
obtaining sparse models that use fewer terms in their rep-
resentation and ridge-based smoothing that tend to be ro-
bust to noise and outliers. In addition, we use a random
sparse connectivity pattern in the random feature matrix
to match the additive function assumption. We prove that
the HARFE method is guaranteed to converge with a given
error bound depending on the noise and the parameters
of the sparse ridge regression model. Based on numeri-
cal results on synthetic data as well as on real datasets,
the HARFE approach obtains lower (or comparable) error
than other state-of-the-art algorithms.
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PP1

Multi-Objectivizing General Single Nonlinear Con-
tinuous Optimization Problems

Within the framework of continuous single-objective non-
linear optimization. Ideally, one is interested in finding
the global solution(s) to the problem in question which is
indeed a tremendously complex task to be achieved via
purely deterministic methods, although theoretically per-
missible, it is unbelievably costly from the computational
perspective. In practice, seldom when we find a good ap-
proximation to a local optimum in a reasonable amount
of time and we often settle for a good approximation to
a KKT point or a critical point to the problem in ques-
tion. This problem stems from the fact that it is impos-
sible to infer global information about the landscape of
the function in question given the local information that is
available to the method. Thus, in the pursuit of attempt-
ing to overcome the addressed intrinsic yet crucial diffi-
culty while at the same time not sacrificing the element of
computational efficiency, we take advantage of the theory
of multi-objective optimization in multi-objectivizing the
general nonlinear single-objective problem at hand, while
benefiting from the structure of stochastic algorithms, in
particular, we use a variation of the genetic algorithm so
to benefit from its parallelstic approach in navigating the
feasible set, and at the same time, we strive to increase
the probability of it reaching a tight approximation to the
global solution(s).
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PP1

A Compressed Sensing Based Least Squares Ap-
proach to Semi-Supervised Local Cluster Extrac-
tion

A least squares semi-supervised local clustering algorithm
based on the idea of compressed sensing is proposed to ex-
tract clusters from a graph with known adjacency matrix.
The algorithm is based on a two-stage approach similar to
the one in [Ming-Jun Lai and Daniel Mckenzie, Compres-
sive sensing approach to cut improvement and local clus-
tering, SIAM Journal on Mathematics of Data Science, 2
(2020), pp. 368395]. However, under a weaker assumption
and with less computational complexity than the method
proposed by Lai and Mckenzie, our algorithm is shown to
be able to find a desired cluster with high probability. The
”one cluster at a time” feature of our method distinguishes
it from other global clustering methods. Several numeri-
cal experiments are conducted on the synthetic data such
as stochastic block model and real data such as MNIST,
political blogs network, ATT and YaleB human faces data
sets to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our
algorithm.

Zhaiming Shen, Ming-Jun Lai
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PP1

Dimension-Independent Markov Chain Monte
Carlo on the Sphere

We consider Bayesian analysis on high-dimensional spheres
with angular central Gaussian priors. These priors model
antipodally-symmetric directional data, are easily defined
in Hilbert spaces and occur, for instance, in Bayesian bi-
nary classification and level set inversion. In this talk we
derive efficient Markov chain Monte Carlo methods for ap-
proximate sampling of posteriors with respect to these pri-
ors. Our approaches rely on lifting the sampling problem to
the ambient Hilbert space and exploit existing dimension-
independent samplers in linear spaces. By a push-forward
Markov kernel construction we then obtain Markov chains
on the sphere, which inherit reversibility and spectral
gap properties from samplers in linear spaces. Moreover,
our proposed algorithms show dimension-independent effi-
ciency in numerical experiments.
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PP1

Using Synthetic Data to Train Neural Networks for
an Automated Detection of Rub in Aeroderivative
Gas Turbines

Rotor-casing rub is one of the most common failures in gas
and steam turbines. In most cases, rub can be easily de-
tected. However, in aero-derivative gas turbines, the only
available source of information about the phenomenon is
a noisy indirect signal generated by accelerometers on the
casing. The volume of real data from faulty turbines under
rub is insufficient to train deep learning algorithms since
these faults are often destructive when heavy enough. This
is the case, particularly with accelerometer signals from
aero-derivative gas turbines. As a solution to this problem,
we propose in this work to train automated rotor-casing
contact detection systems based on Deep Neural Networks
with data generated by a Finite Element Model of the ro-
tating machine of interest. The resulting network is tested
on casing acceleration data from an experimental rotating
machine under a single-point rub to verify if our synthetic
data-trained networks would be able to generalize the infor-
mation of the training set. The samples are pre-processed
by applying synchronous resampling based on machine ro-
tations and the discrete Fourier transform in real and nu-
merical simulated datasets. The best-performing network
has shown accuracy rates up to 93% during the test on
real experimental data. Results show that the algorithm
can generalize the information contained in the training

set, obtaining satisfactory results in a real-case scenario.
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PP1

Radiomics on Spatial-Temporal Manifolds via
Fokker-Planck Dynamics

Purpose: To develop a new radiomics paradigm for sparse,
time-series imaging data, where features are extracted from
a spatial-temporal manifold modeling the time evolution
between images. Methods: Radiomics is a high-throughput
approach to image phenotyping which extracts mineable
quantitative features from medical images using data an-
alytics and deep learning. We developed an equilibrium-
driven deformation algorithm to model the temporal evolu-
tion between two images acquired at t=0 and t¿0. Images
serve as no-flux boundary conditions of the Fokker-Planck
equation. This generates a 4D spatial-temporal manifold
from which radiomic features are extracted. First, our
approach was numerically verified by stochastically sam-
pling dynamic Gaussian processes of monotonically de-
creasing noise. The noise transformation was compared
between Fokker-Planck estimation and simulated ground-
truth. Second, we conducted a patient study to estimate
early metabolic response of patients undergoing definitive
radiotherapy for oropharyngeal cancer. Results: Numeri-
cal results confirmed our technique can recover image noise
characteristics given sparse input data as boundary condi-
tions. Compared to ground-truth, the estimated impulse
response of energy and entropy achieved cross-correlations
of 0.82 and 0.94, respectively. Conclusion: We developed,
verified and applied a new approach to sparse, time-series
image characterization via data assimilation of radiomics
with partial differential equations.
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PP1

Satellite Image Analysis for Forest Fire Prediction

Satellite Image Analysis for forest fire prediction.
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PP1

Transport Transforms for 1-D Signal Analysis and
Classification in Machine Learning

Classification and estimation problems are at the core of
machine learning. In this talk we will see a new mathemat-
ical signal transform that renders data easy to classify or
estimate by decoding information related to non rigid sig-
nal displacements. The idea stems from a very old theory
of transportation that was started by Monge. We will learn
about the existing Cumulative Distribution Transform [?]
and extend to a more general measure theoretic framework,
to define the new transform (Signed Cumulative Distribu-
tion Transform), that works for arbitrary (signed) signals
on
RE. We will look at both forward (analysis) and inverse
(synthesis) formulas for the transform, and describe several
of its properties including translation, scaling, convexity,
linear separability and others. Finally, we will demonstrate
the application of the transform in classifying (detecting)
signals under random displacements.
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PP1

A Case Study on Artifacts in Manifold Learning
for Cryo-EM

Cryo-electron microscopy (Cryo-EM) is a technique that
allows mapping the 3D structure of biomolecules by em-
bedding them in a layer of vitreous water and imaging
them with an electron microscope, which results in hun-
dreds of thousands of 2D noisy projections of instances of
a macromolecular structure with random unknown orienta-
tions and in-plane shifts. Obtaining the 3D structure that
generated these highly noisy projections involves solving
an inverse problem where the measurement operator itself
is unknown, namely the unknown rotations and in-plane
shifts corresponding to each projection. Recently, manifold
learning algorithms have been used to estimate the confor-
mational landscape of a molecule from its 2D projections.
This relies on the implicit assumption that the distribu-
tion of 2D particles on the low-dimensional manifold that
such algorithms compute reflects the physical conforma-
tional landscape of the (3D) molecule. In this work, we
show how this may not always be the case by considering
the problem of estimating the manifold of 3D objects from
their 2D projections in a simplified setting that captures
the main characteristics of the cryo-EM problem.
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PP1

Synthesis Sparse Dictionary Learning for Ptycho-
graphic Probe Recovery

Ptychography is a technique which uses a partially coher-
ent electromagnetic wavefield to probe a sample with com-
plex valued index of refraction at high spatial resolution,
which when combined with tomographic methods results
in 3D nanoscale images. It solves a constrained optimiza-
tion problem to recover quantitative images of the complex
valued sample as well as magnitude and phases of the prob-
ing wavefield, which is decomposed into orthogonal spatial
coherence probe modes (SCPMs). Typically the problem
is solved iteratively with total complex valued degrees of
freedom (image pixels) in the millions, potentially billions.
It would be useful for increased solution robustness and
quality (and decreased computational effort) if as many
constraints about the sample, probing wavefield, and ex-
perimental arrangement were used in the iterative solution
process to reduce the allowable degrees of freedom of the
optimization problem. In furtherance of this, we will dis-
cuss the use of Zernike Polynomials to solve a synthesis
sparse dictionary learning problem to drastically reduce
the degrees of freedom for the SCPMs. This will signif-
icantly accelerate the solution of these SCPMs, which in
turn will affect the solution of the sample images, result-
ing in a far more numerically robust and computationally
cheaper ptychography image reconstruction algorithm. We
will present benchmarking results as well as ideas to further
reduce the degrees of freedom for this problem.
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PP1

Towards Reinforcement Learning-Driven Mesh
Adaptivity for Second Order Elliptic Problems

Adaptive mesh reinforcement techniques have become an
indispensable tool in achieving accurate and efficiently
computed solutions to problems which require impracti-
cally fine uniform meshes to obtain an accurate approxima-
tion. The adaptive algorithm involves a recursive applica-
tion of SOLVE-ESTIMATE-MARK-REFINE steps where
in particular the step ‘ESTIMATE’ involves computing a
posteriori error estimator based on only the numerical so-
lution and the data of the problem. Over the years, several
a posteriori error estimators have been developed and suc-
cessfully applied but often times, the choice of estimator
is ill suited for the problem at hand. In this research, we
present two estimators namely the residual-based estima-
tor and the gradient recovery type estimator and illustrate
the suitability of these estimators for different problems
at hand. We also provide the foundation for data-driven
adaptive mesh refinement strategies based on Reinforce-
ment learning (RL) with a focus on the Q-learning algo-
rithm which is a fundamental learning algorithm in RL.
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PP1

Correlation Metrics for Image Assessment in Single
Particle Cryo-Em

Single particle electron cryo-microscopy (cryo-EM) is an
imaging technique capable of producing high-resolution
structures of biomolecules from many noisy projection im-
ages.Prior to computing the 3D structure, a common step
is to assess the quality of data by clustering the projec-
tion images (referred to as 2D class averages), followed
by manual filtering by an expert. The standard metric
used to estimate resolution in cryo-EM is the Fourier shell
correlation (FSC), which measures the normalized cross-
correlation between corresponding shells in Fourier space
from two half sets of the data. Although the FSC was
developed from its 2D analogue, the Fourier ring corre-
lation (FRC), the FRC is not commonly used to assess
image quality in the steps prior to 3D structure deter-
mination.Here we show that the radially averaged power
spectrum in combination with a modified FRC computed
from subsamples of the same image can be used to rank
the quality of images automatically.
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PP1

Learning in High-Dimensional Feature Spaces Us-
ing Anova-Based Fast Matrix-Vector Multiplica-
tion

Kernel matrices are crucial in many learning tasks and typ-
ically dense and large-scale. Depending on the dimension
of the feature space even the computation of all its entries
in reasonable time becomes a challenging task. For such
dense matrices the cost of a matrix-vector product scales
quadratically with the dimensionality, if no customized
methods are applied. In basically all kernel methods, a
linear system must be solved. Our approach exploits the
computational power of the non-equispaced fast Fourier
transform (NFFT), which is of linear complexity for fixed
accuracy. The ANOVA kernel has proved to be a viable
tool to group the features into smaller pieces that are then
amenable to the NFFT-based summation technique. Mul-
tiple kernels based on lower-dimensional feature spaces are
combined, such that kernel-vector products can be realized
by this fast approximation algorithm. Based on a feature
grouping approach this can be embedded into a CG solver
within a learning method and we nearly reach a linear scal-
ing. This approach enables to run learning tasks using
kernel methods for large-scale data on a standard laptop
computer in reasonable time without or very benign loss
of accuracy. It can be embedded into methods that rely
on kernel matrices or even graph Laplacians. Examples
are support vector machines or graph neural networks that
can then benefit from having the fast matrix-vector prod-
ucts available.
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PP1

Testing Hyperbolicity and Finding Determinantal
Representation from Sample Points

Learning varieties from sample points is a fundamental
problem at the interface of data science and algebraic ge-
ometry. Hypersurface defined by a hyperbolic polynomial
is a special class of varieties. Hyperbolic polynomials play
an important role in PDE, convex optimization and nu-
merical algebra. Helton and Vinnikov made a brilliant
contribution to find the connection between the hyperbol-
icity of a homogeneous polynomial and the existence of a
real symmetric determinantal representation. For a known
hyperbolic polynomial, Plaumann and Vinzant gave an al-
gorithm of computing its Hermitian determinantal repre-
sentation. We consider a further problem: given a set of
real zero points of a degree d homogeneous polynomial
p(x, y, z), we use tools from numerical algebraic geome-
try to determine whether p is hyperbolic and find its real
symmetric determinantal representation.
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PP1

PYOMO.DOE: An Open-Source Package for
Model-Based Design of Experiments in Python

Predictive mathematical models are a cornerstone of sci-
ence and engineering. Yet calibrating and validating said
models need a large amount of information from physi-
cal and computer experiments. Model-based design of ex-
periments (MBDoE) provides a systematic framework to
maximize information gain from experiments while min-
imizing resource costs. Unlike classical ‘black-box’ DoE
methods (e.g., factorial), MBDoE leverages science-based
models and facilitates efficient gradient-based optimiza-
tion. Despite its rich history of success, MBDoE remains
limited to niche application areas, in part because prac-
titioners must integrate expertise in statistics, optimiza-
tion, and modeling. To reduce this barrier, we present Py-
omo.DOE, the first open-source package for MBDoE. Py-
omo.DOE uses a nonlinear sensitivity analysis code k aug
to approximate Fisher information matrix, reducing the
computational time by over one order of magnitude. Py-
omo.DOE also leverages a new two-stage stochastic pro-
gramming abstraction to facilitate the gradient-based op-
timization framework. Case study 1 considers a kinetic
model with highly-correlated parameters, showing how Py-
omo.DOE eliminates model unidentifiability. Case study 2
considers CO2 adsorption as the first application of MB-
DoE to fixed-bed breakthrough experiments, and reveals
that MBDoE provides a principled approach to estimate
the value of additional measurements or modifications be-
fore changing experimental campaigns in the laboratory.
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Structure-Preserving Learning of Mechanical Sys-
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tems

Data-driven reduced-order modeling is an essential tool
in constructing high-fidelity compact models to approx-
imate physical phenomena when explicit models, state-
space formulations with access to internal variables, are
not available yet abundant input/output data are. In
the case of mechanical processes, data is often available
in the frequency domain, where the systems’ input-to-
output behavior is described by rational functions rather
than differential equations. While classical frequency do-
main approaches like the Loewner framework, vector fitting
and AAA are available, these methods result in unstruc-
tured models, which lack any physical interpretation and
structure-inherited properties. In this work, we present a
new framework for the learning of mechanical phenomena
in the frequency domain, while enforcing the mechanical
system structure in the model description.
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Risk-Aware Bayesian Goal-Oriented Optimal Ex-
perimental Design

Optimal experimental design (OED) allows us to predict,
a priori, when and where to collect data to minimize un-
certainty regarding a system. Traditionally, the aim has
been to minimize uncertainty related to model calibration.
Our work instead aims to develop goal-oriented strategies
which minimize uncertainty directly related to our mod-
eling objectives, such as prediction or control objectives.
We consider a Bayesian framework for OED to propagate
uncertainty measurements through to our respective goals.
This goal-oriented Bayesian regime allows us to consider
experimental design for high-risk scenarios, determining
conservative strategies that appropriately account for risk.
In this work, we investigate goal-oriented, risk-averse de-
sign for nonlinear mathematical models governed by PDEs.
We compare our approach to a standard, risk-neutral ap-
proach using a sensor placement problem where the physics
are governed by diffusive transport equations.
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U.S. Rental Moratorium: A Visual Analysis of the
Likelihood of Eviction in the Next Two Months

Renters in the U.S. are currently facing possible eviction
when the government-mandated rental moratorium ends.
In the early phases of the pandemic, millions of Americans
lost their primary source of income and were unable to
cover rental payments. To protect renters and prevent the
spread of COVID-19, the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC) halted evictions in counties with high
transmission. This research aims to show the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic on housing insecurity and test the
following hypotheses: 1) state and government acts relat-
ing to rental moratorium directly impact renter’s attitudes
about eviction; and 2) less populated states are at greater
risk of being affected due to lack of infrastructure to effec-
tively distribute rental aid. A visual analytics system was
developed to visually investigate Phase 2 Phase 3.1 sur-
vey data from the U.S. Census Bureau covering a duration
of 46-weeks. Results showed a correlation between gov-
ernment policies and renter’s feelings of insecurities, and
that smaller states had the greatest rates of feelings of in-
securities that directly related to lack of infrastructure for
distributing relief funds.
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Reinforcement Learning for PDE-Based Control
Problems

The process of identifying optimal control policies plays a
key role in a wide range of scientific applications. While
many complex systems can be modeled effectively with nu-
merical methods, it is often difficult to determine the best
strategy for interacting with such systems based on the
forward model alone. In this poster, we explore the poten-
tial for leveraging deep reinforcement learning algorithms
to automate the decision-making process in the context of
scientific applications. In particular, we show that a proxi-
mal policy optimization algorithm can successfully identify
a near-optimal strategy for positioning sinks within a sim-
plified PDE model of contaminant flow. The generality of
the underlying learning scheme, along with the promising
results from initial experiments, suggest that reinforcement
learning may provide an effective framework for optimiz-
ing the decision-making process in a wide range of scientific
applications.
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Adversarial Examples in Random Neural Networks
with General Activations

A substantial body of empirical work documents the lack
of robustness in deep learning models to adversarial ex-
amples. Recent theoretical work proved that adversarial
examples are ubiquitous in two-layers networks with sub-
exponential width and ReLU or smooth activations, and
multi-layer ReLU networks with sub-exponential width.
We present a result of the same type, with no restriction on
width and for general locally Lipschitz continuous activa-
tions. More precisely, given a neural network f( · ; θ) with
random weights θ, and feature vector x, we show that an
adversarial example x′ can be found with high probability
along the direction of the gradient ∇xf(x; θ). Our proof
is based on a Gaussian conditioning technique. Instead of
proving that f is approximately linear in a neighborhood
of x, we characterize the joint distribution of f(x; θ) and
f(x′; θ) for x′ = x− s(x)∇xf(x; θ).
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Robust Denoising of Cryo-Em Images via β-Gan

The Cryo-Electron Microscopy (Cryo-EM) becomes popu-
lar for macromolecular structure determination. However,
the 2D images captured by Cryo-EM are of high noise and
often mixed with multiple heterogeneous conformations
and contamination, imposing a challenge for denoising. In
this work, we approach the robust denoising problem for
Cryo-EM images by introducing a family of Generative Ad-
versarial Networks (GAN), called β-GAN, which is able to
achieve robust estimation of certain distributional parame-
ters under Huber contamination model with statistical op-
timality. To address the denoising challenges, β-GANs are
exploited to enhance the robustness of Denoising Autoen-
coder. Our proposed method is evaluated by both a simu-
lated dataset on the Thermus aquaticus RNA Polymerase
(RNAP) and a real world dataset on the Plasmodium fal-
ciparum 80S ribosome dataset (EMPIAR-10028), in terms
of Mean Square Error (MSE), Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR), Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) and
3D Reconstruction as well. Quantitative comparisons show
that equipped with some designs of β-GANs and the robust
�1-Autoencoder, one can stabilize the training of GANs and
achieve the state-of-the-art performance of robust denois-
ing with low SNR data and against possible information
contamination. Our proposed methodology thus provides
an effective tool for robust denoising of Cryo-EM 2D im-
ages, and helpful for 3D structure reconstruction.
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Overparameterization and Generalization Error:
Weighted Trigonometric Interpolation

Motivated by surprisingly good generalization properties
of learned deep neural networks in over-parameterized sce-
narios and by the related double descent phenomenon, this
paper analyzes the relation between smoothness and low
generalization error in an overparameterized linear learning
problem. We study a random Fourier series model, where
the task is to estimate the unknown Fourier coefficients
from equidistant samples. We derive exact expressions for
the generalization error of both plain and weighted least
squares estimators. We show precisely how a bias towards
smooth interpolants, in the form of weighted trigonomet-
ric interpolation, can lead to smaller generalization error
in the overparameterized regime compared to the underpa-
rameterized regime. This provides insight into the power
of overparameterization, which is common in modern ma-
chine learning.
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Spde-NetII: Optimal Stabilization Parameter Pre-
diction with Neural Networks

Singularly Perturbed Partial Differential Equations (SP-
PDEs) are challenging to solve, and a one-fit-all strategy
for the solution of SPPDEs does not yet exist. A blind ap-
plication of mesh-based numerical methods, such as the
Finite Element Method, for this purpose may result in
nonphysical oscillations in the numerical solution. Over
the years, a number of stabilization techniques have been
proposed in order to obtain a stable solution sans spuri-
ous oscillations. However, most of the stabilization tech-
niques rely on an optimal value of the stabilization param-
eter, which unfortunately remains difficult to evaluate. In
this work, we propose a deep neural network based ap-
proach for approximating the stabilization parameter for
an accurate and stable solution of the 2-dimensional con-
vection dominated convection-diffusion equation. In this
technique, the stabilization parameter is obtained by min-
imizing the residual, along with the crosswind term for
the particular SPPDE under consideration. We show that
this approach yields stable solutions for several benchmark
problems involving 2D SPPDEs, while also being more ac-
curate compared to other contemporary neural networks
based PDE solvers.
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Optical Neural Networks and Approximation
Properties of Complex-Valued Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks are usually considered to be real-
valued, i.e., the numbers that propagate through the net-
work are real numbers. In certain applications, such as
in applications that work in the frequency domain, the
natural domain for the inputs of the network is the space
of complex numbers. Also, in some emerging technolo-
gies, such as in optical computing, the signals that per-
form the computation are inherently complex-valued. In
this talk, we discuss a recent design for an optical neu-
ral network proposed by the authors (’Analysis of a dy-
namical system modeling lasers and applications for optical
neural networks’, arXiv:2103.02678 (2021)). We also con-
sider the question of approximation properties of complex-
valued neural networks in general. For the real-valued neu-
ral networks, the classical universal approximation theorem
states that nonpolynomiality of the activation function is
essentially a necessary and sufficient condition for the as-
sociated neural networks to be capable of uniformly ap-
proximating any continuous function. An analogous result
for the complex-valued neural networks was proved only re-
cently by Voigtlaender (’The universal approximation theo-
rem for complex-valued neural networks’, arXiv:2012.03351
(2020)) for globally defined activation functions, and later
extended in connection with optical neural networks to lo-
cally defined activation functions by the authors.
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Low-Rank Matrix Recovery: Global Convergence
and Riemannian Geometry

Low-rank matrix manifold, the Riemannian manifold of
matrices with fixed size and rank, is a powerful tool for low-
rank recovery applications in compressed sensing and data
science. We propose a unified framework on the low-rank
matrix manifold for a class of problems, such as matrix
sensing and phase retrieval. We analyze the global behav-
ior of vanilla Riemannian gradient descent (RGD) with ran-
dom initialization for the population loss function of these
problems. We show that under certain assumptions, RGD
with global random initialization converges to the global
minimum in a nearly linear rate that is almost dimension-
free. In other words, it takes O(log(n) + log(1/�)) iter-
ations to reach an �-accurate solution. A previously un-
known geometric property of the manifold is the existence
of spurious critical points. They are rank-deficient, singu-
lar, saddle-like fixed points of RGD. We prove that with
high probability, randomly initialized RGD escapes all the
spurious critical points in just a few steps. Moreover, for
the rank-(r-1) spurious critical points, RGD escapes them
almost surely. Our global analysis and convergence guar-
antee fully explains the numerical observations. It could
potentially be extended to more applications with random
measurement structures and empirical least squares loss
functions.
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Extracting Dynamical Models from Data

The FJet approach is introduced for determining the un-
derlying model of data from a dynamical system. It bor-
rows ideas from the fields of Lie symmetries as applied
to differential equations (DEs), and numerical integration
(such as RungeKutta). The technique can be considered
as a way to use machine learning (ML) to derive a numeri-
cal integration scheme. The technique naturally overcomes
the ”extrapolation problem”, which is when ML is used to
extrapolate a model beyond the time range of the original
training data. It does this by doing the modeling in the
phase space of the system, rather than over the time do-
main. When modeled with a type of regression scheme, its
possible to accurately determine the underlying DE, along
with parameter dependencies. Ideas from the field of Lie
symmetries applied to ordinary DEs are used to determine

constants of motion, even for damped and driven systems.
These statements are demonstrated on three examples: a
damped harmonic oscillator, a damped pendulum, and a
damped, driven nonlinear oscillator (Duffing oscillator). In
the model for the Duffing oscillator, its possible to treat the
external force in a manner reminiscent of a Greens function
approach. Also, in the case of the undamped harmonic os-
cillator, the FJet approach remains stable approximately
10**9 times longer than 4th-order Runge-Kutta
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